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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Prelude
This thesis is an analysis of a complex system 
of dual organization and ritual found among the Ilahita 
Arapesh of New Guinea. Specifically, the study deals 
with Ilahita village, the place after which the larger 
group is named (Glasgow and Loving 1964). These people 
are a culturally distinct dialect group of Southern 
Arapesh who occupy about 150 square kilometres in the 
Maprik area of the East Sepik District. Beyond their 
eastern boundary lies the territory of the Abelam, a 
linguistically unrelated culture known through the 
writings of Forge (1962, 1966, 1970a, 1970b), Kaberry 
(1941, 1941/42, 1965/66) and Lea (1964, 1969). Close 
contact with the Abelam over a long period, and a similar 
environmental situation, have resulted in many shared 
features between these cultures, and a corresponding 
divergence of the Ilahitans from their linguistic cousins, 
the Mountain Arapesh (Mead 1935, 1938, 1940, 1947;
Fortune 1939, 1942, 1943).
Dual Organization: a behavioural approach
As a principle for organizing society, dualism 
is rivalled by few others in degree of basic simplicity. 
The notion posits a contrastive set: 'them and us',
'these and those', as defined by whatever criteria and 
for whatever purposes the particular culture holds 
significant. The utter simplicity of the concept, 
together with its widespread occurrence/ has engaged 
the interest of numerous anthropologists, and over the 
last 70 years a considerable literature has been amassed 
on the subject. Many of these writings, however, because 
of divergent theoretical objectives or ethnographic
I
Murdock (1949:215) notes a 21% occurrence of exogamous 
moieties in a sample of 193 unilineal societies.
1
2inappropriateness, bear little relevance to the analysis 
presented in this thesis.
For example, because the present study is 
structural-functional in orientation, and does not 
attempt to generalize conclusions into the realm of 
universal human thought process, it stands apart from 
the tradition of dualistic theory developed by the 
Annee So oiologique circle of French anthropology 
(Dürkheim and Mauss 1963 [1903]; Hertz 1960 [19 0 9 ] ; 
Levi-Strauss 1944, 1949, 1963, 1966).2 3 Furthermore,3among the Arapesh dual categories are non-exogamous 
and unconnected with marriage practices. For this 
reason, much of the literature relating dualism to 
kinship and marriage (Levi-Strauss 1949; Homans and 
Schneider 1955; Needham i960, 1962, 1966/67) is not 
applicable to the problem at hand. Finally, there is 
another body of literature which deals with the 
development of particular systems of dual organization 
out of earlier forms (Rivers 1924; Perry 1924; Parsons 
1924; Van Wouden 1968 [1935]; Williams 1936; Eggan 
1950; Fox 1967). The analysis of Ilahita dual 
organization has a similar historical component; but 
because the system is historically unique, there is little 
to be achieved by borrowing insights derived from other, 
equally unique, ethnographic instances. This is not to 
impugn the procedure as such; it is the essence of the 
comparative method in anthropology. However, in the 
works cited above, and in most others belonging to this 
genre , the conclusions usually refer only to a particular
2
See, however, some specific comments and criticisms 
regarding Levi-Strauss's approach at the conclusion 
of Chapter Five, pp. 234 ff.
3
Unless otherwise qualified, the term 'Arapesh' refers 
in this thesis to the culture-dialect group, Ilahita 
Arapesh.
3culture or culture region, without claim to wider 
application.
Having sketched briefly how the present study 
diverges from most of the available literature on dualism, 
it is necessary to define in more positive terms the 
approach which has been adopted. It is advisable to 
start with a working definition of 'dual organization', 
and the one proposed by Ortiz is both adequate for this 
purpose and a point of entry into the remainder of the 
discussion. Dual organization, Ortiz writes (1965:389), 
is
...a system of antithetical institutions with 
the associated symbols, ideas, and meanings in 
terms of which social interaction takes place. 
Thinking in contrasting sets may well be a 
universal human tendency, particularly with 
regard to cosmological notions, but it is when 
these contrasting sets have significant 
behavioral correlates that dual organization 
can serve as an effective descriptive concept.
Apart from dissociating the object of study from that 
frequently pursued by French theorists (see above) , the 
author correctly observes that in the absence of 
behavioural correlates it is meaningless to regard a 
set of antithetical categories as a 'dual organization'. 
The definition can be specified further, however, by 
considering it in the light of what Ortiz himself 
subsequently wrote about dual organization among the 
Pueblo Indians.
4
I should mention that some theorists have tentatively 
identified trends in the evolution of dual systems.
Lowie, for example, observes (1950:242): 'Exogamy
readily disappears and readily develops in connection 
with dual organization'. He further suggests that,
'Agamy naturally develops as a sequel to exogamy in 
a dual organization' (p. 243). Cf. Murdock (1949 :184ff) . 
Such propositions, while perhaps soundly based in the 
ethnographic survey material, cannot be applied to a 
novel cultural setting without independent testing.
4The Tewa World (Ortiz 1969) is a lucid and 
thorough treatment of the complex system of dual cosmology 
and ritual in the Pueblo of San Juan. The behaviour which 
Ortiz correlates with dualistic categories consists of 
ceremonialism focussed on the subsistence cycle, the life 
cycle, and other calendrical phenomena. The Tewa use 
ritual as a means for regularly transcending dual 
oppositions in religious ideology, thereby protecting 
the community from cleavage along the ritual moiety axis. 
It is significant that Tewa moieties are residentially 
intermingled rather than separated. The object of the 
study is to 'obtain an understanding of how a society with 
dual organization achieves integration and continuity by 
overriding the division at crucial points in the life 
cycle, by devising systems of mediation when the division 
is potentially most disruptive, by making possible a 
network of crosscutting ties which transcend the division, 
and by equalizing the asymmetry within the division over 
a period of time' (1969:10).
In this statement Tewa dualism (as contrasting 
cognitive sets) is regarded as a cultural 'given', 
whereas ritual behaviour operates to nullify periodically 
the disruptive potentials intrinsic in the dualistic 
cosmology. Dualism is therefore historically and 
logically prior to the behaviour with which it correlates; 
metaphorically speaking, codes of ritual behaviour have 
arisen to protect Tewa culture from its own dualistic 
tendencies. It is important to note that, in discussing 
the components of the dual organization, Ortiz refers 
throughout his study to 'behaviour' of a rather special 
kind: ritual and ceremonial. In that these categories
of social action are entirely defined by the (dualistic) 
system of myth and cosmology, they and their cognitive 
referents are more than correlated: they are co-extensive
and together form a closed logical system.
5Similarly, Arapesh dual categories define and 
are expressed by ritual and ceremonial activities. At 
the same time, the dual organization is logically 
related to behaviour patterns which are neither 
conventionalized nor ceremonial, and which superficially 
appear to operate at a different level of community life. 
These include such mundane phenomena as the relationships 
between members of the nuclear family, amity and enmity 
between boundary-sharing groups and individual neighbours, 
and the ambiguous relations between affines living in 
close proximity. In contrast with the integrative and 
crosscutting effects of ritual and conventional behaviour, 
these everyday forms contain tension which is potentially 
disruptive to village solidarity. And in the traditional 
environment of endemic warfare it was imperative to manage 
these tensions in some fashion which would preserve 
community solidarity.
In this thesis I shall argue that the elaboration 
of Ilahita dual organization was a structural response to 
the need for regulating and absorbing internal tensions 
as they mounted in proportion to the historical growth 
and consolidation of the village. To the extent that 
the dual organization, based on the notion of group 
contraposition, contains a disruptive potential of its 
own, ritual and conventional behaviour performs the 
crosscutting and integrative functions described for the 
Tewa system. In short, the analysis of Arapesh dual 
organization contains five major components:
(1) a traditional environment of chronic military 
stress; (2) an increasing size and concentration of 
nucleated settlements; (3) a constant input of social 
behaviour proceeding in a cultural, spatial and temporal 
setting, the negative elements of which are exacerbated 
by changing demographic circumstances; (4) a complex 
system of dual structures which manages the disruptive 
aspects of these behaviour patterns, and which undergoes 
elaboration in proportion to the increasing potential
6for community disruption; (5) a system of ritual and 
conventional behaviour which vitalizes and sacralizes 
the dual organization and also counteracts divisive 
tendencies along the major axes of group contraposition.
A most important feature of Ilahita dual 
organization is that most of the component structures 
have a residential manifestation. As well as performing 
together in ritual contexts, members of the same moiety 
(or other dual category) live together, and this greatly 
influences their general behaviour toward each other and 
toward the opposed group. Thus, whereas Ortiz perhaps 
exhausted the Tewa data by examining only ritual correlates 
of the dual organization, the Arapesh analysis must be 
extended to forms of behaviour which are as much a 
result of residential and spatial factors as of the dual 
organization itself.
There is a second line of argument in the thesis, 
parallel to and interactive with the analysis of dual 
structures and supportive behaviour. This concerns the 
large size of Ilahita village - nearly 1500, which is 
exceptional by New Guinea standards. Ilahita's anomalous 
size attracted me to that village in the first instance: 
how did Ilahita come to be so large? and, more 
theoretically, through what integrative mechanisms has it 
remained large over the years? The first question is the 
historical component of the thesis, and various evidence 
will be adduced to provide a satisfactory answer. The 
second query requires a structural-functional analysis and 
relates to the first argument described. In brief: just 
as the behavioural consequences of increasing village 
size stimulated the elaboration of regulative (dualistic) 
mechanisms, the success of these enabled further growth; 
the two aspects of the system thus became established in 
a mutually amplifying relationship which continued until 
the imposition of the Pax Australiana, around the time of 
the Second World War.
7The thesis is divided into chapters corresponding 
with the components enumerated for the first argument.
The second argument - that dealing with the growth and 
integration of Ilahita - recurs intermittently as an 
abiding theme of the general analysis. The cultural and 
historical setting of the thesis is presented in Chapter 
Two. This encompasses a survey of environmental factors, 
the subsistence life of the Arapesh, and the effects which 
European culture has had since the early contact period. 
Chapter Three shifts the historical focus to a description 
of the military imperatives which prevailed in the area 
before the Pax Australiana. The culture of warfare 
demanded that village solidarity was essential for 
survival during traditional times, and social mechanisms 
contributing to this solidarity were recognized as 
important by the Arapesh themselves. The chapter also 
deals with the effects population movements in the Sepik 
basin have had on the settlement pattern of the Arapesh, 
stimulating the rise of village structures. The present- 
day character of Ilahita is the subject of Chapter Four. 
This analyzes the interrelated topics of residence, social 
space, marriage, descent and family in terms of the 
disruptive potentials which inhere in these categories of 
relationship. In light of the military imperatives 
mentioned earlier, it is essential that internal cleavages 
between groups and between individuals be regulated to 
preserve village unity.
Chapters Three and Four thus pose the situational 
necessity for mechanisms of social control and regulation 
in the life of Ilahita village. The remainder of the 
thesis analyzes the structure and function of these 
mechanisms. Chapter Five examines the complex dual 
organization of the village: its component structures;
the conventional competitions which redirect and absorb 
antagonism in the community; mechanisms effecting the 
transmission of the system through time; and, in general, 
the way in which the dual organization relates to the
8behavioural vicissitudes outlined in Chapter Four. The 
dual organization also provides a framework for the 
secret men's Tambaran Cult. This will be the subject of 
Chapter Six, in which the Cult is analyzed as a 
magico-ritual complex which apotheosizes certain cultural 
values and also gives dramatic expression to the dual 
organization. Through its large-scale collective 
endeavours, the organization of the Cult also contributes 
to village unity. Chapter Seven continues to analyze 
the relationship between ritual and dual organization, 
primarily in terms of cognition and religious ideology.
It is shown that through the identification of worldly 
authorities with ancestral and theistic spirits, the 
dual organization is saturated with religious significance. 
Finally, Chapter Eight recapitulates the main points of 
the argument and formulates a general perspective.
Methodological Note
This thesis is based on fieldwork conducted at 
Ilahita village, in the Maprik area of the East Sepik 
District, New Guinea. A total of 21 months was spent 
living in the village, divided into three periods of 
13 months, seven months and ten days, successively, 
during the years 1969-72.
Although Ilahita was pre-selected as a research 
site, a factor of uncertainty in the planning stage was 
that the South Sea Evangelical Mission had had a station 
in the village for nearly 20 years. The effects of this 
on cultural practices and social structure could not be 
estimated beforehand, and therefore the initial approach 
had to be flexible. The plan was to use Ilahita as a 
base for the first month, during which the impact of the 
Mission could be assessed and other villages reconnoitred 
as possible alternative sites.
9By the month's end it was clear that, because
of my general inexperience, casual and hurried visits
to the other villages could not be a basis for
recommending any one of them over the others. Meanwhile,
I was developing friendships with individuals in Ilahita
and beginning to regard the place as 'home'. Also, it
appeared that the SSEM influence in the village was rather
5less than one might expect after so long a presence. The
large size of the village, with its strong cultural 
conservatism and scope for individual anonymity, meant 
that a significant part of the population remained 
virtually unaffected by the Mission. Although Ilahita 
was a geographical terminus of diffusion routes entering 
the dialect area from the south, it was here that introduced 
ritual and social elements underwent greatest elaboration. 
The Ilahita big-men are proud of their rich heritage and 
view their resistance to Mission teachings as a kind of 
sacred responsibility.
The decision being made to remain in Ilahita,
I moved from the government rest-house where I had been 
living during the month's orientation and established 
myself in Elaf hamlet of the major ward of Ililip. This 
was approximately one kilometre from the Mission compound.
It was a good location for observing community activities: 
Elaf was the main ceremonial hamlet of the ward, the 
place where public events occurred and where the men 
congregated each evening for casual discussions. The 
rear of the house overlooked, from a height, the next 
hamlet and the one beyond that. Designed on the newly 
introduced stilted pattern, the house had been built some 
years earlier for one of the village's representatives to 
the Local Government Council. A dispute with his 
neighbours had long before caused him to vacate it, and, 
as its erection had been a community project, no other
5
The extent of Mission influence in the village will be 
discussed more fully in Chapter Two.
10
villager was entitled to occupy it. With approval of 
the Ililip people, the councillor offered the house to 
me; it was such an obvious choice that taking it did 
not imply to anyone that I was rejecting other parts of 
the village in favour of Elaf.
Fieldwork formally began with a house-by-house 
mapping of the entire village, followed by a detailed 
sociological census. With the villagers spending all 
day everyday in the gardens, this latter task absorbed 
almost four months. Apart from the value of the data 
obtained, the census gave me a chance to acquaint myself 
with the village layout and inhabitants, while the people 
likewise grew accustomed to my presence and the nature of 
my enquiries. By the time the census was completed 
interesting problems in social organization were emerging, 
and the study acquired its own momentum. Eight months 
into the first fieldwork period it was decided to focus 
the study on the structures and functions of the village's 
dual organization.
A six-month interval between the first and second 
field trips was spent in Canberra conducting preliminary 
analyses and developing the argument of the proposed 
thesis. It was found necessary to undertake another 
census of the entire village, this time on the subject 
of male membership in various ritual groupings. With a 
shorter agenda and the freedom to speak to individuals 
anywhere (rather than only at their houses, as was 
essential in the first census), the task was concluded 
with relative ease. It was during this period also that 
a widespread Cargo Cult gained a following throughout 
the East Sepik District. Centred near Yangoru, some 
50 kilometres east of Ilahita, the movement received 
considerable coverage by the news media (especially 
Radio Wewak) and was a constant topic of debate and 
speculation for several months (Hwekmarin et al. 1971).
With the exception of four individuals, Ilahita held
11
conspicuously aloof and scorned the eagerness with which 
other villages embraced the movement.
The final period of fieldwork consisted of a 
brief visit to Ilahita in September, 1972 in order to 
observe an important Tambaran Cult initiation. This was 
also a good opportunity to collect some additional 
information on social and ritual organization and to 
familiarize myself with events that had occurred since 
leaving the village late the previous year.
Linguistic Note
During the first three months of fieldwork a 
considerable portion of each day was spent collecting 
texts and studying the Arapesh language. Thereafter, 
language study became a constant, but relatively unintense, 
part of the fieldwork routine. This was aided by a 
grammar published by Reo Fortune (1942) which, although 
dealing with the Mountain Arapesh language, displays a 
basic structure common to both languages. In addition, 
the late Miss Shirley Matthews of the SSEM had assembled 
a dictionary of terms and phrases - mainly in another 
dialect of Southern Arapesh - which the Mission kindly 
made available to me.
gA common feature of all three Arapesh languages 
is a complex system of multiple noun classes. In Southern 
Arapesh there are 15 noun classes, defined by their rules 
for pluralizing, and in respect of which numerals, 
relative pronouns, demonstrative pronouns and adjectives 
must agree. The language is double gendered, with an 
inclusive-exclusive distinction in second-person singular 
and plural pronouns. In general, although the rules of 
grammar and syntax are quite complicated, they are applied 
fairly regularly.
^Linguistic classification placing the Arapesh languages 
and dialects relative to one another and to higher level taxa will be discussed in Chapter Two.
r12
By the end of the research my language 
competence was such that I could engage in simple 
conversations and follow enough of what people said to 
each other to detect points of further interest to me. 
These were then pursued in detail in Pidgin English, a 
language which, if spoken properly, has considerable 
expressive potential. There can be no denying the value 
of speaking the vernacular, but a faltering grasp of it 
is insidious and compares poorly with a genuine fluency 
in Pidgin English. At the time of fieldwork nearly all 
the men under 50 years of age spoke Pidgin English, and 
most of the women under 30 were also fluent. Older 
persons of either sex had limited comprehension and very 
little speaking ability. In cases of data collection 
where the linguistic element is crucial (as in terminology 
and etymology) I have been especially careful to record 
and interpret the material accurately.
* * * * *
The convention used in this thesis for 
distinguishing vernacular terms from Pidgin English 
is to place the former in italic print and the latter 
in inverted commas. Apart from Arapesh proper nouns, 
which are capitalized and non-italicized, the only 
exception is the Pidgin English 'tambaran'. Following 
Forge (1970a:290), I regard this as a term which has 
passed into the technical vocabulary of anthropology; 
when the term is capitalized, this is to indicate an 
association with the man's cult in the Sepik: thus,
Tambaran Cult.
For the spelling of Pidgin English terms, my 
authority is Francis Mihalic's Dictionary and Grammar of 
Melanesian Pidgin (1971). In Arapesh orthography I have 
followed a simple phonetic rendering, however it should 
be noted that an /x/ in final position (a noun class 
plural suffix) is sounded as a lenis voiceless velar
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fricative, while the feminine singular suffix, /'w/, 
is a labialized glottal stop. Nearly all Arapesh words 
are stressed on the penultimate syllable.
CHAPTER TWO
ENVIRONMENT AND HISTORY
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Introduction
This chapter is in two parts, dealing with 
different topics as background to the remainder of the 
thesis. The first describes the general environment of 
the region, followed by a more detailed treatment of five 
ecological niches discernible in this environment. By 
indicating some of the social activities pursued in these 
niches, selected aspects of the local subsistence pattern 
are outlined which do not have a place in the main body 
of the thesis.
The second part deals briefly with the effects 
of European contact on the population of the region, with 
particular reference to Ilahita village. In describing the 
early contact period (1910-1935), I intend to stress two 
points: first, the traditional insularity of culture
groups in the region; and, second, the recency of full 
administrative control, relative to most other parts of 
lowland New Guinea. From there the discussion moves to 
the trauma of the Japanese occupation and of the Allied 
campaign in the Sepik during the Second World War. The 
effect of the war on the villagers was to expose them, 
irrevocably, to European culture and the world outside.
Thus began the modern period of universal labour migration, 
Christian missions, and political and economic development. 
The point to be made about modern trends is that Southern 
Arapesh villages have been variously influenced by them, 
and some have clearly adapted more successfully than 
others. Factors will be adduced to interpret this 
variation, among them demographic, social and cultural 
differentiation.
Place and People
Between the mouth of the Sepik river and the 
West Irian border, the northern coastline of Australian 
New Guinea is followed closely by a narrow but precipitous
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range of mountains. They rise in the east under the name 
Prince Alexander, reach maximum altitude (about 2000 m.) 
in the central Torricelli range,-and continue on to become 
the Bewani mountains in the west. The higher peaks are 
found along the north side of the ranges. Mainly of igneous 
origin, they tremble yet with the forces that shaped them 
and earth tremors are frequent throughout the area.
South of the divide the relief softens somewhat 
into lower ridges formed from Tertiary sediments 'ranging 
from mudstone to conglomerate, with local occurrences of 
limestone' (Haantjens et at, 1968:17). Though quite rugged, 
the ranges offer a habitat which certain sparse populations, 
including the Mountain Arapesh (Mead 193 8) , have found 
tolerable. In contrast with the steepness of the northern 
fall, the southern side slips more gradually into a large 
foothill region which, in turn, fades into a broad, grassy 
plain sloping imperceptibly down to the Sepik river. The 
natural boundary between foothills and plains is obscured 
by the way south-bound streams have dissected the soft 
sediments of the upper plain, producing a terrain of gently 
undulating hills. The grain of the land is generally 
north-south, and distributed along the ridges of the 
northern plain are some of the densest populations to be 
found anywhere in Papua New Guinea.^ Among them, residing 
just north of the grass plains, are the Southern Arapesh.
The taxonomic relationships within the Arapesh 
family of languages - of which Southern Arapesh is one 
member - and between this and neighbouring Torricelli 
groups is shown in Figure 2i (cf. Map 1).
I
Of the Maprik Subdistrict, the area of this study, Ward 
has written: 'Outside the Highlands, the most important
inland area with a high population density is in the Maprik 
subdistrict of the East Sepik where a mixed economy of yam, 
taro and sago cultivation supports densities of over 160 
persons per square mile (rising locally to 400 per square 
mile)' (1970:10). The highest densities are found among 
the Abelam people of the Wosera region, southeast from the 
study area.
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Research for this thesis was undertaken in the village 
which has lent its name (Glasgow and Loving 1964) to one 
gf the Southern Arapesh dialect groups: Ilahita.
Traditionally, Southern Arapesh men and women 
went completely nude, except for decorations worn on the 
upper body and in the hair. Today, it is rare to see a 
person between 10 and 50 without a pubic covering of some 
sort - trousers, skirt or waistcloth. In skin colour, 
hair colour and texture, and general physique they vary 
widely within the Melanesian type; however, it is my 
impression that the Southern Arapesh are somewhat slighter 
and more finely featured than the adjacent Middle Sepik 
peoples, the Abelam and the Kwanga. Table 2i gives height 
and weight averages for 73 females and 74 males between the
ages 25 and 34. This is a 62% sample of all persons in that
2age group.
An age-sex pyramid can be found’in Appendix A.
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Common ailments include the skin conditions of 
Tinea imbvicata and scabies. Glaucoma and cataracts 
were observed in the population, and blindness frequently 
attends old age. Malaria is endemic and is the greatest 
killer in all age groups, seconded by respiratory 
disorders (especially pneumonia) and influenza. 
Tuberculosis and leprosy are also present among a small, 
but significant, part of the population.
TABLE 2i: HEIGHTS AND WEIGHTS*
Males Females
Average Height
S.D.
Range
(cm) 161
5
151 - 175
150
6
139 - 163
Average Weight
S.D.
Range
(kg) 54
544 - 69
44
6
23 - 54
*Measurements made and analyzed by Beverly Tuzin.
Ilahita village is situated in a monotonous 
landscape of drab green ridges which look pale and dusty 
in the dazzling sunlight. At twilight or under thunder 
clouds the colours deepen, but only for a moment before 
the night or the deluge wipes them out entirely. The 
northern horizon is consumed by the blue Torricelli 
mountains which, from 20 kilometres away, are low enough 
to be unimpressive. To the south are many miles of 
flatness before the heights of Washkuk, along the Sepik 
river, jut out anomalously above the surrounding swamps. 
Beyond them, always hazy and sometimes invisible, is the 
massive face of the Central Highlands. Every night,
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practically without fail, the southern sky flickers with 
lightning playing over the high mountains, and occasionally 
rumblings are heard from storms along the Sepik. Panoramas 
like these are, however, quite rare; most of the time the 
traveller or dweller is closed in by the surrounding foliage 
and is able to see only the next ridge.
Climate
The foothills and plains of the Maprik Subdistrict 
are subject to pronounced wet and dry seasons occurring 
in, respectively, November-April and May-October. The 
Ilahita area receives about 168 centimetres annual rainfall, 
and of this 112 to 127 centimetres fall during the months3of the wet northwest wind. During the dry season weeks 
may pass without rain, yielding actual drought conditions 
and a scarcity of drinking water. The precipitation 
figures for the Ilahita area represent the lower extreme 
of a rainfall gradient which proceeds east-west along the 
southern side of the Torricellis, reaching a maximum of 
about 254 centimetres per year in the Lumi area of the 
West Sepik District, one hundred miles west of the study 
area. McAlpine (1972:62) has noted an anomaly in this 
gradient, viz.3 it runs along, rather than across, the 
physiographic trend of the land. The higher elevation of 
Lumi - 570 metres a.s.l., as compared with 190 a.s.l. in 
the Ilahita area - is not a sufficient explanation for the 
gradient, since other stations lower in the plain and 
along the Sepik river show a higher annual rainfall even 
than Lumi. Indeed, after reviewing the various hypotheses 
regarding this climatic anomaly, the C.S.I.R.O. team was 
forced to conclude that the rainfall gradient 'cannot be 
explained by known climatic controls or topographic 
effects...' (Haantjens et al. 1972:15).
3
Based on official readings taken over a 12-year period, 
wh,ich have been compiled by McAlpine (1972 : 61).
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Whatever the factors producing it, the rainfall
gradient does appear to have influenced variable human
adaptation patterns along the foothill zone. In general,
there is a correspondence of drier areas with elaborate4garden economies based primarily on the yam. In the
wetter regions, for example among the Wapei people in
the Lumi environs, sago is the staple, seconded by
hunting-and-gathering products. Their tiny, hastily
cleared taro patches bear little resemblance to the5handsome gardens of the Maprik area.
Comparisons between Wapei and Southern Arapesh 
are of some importance to this thesis because they, and 
all the intervening cultures, speak languages of the 
Torricelli phylum (Laycock 1973). Cultural variation 
within this large linguistic group is a function of local 
historical circumstances, and also of ecological factors 
such as rainfall and terrain. Thus, the Mountain Arapesh, 
studied by Mead and Fortune in the early 1930s, are more 
similar, in general adaptive terms, to the Wapei than to 
their close linguistic cousins, the Southern Arapesh. 
Indeed, the populations of the mountain's display broad 
cultural uniformity in contradistinction to groups of 
the lower foothills and plains, which have evolved a 
different range of social and economic adaptation patterns. 
This point will be returned to again in this thesis.
4
Coursey (1967:71) notes that the yam is biologically 
well adapted to tropical regions with pronounced wet and 
dry seasons. With the seed yams planted before the end 
of the dry season, the growing vine can use nutrients 
stored in the tuber itself until the rains resume. This 
is not to say that yams require such conditions; for 
example, the people of Frederik-Hendrik Island in West 
Irian manage to plant yams under coastal swamp conditions 
(Serpenti 1965) .
5
Observations on the Wapei people were made during a 
brief visit to Tauwitei village, near Lumi. Thanks are 
owed to my informative host, Dr. William Mitchell of the 
University of Vermont, who was at the time undertaking 
an intensive anthropological study of the Wapei people.
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* * * * *
Temperatures are distributed evenly through 
the year, notwithstanding the rain-based seasons; 
readings taken at Maprik indicate an average mean of 26.1 
degrees C. , with an average diurnal range of 7.7 degrees C. 
(McAlpine 1972:67). This rather wide fluctuation between 
day- and night-time temperatures makes the night 
surprisingly chilly, especially if a late afternoon 
shower has cooled the earth. People normally keep a 
fire smouldering all night for warmth, and, for this 
reason, prefer the traditional ground houses to the modern' 
styles built on stilts and lacking hearths. Relative 
humidity is also uniformly high, with an annual mean of 
91.5% (McAlpine 1972:68).
The soils of the Ilahita area tend to be low 
in friability and permeability, consisting primarily of 
mudstone and siltstone derivatives, with lesser occurrences 
of clay and sand (cf. Haantjens 1972:120). In exposed 
parts these soils become in the wet season gluey quagmires, 
very slippery on slopes; and in the dry season they are 
hard-baked surfaces which tear and burn even the most 
experienced feet. Such soils are very susceptible to 
erosion, and this is especially true in the village, 
where the soil is deliberately denuded ^ of plant cover.
The mildest inclines are deeply furrowed after even a 
single heavy shower, and the house sites become steep­
sided mounds after the soil has eroded away around them. 
This makes a well-constructed house fairly waterproof, 
and also affords good drainage for the village precinct.
The main hamlet clearings, being flat and level, tend to 
flood in the heavy rains; but as they are also fully 
exposed to the sun, they dry out within hours.
*****
There are five ecological niches definable in 
the Ilahita area. A discussion of them at this time has
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the advantage of setting the scene of this thesis, as 
well as sketching some of the social and cultural 
features which exist in respect of them.
Wambel: habitation site
Settlements are, with no known exceptions, 
located on the crests or major spurs of the ridges. There 
are several reasons, the main ones being defense, drainage 
and ease of communication (by shouting from one ridge 
to the next). As mentioned above, the village site is 
traditionally bared of ground cover, even to the extent 
of prying up the sod with sago-bark shovels. The people 
say that this was (and is) for purposes of sanitation 
and as protection against snakes and centipedes. This 
may be true, however there also seems to be an engrained 
notion that human habitation requires, among other things, 
a flat area cleared of natural obstruction. A bit of 
grass, pleasing to the European eye, is an unwelcome 
intrusion that is studiously removed.- The village has 
a swept tidiness verging on bleakness. This austerity 
is, fortunately, greatly alleviated by the many plants 
cultivated in the village for various purposes.
Among the village plants which are eaten thegmost important is the coconut. Breadfruit is present in 
two varieties, and a small tree (Gnetum gnemon^L.) is 
grown whose leaves are an important part of the local 
diet. Bananas are on hand for eating and for the various 
domestic uses to which their leaves are put. Village 
pawpaws are said to be inferior to those grown in the 
garden and are therefore fed to animals. Most men have
6
I have refrained in this thesis from providing Latin 
names for commonly known species of plants and animals. 
Systematic biological identifications were not made in 
the field, however, the interested reader may refer to 
Appendix F in Lea (1964:186-192) which lists the 
scientific names of plants mentioned here, and many 
others besides.
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a number of betel palms, and each hamlet is flanked by 
a clump of bamboo for use in house frames, as extension 
poles, and as water vessels.
Also present in the village are plants used for 
medicinal, magical and decorative purposes. Leading in 
the first category is the native ginger, used in the 
treatment of a wide variety of minor ailments. Small 
tart lemons are grown for infusions used in treating 
colds, and also for their magical purifying powers.
Stinging nettles in varying degrees of potency are the 
first line of defense (as a counter-irritant) in most 
organic disorders. They are an important part of many 
magical formulae, and, when wrapped around food bundles, 
the leaves discourage predations by rats. Decorative 
cordylines and crotons are in profuse supply: as funeral
memoria, as magic ingredients, and as elements in body 
and yam decoration. The beauty of these leaves, in 
striking hues of black, yellow, green, red and deep violet, 
is much appreciated by the villagers, who use their names 
in complimenting handsome youths and maidens. Red 
hibiscus blossoms are another item of ornament used in 
conjunction with a yellow blossom; both are commonly 
seen in the village. Finally, there are simply flowers, 
species which wilt immediately when plucked and are 
therefore planted solely for the purpose of making the 
place look pretty.
The foregoing list makes the village sound 
somewhat cluttered, which is not the case at all. The 
people succeed in combining utilitarian needs with an 
aesthetically pleasing, informal array of colour and 
texture. Against the rather stark character of much>of 
its environs, the village is comfortable and refreshing. 
Indeed, informants when they recall their dreams of heaven 
describe it as cool and clean and rich in colour - the 
ideal village.
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Among domestic animals, pigs are the most 
important; however, compared with many parts of New 
Guinea, there are relatively few of them. In a sample 
of 71 of the village households (20%) , stratified 
according to age of the domestic head, only 17 pigs were 
counted: 13 households owned one apiece, and two
households owned two. A pig is never eaten by the family 
which raises it because of close sentimental and presumed 
ritual ties existing between them (cf. Lawrence 1951:356ff.). 
Rather, they are sold to other groups within and outside 
the village which use them in ritual exchanges. The fatty 
flesh of village pigs is thought inferior to wild pork, 
and the latter is an essential part of Tambaran Cult 
ceremonies. Only with the decline in recent years of the 
wild pig population have domestic pigs been finding their 
way - albeit unorthodoxly - into Cult activities.
The same household survey produced 28 dogs, all 
of them wretched, under-fed and non-descript. Informants 
claim that formerly, when dogs were valued for their 
hunting ability, they were well cared for. Apart from 
their teeth still being prized as ornamentation they are 
despised creatures. One ceremonial occasion requires 
that dog flesh be eaten, and this is regarded as a 
gustatory ordeal. Other domestic animals are chickens 
(native and introduced) and a small number of introduced 
barnyard ducks. Cockatoo and cassowary chicks are 
frequently captured and raised as pets.
Dwelling and yam-storage houses are built on 
the same plan, the latter tending to b'e a bit larger. The 
design is a simple groundhouse, triangular in cross-section, 
with a regular trapezoidal floor plan and an unobstructed 
interior. The triangle formed at the front measures 
3-4 metres in height, with an approximately equivalent 
base. The lengths of the houses vary from 10 to 12 metres. 
These structures are preferably built on an incline, so
I An aerial view of ten hamlets of Ililip
ward. The arrow points to the author's 
house in Elaf hamlet. Soft textured 
vegetation in the environs are shade 
trees protecting the coffee groves, 
and in the upper right quarter can be 
seen a grove of sago palms winding along 
the valley floor.
II An aerial view of Wafamb hamlet in 
Nangup ward.
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that the floor slopes upwards toward the rear of the 7house, angling toward the downward sloping ridgepole.
The houses are thatched with sago palm fronds 
reaching to the ground on both sides. At the front end, 
the sago-spathe wall is recessed and a loft is fashioned 
under the gable. The open porch formed under this loft 
is protected from rain and is the scene of much domesticgactivity during inclement weather. In general, the 
structures are well adapted to climatic conditions, being 
cool, waterproof and well-ventilated - all of these 
essential to human comfort and yam storage.
Aof: the garden
The main household gardens are normally located 
on the ridgetops and upper slopes for the advantages of 
sunlight and drainage. Bush is cleared from late 
August through September, with the intention that 
the cuttings will dry and be fired before the rains 
begin. The main crops of the first year are yam 
(Dioscovea alata and D. esculenta)3 interplanted with 
taro (Colacasia esculenta and Xanthosoma spp.) and 
varieties of greens of the Amaranthus and Abelmoschus
7
The house, therefore, reduces in all dimensions from 
front to rear, creating a perspective which is skilfully 
used in displaying long yams. The tubers are lined upright 
along the inside wall of the house in order of 
decreasing length. The illusion achieved is that the 
tubers, seen in relation to the diminishing perspective, 
appear to be of roughly equal length.
8
An interesting gradient of house design can be observed 
from the plains into the mountains. The basic plan varies 
little, except that the open, semi-public porch diminishes 
in size as one proceeds into the mountains. At the extreme 
northern end of the language group (about 600 metres a.s.l.) 
the porch is entirely enclosed, however an inner partition 
still separates it from the main room and preserves its 
semi-public character. This is plainly an adaptation to 
the cold winds and rain of these altitudes, a fact which may 
have produced interesting differences in social action 
patterns.
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genera (Lea 1964:186), Plants cultivated in smaller
amounts are: Chinese cabbage, watermelon, cucumber,
pumpkin, beans, pineapple, tomato, sweet corn, spring
onions and sweet potato. In addition, some cultigens
are planted in the first year so that they reach maturity
in the second. These are: sugar cane, 'pitpit'
9
(Saaeharum edule) , pawpaw and banana.
Gardens in their second year require very little 
attention since 'pitpit', the main crop, has a headstart 
on the weeds and grows thickly once it is established.
There is no deliberate attempt to prolong the life of 
the garden beyond two years, except that some earlier 
plants may resprout in the third year. These are harvested 
cursorily and their yield is not appreciable. Secondary 
growth begins taking hold during the third year, and the 
'fallow period runs ideally for a minimum of ten years.^
Most men prefer to plant three or four small 
gardens (less than a half-acre each) rather than a single 
large one, in order that their risk is spread over several 
micro-ecologies. This preference is in turn associated 
with a pattern of reciprocal courtesies whereby a man 
plants some of his yams in a garden belonging usually to 
an affine or maternal kinsman. Close agnatic kin often 
clear a stretch of bush together and plant adjacent 
gardens; this is a different matter from that of a man 
offering part of his garden to another, in which case the
9
A type of grass whose inflorescence is eaten either 
roasted or as an ingredient in sago soup.
10
The maturity of the fallow is gauged on general 
features - tree size, texture of the soil, etc. - rather 
than on any specific features, such as the flowering of 
particular plants. My estimate of the fallow periods is 
based on general statements by informants, together with 
the garden histories of three men over the last fifteen 
years. For a list of trees of the fallow in this region, 
see Lea (1964:188).
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borrowed 'block' is planted between blocks planted by 
the owner. The system has the added advantage that, if 
some of a man's seed yams are sprouting before he has 
prepared his own gardens, there is a range of persons to 
whom he can turn for garden space. Similarly, if a man's 
garden is filled before he has planted all of his seed 
yams, there is no need for them to rot: one of his
affines or maternal kin is sure to have extra space. The 
blocks are four to five metres wide, carefully demarcated 
and running against the contour of the land. Block 
demarcation is most important in planting adjacent plots 
because, for ritual reasons, yams belonging to different 
men must not be mixed.^
In addition to the main family gardens, whose 
daily care depends very much on female labour, the men 
plant secret long-yam gardens which are strictly forbidden 
to women. These are located in out of the way places at 
low levels near the stream banks. The tubers are of the 
same species as those of the main garden (D. at at a) , 
however, cultivation techniques have been evolved which 
cause them to reach considerable length - over two metres 
locally, and even longer among the neighbouring Abelam 
(Forge 1966:28). The long yams are the focus of an 
elaborate set of beliefs and practices, in terms of which 
formal male status is largely reckoned. They are objects 
of ritual competition between initiation partners, and 
also of aggressive rivalries between true enemies. A 
full analysis of the social and cultural significance of 
these yams is out of place here (vide Forge 1962, 1966; 
Kaberry 1941/42; 1965/66; Lea 1964, 1969; Tuzin 1972).
Walemb; the valley floor
Ilahita village lies between two moderately 
sized rivers: the Amuk about four kilometres to the east,
n
For a discussion of these ritual constraints, see 
Tuzin (1972) .
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and the Nanu about the same distance west (Map 2) . At
that remove they are too far away to affect markedly
the life of the village. More locally, numerous streams
wind on pebbly bottoms 70 to 100 metres below the
ridgetops. Most of these are tiny rivulets, very low
during the dry season, but capable of swelling to
alarming proportions after a heavy rain. The valley
floors are cool, shadowy glades which are heavily
perfumed with lush vegetation. The streams do not contain
many fish, and techniques for catching them have not
developed beyond damming the brook and bailing water
12until the fish can be caught by hand. In any event 
most people regard fish as little less disgusting fare 
than snakes, although they do relish smoked fish and 
crocodile meat from the Sepik and mackeral from tins. 
Children and some women eat despised food, however, 
the larger snakes and eels are confiscated by the men 
to be reduced to ashes for gardening and other magic.
The most important resource found in the 
valleys is the sago palm. For three months between the 
last of the old yams and the new harvest sago is the main 
staple, supplemented by taro. Today, steel implements 
enable a man to clear the dense foliage and plant an 
entire grove with relative ease. Before the 1930s this 
was a major task and required the cooperative efforts 
of the entire clan, which then allocated rights to its 
members. Most present-day clans having a history of 
segmentation trace the initial cause to disputes 
between real or classificatory brothers over sago rights. 
This is no longer a problem within the village (thanks 
to the steel axe) but inter-village fights frequently 
start over presumed trespass of sago rights. Thus, even
12
The villages know that the pulverized bark of a certain 
tree {Tiliaoeae ?, vide Lea 1964:189) can stun the fish, 
but this is hardly worth the effort under local conditions.
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MAP 2; THE ILAHITA ARAPESH AND NEIGHBOURING GROUPS
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in the recent past, sago was politically and socially 
more important than it is today. Indicative of its 
role in the remote past is the importance of sago 
in the symbolic life of the Ilahita Arapesh: in 
ritual, in social organization, and in the idioms of 
everyday speech. Comparing this with the contemporary 
reliance of most other Torricelli groups on sago, there 
is reason to suppose that the Ilahita Arapesh have 
during their history shifted from a subsistence economy 
founded on sago-eating and pig-hunting to one based 
on yams and an elaborate garden technology. More will 
be said about this historical question later in the 
thesis.
Techniques of sago extraction and processing 
are similar to those described for most parts of 
lowland New Guinea, and they need not be detailed 
again here. It should be said, however, that the task 
is shared by both sexes. Men fell the stem, remove 
the outer skin, and do most of the pulverizing. Women 
may assist in the arduous pulp pounding, but they are 
primarily involved with washing the pulp to leach out 
the sago flour.
The physiology of the sago palm has contributed 
to the development of certain social patterns centring 
on its exploitation. The starch content in the stem builds 
up over about 15 years (Cobley 1956:189), reaching 
a maximum content immediately before flowering. This is 
the moment to extract the starchy flour, and the 
timing is important because the palm's life and 
accumulated energy go entirely into producing the 
flower. If a palm belonging to a particular man reaches 
this stage at a time when he already has a supply of 
processed flour on hand, it behoves him to offer the 
palm to someone else in consideration of a past or 
future reciprocity. It is not feasible for a man to
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accumulate a surplus of flour, because techniques are
not known for preserving the flour; after about one
13month the sago starts acquiring toxic properties.
Despite their periodic reliance on it, the 
Ilahitans are not overly fond of sago - and the processing 
they regard as particularly laborious. During the season 
of sago dependency an average nuclear family spends about 
three days out of 20 supplying themselves and those to 
whom they are indebted or otherwise obliged - this in 
addition to tending their yam-taro gardens.
Before leaving the subject of the valley ecology,
I should mention that in the vicinity of the village 
various sections of the streams are important ritual 
sanctuaries. This is commonly where a bend in the stream 
has formed a deep, still pool. Bathing in such spots is 
out of the question, and even raising one's voice nearby 
is discouraged, because these pools are thought inhabited 
by a number of supernatural entities. Each patrician in 
the village owns one of these sites, believing that the 
clan ancestors live under the water at this spot. It is 
also thought to be the abode of Tambaran spirits associated 
with the proprietor clan, in addition to minor demons 
(Pidgin English: 'masalai') frequently embodied in large
pythons (cf. Mead 1933/34). These sites, which I shall 
call 'water shrines' are the focus of a wide range of 
beliefs and practices to be discussed in Chapter Seven.
13
Sago poisoning is not uncommon in the village. Other New 
Guinea cultures appear, however, to have devised adequate 
storage techniques. Burridge (1969:47) notes that the 
Tangu store sago flour for months in 'well-stoppered' 
bamboo tubes. William Mitchell reports (personal communic­
ation) that the Wapei people of the Lumi area preserve the 
flour by storing it in bamboo tubes placed under water.
Mead (1930) describes how the Manus islanders use sago as 
a prestige and trading item, the implication being that 
storage techniques exist there as well. Even simple smoking 
or sun-drying would probably deter bacteria growth. Whether 
the Ilahitans have never known or have forgotten such 
techniques, it is plain that they find the current system 
of reciprocal courtesies a congenial solution to the problem.
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Aolop: the forest
Large tracts of the village's territory, 
especially in the west, are occupied by very old forest, 
tall and with an irregular canopy of light-toned crowns 
(Heyligers 1972:78). Beneath the trees the forest floor 
is dark and moist and relatively open, with some occurrences 
of shrubs, herbs and ferns. The villagers rely on the 
forest for hardwood species such as Intsia bijuga for 
rot-resistant house posts, and Vitex oofassus for the 
carving of large slit-gongs (Lea 1964:187). Other forest 
products include heavy vines for direct use in hauling 
or in making rope, and wild palmwood for building materials, 
spears and a number of ritual paraphernalia. Some casual 
collecting (mushrooms, nuts, grubs, etc.) is done, but 
there are no large-scale collecting forays. From a ritual 
and dietary standpoint the most important function the 
forest serves is as a hunting preserve.
Men usually hunt singly or in pairs, occasionally 
with the help of a dog. The normal range of lowland New 
Guinea fauna is pursued, although their numbers are 
dwindling under pressure of human population and firearms. 
Cassowaries are seen very rarely nowadays, and the wild 
pig population is perceptibly declining. More plentiful 
are phalangers, tree kangaroos and bandicoots, the latter 
being hunted in the grassy environs of the village. Birds 
hunted for their plumes and flesh include all kinds of 
parrots, hornbill, goura pigeon, and black and sulphur- 
crested cockatoos.
Tree-dwelling animals are hunted with stones, 
sticks and sometimes with short spears. The object is to 
knock the animal out of the tree and finish it off on the 
ground. Bows and arrows are used only as children's toys 
among the Ilahitans, although they are important hunting 
and fighting weapons among the Bumbita Arapesh and 
throughout the other Torricelli cultures. Ground-dwelling
animals (pigs, cassowaries, bandicoots) are hunted 
with nets of varying strength and design.
Pigs and cassowaries are large and dangerous 
enough to warrant a team of hunters. The technique 
involves selecting an area of forest or secondary bush 
where a pig or cassowary seems likely to be hiding.
Nets are placed across the escape routes along one side 
of the operation area, and half of the hunting team beat 
their way towards them. Men stationed at the nets leap 
on the animal when it strikes, while the others rush to 
help subdue it. Every 'effort is made to take the animal 
alive, and spears are used only in case of emergency. 
Pigs and cassowaries are supremely important beasts in 
Arapesh ritual and mythology; the ideology attached to 
them, the magical devices used in their capture, and the 
composition of hunting teams will be described in due 
course.
'Bisnis': cash croos
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The two crops grown for external marketing are 
dry rice (Ovyza sativa) and Robusta coffee (Coffea 
canephora). After ten years of production certain 
long-term ecological effects of the innovation may already 
be estimated.
Dry rice is an annual crop, easily assimilated 
into the bush-fallow method of land use. However, the 
rice gardens may be as large as two acres, whereas the 
average subsistence garden is about 1/7 to 1/5 acre. The 
difference is due in part to the novel character of rice 
planting and harvesting, together with an inclination by 
the people to plant communal gardens for the purpose of 
funding other community enterprises. This is likely to 
—  —
There is also a growing tendency for large-scale clearing, after which the cleared space is allocated to participants 
for their individual gardens. Ecologically, this comes to 
the same thing as actual communal gardening, and has the same consequences.
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have long-term degrading effects on the soil because the 
greater distance between garden-centre and surrounding 
forest retards restoration during the fallow period. In 
the interim, the chances are increased that cane-grass 
(Imperata spp.) will recover the area and entirely prevent 
reforestation.^
Coffee cultivation raises a different sort of 
problem. It is a perennial plant, taking three years to 
mature and thereafter producing for 30-40 years (Cobley 
1956:232). For this period the land planted in coffee is 
unavailable for subsistence gardening. The actual shortage 
of food-producing land may not be fully revealed until a 
complete fallow cycle has passed, when it will be found 
that much of the land due for resumption has meanwhile 
been planted in coffee. If the shortage is serious enough 
the alternatives will be ripping out some of the coffee or 
spending more of the cash income on basic foodstuffs.
The answer is, as some of the village progressives see it, 
to clear more forest - a policy which will only postpone 
an even greater ecological collapse. The village 
traditionalists sadly reflect that the passing of the 
forest means the end of the wild pigs upon which their 
current ritual and social structure depends. Without its 
supernatural underpinnings, they claim, the society itself 
is in very grave danger; their view is ecologically 
prophetic. Already, one man has emigrated to settle with 
the Cape Hoskins (New Britain) Oil-Palm Project, a 
development scheme aimed partly at alleviating population 
pressures in the East Sepik and elsewhere in the Territory.
15
Once established, the cane-grass is very difficult to 
eradicate by traditional technological means, and the land 
virtually ceases to be arable. Vast areas of the plains 
north of the Sepik now lie under anthropogenous grass 
fields (Reiner and Robbins 1964 :23) ■, and this, together 
with high rates of population increase, is creating a 
critical land shortage in these areas. For a discussion 
of this problem, see Lea (1973) .
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Depending on this man's experience, it is likely that 
other villagers will follow him there in years to come.
* * * * *
Having described the environment in which the 
Ilahitans reside, and some of their activities in 
respect of this environment, it is now necessary to outline 
the historical factors which have operated on this 
population since their first brush with Europeans.
Early Contact History, 1910-1935
The pattern of exploration in what is now the 
East Sepik District is, like that of most parts of 
Papua New Guinea, largely understandable in terms of 
natural barriers and access routes. The Germans 
established copra plantations and Administration and 
mission posts along the north coast from the earliest 
period of their sovereignty. As early as 1887 the German 
steamer Samoa navigated 380 miles up the Sepik river 
(Townsend 1968:75). Rowley (1958:110), in examining the 
German Administration reports for the period, notes that 
the Sepik valley, in 1910-1911, was already becoming an 
important source of indentured labour for the coastal 
and island plantations. This refers only to populations 
of the Lower Sepik region in the vicinity of the German 
station at Angoram and up the major tributaries. At this 
time the non-riverain populations, especially those 
inhabiting the southern foothills of the coastal ranges, 
were virtually untouched. Visiting this region meant 
trekking through the precipitous Prince Alexander and 
Torricelli mountains or, even less inviting, traversing 
the mosquito-laden swamps north of the Sepik river. 
Moreover, the Southern Arapesh and Abelam were never 
visited by Malay plume-hunters who had been active in
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the westerly and more forested hinterland regions late 
in the last century (Marshall 1938; William Mitchell, 
personal communication)
This was the state of affairs throughout most 
of the German period. Then, in 1913, the explorer- 
anthropologist, Richard Thurnwald, made two traverses 
from the Sepik river to the north coast. Thurnwald led 
his first expedition directly north from the river, 
skirted the territory of the Abelam along its eastern 
boundary, and reached the coast just east of Wewak. He 
encountered few people and his report (1913) deals 
primarily with terrain and vegetation. The second 
traverse (later that year) took him through the heart of 
Abelam country, and he must have passed very near Maprik, 
the present-day subdistrict headquarters. In this report 
Thurnwald is lyrical in his description of the rich 
artistic and ceremonial life of the people, the towering 
spirit houses, and the enormous villages - sometimes 
reaching an estimated 800 to 1000 inhabitants (1914:83). 
The German Administration had little chance to act on this 
intelligence. Within the year the Great War broke out in 
Europe, and Australia immediately annexed Kaiser-17Wilhelmsland, Germany's New Guinea colony.
16
Nonetheless, it is interesting that the Southern Arapesh 
word for 'white man', dowank, is very likely related to 
the Malay, tuan. Donald Laycock (personal communication) 
has recorded a cognate form in the Abelam language. Both 
instances appear to be borrowings from groups which had been 
directly contacted by the Malays.
17
Thurnwald was not the first German into the hinterland. 
Ilahita informants report that early in this century (by 
my reckoning) a patrol entered the area from the Aitape 
direction. Following the Nanu river (Map 2) south, they 
encountered and killed an Ilahita man. From there they 
continued downstream where they murdered two men from 
Kamanakor village. Then the patrol turned northeast and 
passed out of the area in that direction. I have not been 
able to find any mention of this patrol in the 
literature.
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After the War the Australian Administration,
under a mandate from the League of Nations, consolidated
European control along the river, and began despatching
contact patrols from their base at Aitape into the
interior. With rather premature exuberance the
Commonwealth Government declared, in its Report to the
League of Nations for 1922-23, that, 'Government influence
now extends over the whole of the area between the Sepik
river and the coast...' (1924:59). The task was greater
than they had anticipated, for, the following year,
'communication was established with several thickly-
populated areas which it is anticipated will be brought
under Government influence in the coming year'
(Commonwealth of Australia 1925:48). As it happened,
Government influence - in any meaningful sense - was
unfelt in some parts of the Sepik basin until just before
the Second World War. One such part was that of the
Southern Arapesh and the Abelam of the immediate Maprik 
18area.
The reason this area remained isolated is 
clearly geographical. The Southern Arapesh and Western 
Abelam live in the hinterland equidistant between the 
coastal stations of Wewak and Aitape. Patrols operating 
from either place could not reach this midway point 
before running out of supplies. Thus, for an entire 
decade between 1925 and 1935 Aitape patrols regularly 
visited Bumbita Arapesh and Worn villages without ever 
walking two or three miles further east or southeast to 
Ilahita. Even as late as 1936 the biologist, A.J. Marshall, 
who was touring at the time along the north coast, remarks 
that 'Muhian' (he took it to be the name of a particular 
village) was located in a '"new" country among "whistling"
18
The Administration Report for 1930-31 includes a 
map showing, in different colours, areas of control 
and areas of influence. The Ilahita-Maprik zone is 
blank (Commonwealth of Australia 1932).
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talk" people who were still unvisited by whites' (1938:
* 19 282) .
Marshall also reports rumours reaching the north 
coast to the effect that the inland Urat people, to the 
west of the Bumbita Arapesh (Map 1), occasionally boil 
and eat their babies. This was supposedly done by the 
women, and Marshall guardedly suggests that there might 
be some truth in it (1938:160). I shall recount in a 
later context an Arapesh myth telling that this was a 
ceremonial custom of their ancestors.
The nature of these rumours, together with the
history of contact as gleaned from Administrative reports,
underlines the remoteness of the inland peoples, even
though they live only three or four days' walk from the 
, 20north coast. Mead, working in the Prince Alexander 
mountains in 1931-32, records that the 'Plains Arapesh' 
followed regular trade routes through the mountains.
The Worn, living in the mountains north of the Southern 
Arapesh, also made such trips. The Southern Arapesh
19
I should explain that 'whistle talk' was one of the 
romanticisms that reached the north coast concerning the 
hinterland peoples. In his memoirs Townsend, who was for 
many years the District Officer in the Sepik, reports 
having been fascinated by whistle talk in 1922 when he 
visited the Worn village of Arisili, in the mountains north 
of Ilahita (1968:67). Marshall supposed, as did Townsend, 
that whistle talk was similar to Morse Code, and that 
detailed_conversations could be conducted through it. My 
observations are that whistling is used to converse in 
hunting and also as a novelty in the village. Communication 
depends on the context being well understood by the 
communicants, for the whistle is an imitation of the 
intonation of what would be spoken in the circumstances.
The same principle holds for signalling with conch shells 
and, to a more restricted extent, slit-gongs. This should 
not be confused with vocalized yodelling, which is used to 
carry one's voice between distant ridges20
Military intelligence reports issued prior to the Allied 
Forces Aitape ianding note that tracks in the Ilahita area pass 
iiough heavily populated zones where the inhabitants 'have 
never been under Government supervision, but were not
hostile to Europeans' (Allied Geographical Sectioniy4 j :o 9) .
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themselves neither travelled to the coast, nor were they 
even aware of the world beyond the mountains. Though in 
regular contact with the Worn, they did not know of the 
great expanse of water just over the horizon. Shell 
valuables traditionally reached them from the north and 
the northeast, but, claim the old men of today, their 
true origin was a mystery.
The preceding discussion established two main
points. First, the Southern Arapesh were extremely
insulated, both in respect to other tribal groups in the
21Sepik basin, and, later, to European exploration.
Endemic warfare did not allow free passage to anyone. 
Far-flung trade networks did not exist in this part of 
the Sepik, and diffusion items and influences entered 
the area through highly local borrowings. The second 
point is that this isolation and the chronic warfare 
associated with it persisted until quite recently; that 
is, until approximately the Second World War. This means 
that the environment in which organizational forms and 
settlement patterns evolved is largely ascertainable in 
the Ilahita case.
Transition Period, 1935-1945.
Charlie Gough was by all accounts a rogue. 
After an adventurous career on the goldfields of the 
Morobe District, he began working as a labour recruiter 
in the Sepik. On 31st August 1936, while employing 
recruiting methods of dubious legality (Townsend 
1968:229), Gough was speared to death by men of Lehinga 
village, Ilahita's neighbour to the east and its 
traditional enemy. Townsend led a police patrol to 
capture the killers and has described the incident in
21
Southern Arapesh cosmology has it that the world ends 
on all sides at the horizon, where the people spend 
their time cutting the sky away from the earth.
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22his memoirs. When the patrol arrived at Lehinga they 
found the place deserted. Townsend recalls (1968:230):
We split up into parties and scoured the country 
for miles around, but still without success, 
until we had advice that people from a village 
called Illaheta [sic] were or had been sheltering 
the men we wanted.
I called the Luluai of Illaheta [sic] in 
and told him that we would be moving camp to his 
village and that he would be expected to feed the 
lot of us. As with police, carriers and willing 
helpers from other villages we now numbered around 
40, the Luluai became agitated at the prospect of 
being host to such a mob, and readily agreed to do 
what he could to help us if we would only remain 
where we were, living off the gardens and storehouses 
of the absent Lehinga people.
With his help we at last found where the 
wanted men were hiding [among Lehinga's allies], 
and Kyngdon [a cadet patrol officer] effected 
masterly arrests without incident. The men 
were taken to Rabaul for trial, convicted of 
manslaughter and given gaol sentences of five 
years. Two years later they were released and 
returned to their place, wiser in the ways of the 
white man.
Charlie Gough, their victim, we buried close 
to where we found his body. He sleeps there yet, 
in Lehinga.
Gough's murder and the police patrol were big events 
in the modern history of Ilahita village. In present-day 
disputes with Lehinga, Ilahita leaders never fail to remind 
the presiding magistrate or patrol officer of Lehinga's 
infamous history and of the crucial role they (the Ilahitans)
22
Marshall, who was an acquaintance of Gough's and in New 
Guinea at the time, tells a garbled version of the story 
(1938>284ff.). An official rendering of the incident can 
be found in the Report to the League of Nations for 1936-37 
(Commonwealth of Australia 1938:35-36). Townsend's report 
parallels very closely the story as told to me by the 
Ilahitans and the Lehmgans themselves.
23
Pidgin English for the Government-appointed village 
headman. As no such officials had by that time been 
appointed in Ilahita, the spokesman who negotiated with 
Townsend was no doubt one among several village big-men.
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played in the capture of Gough's murderers. Whatever
the long-term political advantage the immediate effects
of the incident are clear. Kyngdon was the first white
man to visit the main village.24 The patrol, though not
ending village warfare in the region, did inform the local
populace of the Administration's presence in Maprik, the
recently established station 20 kilometres northeast of 
2 5Ilahita. Thereafter the intervening country was 
peaceful enough for a few of the more daring Ilahitans to 
find their way to the station and sign up with the resident 
labour recruiter. Then, in 1941, warned of a possible 
Japanese attack on New Guinea, the Administration abandoned 
Maprik.
* * * * *
In mid-1944 Ilahita was plotting with Sunuhu 
village to stage a concerted attack on their mutual enemy, 
Ingamblis, and rout them from the area. On the eve of the 
battle Japanese troops arrived in the area. This was not 
the first the Ilahitans had heard of the Japanese. During 
the previous year one of their men had been summoned by 
the Japanese commandant in Suwain (on the coast) to explain 
reports that had reached him regarding warfare between 
Ilahita and other villages. The Ilahitan satisfied the 
examiner that he had been misinformed, and returned south 
to tell the others that the country was under new masters.
24
A year or two earlier a labour recruiter had gotten as 
far as Ilahita's major western colony, Auwi. He managed 
to enlist only two young men, both of whom escaped from 
the line before they had gone very far out of the area.25
The station had been set up hastily after the announcement 
that alluvial gold had been discovered in the Torricelli 
and Prince Alexander mountains. Prospectors began work 
there, and soon the Sepik District became the second 
largest producer of gold in the Territory, far behind 
the Morobe District in yield. Today, a number of 
indigenous miners make a living panning gold, in the 
mountains and higher foothills, however there are no 
large-scale operations.
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The Japanese who thwarted Ilahita's war plans 
were part of the 4,000 troops of the 41st Division 
(XVIIIth Army) remaining after the successful American 
landing at Aitape in July 1944. The war historian,
Gavin Long, writes that after failing to counter-attack 
the American forces, the XVIIIth Army 'adopted a policy 
of withdrawing from contact with the enemy, leaving 
outpost forces in ambush positions, and dispersing its 
units over a wide area and particularly in places where 
they could grow their own food and regain their strength' 
(1963:291). The 20th Division had previously extended its 
occupation from the coast inland to the Maprik area, 
and, by October 1944 they and the 41st Division were in 
full occupation of the Southern foothill region (p.272).
Ilahita informants recall that in the beginning 
mutual respect and even affection obtained between the 
Japanese and their nosts. Each household had a soldier 
attached to it, and the soldiers' willingness to assist 
in the gardens quickly endeared them to the villagers. 
However, even before they had reached the area, the troops 
were desperately short of supplies and morale. Long 
reports that the whole Army 'was running short of food, 
clothing, weapons, ammunition and medical supplies. Its 
aircraft had been destroyed and it could expect no naval 
help. Even if it was not required to fight, its losses 
from disease would inevitably be very high' (1963:291).
Genial relations lasted as long as the food held 
out. In January, 1945 the gardens were still months 
away from harvest, the old yams had run out, and the 
Australian 17th Infantry Brigade was beginning its 
sweep over the mountains. The local Japanese commander 
complained in his reports of increasing betrayals by 
villagers in active collaboration with the advancing 
Australians (Long 1963:306).
26“ -
Part of these fears almost certainly stemmed from active 
manipulation of the Japanese by the local population. 
Informants recall that it was common practice for enemy 
villages to betray each other to the Japanese on.../
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This brought reprisals by the Japanese: summary executions,
destruction of property, and even acts of cannabilism have 
2 7been reported. The people fled from their homes into 
the surrounding forests and old garden lands. Not knowing 
how long they may have to remain in hiding, they planted 
coconuts and other trees on these sites, a fact which was 
to have consequences for village settlement patterns years 
after the War had ended.
On 20th March 1945, after three days of heavy
fighting the Australian forces captured Ilahita (Long
1963:310). As the villagers drifted back to start
rebuilding, the Australians continued their eastward push
which finally ended with the Japanese surrender at Wewak
later that year. Immediately after the War the Ilahita
2 8area was administered by ANGAU, however reports for the 
period have been lost (Territory Archivist, personal 
communication). Patrol reports from the peacetime 
Administration start again in 1948, by which time control 
appears to have been reestablished in most places.
Informants recall the immediate post-War years as a 
quiescent period when people were concerned with 
rebuilding their villages and reassembling their depleted 
stores of seed yams.
The effects of an all-out modern war on a local 
civilian population - especially one as unaffected by 
Western influences as Ilahita was in 1945 - cannot 
properly be estimated in retrospect and by an outsider.
Men tell their war stories and through the glamour which 
the tales have acquired in the many retellings can be 
discerned a nightmarish reality of noise and fire and
/...trumped-up charges of sabotage and espionage. The 
Japanese, in their desoerate state, were easily convinced 
by these reports, and their savage punishments turned the 
people even more staunchly against them.
27
See, for example, 17th Australian Infantry Brigade 
1944/45:15-16.
28
Australian New Guinea Administrative Unit.
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rotting corpses and terrible fear. The emotional effect 
of this on the Ilahitans is incalculable, however, there 
are two social consequences which deserve emphasis. The 
first, already touched upon, is that the hiding places 
in the surrounding bush were planted at the time in 
coconuts and other economically important trees. In 
the mid-1950s when preferences developed for setting up 
small residential camps outside the main village, 
attractive sites already existed, with coconuts, 
breadfruit and betelnuts in abundance. Though not a 
determining factor in the rise of the new settlement 
arrangements, these amenities did avert the idea that 
the people were going off to live in a 'wilderness'; 
the trees gave a modicum of comfort from the very start.
A second consequence of the War was that the 
Ilahitans were no longer confined to their immediate 
borders. It was the Japanese who, perhaps ironically, 
finally pacified the region. Traditional warfare was 
not revived after the War, and the greater mobility 
afforded by this eventuated in an increasing desire 
among young men to visit the coastal and island 
plantations. By 1955 it was a well-established practice 
for youths to contract for two years on the plantation, 
and anyone failing to do so was ridiculed for his 
provinciality. Meanwhile, however, another institution 
had established itself in Ilahita, one that would 
challenge traditional values as nothing before had: 
a Christian mission.
The Modern Period, 1945 to the Present
The South Sea Evangelical Mission originated in 
1882 under the name of the Queensland Kanaka Mission.
Its founder was Miss Florence S.H. Young, whose intention 
was to teach the Gospel to Solomon Islanders working on
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2 9her family's sugar plantations. In 1904, with the 
repatriation of 'black-birded' Melanesians, the Mission 
adopted its present name and followed its converts to 
their home in the British Solomon Islands Protectorate. 
Today, the SSEM is one of the prominent Christian 
establishments in that archipelago, based in the eastern 
islands of Malaita, Guadalcanal, Makira and Rennell 
(Griffiths 1967:602).
In 1948 it was decided to extend SSEM operations 
to New Guinea; the area selected was the Torricelli 
hinterland. Among the first stations opened (in 1951) 
were Balif and Ilahita, the latter being at that time 
the southern limit of full Administration control 
(L. Schrader, personal communication). In 1961 the SSEM 
formed an alliance with the Liebenzell Mission of West 
Germany which had long been active in Manus. Through 
this arrangement the German mission supplemented the field 
staff of the SSEM, and by 1968 about half of the 39 New 
Guinea missionaries were from the Liebenzell Mission 
{Not in Vain 1968:9). At the time of fieldwork ten SSEM 
stations were scattered through the Southern Arapesh, Urat, 
Urim and Kwanga language groups. In Ilahita itself there 
have been usually two to four resident missionaries. The 
station includes a well-equipped clinic with a trained 
nursing sister, and a Primary School covering Standards 
1 and 2.
The SSEM resembles the other main Protestant 
missions in the Sepik (the Assemblies of God Mission and 
the Christian Mission in Many Lands) in their essentially 
fundamentalist outlook. Most of the missionaries claim 
to have experienced a personal Christian revelation, from
29
The history of the Mission has been written by Miss Young 
herself in her Pearls from the Pacific (1925) . A brief 
description of the SSEM can be found in Griffiths (1967), 
and something of its character can be gleaned from the 
pages of its quarterly magazine, Not in Vain.
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which springs their fervent desire to guide the villagers 
to the same awakening. They express a rather harsh 
attitude toward traditional customs, and insist on a 
total commitment by their converts which few Ilahitans 
are able or willing to muster. A host of proscriptions 
include smoking, betel chewing, magic of all kinds (on 
which the gardens are thought to depend), Tambaran Cult 
activities, sister-exchange and infant betrothal in 
marriage, polygyny, song festivals, nudity and various 
life-crisis ceremonies. Faced with an 'all or none' 
choice, the great majority follow the easier course and 
remain pagan.
When Miss Liesbeth Schrader, a German lady of 
16 years' experience in the Solomons, arrived in Ilahita 
in 1952, she described the village as the 'Stronghold of 
Satan'. In 1958, two villagers were baptized. Six years 
later Ilahita was described as still 'very much the centre 
of the "Underworld" of darkness, [but] the dawn is breaking 
through there, for some' (Not in Vain 1968:4). When 
Miss Schrader retired in December, 1969, only 15% of the 
village adults (by my census) were baptized Christians, 
while another 3% were regular churchgoers. A further 9% 
had been Christians at one time, but had backslid mainly 
because of disillusionment over millenarian expectations. 
Though the missionaries do not measure their success by 
the numbers of converts, a note of discouragement could be 
detected in the voice of one missionary who was preparing 
to leave Ilahita after several years work there. Sweeping 
his arm in a gesture embracing the Mission compound, he 
said: 'We've been here for nearly 20 years. If we leave 
tomorrow the "kunai" [cane grass] will have the place in 
a few months, and in a couple of years no one will ever 
know we had been here.'
One reason for the low impact of Christianity on 
the village has, I suggest, to do with its size and the 
fact that the Mission is located there. Taking the last
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point first, it is my impression that surrounding villages 
are more missionized than Ilahita itself. This is an 
ironical result of the apparent attitude of Ilahita 
missionaries which considers that their mere presence in 
the village is sufficient incentive; active attention 
must be given to villages outside their (residential) 
purview. Ilahita is an enormous village, parts of which 
have never been visited by the local missionaries, and 
many Ilahitans can easily go for months without seeing 
a missionary. Thus, the actual presence of the Mission in 
the village counts for much less than it would in a smaller, 
more closely contained settlement.
The large population of Ilahita is significant 
in a more general sense as well. Given the extreme 
factionalism and disparate interest groups, any newly 
introduced idea faces a social situation seemingly 
conditioned to reject it. No single group, whether defined 
by descent, residence or ritual status, possesses such a 
plurality of opinion that change advocated by it can easily 
promote a wider consensus; there is no shortage of
3 0long-standing antagonists eager to quash any such attempt. 
This is not to say that the villagers, as individuals, are 
against change (although many are), but rather that the 
traditional social cleavages in the society make the 
implementation of change, through village-wide cooperation, 
extremely difficult. Christianity has only a tenuous 
position in the village. Neither, however, have cargo 
cults been generally embraced by the Ilahitans, and they 
were years behind in adopting cash crops. This is a 
contrast to smaller Arapesh villages which have been better 
able to achieve the consensual basis required for rapid
3Ö
I have not observed any internal village group adopt 
innovative styles in an effort to dominate opposing 
factions in new ways. Such actions have been tried with 
little success only by individuals. In Ilahita it appears 
that conservative values have repeatedly triumphed over 
proponents of change, to a greater extent than elsewhere 
in the language group.
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adaptation to modern conditions. Ilahita's situation is 
that of a highly evolved social system, adaptive and 
successful under traditional conditions, but which has now 
become maladaptive in its inflexibility. It is with this 
in mind that attention should be paid to the effects of 
modern political and economic development in the village.
I have already described how Australian influence 
on local culture was minimal before the Second World War, 
with genuine control established as late as about 1950.
The 'luluai' (village headmen) and 'tultul' (Pidgin — 
speaking messengers) created before the War were purely 
nominal posts until the early 1950s. With greater 
interaction between the village and Administration these 
officials began taking their duties seriously, and for the
most part major offences were reported to the local patrol
4. 31 post.
Life in the village seems to have changed very 
little during the decade of the 1950s. Some inroads were 
made by the SSEM, and from the north came news that some 
Supari villages were experimenting with growing rice as 
a cash crop. Ritual life continued its involved cycles, 
and the village elders still dominated public affairs.
The change of greatest significance was the growing 
universality of labour out-migration. The shift is 
reflected today in the sharp age demarcation between men 
who can and cannot speak Pidgin English. The few older 
men who speak Pidgin learned it during their plantation 
service before the War, and their prominence in village 
politics attests to the advantages it gave them over 
their less sophisticated peers. It could be argued,
31
After 1952 resident missionaries occasionally made 
reports themselves, in cases where they felt the village 
authorities might fail to do so for internal political 
reasons (L. Schrader, personal communication).
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conjecturally, that they were bold youths in their day 
who would have risen in the social order anyway, in the 
normal course of events. While accepting this, it is clear 
that these men held a special advantage in being able to 
argue cases before the European court and to understand 
the changes going on about them. In the next generation 
the advantage was lost, for the practice of plantation 
migration became practically universal.
The events of the 1950s subtly moulded village 
attitudes in preparation for the acceptance of more 
substantial changes during the 1960s. Early in the 1960s 
cash crops were introduced: dry rice and coffee, with
storage and processing facilities erected at Bainyik, a 
short distance from Maprik. Local bush tracks and pony 
trails were turned into roads for carting produce, but 
most of these were effectively closed for three or four 
months at the height of the wet season. By 1969, an 
all-weather road from Wewak to Maprik had been extended 
40 kilometres further west, with plans to carry on all 
the way to Lumi. The road passes through Balif, 10 
kilometres north of Ilahita, and promises to boost 3cash-cropping in regions which were formerly inaccessible.
With taxable incomes developing under the 
nascent cash-crop enterprises, the Amuk Local Government 
Council was proclaimed in 1963. The following year it 
amalgamated with the Maprik Local Government Council 
(proclaimed in 1958) to form the Greater Maprik Local
32
Indeed, in September, 1972, a new all-weather road 
was built from Balif to Ilahita. Plans are that it 
will open up the Bongos area, in the southwest of the 
District, where oil leases have been taken by overseas 
oil interests. Whether or not oil is discovered the 
road is sure to have a major effect on Ilahita's 
future and on the economic development of the region.
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3 3Government Council (GMLGC). From Ilahita three elected 
Councillors were sent to the representative body, but 
soon the number was reduced to two. The men elected in 
1963 were still presiding at the time of fieldwork, and 
they had divided the village into two administrative 
domains of 957 and 533 persons, respectively.
For an annual stipend of $60 the Councillor is 
obliged to attend the regular monthly meetings in Maprik 
and such other miscellaneous functions as arise from time 
to time. The content of the meetings is conveyed by the 
Councillor to his constituency, and he is expected to 
elicit advice on the stand to take on agenda items. The 
Councillor is also supplied with a radio receiver, with 
the intention that he listen to the Pidgin English 
broadcasts transmitted by Radio Wewak, whereby the 
District's villagers are kept in touch with local and 
national news, advice on cash-cropping, baby-care, 
political education, and so forth.
The Councillor is responsible for organizing 
public works in the village one day a week, and these are 
mainly directed at the physical upkeep of the village and 
local bush roads. A more informal duty encouraged by 
local administrators is the settlement of disputes and 
misdemeanours not important enough to be brought to the 
European court. The decision of the Councillor is not 
legally binding, but in practice a number of cases are 
resolved in this way to the satisfaction of both villagers 
and patrol officers. These discretionary powers are on 
occasion abused: a serious matter may be suppressed
through the complicity of the Councillor, or the Councillor
33
In 1970 the GMLGC contained 49 Councillors who 
represented 33,252 persons (Commonwealth of Australia 
1972:255). At the time of fieldwork the tax per 
able-bodied male was $7.00 a year, a sum which most 
Ilahitans found no trouble in raising, and indeed one 
which they claimed was too low to provide them with 
the roads and other services they desired.
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may foist his will on the public with a flood of specious 
legalistic jargon. Such abuses can only succeed to the 
extent that the case is relatively minor in the view of 
most villagers. A more serious case involves more people - 
both litigants and old men expounding general principles - 
and the Councillor's ability to dominate the proceedings 
proportionately decreases.
That both Councillors have been re-elected with 
little opposition is a measure of the apathy of the village 
in Council affairs. In discussions before the 1970 
election no questions were raised as to how well the 
village was being represented in the Council. The 
officials were re-elected because, for better or worse, 
they were familiar with the job; and, more importantly, 
the two men had mellowed in office, and the voiced fear 
was that new men might be more exacting in the enforcement 
of Council laws. A fair conclusion is that the advent of 
the Council has not notably affected politics within 
Ilahita, and if the Councillors exercise some power it is 
by virtue of their membership in the group of young 
progressives, rather than by formal prerogatives 
connected with their office.
Change is occurring very slowly in Ilahita, and
people (European and indigenous) in the surrounding area
tend to view the Ilahitans as backward, strongly
conservative provincials. By criteria which matter most
in the modern context, Ilahita has been conspicuously
unsuccessful. The SSEM has practically despaired of
making educational or spiritual progress in the village;
Ilahita was years behind other Southern Arapesh villages
in adopting cash crops, and this cannot be entirely
34explained by variable access to roads. Table 2ii shows 
34
This is because one of the main factors determining where 
a road will be built is the amount of cash-crop activity 
pre-existing in the area in question. Villages showing an 
early interest were in a priority position for a road, 
which, in turn, stimulated further efforts by the people.
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the comparative situation as between Southern Arapesh 
dialect groups in the crop season 1970-71.
TABLE 2ii: CASH-CROP PRODUCTION 1970-71
Per capita, by dialect group*
Dialect Group Average Village Size Lbs/capita
Coffee Rice
Supari 214 46 35
Balif 313 52 101
Ilahita 618 34 40
Ilahita Village 34 71
*Based on figures compiled by Weinand et al. (1972).
The table above suggests that, whereas the Supari villages
are too small and land-impoverished to be notably successful
in cash-cropping, the Ilahita villages are somewhat too
large, for the socio-structural reasons outlined earlier.
The figures, in combination with my own impressions,
indicate that the moderately sized Balif villages are more
demographically suited to the adoption of innovations - in
35this case, cash crops.
Another aspect of Ilahita's conservatism is its 
perennial inability to produce political figures of
35
This average for the Balif villages, 313, coincides 
closely with what Forge has calculated to be the maximum 
optimal size for New Guinea settlement units, if internal 
harmony is to be maintained indefinitely (1972). There 
seems no reason why his hypothesis could not apply to 
innovative processes as well as to the dynamics of 
structural fission.
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importance outside the immediate area. In the Maprik 
Subdistrict Arapesh villages have not lagged in the 
political sphere: the first Member of the House of
Assembly from the Maprik Local Electorate was a Mountain 
Arapesh man from Loneim (pop: 154), and he was succeeded 
by Pita Lus from Lehinga (pop:490). Moreover, in 1970, 
Kaisman Waisalan, from the small Balif-dialect village 
of Muluhum (pop: 181), was elected chairman of the 
Greater Maprik Local Government Council. In these 
political contests, Arapesh candidates were competing 
against Abelam men, whose language group numbered 30,000 - 
about three times that of all the Arapesh put together.
In all this, Ilahita has been left behind.
Nor are the Southern Arapesh without successful 
business entrepreneurs. When the all-weather road was 
built through the northern villages ambitious men 
immediately seized on the idea of trucking operations, 
and lost no time in organizing village cooperatives to 
buy motor vehicles. In the early days of the road a 
well-managed 'bisnis kar' could make a profit in haulage 
and bussing services. As more villages acquired vehicles, 
the volume of business available to any one of them 
dropped proportionately. This deterioration had advanced 
considerably before Ilahita accumulated funds for a 
four-wheel-drive vehicle. This would have been no great 
task for a village of nearly 1500 had not factionalism 
within and between wards repeatedly thwarted earlier 
attempts. In the end, three of the village's six wards 
joined the neighbouring village of Kamanakor in raising 
the down-payment*
Far from launching Ilahita into realms of 
economic achievement, the vehicle became the focus of some 
of the most bitter disputation the village had experienced 
in recent years. Dismayed over meagre profits, which were 
the result of a much-diminished profit potential, the 
people issued numerous claims and counter-claims of
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mismanagement. Power politics, factional feuding, 
betrayals and defections poisoned village life from 
May 1970 (three months after the truck arrived) until the 
conclusion of fieldwork in October, 1971,
Among the other benefits the truck was expected 
to bring to the village were well-equipped trade stores. 
Earlier attempts to establish them had failed for lack 
of cheap or easy ways of carting goods into the village. 
When the truck first arrived trade stores were built in two 
residential wards, only to stand empty for long periods 
while conflict raged over the truck. At the time 
fieldwork ended the situation looked unpromising: the
newly established stores were still struggling, relying 
for cartage on trucks belonging to other villages. The 
faction controlling the Ilahita truck had recently opened 
a large store of their own, however, cavalier accounting 
methods made the venture's future uncertain. Meanwhile, 
suppressing their mutual hostility over modern development, 
the competing factions cooperated in erecting a great new 
spirit house in Ililip, with plans for a massive Cult 
initiation the following year. This event was neither 
merely coincidental to, nor a distraction from, the 
turmoil at large in the other sphere; to the village 
leaders it was, quite simply, the logical remedy to social 
corrosion.
Conclusion
In this chapter I have sketched the background 
to the study. Ilahita has been portrayed as a village 
which has not been able to use its large population to 
advantage in competing with other, smaller Southern 
Arapesh villages. Some reasons for this have been 
offered. The complete picture will become clearer as the 
argument of the thesis develops. The modern period 
signified for Ilahita a change in fortunes, from a 
position of cultural and military domination to that of
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ineffectual provinciality. A formula of social adaptation 
that has succeeded well is very difficult to relinquish, 
and there is inevitably a time lag. This is the 
situation that Ilahita finds itself in today. Having 
evolved a highly complex social organization of traditional 
effectiveness, the villagers are finding it difficult 
and stressful to dismantle. In the next chapter I wish 
to discuss the history of Ilahita during the days of 
traditional warfare which today's old men look back upon 
as the acme of Ilahita's achievement.
c h a p t e r  t h r e e
STRESS AND OPPORTUNITY
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Introduction
When my research began in Ilahita village 
that population had been under Australian administrative 
control for 20 years, and the last major battle had been 
fought eight years before the imposed peace. War stories 
were not difficult to collect from veterans of former 
campaigns; and these, together with stories told them 
by their fathers, were the basis for a reconstruction 
of local events (mainly military) occurring between 
approximately 1880 and 1940. During this period Ilahita 
had grown from being a rather typical village to its 
eventual position of numerical and political ascendency 
in the dialect region. Ilahita's success was due to a 
combination of fortuitous historical events, shrewd 
diplomatic and military strategy, and a form of internal 
village organization capable of containing segmentation 
pressures that mounted in response to population accretion 
and natural increase. While the features of this social 
organization are my primary concern, no clear understanding 
of them can be achieved without careful regard to the 
conditions of war and alliance which surrounded their 
emergence.
The present chapter will describe the cultural 
ambience of warfare among the Ilahita Arapesh, followed 
by an account of inter-village relations during the 
pre-contact period. The object is to show that contemporary 
ideological statements stressing village solidarity, far 
from being theoretical vacuities, are indicators of a 
former situation when such solidarity was crucially 
important to individual survival. At the same time, 
there is evidence that this stressful condition was 
itself not of great antiquity, but was a consequence of 
relatively recent population movements in other parts 
of the Sepik basin. The task, then, is to account for 
the village settlement as such: the forces which gave
rise to it initially and the way it developed as an
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adaptation to changing social and demographic conditions. 
The process of village dissolution consequent to the 
establishment of external control will be taken up in 
the next chapter.
The Culture of Warfare
Old warriors recall their fathers' admonition 
that it is never wise to attack the enemy in their own 
village. Marauding strangers are not to know what magical 
devices guard the approaches to the village.'*' More 
importantly, the defenders have the psychological advantage 
of fighting for their homes, knowing that if they lose 
there is no refuge. Arapesh groups to the north, in the 
Balif and Supari dialect areas, say that the Ilahita 
villages 'fight like dogs', for they spare nothing; their 
aim is total destruction of life and property. On rare 
occasions women are abducted, but more often they fall 
with their men, children, dogs, pigs and other living 
things. Coconuts are cut, houses razed, and bodies 
are left to rot where they fall. Facing this prospect 
women, old men, cowards, even children join in the fray, 
with a fury the attackers cannot match. This is why, it 
is said, war magic preceding such assaults is not intended 
to guide the spear, or to make a minor wound fatal, but 
to render the victims faint-hearted and unwilling to 
defend their homes.
Informants also recall the chill of creeping into 
an enemy camp in the pre-dawn darkness, even when numbers 
and the element of surprise gave them an objective 
advantage. Nagging fears assailed them as they waited 
for the victims to awaken: did they learn of our plans
1
When the present tense appears in this section, it should 
be understood as referring to the 'ethnographic present'.
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and it is we who are in a trap? if things go wrong can 
I be sure of escaping through this unfamiliar terrain? 
Thoughts of death intruded which were absent in the 
tumult and bravado of open combat. On one occasion 
everything went according to plan. Dawn found Ilahita 
men standing, spears poised, outside every house in the 
enemy camp. Decades later, informants were still puzzling 
over why, when the cry of the first victim sounded, panic 
seized the entire force and they fled the scene.
Anxieties were less troublesome when small groups 
of warriors crept over the enemy boundary in search of 
unsuspecting parties at work in gardens or sago groves.
Such raids were often successful, especially if the action 
ended quickly enough for the raiders to- escape back to 
home territory before a retaliatory force could be 
assembled. Although informants cannot give reliable 
casualty figures for warfare in general, it is my 
impression that this mode of combat took more lives than 
any other; in fact, lightning raids typified enemy 
relations in the pre-contact period. In this regard I 
should mention the practice of a single man sneaking 
into enemy territory with murderous intent. Such 
expeditions were carried out in the context of an 
institution of ritualized murder, called laf, in which 
the kill was credited to the spirits of the village's 
men's cult. The actual assailant remained anonymous to 
all but a few close associates. More will be said about 
laf killings later in this thesis.
Stealthful raids increased in frequency and 
savagery until one side felt frustrated enough to call 
for a large-scale battle. Since there were no individuals 
or groups of neutral status to act as intermediaries, 
the challenge was made directly: by signalling with
large slit-gongs, or shouting across the boundary, or 
simply by drawing up in force near the enemy village and 
singing taunts until they came out. The forward scouts 
and flanking parties moved toward the battleground
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silently, but the main bodies of warriors bellowed 
songs of war and victory which were derived from the 
men's cult and served to link their cause with that 
of their particular spirits. The songs were intended 
to terrorize the enemy by magnifying the size of the 
approaching force, while at the same time steeling the 
singers by taking their minds off what was to come.
Behind the main force came the adult women, fully 
decorated and singing their own war songs, which were 
laments for all the 'good' (enemy) people who were to 
die that day. The net-bags slung over their backs were 
filled with small shells which rasped and rattled with 
each lilting step; the auditory effect of scores of 
women moving in unison is very impressive indeed, and 
suggestive of something very large and menacing and not 
quite human.
The side initiating hostilities had the advantage 
of choosing a day when omens favoured their victory. The 
war leader divined the outcome of an impending battle by 
chewing a small amount of 'pitpit' (Saooharum edule) and
blowing a fine spray of spittle in the direction of the 
enemy village. If the spray blew back into the diviner's 
face, plans were postponed until another day. The omen 
was auspicious when the spray blew strongly forward.
Spray blown sideways was slightly less favourable, 
however it did warn that the enemy would attempt to 
outflank on that side.
As the two groups moved into position facing 
one another, young men began the action by throwing 
stones and light cane spears. This gave them a chance 
to practice their dodging techniques, which are considered 
more refined skills than mere throwing accuracy. A youth 
learned to dodge from his father or other agnatic kinsman, 
during which training he selected one of the following 
styles.
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(1) mbol (pig) - side facing the enemy,
crouched
(2) awata (chicken) - face-on to the enemy,
crouched
(3) bombom (dragonfly) - leaping about
so that 'when the spear finds its 
mark, the man's body will be elsewhere'.
(4) ganaf (bamboo) - where the man's body is
upright with arms at side. It is said 
that the body is so 'slippery' that it 
slides out of the way before the 
on-coming- spear can pierce it.
The last of these stances was that of the most courageous 
and experienced warriors, and using it could give a man 
a solid reputation even if he had never killed an enemy.
As described to me, the stance means presenting oneself 
immobile to the enemy, and, amidst a hail of spears, 
remain unmoving until the last possible instant. Then, 
with slight and deft movements the approaching spears 
are avoided. If the man's nerve fails, and he flinches 
too soon, his body will likely be placed in the path of 
another spear which would otherwise have missed him.
When the sides were properly positioned the 
young men moved to the backlines and the fight began in 
earnest. The Ilahitans fought with long thrusting spears 
and shorter throwing spears (both of many named varieties) 
and a small arm shield for deflecting blows and missiles. 
Bows and arrows, although used by the Bumbita Arapesh, 
were despised because they allowed one to stand far off 
from the enemy.
Ilahita informants attach great importance, in 
retrospect, to these large-scale battles, claiming that 
they nearly always resulted in the removal (rather than 
slaughter) of the enemy from the area. Further 
questioning shows that dramatically successful battles 
are those most likely to be remembered, and that the 
majority of engagements were quite indecisive. That is, 
'victory' usually consisted of not being the first to 
retreat. The victors rarely pursued those retreating,
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being content to return home and celebrate. Also, it 
was known that retreats were a favourite ploy to draw 
the enemy into ambush.
In the event that an enemy was killed at 
close range, it was believed that the spirit of the 
victim had probably flown straight into the body of 
the assailant. Removal of this mischievous spirit was 
achieved with a brief exorcising rite held by the 
warriors on their return from the battleground. The 
killer was beaten with a spray of aromatic leaves 
(awisitangw and namafux) and red stinging nettles 
(bowas) as he stood knee-deep in a stream. Then he 
was forcibly pushed under the water, allowing the 
agitated spirit to depart from his body.
It was sometimes expedient for enemies to call 
a temporary truce, especially in order to co-operate in 
performing a major cult ceremony. This involved an 
exchange of hostages, kwia'ifex. On the day agreed upon 
the two sides reappeared in war regalia on the battleground 
and presented threat displays intended to generate 
excitement. Then each produced one of its most handsome 
young men, caparisoned in the rich decorative finery 
associated with the men's cult. Each of the hostages 
carried a large shell ring (pipingil) and a wild taro 
leaf (aolaf) as signs of good-will and peace. When the 
exchange was made a woman (usually the wife of the war 
leader or another big-man) came forward from each group 
and ceremoniously broke a spear belonging to her village, 
which was then buried on the spot. This ended the formal 
truce ceremony. The enemy groups returned home with their 
hostages. During the following nights the hostages slept 
in each of the enemy camps, and it was a matter of honour 
for their hosts that they were lavishly fed and cared for. 
This honour was backed up by a belief that if the hostages 
were killed or injured the cult spirits of the host village 
would rise and kill everyone there.
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There are clues that, although successful
war-making was a prime cause of Ilahita's domination
of neighbouring villages, this was not reflected in any
Spartan glorification of warfare as such. War prowess2was at best one of several ways to gain prestige.
Contrary to Abelam practice, battle trophies were not 
3taken, nor were homicidal badges used, except in one4specialized ritual context. A tally of enemy dead was 
kept over the generations in the form of a knotted rope 
(one knot per killing) as part of the men's cult 
paraphernalia. This was draped conspicuously on the 
facade of the spirit house during cult ceremonies. These 
kills were, therefore, credited to the cult spirits, 
either by direct supernatural intervention, by laf 
killings performed in the name of the spirits, or by 
their sponsoring of village wars. These spirits, 
gathered as they are in the village's single major spirit 
house, are symbolic of all the descent groups comprising 
the village. By orienting warfare toward these symbolic 
agents, emphasis is laid on the collective, village 
achievement rather than on the exploits of any particular5persons. As already stated, when an individual undertakes 
2
Deceased warriors are adorned with characteristic mortuary 
paint: the right side of the face is painted red, the left
side black. White dots painted around the mouth are said to 
represent a death adder (fangs?), the deadliest snake known 
to the Arapesh.
3
Forge reports (1966:27) that the Abelam traditionally 
recovered the testicles of their slain enemies, and 
ceremonially crushed them with slit-gong beaters in the 
clearing in front of the men's cult house. When I told the 
Ilahitans of this custom, they were astonished and horrified.
4
This is in connection with a form of laf murder, see page 258 
below.
5
There is some individuation, to the extent that spears 
protruding from the facade of the spirit house - each 
associated with a different clan and tutelary spirit of that 
clan - are decorated with cordyline leaves to indicate the 
number of enemies which that spirit (and the clan associated 
with it) has slain. This does not alter the essentially 
collective character of war success.
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a private homicidal mission, he acts in an anonymous, 
ritual capacity. Thus, when the exploit is unambiguously 
singular, the involvement of the cult spirit(s) is 
maintained by the anonymity of the person actually carrying 
out the deed. Uninitiated persons are led to believe that 
such deaths are caused directly by the spirits.
Although Ilahitans sometimes grumble that today 
enemy villages hide behind the protection of the Australian 
court, they generally concede that traditional warfare was 
a terrible burden and that the Pax Australiana is a good 
thing. On being asked whether they had known, traditionally, 
about such practices as headhunting and cannabilism, 
informants replied in the affirmative, adding that they 
were never adopted locally for fear that the enemy may 
have retaliated with the same tactics. One middle-agedg
man, Dalof, was pointed out to me as a great warrior.
It seems that in the opening minutes of one battle with 
Lehinga village, Dalof struck one of the enemy in the eye 
with his spear. The blade gouged out the eye and crashed 
through the rear of the cranium. This grisly event so 
terrorized the Lehingans that they fled. Dalof's exploit 
is valued and remembered as having provided a swift 
victory which was bloodless for the Ilahitans.
Men who lacked the courage to face a volley of 
enemy spears were restricted to the backlines, their only 
function being to add to the visual impressiveness of the 
force. Even brave men, it was known, occasionally 
experience fear and trembling before a battle. At such 
times they too should remain in the rear, for a man will 
do foolish things in a frightened mood, and will run a 
greater chance of being killed. It is believed that some 
men are constitutionally suited for warfare, and there are 
no grounds for rebuking a man if his nature is otherwise.
The name means 'death adder'. See footnote 2 above.
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The village gains nothing, it is said, by a man dying in 
the front lines to defend his honour against possible 
ridicule.
The ambivalence of Ilahita attitudes toward 
war brings to mind Mead's (1935:23) report that among the 
Mountain Arapesh, where war was extremely rare, a man who 
had killed in battle was viewed with the same abhorrence 
as a homicide. Although the Ilahita Arapesh are not so 
lacking in aggressivity, there remains a peculiar dissonance 
between their reluctant attitudes toward war and the great 
importance of this activity in former times. Given the 
tendency of informants to exaggerate the splendour of 
early days, their disclaimers regarding sanguinariness 
have a ring of truth about them. In contrast with other 
Sepik groups (Iatmul, Mundugumor, Abelam) the Ilahita view 
seems to be that war, although at times useful or unavoidable, 
was not a recommended pastime. To understand just how 
Ilahita overcame apparently noble sentiments and used 
warfare and diplomacy to advance its political advantage, 
attention must be given to the vicissitudes of inter-village 
relations during the pre-contact period.
Alliance and Strategy
Relations between Ilahita Arapesh villages have 
mainly operated in the context of two military alliances 
whose development can be traced over the years since 
about 1880. In the course of this development Ilahita 
village rose to a politically dominant position. Military 
alignments as they were in 1940 are shown in Table 3i 
with the population figures as they were officially censused 
in 1960. Thus, while the absolute figures in 1940 are not 
known, it may be assumed that the proportions are reasonably 
accurate. These villages comprised the circle of Ilahita's 
most frequent relations. Beyond them, the question of 
friend or enemy depended on the matter at issue, or on
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TABLE 3 is MILITARY ALLIANCES IN 1940*
Alliance A Alliance B
Ilahita...... 1282 Lehinga...... 490
Ningalimbi.... 501 Mui.......... 534
Utamup....... 180b Ingamblis.... 294Sunuhu....... 84° Tatemba...... 156b
h Kamanakor.. . 172b h Kamanakor... 171b
TOTAL 2975 TOTAL 1645
Census figures from official patrol reports (Maprik 
Subdistrict) for the 1960-61 period: Bumbita-Muhiang,
Wora, and North Wosera Census Divisions.
p"aBilingual: Kwanga/Ilahita Arapesh.
bRwanga speaking, 
cBilingual: Abelam/Ilahita Arapesh.
entailments of alliances closer into the circle. Thus, the 
border Abelam village of Serakikim (Map 2) is a 'friend' of 
Ilahita largely because it is an enemy of Lehinga, and on one 
occasion allied with Ilahita against Lehinga. Another village 
on Ilahita's northeast boundary, Ilahop, is a traditional 
enemy but not within the alliance system shown above. This 
village speaks the Balif dialect and is regularly engaged in 
a separate alliance system located in the northern area.
Whereas the village was the essential military 
unit, and most villages operated as such on all occasions, 
Ilahita's constituent wards unanimously convened only7when the village was under direct attack (Map 3). This
7
Ilahita's wards will be described in detail in Chapter Four. 
To avoid confusion here, I should explain that wards are 
major residential units of the village, possessing ritual 
and political semi-autonomy. Ilahita contains six wards: 
Balanga, Bwi'ingili, Hengwanif, Ilifalemb, Ililip and 
Nangup. See Map 3.
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has occurred only twice within memory: once when an
alliance of Bumbita villages came against Ilifalemb, and 
once when enemy villages led by Lehinga attacked Ililip.
In both instances Ilahita made good use of the star-shaped 
topography of their village site and succeeded in encircling 
the approaching force with flanking movements led by wards 
adjacent to the one actually under assault. Given Ilahita's 
large population, and the fact that the enemy generally did 
not have numbers enough to attack more than one point in 
force, the village's defensive posture was excellent. Unlike 
smaller villages in the area, Ilahita did not consider it 
necessary to pallisade the perimeter of the settlement. 
Neither, however, were they complacent, for it is recalled 
that the main cult house was moved during the 1920s from a 
peripheral location in Hengwanif to a more central site in 
Balanga. This was a precaution against a marauding enemy 
penetrating far enough to set fire to the village's prize 
structure.
In common practice each of the wards of Ilahita 
established friendly or hostile relations with other 
villages whose boundaries they shared. This system of 
relations is shown schematically in Figure 3i. When Ilahita
FIGURE 3i : WARD-BASED PRIMARY RELATIONS
Balangabandangel
Ilahop
11if a1emb
Bwi' mgili
Lehinga
IlilipBalanga
Nangup
NingalimbiKamanakor
mgamblis
(+) friend
(-) enemy
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offered assistance to one of its allies, it usually 
involved only that ward (ox wards) having a primary 
relationship with that ally. Other wards assisted on 
occasion, however they were not obliged to do so. Indeed, 
informants were unable to remember an instance when the 
entire village assisted an ally. The case of Bwi'ingili 
requires special comment in that their gardens and hunting 
territory extend into the broad belt of ancient forest 
separating Ilahita from the Bumbita Arapesh to the west 
(Map 2). The population vacuum in that direction means 
that Bwi'ingili does not have primary relations with anygother village. Consequently, Bwi'ingili was a perennial 
ally, assisting the other five wards in accordance with 
the changing state of internal village politics.
Village leaders traditionally stressed the great 
importance of alliance loyalties and the need to preserve 
them against disruptive infighting. Betrayals were 
punished severely. For example, soon after Ilahita and 
Serakikim had jointly defeated Lehinga, Ilahita invited the 
dispossessed back into the area. They were not to settle 
on their former lands, but were offered instead a piece 
of property named Hiasiwa, situated along the Nangup- 
Ingamblis boundary. The offer was made by big-men of 
Balanga, Ililip and Nangup. The condition was that, 
although the Lehingans need not assist Ilahita militarily, 
neither must they ever help old friends against members of 
the Ilahita alliance. Ilahita's move was less charitable 
than it seems, and was motivated by a sensible wider 
strategy. Being along an enemy border Hiasiwa was of 
little actual use to Nangup; it was in fact a 'no-man's 
land'. Lehinga's presence there as a neutral would provide
8
Legend has it that the area now forested was once inhabited 
by people who fled north after an elemental cataclysm. The 
descendants of these people, who are found today in the 
Supari village of Womsak, recount the same legend in 
explaining their origins.
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a buffer against action by Ingamblis. The chances were 
excellent that, given enough time and the right attitude 
by Ilahita, tensions would develop between Ingamblis and 
Lehinga, thus drawing the latter closer into line with 
Ilahita. Some of the Lehingans accepted the proposal and 
moved to Hiasiwa where their hosts planted coconuts and 
gave them materials for house-building. The agreement was 
short-lived, for, in a fight some time later between 
Tatemba and Ningalimbi, men of the latter village noticed 
Hiasiwa men in the Tatemba ranks. This was promptly 
reported to Ilahita. On the following morning Balanga, 
Ililip and Nangup staged a dawn raid on Hiasiwa, killing 
several of the Lehingans and routing the remainder. The 
new houses and tiny coconut palms were destroyed, and 
the site has not been occupied since.
Another illustration of alliance solidarity
also reveals something of the nature of inter-ward
relations within Ilahita. Around 1955, a dance was held
in Ilifalemb, during which a fight broke out between an
Ilifalemb man and one of the Ningalimbi guests. The
Ningalimbi man was killed and his companions withdrew in
mortification to consider what course to adopt. The
Ilahitans were extremely upset because Ningalimbi was an
ally of long standing and occupied a special ritual status
of 'child', which I shall explain presently. Compensation
9was offered and rejected. Tensions mounted until there 
happened one of those uncanny coincidences which do so 
much to keep sorcery beliefs alive. An epidemic swept, 
Ilahita,^0 and the ward hardest hit was Ilifalemb. The
9
I should note here that allies could claim compensation 
for homicides committed between them. The payment for a 
male usually consisted of about 20 shell rings of varying 
size, with smaller amounts for women and children. Allies 
were not able to claim compensation for deaths incurred 
while lending support in another's battle.
10
Mission records show that it was influenza.
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genealogical record and the many sparsely settled hamlet 
sites in that ward attest to a sudden depopulation in the 
mid-1950s.
The Ilahitans divining the cause of this 
catastrophe showed remarkable political acumen. Rather 
than fall back on the obvious conclusion that the deaths 
had been caused by retaliatory sorcery from Ningalimbi, 
the diviners blamed a well-known sorcerer of Ilifalemb's 
neighbouring ward, Hengwanif. Their verdict was that this 
man had been outraged on behalf of the wronged ally and 
had punished Ilifalemb according to his skills. The old 
sorcerer (typically) phrased his denial in such a way 
that people could continue believing what they wished.
The result was that the alleged sorcery was given a stamp 
of legitimacy, for an ally had been avenged; the old 
sorcerer's prestige soared, and with it the reputation of 
Ilahita as the home of powerful magicians. Ningalimbi 
felt overwhelmed at the lengths to which Ilahita had gone 
in compensating them. The moral of the episode was that 
alliances must be preserved, if necessary at great cost, 
even when there are no longer any real battles to be 
fought. The legitimacy of the sorcerer's alleged action 
meant that Ilifalemb could not in justice retaliate against 
Hengwanif; and because the deaths had ceased there was no 
reason for them to split off from the main village. In 
the end a certain amount of village harmony was sacrificed 
for the sake of a wider integration, a strategem that will 
be seen again when inter-ward relations are examined in 
more detail.
* * * * *
Deep and long-lasting enmity between main 
villages in the two alliances provided a durable frame 
within which smaller villages were used to adjust the 
balance of power - such as it was. Utamup, for example, 
switched alliances during the 1920s because of a dispute
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with its neighbour and ally, Mui. In an immediate sense 
Utamup's shift was from Mui to Sunuhu (their other 
neighbour), but by so doing it was also brought into line 
with Ilahita, Ilahita welcomed the defection, not 
primarily for the additional manpower, as for the fact 
that Sunuhu now had a friendly village between itself and 
its powerful enemy, Mui® At the same time it meant that 
Ingamblis, an enemy of both Sunuhu and Ilahita, was now 
hemmed in from the south (Map 2).
Ningalimbi's origins were in the southern part 
of the Bumbita Arapesh language area. Around the turn of 
this century (my estimate), they were driven from their 
homes and fled south into the Kwanga area. They met with 
a hostile reception, and so moved east and north. Reaching 
Tatemba, the Ningalimbis were again rejected with menaces, 
From there they requested hospitality from Ilahita and 
Serakikim. These villages 'took pity' on the refugees and 
used their plight as an excuse to seize a large portion of 
Lehinga land and present it to Ningalimbi. Since then, 
Ningalimbi has been a firm ally of both these villages in 
their separate actions, referring in ceremonial contexts 
to Ilahita as their 'mother' and to Serakikim as their 
'father', in continuing recognition of the debt they owe 
them. Meanwhile, the ousted Lehingans took refuge from 
other wards of their village located to the northeast. 
Referring to Map 2, it can be seen that Ningalimbi's 
placement secured Ilahita's southeastern boundary, and 
at the same time interfered with direct communication 
between Lehinga and their ally, Tatemba.
Shortly after Ningalimbi's establishment, 
Kamanakor arrived as a refugee group from deep in the 
Kwanga territory. On appeal to Ilahita they were given 
a grant of land by Balanga, in prior consultation with the 
other wards of Ilahita. Sunuhu reluctantly acceded to this
IT
See above, page 69.
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arrangement, having been persuaded that the Kamanakor 
presence in this area would discourage attempts by 
Ingamblis to extend their lands westwards, and limit 
encroachments by the Bumbita Arapesh from the opposite 
direction. Ilahita's generosity was again inspired by 
self-interest: the land in question was some distance
from Balanga and could not be exploited without risks of 
raids from either Ingamblis or the Bumbita villages. By 
placing Kamanakor there, they obtained another powerful 
ally and also secured their boundary. Kamanakor became 
another ritual 'child'.
This plan, conceived after the Ningalimbi model, 
was soon upset by difficulties along the Sunuhu-Kamanakor 
border. The details of these are unimportant, but the 
result was that Kamanakor split its allegiances; and it 
is of interest to this thesis that they did so along the 
ritual cleavage separating their two totemic moieties. The 
complication was that the estranged moiety could not disavow 
the debt to Ilahita; neither did they wish to separate 
completely from the other moiety. Thenceforward,.they took 
part in actions against Sunuhu in which neither Ilahita nor 
their fellow villagers were involved. Ilahita wisely 
accepted their decision. Good relations with both Kamanakor 
and Sunuhu were preserved, and the Ilahitans were assured 
that the alienated half of Kamanakor would not fight against 
them.
Refugee groups were not always established as 
independent villages. Two of Ilahita's wards - Nangup and 
Ilifalemb - were added some time during the last century, 
probably in the final quarter. Nangup was welded out of a 
number of groups arriving from the south: refugees from
intense fighting in the Kwanga, the western Abelam, and 
the southern fringes of the Ilahita Arapesh. Sometime 
afterwards Ilifalemb was chased from its ancestral home 
among the Bumbita Arapesh, and sought and received 
hospitality from Ilahita. The different ways these new
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wards were integrated into the social organization of the 
pre-existing village, and their contemporary standing in 
the village, must await treatment in a later context.
It should be said that Ingamblis, an enemy of 
Ilahita throughout this period, was at one time a ward of 
that village. Although their departure is said to have 
occurred not long ago (early in this century?), the exact 
circumstances are remembered only in the form of a legend 
with certain improbable elements. The legend relates how 
the people of Ingamblis were ousted through the magic of 
an Ilifalemb man in retaliation for insults paid him by 
his affines in that ward Ingamblis informants confirm 
this story, but add that when they fled south under magical 
urgings they joined a small village that was already located 
there. Today the aboriginal group and the refugees from 
Ilahita represent the two moieties of Ingamblis. If there 
had been a prior dual division in the small village, so 
that they merged in ritual opposition to the newcomers, 
there is no longer any trace or memory of it.
The quasi-mythological form in which the account
of Ingamblis's departure has been handed down does not give
much insight into the real reasons for the split. Tension
arising from affinal relations may have been Involved, or
possibly the prior arrival of Nangup and Ilifalemb (assuming
this part of the chronology is correct) may have traumatized
village integration in some way that made Ingamblis's
continued presence intolerable. What is known is that
illwill persisted between the estranged Ingamblis and the
mother village, especially with Nangup and Balanga wards,
with whom Ingamblis shared boundaries. Conflicts also
developed between Ingamblis and their southern neighbour,
Sunuhu, with the eventual result that Sunuhu plotted their
removal from the area. Ilahita connived in this, but on
the eve of the attack the Japanese arrived to occupy and
12pacify the region. War plans were put aside, and, with
12
See Chapter Two, page 41.
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the Australian attack the following year (1945) , the 
Arapesh became spectators in another war whose savagery 
and purpose were quite beyond their comprehension. When 
the bombing stopped, the plans to remove Ingamblis were 
not resumed. Inter-village warfare had ceased, but 
animosities survive to the present day along the old 
alliance lines.
From the preceding it is possible to summarize 
the main strategies Ilahita used in developing numerical 
and political supremacy during the pre-contact period.
(1) A willingness to receive refugee groups
and give them land in return for 
their loyalty and support.
(2) The recognition that land which is won
and not soon occupied will likely be 
re-taken by the enemy, or encroached 
upon by other villages.
(3) Given (1) and (2), maximum advantage
is gained by acquiring land through 
conquest and granting it to stranger 
groups in need of territory.
(4) Because enemy borders are danger
zones, it is preferable that buffer 
settlements consist of indebted 
strangers rather than colonizing 
elements of Ilahita itself.
The operation of these strategies produced immediate 
advantage under circumstances where expanded land holdings 
and increasing political clientage could mutually reinforce 
one another. Informants' statements, the impressive fact 
of Ilahita's immense territorial spread, and the gross 
numerical superiority of its alliance group, indicate that 
Ilahita used these strategies to an unusual (perhaps unique) 
extent in establishing something akin to a local empire.
The question arises: why did other villages not use the
same tactics? One could surmise that Ilahita had during 
this period some gifted strategists who were exceptionally 
able to capitalize on diplomatic opportunities. Another
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possibility is that certain resources needed to carry out 
such a growh plan were available only to Ilahita. To 
approach this issue, we must consider the broader geographic 
and demographic context within which occurred the events 
described above.
The Rise of Village Structures
In my view both of the answers proposed at the 
end of the previous section are correct, however the second 
is causally more fundamental. The positive feedback which 
allowed Ilahita's strategies to succeed had to have some 
starting point, a 'spark' to ignite the process. This was, 
logically, surplus land. Given that this resource existed 
in abundance at some 'initial' point in time, refugees 
could be assimilated without threat to the village's 
subsistence base. The additional manpower enlarged the 
potential for conquest, and from then on the process had 
its own momentum. This requires the hypothesis that Ilahita 
had surplus land at a time when their southern neighbours 
were so densely populated and short of land that, rather 
than accept refugees arriving from the south, they passed 
them on to Ilahita. If such a state ever existed, then 
why did these southern Ilahita Arapesh villages not use 
their manpower to expand northwards at the expense of 
Ilahita, which, at that time, would not yet have begun 
its dramatic growth?
The answer to this depends on inferences drawn 
from certain relevant linguistic data, but first I should 
summarize what was said earlier regarding local population 
movements contributing to the growth of Ilahita. The data 
presented in Table 3ii show quite conclusively that groups 
entering the Ilahita Arapesh area during the last century 
did so from the south, with the only exceptions being two 
groups originating in the Bumbita region. No groups, in the 
memory of informants, have ever been added to Ilahita from 
northern origins. This strongly suggests that at the time
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Ilahita was beginning its growth, intense fighting was 
going on in the Kwanga and western Abelam areas, which 
displaced large numbers of people. With this in mind, 
let us look at the linguistic evidence.
TABLE 3ii: ILAHITA POPULATION DYNAMICS 1880-1940
GROUP ORIGIN SETTLED
Nangup (ward) Kwanga/Mui-Tatemba 
area
Ilahita
Ilifalemb (ward) Bumbita Arapesh Ilahita
£Tatemba (clan) Mui-Tatemba area Ilahita
Sahopwi (clan) Mui-Tatemba area Ilahita
Tata (clan)a Mui-Tatemba area Ilahita
Ningalimbi
(village)
Bumbita Arapesh 
via Kwanga
Ilahita
environs
Kamanakor
(village)
Kwanga Ilahita
environs
Ingamblis
(village)
Ilahita Ingamblis
a
Refers to clans having a history of origin outside 
of Ilahita, but excluding those which claim descent 
from only a single founding immigrant.
In his recent survey of the languages of the 
Sepik basin, Laycock (1973) has defined the relationship 
between the Abelam and Kwanga languages as shown in 
Figure 3ii on the next page (cf. Map 1).
The Sepik-Ramu Phylum, it should be noted, bears 
no known genetic relationship to the Torricelli Phylum, to 
which the several Arapesh languages belong. One current 
hypothesis (Laycock 1973) is that they represent distinct 
migration waves into the Sepik basin (cf. Wurm 1972). With
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regard to the Abelam and Kwanga languages, Laycock is of 
the opinion (personal communication) that the divergence 
between them occurred prior to their mutual arrival in the 
foothills of the Torricelli mountains. The Kwanga appear
FIGURE 3ii: NDU/NUKUMA LANGUAGE CLASSIFICATION
(After Laycock 1973)
Sepik-Ramu Phylum
Sepik Sub-Phylum
Middle Sepik Super-Stock
Middle Sepik Stock
Ndu Family
Abelam 
Boiken 
Iatmul 
etc.
Nukuma Family
Kwanga
Kwoma
to have moved into the region first, followed soon after by
the Abelam. Glottochronological evidence suggests that the
Abelam and Iatmul languages separated approximately 1,800
years ago (Laycock 1965:181). This is no basis for inferring
when the Abelam arrived in the Torricelli foothills, because
the linguistic divergence may have substantially pre-dated
the migration. Moreover, the character and occupancy of
the country north of the Sepik river cannot be known for
sure. Quite likely the Abelam passed through broken forest
and swampland, encountering sparse human populations which
13could easily be displaced, slaughtered, or absorbed.
13
Absorption processes are clearly in evidence for the 
Boiken (Ndu) people who now live in the Prince Alexander 
mountains. Their language is an interesting blend of a 
basically Ndu pattern with Torricelli additives, suggesting 
that the aboriginal inhabitants were assimilated by the 
Boiken intruders (D.C. Laycock, personal communication).
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Forge has described this movement as 'the jostling 
together of large, fairly densely packed Abelam villages, 
fighting each other and gradually moving as a whole in 
a northerly and later westerly direction' (1966:24).
He further proposes that, 'up till the imposition of 
government control this process was still going on, 
especially in the west of the Abelam area, where the 
Abelam of the Wosera were pushing back the [Ilahita]
14Arapesh to the north and the Gawanga to the west' (ibid). 
That the process has been going on until fairly recently 
is confirmed by the history of movements, in the last 
century, which contributed to the growth of Ilahita 
village,
The Abelam 'invasion' was eminently successful.
In the Maprik area (Map 1) Ndu speakers penetrated well 
into the higher foothills, and further east they crossed 
the Prince Alexander mountains and even reached the islands 
off-shore from Wewak (cf. Laycock 1965:193). Map 1 also 
shows that in the Ilahita Arapesh area - and to a lesser 
extent in the 'Plains Arapesh' territory east of Maprik - 
the Abelam appear to have been stopped. Three alternative 
hypotheses can be applied to an explanation of present day 
Abelam-Arapesh boundaries.
First, it is possible that the Abelam continued 
until they had acquired all the living space they required, 
whereupon the boundary with the Ilahita Arapesh was 
stabilized. This is not plausible, given the fact that 
the Abelam were retreating before spreading grassfields 
which they themselves were helping to create through unwise 
burning-off practices (cf. Reiner and Robbins 1964). In 
ecological terms, they had no choice but to keep moving.
14
Gawanga is an alternative spelling and pronunciation 
of 'Kwanga'. In adopting the latter form, I am following 
the usage appearing in recent works by Laycock.
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The second hypothesis, following Forge, is that the 
movement was still going on at the time European control 
was imposed, and that the Ilahita Arapesh were protected 
from any further Abelam encroachments by the European court. 
This view is contra-indicated by accounts of recent history 
which show the Ilahita Arapesh quite able to fend off 
advancements by the Abelam of the Wosera. Arapesh and 
Abelam villages are indeed cheek by jowl in the Mui area, 
and this must have resulted from some loss of Arapesh land.
But, contrary to Forge's claim, it could as easily be 
argued that it was along this line that the Abelam intrusion 
was finally stemmed, and that this has been the status quo 
for quite a long time. According to firm statements of 
Ilahita informants, they (meaning their dialect group) 
have 'never' lost territory to the Abelam.
The hypothesis which I propose, and which is a 
modification of Forge's, is that the Abelam continued 
northwards until they confronted a group able to withstand 
them. This group consisted of the several large and densely 
settled villages of the Ilahita Arapesh. Ironically, these 
villages were indirectly the creation of the Abelam themselves, 
having been enlarged over the generations by refugees 
displaced and regrouped into larger political units - units 
modelled after those of the 'invaders'. Arapesh informants 
are correct in saying that they have never been defeated, 
only if they ignore the possibility that significant 
numbers of them are descended from Arapesh who were defeated 
and who yielded large tracts of land to the Abelam.
This hypothesis is necessarily conjectural, 
however, various sorts of evidence tend to support it. 
Lexico-statistical comparisons of the three Arapesh 
languages have shown (Glasgow and Loving 1964:8) that 
Mountain Arapesh and Southern Arapesh (which includes the 
Ilahita dialect) are more closely related to one another 
than are either of them to Bumbita Arapesh. This is in 
spite of the fact that the Southern Arapesh are geographically
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adjacent to the Bumbita Arapesh and widely separated from
15the Mountain Arapesh, The inference is that Bumbita 
Arapesh diverged at a time when the other two groups 
were linguistically and culturally homogeneous - and 
geographically contiguous. The conclusion must be that, 
before the arrival of the Abelam, Arapesh speakers were 
spread uniformly across the foothills and higher plains, 
and that the Abelam split them into two parts which are 
today the Southern Arapesh and Mountain Arapesh. This 
is little more than a linguistic affirmation of what seems 
obvious from the locations of these groups as shown in 
Map 1.
These inferences have a bearing on the 
interpretation of two discontinuities observable between 
the Ilahita Arapesh and the rest of the Torricelli cultures, 
with whom they share common origins. First, the Ilahita 
Arapesh are more densely populated. According to my 
hypothesis, this is the result of having received numerous 
refugees from the south and southeast. Interestingly, the 
'ripples' set up by the Abelam advance appear to have been 
entirely absorbed by the Arapesh: populations increased
just beyond the Abelam boundaries and no farther. This 
increase led to the formation of large villages, upwards 
of 600 inhabitants, which were, in turn, able to present 
a strong discouragement to any further Abelam encroachments 
in their direction. The fact of large villages and village 
confederations among the Ilahita Arapesh is the second 
discontinuity: other Torricelli cultures, from what is
known of them, favour small villages (about 200 inhabitants) 
or dispersed hamlet settlements. The Ilahita villages are, 
therefore, the result of refugee conglomerations which had
15
Map 1 indicates that the Southern Arapesh and the 
Mountain Arapesh do in fact share a boundary. It should 
be mentioned that, although no other language groups 
intervene between them, neither are the two groups 
territorially contiguous. There are several miles of 
uninhabited mountainous terrain separating them.
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the strategic advantage of being easily mobilized and able 
to meet chronic military pressure from the south. The 
notion of the 'village', as it is seen today in the Ilahita 
group, was presumably borrowed from the Abelam 
themselves.^
The Ilahita Arapesh have readily borrowed other 
Abelam cultural forms as well. Mead has described the 
Mountain Arapesh as 'an importing culture', and my 
evidence is that their Ilahita cousins are no less 
acquisitive. The concept of village living has already 
been mentioned. This was coupled with a forcibly increased 
population density that made the village pattern well- 
adapted to prevailing social and ecological circumstances. 
Another element is the Tambaran Cult (or, more accurately, 
certain parts of the Cult) which is, as I hope to show 
later, a ritual system more appropriate to large villages 
than to dispersed settlements. The final major introduction 
seems to have been, if not yam cultivation itself, then the 
mass of beliefs and practices surrounding yam production 
and competition. Indeed, I would suggest that Abelam 
diffusion influences, together with the demographic 
consequences of their intrusion, contributed much to the 
Arapesh shift from a sago-hunting-gathering economy to one
based on an elaborate garden technology whose main cultivar
• 17is the yam.
16
The Bumbita Arapesh present a slight problem here. It 
appears that they were pushed back by the Kwanga, producing 
population densities comparable to the Ilahita Arapesh.
They did not, however, form themselves into large villages. 
Their political units are small (100 to 200), even though 
all the villages of the group are nearly contiguous along 
a single ridgetop. Two circumstances may explain this. 
First, with the exception of the Ningalimbi and Ilifalemb 
cases discussed above, there is no history of warfare 
between Bumbita villages. This relative quiescence in the 
last century suggests that the factors producing military 
alliances and larger villages were absent. Second, the 
Kwanga who live south of the Bumbitas, in contrast with the 
Abelam of the Wosera, are not densely settled or crowded.
It is possible that in this region pressure from the south 
simply ceased after the Kwanga had seized as much land as 
they could use and hold. Without this pressure, the Bumbita 
settlements had no cause to amalgamate into large units.
17
See above, Chapter Two, page 30.
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Ilahita informants insist that all these
features were locally created, offering mythological
accounts for many of them. The mass of evidence, however,
points to a heavy flow of diffusion from Abelam to Arapesh.
We need not suppose that such diffusion implies complete
peace over the boundary, however the data do suggest that
the two groups have been in contact for a long time and
18that there have been positive, albeit one-sided, aspects 
to the communication between them.
* * * * *
The preceding discussion has attempted to portray 
the general effects of Abelam intrusion on the population 
density and settlement pattern of the Ilahita Arapesh.
Still unattended is the more specific problem with which *- 
this section began: given that the culture as a whole was
under Abelam expansion pressure, why did Ilahita village 
excel in size all the others in its group? The solution to 
this lies, I believe, in a consideration of Ilahita's 
favoured geographical position.
Following Laycook and Forge, I have postulated
two migration waves into the area: the Kwanga first, later
the Abelam. The process of population increase and village
formation which has been described might well have started
in response to the Kwanga intrusion, later to be stimulated
further by the arrival of the Abelam, who threatened both
Ilahita Arapesh and Kwanga. Considering for a moment only
the Kwanga intrusion, a glance at Map 2 will show that
19Ilahita's southern enemies - Mui, Tatemba, Utamup - were
18
For instance, the Arapesh possess a very rich mythology 
and also an elaborate system of hunting magic, neither of 
which the Abelam have borrowed. Cf. Forge (1966:25). The 
hunting magic is, incidentally, another bit of evidence 
supporting the idea that hunting at one time played a more 
important role in Ilahita subsistence than it does today.
19Which at that time would have been an enemy of Ilahita. 
See above, page 70.
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situated to receive the brunt of the Kwanga advance. To 
these villages, the Kwanga were the prime enemy. By 
contrast, Ilahita was well above the southern fringes of 
the culture area, and their territory was not directly 
threatened by the Kwanga. it is interesting, in this 
regard, that the only Kwanga villages with which Ilahita 
has had direct contact (Kamanakor and Sunuhu) are both 
strong allies. The origins of the Sunuhu alliance could 
easily have come from applying the principle, 'the enemy 
of my enemy is my friend', in that the mere presence of 
Sunuhu suggests encroachment of lands belonging to the
2 0Arapesh border villages - all of them enemies of Ilahita. 
While Ilahita's Arapesh enemies were trying to fend off 
the intruders, Ilahita was establishing military alliances 
with them.
Given this situation it is not difficult to
understand why, when the Abelam arrived and began displacing
Kwangas, the refugees were not welcomed by the southern
Arapesh villages. Not only were these Arapesh running
21short of land by that time, they would not have been
likely to extend hospitality to their long-standing
enemies. The refugees passed northward to Ilahita, a
22village with surplus land, with no history of conflict 
with Kwanga peoples, and with a clear recognition of the 
strategic gains to be made by receiving the outcasts.
Thus, while the southern villages were suffering military 
stress which oriented their attention toward land-hungry 
neighbours to the south, Ilahita was quietly building a
20
The Kamanakor alliance, it is remembered, originated from 
their having been given land by Ilahita. See above, page 71. 
21
Land shortages in the Tatemba-Mui area might account for 
the hiving off of particular clans, which moved north and 
also joined Ilahita. See Table 3ii.
22
Contrary to the crowded conditions among the southern 
villages, Ilahita had ample room for expansion, in the 
north and west of their territory. See Map 2.
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strong political base 'behind their backs'. Indeed, the 
alliance of Ilahita with the Kwanga village of Sunuhu, 
on the one hand, and the Abelam village of Serakikim, 
on the other, disclosed the fact that the southern Arapesh 
villages were now caught between three powerful enemies: 
the Kwanga, the Abelam, and Ilahita.
Conclusion
Intrinsic to an evolutionary view of organization, 
whether biological or social, is the recognition that the 
structures under examination were formed in response to 
important features in that organization's environmental 
field. Bowlby, in his theoretical concern with the 
evolutionary perspective, has aptly termed this the 
'environment of adaptedness', adding: 'Only within its
environment of adaptedness can it be expected that a system 
[man-made or biological] will work efficiently' (1971:72).
The system which I shall presently describe as being the 
social organization of Ilahita village worked very 
efficiently indeed during the pre-contact period, if one 
takes numerical and political supremacy as indices of 
social efficiency.
In this chapter I have attempted to display the 
historical and social-environmental context in which 
Ilahita's success was achieved. The historical view is 
important because, unlike many other parts of New Guinea, 
we cannot assume that the 'environment of adaptedness' was 
unchanging. Linguistic and ethnographic evidence demonstrates 
that great upheavals were afoot in the Sepik well before 
the Europeans arrived. The predatory expansion of Middle 
Sepik peoples north from the river had profound effects 
on the aboriginal groups they encountered; in the foregoing 
I have assessed these with respect to the Arapesh. My 
hypothesis is that the anomalies of population density and 
settlement pattern distinguishing the Ilahita Arapesh from 
other Torricelli Phylum cultures have resulted from pressure
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placed on the former by Kwanga and Abelam intruders.
The unique success of Ilahita village is explained in 
terms of its particular geographical position, by virtue 
of which it was able to use these pressures to bolster 
fighting strength through the recruitment of refugees.
With increased size, as well as strategic alliances formed 
with Kwanga and Abelam villages, Ilahita was able to 
dominate its local enemies.
The point to be emphasized is that, in the 
pre-contact period, Ilahita leaders were quite aware that 
their success stemmed from their superior size. At no time 
has an informant claimed that Ilahita warriors were better 
fighters, man for man, than their enemies. Asked why 
Ilahita won battles, their standard reply is: 'Look
around at all the men we have; they could not match us.' 
Village solidarity was a very real and immediate necessity 
to their security and dominance. The perennial task was, 
therefore, to divert internal behavioural tensions into 
channels not leading to serious disaffection of parts of 
the village. It was in respect of achieving this, with 
reasonable efficiency, that the social organization I shall 
describe in the following pages was positively adapted to 
the pre-contact social environment.
A final note on the culture history of these 
Arapesh. In my view, prior to their contact with Middle 
Sepik peoples, the Arapesh were a relatively undifferentiated 
cultural group distributed thinly across the face of the 
Torricelli and Prince Alexander foothills. They lived in 
communities of not more than 100 to 200 persons, and 
subsisted on sago, the products of hunting and gathering, 
and perhaps a rudimentary system of horticulture. For the 
Ilahita Arapesh, contact with the southern invaders changed 
all that, and propelled them along a different line of 
social and cultural development. And yet remnants of the 
old order remain, in parts of their ritual, mythology, 
economy - and, curiously, in their attitude towards war.
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In concluding my discussion of the culture of warfare, I 
observed that the Ilahitans, although not lacking 
inter-personal aggressive capacities, did not glorify 
war, despite its objective importance to them* Their 
attitude resembles that of the Mountain Arapesh and 
contrasts sharply with that of the Middle Sepik peoples.
From this I propose that, just as large-scale villages 
were innovations provoked by (and/or borrowed from) the 
Middle Sepik cultures, so too was the pattern of large- 
scale fighting that went along with such settlements.
This style of warfare was an entailment of village life; 
and it is not surprising that it was waged in the name of 
the village's tutelary spirits, themselves a creation of 
Middle Sepik imagination.
The next chapter is an examination of the 
residence structure of Ilahita village. In local ideology, 
certain categories of behaviour, based on kinship and 
affinity, are embued with amity and serve to bond individuals 
and to integrate groups in the community. However, 
numerical and case material will show that negative 
forces are also inherent in these relationships, and 
that their expression may disrupt village harmony. The 
balance of this ambiguity is influenced by the spatial 
dimension of the particular relationship. Of general 
relevance to this issue is the observation that the 
cessation of warfare has undermined the ideology that 
village solidarity is inviolable.
CHAPTER FOUR
SOCIAL SPACE AND BEHAVIOURAL AMBIGUITY
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Introduction
Ilahita is unusual among villages in the area in
two important and interrelated ways. First, with a 1969
population which I censused at 14 90 ,"^ it is the second2largest village in the East Sepik District, and the largest 
by far in the Maprik vicinity. Second, the physical layout 
of the village is somewhat atypical. Most villages, 
following the northwest-southeast grain of the foothills, 
are based on a linear pattern whereby component wards or 
hamlets are strung out end to end for the entire length of 
the village. Variations may be a horseshoe-shaped ridge 
formation, or the location of village wards on adjacent 
ridges. Ilahita, on the contrary, is sprawled over a 
topographic configuration roughly star-shaped (Map 3), 
with the several wards radiating out from a central hub.
The effect of this, in contrast with the linear villages,
1
By 1971, the population was 1515, a 1.6% increase in that 
two year period.
2
Kambaramba, on the Sepik river near Angoram, had a 1969 
population of 1624. D.C. Laycock, who supplied me with 
this datum, has also compiled Administration censuses for 
the West Sepik District, and he informs me that four 
villages in the Aitape Subdistrict number between 1100 
and 1400 inhabitants, as per the 1970 census. I must point 
out that in this part of New Guinea political demography 
cannot be determined accurately from government records 
alone. When the census registers were first established, 
patrol officers frequently combined small villages or 
divided large ones to create more manageable census units.
For instance, Glasgow and Loving, in their linguistic 
survey based on official census records, place Ilahita's 
population at 301 (1964:4). This is a case where a village 
ward has been selected as a census unit, arbitrarily given 
the name of the village as a whole, and, in the records 
themselves, elevated to the status of 'village'. Thus, 
what appears in the official record as five separate and 
unconnected 'villages' is, in fact, one village composed 
of five census units. It cannot be denied that similar 
errors of convenience occur throughout the official records, 
and that they cannot be completely relied upon for comparative 
village population estimates. My assertion of Ilahita's 
unusual size is, however, confirmed by scientists, 
administrators and missionaries who have travelled 
throughout the Sepik basin and are familiar with the 
villages first-hand.
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is that, given the immutably broken terrain, a village can 
grow large and yet remain relatively self-contained 
geographically.
In the early days of fieldwork the layout of 
Ilahita was an aid to collecting general data and 
observations on all parts of the village. As sociological 
material accumulated and the population structure began to 
take shape, it became clear that my advantage was also that 
of the village, with respect to its capacity for internal 
integration. In the previous chapter I described the 
importance of village integration for physical survival 
in the context of chronic warfare. The various sub-systems 
which contribute to this integration - ritual, kinship, 
economic - are themselves aspects or distillations of more 
general patterns of social interaction. Village solidarity 
is only attainable when there is a modicum of social 
communication between all its constituent parts. It is 
true that fortuitous historical events have produced the 
present village, and that this process entailed important 
sociological factors. However, one simple but fundamental 
limiting condition should not be neglected: the topography,
specifically, the configuration of ridges. I would 
conjecture that a village as large and complexly organized 
as Ilahita could not have evolved without this felicitous 
environmental situation. This point - the physical 
arrangement of the village - will later be seen as an 
extremely important component in the analysis of village 
social organization and ritual.
For the present, the object is to discuss kin- 
and descent-based behaviour patterns in the context of 
residential communities arranged in space. Hall has 
correctly observed that one mistaken notion regarding 
man's perception of space is 'that man's boundary begins 
and ends with his skin' (1966:109). His aim is to show 
that space perception affects individual behaviour in 
subtle ways, and that this has both genetic and cultural
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determinants. Similarly, space sensitivity extends to the
way individuals arrange themselves one to another. Though
a relatively new field of study, territoriality has already
3amassed a voluminous literature in biology, and
anthropologists are becoming more aware of the importance
of the spatial dimension in human society and behaviour.^
In the New Guinea literature, however, index entries for
'space' and 'territory' are extremely rare. Recognizing
the general neglect of spatial relations in the New Guinea
ethnography, one recent writer has remarked: 'The notion
of locality as a primary structural principle has not been
5investigated' (De Lepervanche 1967/68:140).
In this chapter it will be shown that in Ilahita 
village formalized relationships based on marriage, 
kinship and descent are modulated considerably by factors 
of social and physical space. High rates of local endogamy - 
at village and ward level - imply that whatever the 
integrative function served by marriage interaction, it is 
quite local in effect. Similarly localized are the complexes 
of kinship relations, which are merely the spatial and 
temporal entailments of marriage. To the extent that bonds
3
A most important contribution to this field is 
Wynne-Edwards' compendious, Animal Dispersion in Relation 
to Social Behaviour (1962), which also contains an 
exhaustive bibliography.
4
A symposium volume by Lee and DeVore (1968), has done 
much to advance this awareness. One might hope that a 
similar scholarly assault might someday be launched on the 
more subtle character of territoriality among sedentary 
horticulturalists and peasants. See Peterson (1972) for 
a discussion of territoriality among Australian Aborigines, 
in which he also reviews extensively the general literature 
on the subject.
5
Strathern (1972) has taken issue with a number of points 
in the De Lepervanche article, suggesting that, rather than 
regard descent and locality as totally separate criteria 
for group membership, we may find in many New Guinea 
societies 'an ideological fusion of the notions of locality 
and descent' (1972:217). Strathern's view applies well to 
the Ilahita case, and here I have treated descent and 
locality as inseparable aspects of community structure.
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of marriage and kinship possess negative elements, the 
containment of these within the local community exacerbates 
them, counteracting the positive integrative effects. In 
fraternal relations also, there appear to be behavioural 
forces disruptive of the idealized harmony. When the 
negative components become too salient, a crisis may result 
in which the solution is physical separation (cf. Stauder 
1972:167) - and this, in turn, depends on the availability 
of alternative residence locations.
Throughout the following discussion, I shall be 
dealing with various forms of relationship which are 
founded on what Fortes (1969) has called the 'axiom of 
amity'. In Ilahita, inter-personal ties based on community, 
kinship, descent and marriage are embued with a high degree 
of loyalty and affection, and the positive integrative 
effects of emotional attachment should not be underestimated. 
At the same time, however, as a consequence of the 
essentially ambivalent nature of these bonds, there are 
countervailing tendencies toward jealousy, suspicion, envy 
and sometimes a deep-seated hatred. A village faced with 
the military necessity of maintaining solidarity is 
constantly threatened by divisive behaviour patterns between 
members of the community. Before describing, in subsequent 
chapters, the conventions through which these behavioural 
tensions are absorbed and/or redirected, it is necessary 
to characterize the focal relationships themselves and 
the troubles which periodically beset them. This will be 
done in the context of describing the population structure 
of Ilahita village and the distribution of groups on the 
ground.
Wards and Marriage Patterns
In the previous chapter some discussion was made 
of the six constituent wards of Ilahita, with respect to
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gtheir relations with other villages. At the time of my 
1969 census, their populations were as follows.
TABLE 4i: ILAHITA WARD POPULATIONS
Ward Population
Balanga .... 309
Bwi'ingili ___ 172
Hengwanif .... 148
Ilifalemb .... 213
Ililip .... 487
Nangup .... 161
TOTAL .... 1490
To the basic four-cornered orientation of the original 
wards, the two refugee wards (Ilifalemb and Nangup) have 
been attached to opposite ends of the village (Map 3). 
Nangup was until recently located on an extension of 
Balanga's ridge, separated by a bit of uncleared forest 
and lying opposite Ililip. Ilifalemb occupies a ridge of 
its own stretching north from a point between Hengwanif 
and Bwi'ingili. The scope for general social interaction 
is closely tied with the physical proximity of the various 
wards, a point that emerges clearly in the distribution of 
marriages within and between wards. Table 4ii shows the
6
I have chosen to call these units 'wards', first, to 
emphasize their residential character; and, second, to 
imply that they are politically semi-autonomous. The Sepik 
ethnography at times uses the term 'section', but I find 
the term inadvisable for fear that, in a thesis dealing with 
ritual dualism, the reader might assume a parallel with 
Australian section systems.
7
The word 'Ilifalemb' derives from ilif, meaning 'up'.
This refers to Ilifalemb's position 'up' toward the northern 
mountains. Etymologies of other ward names are not known, 
however, the word 'Ilahita' derives from a corruption of 
filif, referring to a type of grass common in the area.
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percentage of men from column wards who have taken wives 
from row wards.
TABLE 4ii: INTER-WARD MARRIAGES, 1969
WOMEN MEN
Balanga B w i 'ingili H e ngwanif Ilifalemb Ililip N a n g u p
B alanga 45.1 13.5 12.1 2.4 5.8 15.2
Bwi'ingili 9.8 37.8 6.0 9.5 10.6 3.0
Hengw a n i f 7.8 8.1 48.5 7. 1 3.8 3.0
Ilifalemb 2.0 10.8 18.2 78.6 2.9 0.0
Ililip 17.6 27.0 12.1 2.4 69.2 6.1
N a n g u p 17.6 2.7 3.0 0.0 7.7 72.7
T O T A L 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
It should first be noted that, for the present
purposes, I have omitted from the table 25 marriages in
which Ilahita men took women from other villages. These 
transactions, amounting to 7.7% of the total, are 
distributed with fair uniformity amongst the several wards, 
and therefore do not constitute a significant variable in 
the field of inter-ward relations. Probably the most 
striking pattern to be seen in Table 4ii is the high rate 
of ward endogamy, ranging from 37.8% (Bwi'ingili) to 78.6% 
(Ilifalemb). With even the lowest figures in the range still 
measuring more than double the rate expected with random 
assortment (16.7%), these data suggest that the strong 
tendency toward village endogamy similarly applies to marriage 
preference within the constituent wards of Ilahita. The task, 
then, is to interpret the measurable variation between wards 
in their degrees of endogamy. The significant factors seem 
to be (1) ward population size; (2) physical location 
relative to other wards; (3) particular historical 
background, both political and genealogical; (4) ritual 
affinities and oppositions. At any given time, such as my 
1969 census, the picture for each ward emphasizes some of 
these factors over others. And, because populations
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fluctuate and 'historical' events continue happening, 
the balance of factors relevant today for Balanga may be 
quite altered in the next generation. The virtue of 
comparing such patterns between wards is that they may 
be viewed as multiple-phase moments in the developmental 
life of the village. By way of introducing these factors, 
the following is a discussion of various aspects of the 
marriage relationship itself.
Aspects of Local Endogamy
Village endogamy is preferred throughout the 
culture area, but it is my impression that Ilahita has 
carried the practice further than the other villages, 
probably as a direct result of its size. Historical and 
genealogical evidence suggests that the rate of exogamous 
marriages was higher in pre-contact times when abductions 
or female war spoils were possibilities. Or else quarrels 
at home would cause a woman to flee to an enemy village 
from which she would not be forced to return. Today this 
tactic cannot succeed, since her husband or agnates may 
retrieve her (or at least claim compensation) by appealing 
to the Administration court. As a result, villages 
(especially, it appears, Ilahita) have over the past two 
decades drawn in on themselves; men are more worried 
than ever that their daughters or sisters (who are now 
achieving some self-determination) will allow themselves 
to be wooed by men from outside the village. When such 
liaisons occur, consternation is very great indeed; 
enormous brideprices are demanded in proportion to the 
remoteness of the bridegroom's village from Ilahita. 
Sometimes the demands are met but more often the suitor 
and his agnates are sufficiently discouraged that they 
look for a girl closer to home.
The reasoning of the girl's family is that she 
is going so far away, that she may never return. The 
separation will be complete, and therefore the brideprice
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should reflect the fact that her parents and brothers 
lose effective residual rights to her services. In 
milder form, the principle operates even within the 
village. I once asked Alinga, a young woman married to 
Kwambafum of Ililip, whether she often went to visit her 
elderly parents in Ilifalemb - about a 25-minute walk 
away. With a slightly affronted air she replied that 
Kwambafum had paid a very high price for her and it would 
be improper for her to visit home too often. 'May your 
parents visit you here?' I enquired. 'Yes, but they are 
old and seldom come.'
Kwambwean, a woman in her early thirties and 
married to a man of Balanga, vowed bitterly that she would 
never set foot in her natal ward, Ililip, again. She 
explained that her affection for her parents and brothers 
(real and classificatory) had not diminished, but when 
she walked through Ililip her brothers' wives whispered 
cruel and insinuating things behind her back. If her family 
wanted to see her face, they would have to visit her in 
Balanga; that was now her home.
Kwambwean is a lively, headstrong woman whose 
views on most topics tend to the extreme. However, milder 
versions of the same attitude, many times multiplied, lend 
substance to the parental opinion that when a daughter 
marries into another community, and the wealth received 
for her dissolves into the recesses of the agnatic group, 
there is nothing left for them but sadness. It is 
commonly said that good men, like proud, stationary 
coconut palms, remain in their ancestral home to follow 
the work of their fathers. Women, on the contrary, are 
the 'vines' of the forest, wandering aimlessly about, 
climbing coconuts with giddy promiscuousness. This is 
the nature of woman, and men capitalize on it by luring 
women away from their parental community; but they are 
loathe to reciprocate with their own daughters and sisters. 
Parents know that sons are important as heirs and protectors,
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but in old age it is an attentive daughter who can make 
life comfortable for them by assisting in the garden, by 
cooking, and by carrying firewood or water. One man in 
early middle age, with four sons and no daughters, held 
up the infant daughter of his wife's brother and 
announced, beaming, that an adoption had been agreed to, 
and when the girl grew up she would be his daughter and 
look after him in his old age. I remarked that when his 
four sons married he would have at least four daughters- 
in-law close at hand to follow his bidding. This he 
rejected imperiously: 'What are daughters-in-law?
Such women are mean and selfish and desire your death.
A daughter will care for you as no one else will'.
This strong attachment to daughters, both 
sentimental and utilitarian, conflicts directly with an 
ideological preference for patri-virilocality. In Table 
4iii the unit of observation is the extant marriage. The 
columns indicate the number of marriages in which, 
respectively, neither, one or both of the spouses 
originates outside their current ward of residence. The 
high proportion (54.7%) in which neither is external 
reiterates the preference for ward endogamy disclosed in 
Table 4ii. The second and third columns show that, when 
a move of one of the spouses is involved in the residential 
history of the nuclear family, in nearly 90% of the cases 
it is the wife who moves to reside in her husband's 
ward.^
The ideology of residence is clear, but not 
binding on individual choice. It is not uncommon for a 
man to spend part of his married life outside his natal 
ward. A dispute with his agnates may cause a removal until 
reconciliation is achieved. Alternatively, if a husband's
8
A similar tabulation could be done for marital shifts 
within the wards, taking only the corpus of marriages listed 
in Column 1 of Table 4iii. This would show an overwhelming 
preference for patrivirilocal residence. On the other hand, 
the high density of living considerably reduces the 
significance of the exercise, since a couple may be living 
close to several persons to whom they are related in 
different ways simultaneously. Such ambiguity is much less 
at the ward level.
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TABLE 4iii: RESIDENCE AFTER MARRIAGE
Ward NeitherExternal
Wife
External
Husband
External
Both
External Total
Balanga 23 31 1 5 60
B w i 'ingili 13 21 4 1 39
Hengwanif 17 16 1 2 36
Ilifalemb 33 12 0 1 46
Ililip 69 27 6 2 104
Nangup 24 14 3 1 42
TOTAL 179 121 15 12 327
Percent 54.7 37.0 4.6 3.7 100.0
parents are dead and his wife's parents are not, she may
well prevail upon him to reside with her parents until they
die. Therefore, of the 10% of marriages in which the 
husband has moved into the wife's ward, the great majority 
are temporary residential arrangements. The marriages 
shown in the last column, involving a shift by both spouses, 
tend to be those where the husband is permanently disaffected 
from his clan and natal ward. In such cases hospitality is 
normally sought from persons related through maternal or 
grandmaternal links of one or other of the spouses.
A daughter who has married close to home is able to 
assist her parents and brothers for the rest of their lives.
In addition, there is a strong moral claim by them on the 
services of her husband in communal work activities and in 
support in arguments with other groups in the ward. Such 
services are largely reciprocal between WB and ZH. The 
difference is that, while a man feels obliged to aid his 
wife's brother, services to his sister's husband are 
engendered by gratitude and voluntary helpfulness. It 
should be added that these obligations may extend to the 
transmission of magical lore. Supalo is a middle-aged 
big-man who is widely known to have powerful yam magic.
Many times he resisted attempts by others to bribe or cajole 
him into sharing his knowledge. Finally he yielded to Awiapwi 
and Kasi'ien, both of whom are affines (Figure 4i).
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FIGURE 4i: TRANSMISSION OF SUPALO'S MAGIC
Awiapwi KasiSupalo
Supalo's affinal solicitude must be assessed 
from several angles. First, Supalo was nearing the Tambaran 
ritual in which his group passes out of the Cult and into 
formal retirement. Thenceforward whatever control he is
able to exert on public affairs considerably depends on- 9powerful friends in the younger group. Kasi'ien was such
a 'powerful friend', someone whose favour Supalo could
curry to advantage. And he was, incidentally, a man whom
Supalo's wife called 'brother'. The affinal link was the
excuse Supalo needed to perform an act whose important
political aspect was better left unpublicized. The cover
of affinal obligation was made more credible by supplying
the magic at the same time to his wife's real brother,
Awiapwi, a guileless young man with modest yam-growing
ambitions. Finally, Supalo had four sons - two of them
adult - who did not inspire confidence in Supalo for his
old age. The eldest had left the village for a clerical
position in Rabaul, and the character of the youngest was
as yet unformed. Of the two middle sons, one was violent
and unreliable and the other, intelligent and conniving,
held no promise of filial affection. With grim irony,
Supalo remarked of the latter, 'He is much like I was as
9 rForge reports (1970a:278) that men who have passed out of 
the Cult may be excluded from further participation by the 
younger men. Similarly with the Arapesh.
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a young man.' With little effect, Supalo threatened to 
take his personal lore to the grave with him. His hope in 
giving the gift of magic to his affines was that his sons 
would be warned that his vows of disinheriting them were 
genuine. I should note here, in anticipation of a fuller 
discussion later, the interesting parallel between the 
advent of Supalo's potential political oblivion and the 
potential physical oblivion attending his old age, in the 
event that his children do not behave piously toward him.
Sister-Exchange Marriage
The relationship between affines is completely 
reciprocal when the groups concerned exchange women, most 
preferably when.two men simultaneously exchange sisters. 
Informants say that traditionally this was the only way of 
obtaining a wife, and that valuables were exchanged for 
women only in cases of homicide or abduction within the 
village or alliance group. When no uterine sister is 
available, certain standard variations may be invoked.
A FBD is the one most commonly 'borrowed' by Ego to use 
in exchange for a wife, provided she (the FBD) does not 
have a uterine brother. More distant agnatic kinswomen 
may be applied for, but the chances increase with 
genealogical distance that she will be committed to more 
closely related brothers. Anticipating the exchange needs 
of one's son may be a factor in deciding to adopt a girl 
infant, or in trading opposite sexed children with one's 
brother. Finally, there is the option that if a man has 
no female to exchange for a wife, the woman's group may 
agree to give him the woman 'free', on condition that a 
child of the union be returned for adoption into his 
mother's group. The child may be male or female. If it 
is a son who returns to his mother's group, he takes up 
residence with them at the time of his marriage. If a 
daughter is returned, she may never actually reside with 
the mother's agnates, but she is available to them (and
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not her own agnates) for exchange purposes. With the 
various options available, especially the inter-generational 
one, the rule of exchange easily accommodates natural 
demographic imbalances.
will be seduced or find someone more to her liking is the 
intrinsic weakness of the system, and the reason why 
proponents of modernization contend that the institution 
causes nothing but trouble. A default requires the girl's 
group to pay heavy compensation to the group of the 
disappointed fiance. Sometimes, however, even this is 
not sufficient amends, as in a case that occurred in 1971. 
When C married D it was announced that their adolescent
siblings (B and F) were formally betrothed. The two groups 
were from Nangup (A,B) and Balanga (D,E) ; and eventually 
a daughter was born of the C-D union. Harmony prevailed 
until one morning, in mid-1971, F could not be found in 
her father's hamlet. At length she was located in the 
house of G, a young man of Ililip recently returned from 
work on the plantations. An angry group of Balanga men, 
led by D and E, went to fetch the girl. Ililip demanded 
that the girl be allowed to state her own wishes, knowing 
that at least for the moment she was infatuated with G. 
Great pressure was put on her by agnates who scolded her
The possibility that a girl promised in exchange
FIGURE 4ii: SISTER-EXCHANGE DEFAULT
A Cs)—A (3)— * a
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for being so unfeeling for her brother's interests; 
that trouble would ensue with the Nangup group; that 
she must cease this nonsense and come home. Reluctantly 
she submitted, but within two days she was back again with 
G. This time when her brothers came she was hidden in a 
house heavily guarded by G, his brothers, and his sister's 
husband (also of Ililip). Balanga was now frantic to get 
her back, and a mass brawl developed in which Balanga was 
defeated. The girl remained in Ililip. Later it was 
discovered that Balanga's passion, and their refusal to 
accept compensation, was inspired by a message they had 
received from A, a renowned big-man and sorcerer, saying 
that if they defaulted on the arrangement with him, he would 
destroy D, E and F. Perhaps it was this news which prompted 
F to return home voluntarily on the evening of the brawl.
The case was still going on when fieldwork concluded, but 
what has been said here is an indication of the trouble 
which can arise out of exchange marriages.
As the system operated traditionally (and to a 
lesser extent today) the chances of defaulting were reduced 
by having the promised female move in with her future 
husband's family prior to puberty. Under the chaperonage 
of a no-nonsense mother-in-law the girl has little chance 
to explore the byways of budding adolescence. As this 
residential practice declines, young men whose older sisters 
want to marry (and need their brother's permission to let 
them go) are becoming cynical about vague shibboleths that 
a girl will eventually be returned to him 'when he grows 
up'. The experiences of others suggest that the girl 
reserved for him will wander before the time is nigh, and 
that the best he can hope for is some meagre payment for 
his loss.
Despite these weaknesses, the institution of 
sister-exchange marriage remains very much alive, and is
IÖ
See Tuzin (1972) for an account of the ritual aspects 
of this practice.
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still the preferred form. Table 4iv shows the incidence 
of exchange marriages of various types, and it should be 
noted that they are fairly evenly distributed over all the 
age cohorts.
TABLE 4iv: EXTANT SISTER-EXCHANGE MARRIAGES, 1969
Degree of 
Relationship Frequency
Percent of 
All Marriages
Uterine sister 80 25
FBD, half-sister 
adopted sister
or
14 4
More distant
classificatory sister 5 2
TOTAL 99 31
These figures should be regarded as a minimum, 
since older respondents often stated that there was some 
exchange arrangement at the time of his or her marriage, 
but that the details are either unknown or have been long 
forgotten. Cases involving inter-generational exchange 
which is yet to be concluded are also omitted from the table, 
as are instances where an exchange seems clearly to have 
occurred between larger descent groups but where the exact 
relationship of the parties cannot be traced genealogically.^'"*'
11 In Ilahita village, genealogies are quite shallow. 
Informants often do not know the names of their grandparents' 
siblings, and occasionally they are at a loss for their 
mother's parents' names. For an individual, the main 
determinant of genealogical knowledge is whether or not his 
parents lived long enough to tell him about the family 
history. Salisbury (1956) has correlated shallow 
genealogies with stable populations, arguing that deep 
genealogies may serve to give a veneer of stability to an 
inherently unstable situation of population movement and 
land litigation. This view appears to apply well to the 
Ilahita case, but must be tempered with the cautionary note 
of Strathern (1971:23) regarding the incompleteness of 
Salisbury's correlational fit.
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If all marriages were cited in which the spirit of 
exchange was the guiding principle, the total would 
probably exceed 50%. Finally, it should be stated that 
nearly two-thirds (63.3%) of the exchanges were contracted 
between men belonging to the same ward, a figure which 
compares closely with the rate of ward endogamy generally 
(60.7%; see Table 4ii). That exchange marriages tend to 
cluster in the wards seems, therefore, to be a function of 
general marriage preferences rather than to anything special 
to these marriages as such.
Affines in Proximity
At this point two preliminary conclusions can be
drawn. First, the rate of endogamy is extremely high at
the village level of organization, with the result that
(for Ilahita at least) marriage patterns have a powerful
12isolating effect. Within Ilahita, inter-marriage between 
wards occurs with varying frequency, and in three instances 
(Ilifalemb, Ililip and Nangup) the endogamy rate is high 
enough to isolate the ward from the rest of the village.
In considering, therefore, what interaction patterns bind 
the wards together, marriage alone appears insufficient to 
account for the high level of cohesion which has unified 
the village for generations. As I shall demonstrate in 
subsequent chapters, the complex of dual organization and 
Cult structures, whose integrating actions are independent 
of marriage patterns, contribute substantially to village 
integration at the inter-ward level.
The second conclusion is an entailment of the first. 
Given the high rate of ward endogamy, affines tend
12
Where Ilahita women have married out, and now reside out, 
of the village, the great majority (23 out of 28) have 
married into enemy villages. This is probably a continuation 
of the pre-contact pattern whereby securing an enemy woman 
was something of a coup, especially if she came along 
voluntarily. Case histories show that antagonism frequently 
existed between the woman and her agnates at the time of her 
marriage. This may well have had a part in her decision to 
leave the village.
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statistically to reside near one another. As discussed 
earlier, the affinal relationship is one of mutual service 
and cooperation - a fortiori in sister exchange - and 
proximity is an important enabling factor in reciprocal 
obligations. On the other hand, affinal relations often 
contain a degree of tension, and this is exacerbated by 
residential proximity. The normative ideal of the affinal 
bond was summed up by one informant who was commenting on 
a rumour that a man of another ward had recently ensorcelled 
his wife's brother. In strong terms the informant condemned 
the action. Affines, he said, should love and support one 
another and freely and casually share such things as 
tobacco and betelnut. 'Nothing should be concealed between 
them except urine and faeces.' Nevertheless, physical and 
mystical attacks are not uncommon between affines, and the 
strong ideological statements concerning affinal amity are 
a form of recognition that difficulties exist in the 
relationship. This is in part due to the strong attachment 
felt toward the sister/daughter; following her marriage 
her agnates retain residual rights to her services and 
maintain an interest in her welfare. If she lives close 
enough to complain to her parents and brothers about 
treatment she is receiving from her husband or his group, 
trouble is likely to erupt between the two groups.
Therefore, the question of whether a wife becomes a 
de jure member of her husband's agnatic group upon 
marriage is best answered in spatial terms. In general, 
the wife becomes a member of her husband's group in 
proportion to the physical and political distance 
separating her from her natal group. A married woman 
living only a few hundred yards from her parents and 
brothers is, effectively, a member of both groups. Most 
women are quite aware of their pivotal position, and some 
cynically use it to play their husbands and agnates off 
against one another. The following case may be taken as 
typical of the sort of difficulties which can arise from 
such residential proximity.
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FIGURE 4iii: AFFINAL DISCORD
300 m.
Figure 4iii shows the genealogical and spatial 
relationships of the main characters in this case, the 
dashed-line enclosures representing close residential 
proximity. All of the characters were born and raised in 
Ililip ward, however some years ago E was evicted to 
Balanga because of sexual misdemeanours with women of Ililip. 
A ,B ,C and D reside together in the same clearing; F, H and 
I live in another clearing approximately 300 metres away. The 
brother of F resides about midway between them; F himself 
was at this time residing in his wife's natal hamlet.
In 1965, after his daughter's death, B left to 
become a plantation labourer, leaving A in the care of his 
classificätory father, C. Such absences usually last about 
two years, but B found good work in the islands and stayed 
on, occasionally remitting money home for A's upkeep. As 
the years passed, A became despondent at B's prolonged 
absence and began having affairs with local men. Her 
devotion quickly attached to E, who was somewhat of a 
sexual lion in the village. C was annoyed with his 'son' 
for remaining away indefinitely, knowing that the girl's 
waywardness was to be expected. At the same time, E was 
more powerful than C, and it was not politic for him to 
intervene to protect B's rights. To make matters worse,
D connived at her brother's seduction of the girl. It was
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a bad situation in which C felt somewhat helpless, knowing, 
also, that B would blame him for not proctoring B's behaviour 
in his absence.
Matters deteriorated as relations between D and A 
soured. D is an irascible, hot-tempered woman who is 
easily provoked. In arguments with A, she began denouncing 
her as a whore and a layabout, an ironical charge since A 
was by now thoroughly infatuated with D's own brother. 
Together, C and D were trying to contrive a general 
community feeling that A was incorrigibly bad, so that when 
the absent husband returned they could say they had done 
their best with her. Knowing the personalities involved, 
members of the community were not likely to accept this 
version, and letters began reaching B to the effect that 
his wife was suffering at the hands of C and D, and that 
she was behaving promiscuously. B, in turn, wrote to C 
demanding an explanation, and C reacted by doubling his 
severity toward A.
By this time, A was frequently complaining to her 
father about her affines. He sympathized, but each time 
sent her back, with a warning to C and D to behave better 
toward her. To this, C and D replied that F was himself 
enticing the girl away from them and encouraging her 
illicit assignations. F rejected this, saying it was their 
own harsh treatment of A that had caused her to behave 
anti-socially, and that they merely winked at the fact that 
E was continually sleeping with the girl. He said he 
wanted no part of the affair except to see his daughter 
cared for.
Bitterness mounted and insults went back and forth 
between the two clearings with increasing frequency. Then, 
suddenly, A went into an Ophelia-like state of dreamy 
madness. She received comfort from her father's sister, 
while her father desperately searched for a cause to her 
madness. Divination showed that E had operated love magic
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on the girl which was too powerful, and had caused the 
malady. This seemed confirmed by the fact that A began 
making bold approaches to E in public, much to the latter's 
annoyance and embarrassment. A was not to be put off, and 
she audaciously moved in with E and his wife, refusing to 
leave. E was abashed, and the most he could do was send a 
secret message to F and G suggesting that they come and 
'recapture' the girl. They replied that this was none of 
their affair, and that E would have to talk to his own 
sister and sister's husband about it.
Meanwhile, C and D had found the scapegoat they had 
been looking for. A's constant trips back to her agnates 
appeared to support their claim that the blame was with F 
for breeding discontent into his daughter. When the girl 
ran away to E in Balanga, C and D self-righteously demanded 
(on B's behalf) a return of the $20.00 brideprice that had 
originally been paid to F for the girl. This infuriated 
F, and for hours the community listened to insults pouring 
between the two clearings. Each side held the other 
responsible, but in most people's opinion, F was in the 
right.
A few days later, A returned to her father's house 
for a visit. They were talking in front of his door, 
while H was working around her house a few yards away. 
During the discussion, A raised her voice so that H was 
sure to hear: 'I am sick and tired of waiting for him [B].
I have found the man I want, and if he comes home and still 
wants me, he can copulate with my excrement. He and his 
family are worthless and I want no more to do with them.' 
Later, C returned from his garden to find his sister 
waiting to report what she had heard. Families throughout 
the ward were aroused from their evening meal by C's 
outraged response. He screamed challenges over to F's 
clearing, demanding that they settle the matter of his 
irresponsibility once and for all. By this time, however,
F had left for a night's hunting, and it was his brother
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(G) who heard and answered the challenge. The same 
sequence of claims, counter-claims, insults and 
denunciations was repeated ad nauseum, and the two sides 
nearly came to blows before finally retiring in angry 
exhaustion.
The next day, F returned to the village and heard 
what had happened. That evening, after going over to C's 
clearing to add a few insults to what his brother had said, 
he went back to his clearing and upbraided H for her 
meddling. 'Whose side are you on, your husband's [and 
mine] or your brother's? Because you stand between, you 
should not say anything in such matters. By carrying 
gossip back and forth you only make matters worse.' In 
the end, the two of them (F and H) agreed they would never 
again help one another in work activities. H's husband, 
who was seated a few yards away, wisely said nothing in 
support of either.
The case typifies the kinds of problems which can 
disrupt affinal amity when the groups concerned live in 
close proximity. The scenario is alive with gossip and 
scandal-mongering which virtually preclude a dispassionate 
assessment of the issue by the parties involved. Whereas 
in the foregoing the husband was absent at the plantation - 
a fact which lent particular shape to this case - in most 
instances a woman's grievances focus on the husband himself, 
and only incidentally on his male agnates and/or their wives. 
Informants observe that affinal amity is only as good as 
marital amity. If relations between a woman and her 
husband (or her husband's group) are poor, it is inevitable 
that her own family will be drawn into the affair, if only 
because of their solicitude for her. Though residential 
proximity cannot be regarded as a cause of affinal enmity, 
it does greatly intensify the disruptive potential of 
antagonisms arising from time to time. When a woman is 
married into a different ward or village, most of her day 
to day grievances go unreported to her agnatic group. And
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even if she does run home to her parents, reconciliation 
is facilitated through the rather formal and restrained 
negotiations appropriate between stranger groups.
The consequences of affinal ambiguity inject a 
kind of tension into the life of the ward, the level of 
organization within which affinity is generally contained.
To the extent that some marriage occurs between wards, a 
similar ambiguity obtains. Furthermore, physical proximity 
itself entails a relatively high rate of general interaction 
of an ambiguous kind. The highly charged relations of 
marriage and affinity are an expression of this. In other 
words, affinal bonds and their intrinsically ambiguous 
character are at once the cause and the result of inter-ward 
aggressivity. Groups in different wards feel bound to one 
another by marital ties, but when these same ties are upset 
(as they often are) by marital or affinal discord, the 
conflict becomes generalized between the wards as wholes 
and extends to transgression unconnected with marriage as 
such.
The importance of endogamous preferences, and the 
ambiguous stamp they place on community life, is one of the 
basic background 'facts' of Ilahita social organization 
which must- be kept in mind throughout the remainder of the 
thesis. Hostilities within the village and within the ward 
will be alluded to often, and it must be recalled that one 
of the behavioural inputs into the system of relations is 
the ambiguity attending the marital bond which generalizes 
to affinal groups in the local community. For now, some 
final remarks are needed before leaving the subject of 
inter-ward marriage relations.
Ward Differentiation and Hierarchy
Apart from the direct reciprocity of sister-exchange 
marriage, there exists an ideal of gross marital symmetry 
between wards as wholes. Table 4v shows the extent to which
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TABLE 4v: INTER-WARD MARRIAGE RECIPROCITY
A B C Difference
Balanga Bwi'ingili 5/5 0
Balanga Hengwanif 4/4 0
Balanga Ilifalemb 1/1 0
Bwi'ingili Ilifalemb 4/4 0
Bwi'ingili Nangup 1/1 0
Hengwanif Ililip 4/4 0
Hengwanif Nangup 1/1 0
Ilifalemb Nangup 0/0 0
Balanga Ililip 9/6 3
Balanga 
Bwi'ingili
Nangup 9/5 4
Hengwanif 3/2 1
Hengwanif Ilifalemb 6/3 3
Ililip Bwi;ingili 11/10 1
Ililip Ilifalemb 3/1 2
Ililip Nangup 8/2 6
this ideal is approximated. The range of possible dyads in 
the groups of six wards is shown, with columns 'A' and 'B' 
receiving women from each other according to the frequencies 
shown in column 'C', respectively. The column labelled 
'Difference' indicates the net gain in women of ward 'A' 
over ward 'B', with the value 'O' signifying balanced 
reciprocity. The fact that in the majority of dyads 
(8 out of 15) the reciprocity is balanced tends to confirm 
quantitatively the preference often expressed for equal 
marriage exchanges between groups. Of course, technically 
speaking, it is the local clan group and not the ward 
community which gives and receives females; however, this 
does not prevent an impression forming of numerical gains 
and losses in marital relations between wards. There is no 
occasion for actually tallying women, but an ideal of 
symmetry is attainable in that the 'score' is kept running 
by viewing marriages as transactions/counter-transactions.
In that 'wife-receiver' is inferior in status to 'wife- 
giver' (see above), and owes the latter continuing respect 
and assistance, there is an apparent contradiction in the 
fact that clans and local communities strive for the
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receiver status. This is no problem if affinal services 
are seen as more or less inadequate compensation for the 
loss of the female and her offspring from her agnatic group. 
And, by the time counter-services b a o k to the wife-receiving 
group are added to the balance, the so-called compensation 
is very little indeed. Women are what are important, and 
a group (local and/or descent) which can repeatedly get 
more than it gives stands little chance of extinction.
Referring back to Table 4v, and the second group 
of dyadic relations, in which some imbalance is present, 
an interesting feature emerges. Those dyads having the 
greatest disparity are the same dyads which, during the 
period of fieldwork, had the greatest number of hostile 
interactions. The triangle of relations between Nangup, 
Ililip and Balanga are the most stressful in the village, 
and they also express the greatest marriage exchange 
imbalances. The case of defaulted sister exchange 
described earlier involved a brawl between Ililip and 
Balanga, and also a threat of mystical attack between 
Balanga and Nangup. Fights between Ililip and Balanga, 
and between Balanga and Nangup, were quite common during 
fieldwork, and there was a prevalent feeling by members 
of each that the other wards were populated by thieves 
and sorcerers. Relations between Ililip and Nangup were 
somewhat less volatile, however, only a few years ago 
(ca. 1965) a sorcery accusation made by Ililip against 
Nangup led to the removal of the latter ward to a new site 
further away from the village centre (Map 3).
The only other dyad in Table 4v where the disparity 
is as high as '3' is Ilifalemb-Hengwanif. Relations here 
are also difficult, and the stereotyped prejudices exist 
as well. For example, Chapter Three described how a 
sorcerer from Hengwanif was alleged to have wiped out a 
large number of Ilifalemb residents in revenge for the 
murder of a Ningalimbi man by Ilifalemb.
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Dyads having a balanced or minimally unbalanced 
exchange relationship tend, on impression, to have 
equananimous relations. Quarrels may arise between 
individuals in these different wards, but there does not 
seem to exist the gross prejudices such as those 
continually voiced in the other wards mentioned. Conflicts 
are relatively isolated occurrences, and correspondingly 
limited in structural significance. In contrast, in the 
other dyads the pre-existing structure of relations in 
large part determines that conflict arising at the ward 
level of organization will tend to focus there and not 
elsewhere in the village.
Given that a ward receiving more women than it 
gives is in a superior position (in effective rather than 
in formal status terms) Table 4v also reveals something 
about the subjective phenomenon of ward ranking. 
Disregarding the actual scale of the disparities, and 
noting only the binary character of these dyadic relations, 
the gains ( + ) and losses (-) can be totalled algebraically 
for each ward. Thus:
TABLE 4vi: WARD HIERARCHY
Balanga 2+
Ililip 2 +
Bwi'ingili 0
Hengwanif 0
Nangup 2-
Ilifalemb 2-
It is significant that Balanga and Ililip, as well as 
faring best in attracting women, are also the wards which 
markedly dominate village affairs. In demographic terms, 
it may be said that numerically superior groups are 
politically more powerful, one result being that they are 
under less compunction to supply exchange women for those
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which they entice away from other wards. This is true, 
but insufficient to explain the difference between the two 
groups of lower ranking wards. The populations of 
Bwi'ingili, Hengwanif, Ilifalemb and Nangup range from 148 
to 213 (see Table 4i above). However, the first two wards 
have always been part of Ilahita, while the latter two are 
relative newcomers (Chapter Three). The importance of 
Bwi'ingili and Hengwanif, relative to the other two wards, 
derives from their traditional standing in the village, 
their clear ritual position in the village Cult (see 
below), and their central location geographically.
Ilifalemb and Nangup are disadvantaged in several
ways. First, they are spatially removed from the main
area of the village. Travelling to and from the gardens,
people of these wards tend to interact only with members
of adjacent wards. Secondly, these wards do not have
sufficient populations to intrude themselves into village
life by force of numbers. A third factor having a bearing
on their assimilation inertia is the anomalous position of
these wards in the ritual system of the main village.
Symmetry in the village dual organization was initially
based on the coupled opposition of Balanga/Hengwanif to
Ililip/Bwi'ingili. To preserve this symmetry when Nangup
arrived, the new ward was split into two halves, each
13joining a different moiety. Ilifalemb, by mutual
agreement with the rest of the village, maintained until 
14recently a completely independent ritual system, in
13Splitting Nangup was facilitated by the fact that the ward 
was composed of disparate groups having no prior ritual 
association. On their arrival, therefore, it was a matter 
of indifference to these persons whether they were formed 
into a ritual unit or divided internally by ritual criteria. 
See Chapter Three for the history of their arrival in 
Ilahita.
14Since approximately 1960, men of Ilifalemb have taken a 
larger part in ceremonies of the main village, due to the 
fact that a road was built bisecting all the hamlets of this 
ward, including the ceremonial precinct. Their privacy 
ruined - for all Cult ceremonies are exclusive to initiated 
males - they could no longer support an independent ritual 
system.
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accord with the traditions of the Bumbita area from which 
they emigrated.
I should also mention that assimilation of these 
wards into the main village has been retarded by a 
cantankerous isolationism displayed by the men of these 
wards. They are said to have these traits and, in a 
self-fulfilling manner, this shapes the way other 
villagers relate to them. And, as in this and other 
parts of New Guinea, the person who is aloof or physically 
remote - by his own or someone else's choice - is the first 
to be suspected of nefarious activities.
All these factors contribute to the failure of
these two 'inferior' wards to integrate fully with the
rest of the village, the best indicator of this being
marriage patterns. With endogamy rates of 78.6% and
72.7% respectively, Ilifalemb and Nangup are the most
15in-bred of the village's wards. To the extent that they 
marry out, they are as likely to do so with other villages 
as with other wards in Ilahita. And, being located at 
opposite ends of the village, they do not currently 
maintain any affinal relations with one another - nor 
have they ever, according to informants and my own 
genealogical data. Inter-marriage with other wards 
increases with proximity, as can be seen in the schematic 
representation of ward inter-marriages shown in Figure 4iv. 
Each of the six hexagons repeats the general layout of the 
village, focussing in turn on the specific wards to show 
the origin of women marrying in from outside. Apart from 
the slight anomaly of Bwi'ingili and Ililip, the spatial
15
The case of Ililip, whose endogamy rate is almost as 
high, can, it appears, be explained by its large 
population. With 487 inhabitants, and with the cultural 
preference for local marriages, difficulty in finding 
marriageable partners within Ililip seldom arises.
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FIGURE 4iv: SCHEMA OF WARD INTER-MARRIAGES
L E G E N D
1 / 1 I L I F A L E M B  / m a r r i a g e s
2 / n HE N G W A N  I F / m a r r i a g e s
3 /  i n I L I L I P / m a r r i a g e s
4 / 1 2 N A N G U P  / m a r r i a g e s
5 / 3 Z I B A L A N G A  /  m a r r i a g e s
e / m B W I ' I N G I L I  /  m a r r i a g e s
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correlation is quite apparent."*“^ Proximity is, after 
all, what allows this group of wards to be a unitary 
village - but only at peril of neighbourliness turning 
sour. The ambiguity of proximity, like the ambiguity of 
affinity, is an important component in the analysis of 
Ilahita social organization. The following case 
illustrates this quite well.
Though Nangup, like Ilifalemb, has been a part of 
the village for several generations, and though they 
'legally' own the land they use, their situation remains 
slightly tenuous. In confrontations with either of their 
neighbours, they are invariably reminded that they have 
no heritage in Ilahita and are there by sufference of the 
traditional wards. To residents of Nangup this injunction 
carries strong moral force, and has in all cases that I 
know of led to their backing down from the confrontation. 
An example of this occurred when mounting tensions with 
Ililip culminated in the relocation of Nangup (Map 3).
When Nangup arrived in Ilahita they were given garden 
lands by Balanga, and a site for their village was offered 
by Ililip. In giving them an adjacent ridge top, Ililip 
retained rights to the garden lands on the slopes below 
the Nangup houses. This brought the two wards into daily 
contact, and incidents involving alleged sexual misconduct 
and mutual sorcery fears were more or less continuous 
between the two wards. Simmering suspicions erupted in 
1965 when the wife of a big-man of Ililip died soon after 
accepting a meal from someone in Nangup. Medical 
missionaries recall that she died of sago poisoning, 
but the woman's husband and the other leaders of Ililip
16
Figure 4iv uses absolute numbers rather than 
proportions. Thus, while Ililip has a large number 
of external affinal relations, they are in fact a 
minor proportion of the total marriages contracted by 
men of that ward.
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were in no doubt that sorcery lay behind it. In the 
face of menacing accusations, and reminders that they have 
no genuine right to remain in Ilahita anyway, the big-men 
of Nangup agreed to move their community to the next 
adjacent ridge. During the Japanese occupation of the 
main village, Nangup residents had hidden on this ridge and 
had planted coconuts which, twenty years later, were now 
fully mature. Thus, the removal did not involve any great 
hardships, and, they reasoned, putting more distance 
between themselves and Ililip would reduce tension and 
allow feelings to cool off.
This strategy worked quite well for, at the time
of my fieldwork, relations between the two wards were
quite cordial. Even the Ililip man who had precipitated
the crisis because of his wife's death was reconstructing
old friendships and ritual ties with Nangup. There was
no question on either side that the Nangup people still
owned their former house sites, and they continued
collecting coconuts and breadfruit from the trees
standing there. Neither was there any doubt that they
would eventually return when the earlier incidents had
been sufficiently forgotten. Indeed, on my departure
from the village in 1971, there were preparations afoot
for a major Tambaran initiation in the ceremonial hamlet
of the old ridge site, an event which would require
Nangup men to live in the vicinity for weeks at a time.
There is a good chance that this initiation will begin
18a general move back to their former house sites.
17
17
Though virtually all deaths of able-bodied persons are 
attributed to sorcery, this belief is even more intense 
when a big-man or one of his family dies. The reason is 
that big-men have many enemies and consider themselves 
under constant threat of attack. Such men tend to be 
relatively more cautious in disposing of personal leavings.
18
On a brief return to the village during 1972, I noticed 
that this was indeed happening, although no actual 
decision to move back had yet been made by ward leaders.
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I asked some of Nangup's big-men whether this might not 
launch another sequence of mutual hostilities. With 
customary aplomb they replied that a future harmony would 
depend on Ililip ceasing their foundless accusation and 
overcoming their own penchant for adultery and sorcery.
In balance, they thought, the risk was worth taking 
because of the convenience and sociability of living 
closer to the main village.
This case expresses well the importance of 
physical space in shaping social relations. The principle 
underlying Nangup-Ililip relations, revealed only at times 
of stress, is that a neighbour is a good thing - provided 
he is not too close. The crucial factor is whether or not 
they share a boundary. The primary threat does not seem 
to be, in the case of inter-ward relations, territorial 
encroachment: there are far too many people around who
can speak with authority on the legitimate boundary.
Rather, it is the increased opportunity for adulterous 
liaisons and sorcery - or at least chronic suspicions of 
such. In general, a man accused of seducing a woman of 
another ward can, in the last resort, depend on the unified 
support of his community. The quasi-foreign woman is, so 
to speak, fair game. Similar activities in his own ward, 
if discovered, can lead to severe community reprisal in 
which his close kin may be reluctant to contrive a case 
in his defense. Thus, the uniformity of sentiments 
occurring amongst co-wardsmen in their attitudes toward 
other wards does not apply to crises within the ward, 
where cross-cutting and conflicting loyalties make 
problematic the foci of support and condemnation in any 
particular case. With regard to mystical attacks, given 
the general xenophobic suspicions prevailing between parts 
of the village, boundary-sharing wards are each other's 
prime scapegoat, provided there are not countervailing 
reasons for assigning blame in the victim's own ward. As 
we shall see later, such countervalences are frequently 
at hand. Another point for later reference is that the
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arrangement of groups at the various levels of the village 
dual organization, and the ritualized aggression prescribed 
within that system of conventions, are remarkably close to 
what one might expect in light of the behavioural 
exigencies of spatial arrangements outlined here.
On Clan Structures
The preceding section was concerned with describing 
the village wards as residential aggregates, irrespective 
of internal composition, and with the social patterns 
which integrate and isolate them one to another. As a 
point of entry into the analysis of internal ward structures, 
a consideration of the major descent groups has the virtue 
of being relatively self-contained and relevant to some 
points made earlier. It should be noted, however, that 
clans are not the most encompassing level of ward 
organization. They are themselves grouped into larger 
units which are not founded on descent criteria directly, 
but have instead a ritual character. For this reason a 
discussion of the internal ward units of which clans are 
a part must await treatment in the next chapter. In what 
follows immediately, I wish to discuss clans in their 
ideological and demographical aspects, as a prelude to 
internal complexities and associated residential features.
Recruitment to clans occurs primarily by birth, 
based on the dogma of patrilineal descent. At birth a 
child (male or female) receives a traditional name of its 
own clan, usually that belonging to a grandparent of the 
same sex. In addition names are given to the child by 
each mother's brother, in the case of a male, and each 
father's sister, in the case of a female. In both cases, 
these names are passed back to the proprietor clan in the 
next generation. A female normally uses and keeps the name 
of her own clan. The choice for a male is much greater for, 
in addition to maternal clan names which he may use 
temporarily, new personal names are given to him at each
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initiation into the various grades of the Tambaran Cult. 
These names are bestowed upon him by his senior initiation 
partner(s), and usually derive from some obvious 
characteristic (positive or negative) of the initiate.
Entry into a clan may also be achieved through 
various filiative procedures. Adoption most often 
results from the practice of sister-exchange marriage 
described earlier. If one party to the exchange lacks a 
sister to return for his wife, he may undertake to return 
a child to the wife's group in the next generation, when 
the child is grown. If only one child is born of the 
union, the debt may be deferred for another generation, 
since no one should be left without an heir. Thus, 
adoption of this sort requires Ego's removal from his 
father's clan to assume full membership in either his 
mother's clan, his father's mother's clan, or, more rarely, 
his mother's mother's clan. In the event, all rights to 
property and privileges in his natal clan are revoked.
Adoption can also occur-by invitation from Ego's 
wife's father. If the older man is without a male heir, 
and yet well endowed with magic, lore, land and sago, he 
may adopt a son-in-law as his heir. In the subsequent 
generation, more distant clansmen may consent to 
continuation of the estate in the son-in-law's line, 
provided his descendants continue as full members of the 
adopted clan. If, on the other hand, land is insufficient 
for males in the clan, the agnates of the father-in-law 
may require the property returned to them after the 
son-in-law has had use of it. In that case, the sons of 
the adoptee return to their father's natal clan.
Finally, a clan may admit an unrelated male, 
especially if they are currently understrength. Whether 
by his hosts' invitation or his own initiative, a man who 
has lived for several years in peaceful accord with another 
clan comes to be regarded as a member of that clan. His
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son(s) will accede to the property he has been using; 
and, after two or three generations, his descendants 
will have forgotten their external origins.
* * * * *
Each clan is associated with two natural species, 
which I shall call the 'primary totem' and the 'secondary 
totem'. In the majority of clans the primary totem is a 
species of bird, although insects, grasses and other 
entities may be so identified. Persons should avoid 
killing or eating the totems of their own or mother's 
clan; however, when these totems are important food 
sources (e.g., cassowary, 'pitpit'), the prohibitions do 
not apply. Despite these taboos, and despite the fact 
that men may casually refer to themselves as (their totem) 
birds, Ilahitans do not take seriously the suggestion 
that they are somehow genealogically related to their 
totem species. Only one of the clans, to my knowledge, 
possesses a myth of descent from the totem species, and 
this is regarded as a Just So story and nothing more. 
Similarly, clans with the same totem do not relate to one 
another in any special way, although in some cases they 
may recognize that the coincidence is the result of clan 
segmentation years before. The totem is regarded as a 
handy marker for the clan, an identifier which is a zestier 
alternative to the proper name for the clan. The sentimental 
investment in the totem is no greater than it need be for 
this purpose.
As an identifier, the primary totem is useful in 
communicating names over long distances with the slit-gong.
If a man has died the signal for his own totem is sounded,, 
followed by the signal for his mother's totem. This way, 
persons listening can usually determine the identity of 
the deceased. The signals themselves are imitations of
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19the calls of the totem birds. If the primary totem is 
not a bird, the clan uses an auxiliary (bird) totem for 
communication purposes.
Similarly, the secondary totems are used as clan
identifiers. These are always leaves or plants of some
variety. In sealing a piece of land from trespass, a man
identifies himself using his secondary totem. Planting a
piece of cane in the ground, he slits the top and attaches
a complete leaf of his own totem together with a clipped
leaf of his mother's totem. Again, passers-by are usually
20able to make the identification.
The totemic clans under discussion here are
non-exogamous. Marriage is permitted between persons of
the same clan provided they belong to separate subclans.
If the clan is large enough to be so divided, there are
always two subclans (see below). Moreover, there is no
barrier to marriage between persons belonging to clans
having the same name but located in different wards. The
clan names (sometimes with their totems) may recur from one
ward to another, but because no connection is purported
between them, either real or fictive, they are treated here
21as entirely different clans. Hence, the clans are
19
The Ilahitans are masters at imitating bird calls, as 
well as inflections in human speech. Communication by 
conch shell, slit-gong and 'whistle talk' are all 
expressions of this talent. See Chapter Two.
20
Given the large number (39) of clans in the village, 
it is obvious that no one knows all the totems of all the 
clans. The communicative function is therefore only 
effective within the ward. Beyond this, only kin-related 
persons are likely to interpret accurately the signals, 
both of primary and of secondary totems. The clans of 
the village, together with their primary and secondary 
totems, are listed in Appendix B.
21
Indeed, these clan names are distributed throughout 
the Ilahita Arapesh dialect area, and it would be 
meaningless to regard them as anything but completely 
independent descent groups. More will be said about 
these dispersed clan names in the next chapter.
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TABLE 4vii: CLANS OF ILAHITA
Ward Clan Adult Males Aver./Clan
Balanga Laongol 34
(309)a Sahopwi 16Owapwi 35
Bundahimbil 7
23
Bwi'ingili Eleputa 23
(172) Tata 5Balangapwi 16
Indibi 10
14
Hengwanif Owapwi 14
(148) Hengwanif 10Sahopwi 15
Afinga 14
13
Ilifalemb Tatemba 7
(213) Bundahimbi1 4Sambenis 5Sahopwi 6
Filifita 15
Laongol 
Afu'uta
4
1
Balanga 18
Mwinilip 8
Eleputa 10
Ilifa'as 6
Mehe'es 1
7
Ililip Eleputa 24
(487) Balangapwi I 23Indibi 9
Tata 11
Ate fin 4
Balangapwi II 10
Mano'um 29
Sao'um 18
Afenim 6
15
Nangup Laongol 3
(161) Tatemba 22Bundahimbi1 7
Balangapwi 12
Eleputa 7
Indibi 8
10
TOTAL 477 12
a
Refers to total ward population
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localized in the village wards; however, before
discussing the nature of their occupancy, some mention
should be made of the demography of clans. Table 4vii
lists the clans of Ilahita, together with their respective
22adult male populations and the average number of men 
per clan in each ward.
It is apparent from Table 4vii that the wards vary 
widely in the number of clans they possess and in the 
average number of men per clan. Furthermore, this variation 
is not immediately intelligible in terms of variable ward 
size. That is, while one might expect the larger wards to 
have more clans, plainly no such pattern is obvious in the 
table. As a corollary, clan sizes (on average) do not 
correlate well with ward sizes.
A meaningful comparison of wards with respect to 
their constituent clans requires a measurement of each 
ward/clan ratio as a deviation from the mean. The mean 
to which each ratio is compared differs from one ward to 
the next, and is in each case calculated as the ratio of 
the total remaining clans (39 - n) to the total remaining 
population (1490 - p). Thus, taking Balanga as an example: 
if a population of 1181 contains 35 clans, how many clans 
may be expected in a parallel population of 309?
(1) (39 - 4) / (1490 - 309) = x / 309
(2) 35 / 1181 = x / 309
(3) 1181x = 10815
(4) x = 9.16
Rounding off the answer to the nearest whole number, we 
may say therefore: if Balanga conformed to the standard
distribution of clans in the remaining wards of the village,
22
I have not included females because of the conceptual 
difficulty involved in deciding whether a married woman 
does or does not belong to her husband's clan. See above.
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it would contain nine clans. From Table 4vii it can 
be seen that Balanga has, in fact, only four clans, the 
difference (deviation) being five. Performing the same 
operation for all wards, and adding to it the determination 
of proportionate deviation (D/E), yields the result shown 
in Table 4viii.
TABLE 4viii: CLAN/WARD VARIATION
Ward Expected Observed Deviation Proportionate Deviation (D/E)a
Balanga 9 4 5 . 6
Ililip 15 9 6 . 4
Bwi'ingili 5 4 1 . 2
Hengwanif 4 4 0 0
Nangup 4 6 -2 - . 5
Ilifalemb 5 12 -7 -1. 4
a
Asymtotic to plus 1 and negative infinity
Wards showing the most positive proportionate 
deviation are relatively advantaged in terms of corporate 
endeavours based on clan membership. That is, Balanga has 
less than half the number of clans expected, which means 
that proportionately more men are contained in each of them. 
Ililip, though considerably larger than Balanga, is slightly 
less advantaged due to the clan segmentations which have 
occurred there over the last several generations. And so on. 
At the bottom of the list comes Ilifalemb, having more than 
twice the number of clans expected, judging from the standard 
distribution. Thus, in activities requiring cooperation at 
the clan level, as is the case with much ritual, the 
fractionation of Ilifalemb severely limits the capacity of 
any unit (clan) for collective achievement. In other words, 
larger unities can achieve more, and in Ilahita village
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2 3optimal clan size is best approximated by Balanga.
Calculating clan/ward variation in this way 
provides a necessary adjustment of clan-size averages by 
ward populations. The resultant ranking of wards is, 
significantly, identical to that shown in the ward 
hierarchy of Table 4vi, which was arrived at by independent 
means, viz.j marriage exchange balances. The important 
conclusion is that, in attempting to understand why certain 
individuals and groups appear subjectively to excel in 
various ways, dominating the affairs of the local 
population or wider region, demographic variables are an 
important parameter in the analysis. One should, however, 
avoid being deterministic in assigning weight to any of 
the factors involved. In the previous chapter, the 
regional domination of Ilahita was interpreted by reference 
to its large size, together with ecological-historical 
factors which produced it, and military exigencies in 
respect of which the size was adaptive. The present 
discussion illustrates that population size per se may 
become a liability in internal organization. Thus numerous 
parameters, including demography, ecology, historical 
process and socio-cultural variables, affect the life and 
development of the village. The task of analysis is to 
display these parameters in such a way as to give 
appropriate weight to each of them.
23
Indeed, in a paper which uses extensive survey material 
to assess normative factors involved in New Guinea 
settlement size, Forge (1972:374) calculates that groups 
containing more than 75 to 80 adult males tend to be 
unstable and prone to segmentation (cf. Reynolds 1972: 
404-5). With 92 adult males, Balanga is perhaps 
approaching a more than optimal population size. Even 
during fieldwork, pressures toward segmentation markedly 
increased in the Laongol clan of that ward. I might add 
that in the same essay (p. 373) Forge remarks on the 
extraordinary size of Ilahita village, conjecturing 
(correctly, in my view) that it formed under Abelam 
expansion pressure. See Chapter Three.
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The clan/ward variability presented above has 
yet to be interpreted. In brief, the large number of 
clans in Ilifalemb relative to the other wards is 
primarily a function of marked cultural differences 
distinguishing this ward from the rest of the village.
To a surprising degree they have, since their arrival 
about eighty years ago, retained many of the cultural 
features of the Bumbita Arapesh. Among these is a tendency 
towards a multiplicity of clans with fewer members in 
each, rather than fewer, larger clans and supraclan 
aggregates. The Ilifalemb clan system can be seen to 
reflect the Bumbita tradition, and is explained by this 
as much as by segmentation processes. Bumbita villages 
have ritual subdivisions, however these do not have the 
politically autonomous character of the wards found in 
Ilahita Arapesh villages. In political terms, Bumbita 
villages consist of homogeneous collections of clans, in 
which the individual clan is the interest group in most 
contexts. Similarly with Ilifalemb, both in its external 
and internal relations. Their cultural isolation from 
the rest of Ilahita has been greatly supported by their 
possession of an independent ritual system, aspects of 
which will be dealt with later in this thesis.
Nangup's clan structure is the result of 
comparable historical factors. As mentioned in Chapter 
Three, this ward was formed out of disparate refugee 
groups - six to be exact - and these are the clans as we 
find them today. That Nangup was divided ritually, with 
each half joining different moieties, has perhaps helped 
to maintain the number of clans at six. A more important 
reason, in my view, is that whereas ritual aspects of 
clan identity do not obstruct clan segmentation - totems 
and clan spirits may be multiplied indefinitely - they 
virtually preclude the amalgamation of viable clans 
(Chapter Six).
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Ililip's numerous clans are, in contrast, the 
result of segmentation processes which are still 
remembered and which can be summarized as follows.
FIGURE 4v : ILILIP CLAN SEGMENTATIONS
Eleputa
Eleputa
Sao'urn
Tata
Balangapwi
Atefin 
Sao'urn
Afenim 
Tata
Indibi
Balangapwi I 
Balangapwi II\
Balangapwi II
Mano'urn
These segmentations occurred within the last 
four or five generations and resulted from conflict over 
productive resources, usually sago groves. The interesting 
thing is that there were initially four clans, as there are 
still in Balanga, Bwi'mgili and Hengwanif. This is no 
accident, for clan-clusters of four accord with the pattern 
of dual organization operative within and between wards.
For this reason, I feel that the clan structures of 
Balanga, Bwi'mgili and Hengwanif require no 'explanation'
- except insofar as the dual organization itself has to be 
explained, and this is the subject of the next chapter.
Colony Formation
Segmentation pressures in Ililip have produced 
more than a plurality of clans. Of the 487 persons who 
claim membership in this ward, 222 (46%) reside in two
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colonies founded outside the main village during
24traditional times. Auwi, currently numbering 221 and 
located 40 minutes' walk west, was the first to be 
established. Early in this century eight men 
(approximately) and their families decided that the 
gardens near the Nanu river (Map 2) were too far away 
to work conveniently. Founding a colony in this region 
was feasible because there were no enemies in that 
direction. In any event, the settlement quickly attracted 
other ward members, and soon the colony was a defensible 
unit. In the absence of a detailed oral history, I can 
only infer that there were also negative aspects to the 
removal of these men from the main village. In leaving 
the village, the colonists were subjecting themselves to 
danger (albeit mild) of enemy raids, as well as the 
discomfort of living for years without the benefits of 
coconuts, breadfruit and 'tulip' close at hand. Given 
the Ilahitans' appreciation of village comforts, it is 
difficult to be entirely satisfied with the garden 
accessibility explanation. It should also be noted that, 
in those days, there was ample land closer to home; 
necessity did not require planting gardens as far away 
as the Nanu, unless there were social reasons for wanting 
to do so.
The founding of Numbafuta, an Ililip colony of 
101 persons lying 30 minutes' walk southeast, is better 
remembered. It was set up by six Mano'urn clansmen on 
land that had just been seized from Lehinga village.
Shortly before this, the Mano'urn clan had split off from 
the mother clan, Balangapwi II (Figure 4v), largely through 
the initiative of the men who founded Numbafuta. Their 
ostensible reason for establishing Numbafuta was to 'close 
the road' of the Lehingans and prevent their return. It
24
No other ward has established external colonies, however 
each has founded one or more small 'camps'. As I shall 
discuss below, these camps are not products of segmentation 
pressure, but have to do with more personalized discontent 
with life in the main village.
•*&
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FIGURE 4vi: AUWI COORDINATE GENEALOGY
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FIGURE 4vii; AUWI COLONY, ILILIP WARD
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was an act of bravado because the danger of a Lehinga 
counter-attack was quite genuine. On the other hand, 
Ningalimbi and Ilahita were nearby and would not have 
been long in answering an alarm call. And, as in the case 
of Auwi, Numbafuta attracted other settlers from the main 
ward.
Both Auwi and Numbafuta are firmly established, 
and are large enough to be relatively independent. This 
can be seen in Figures 4vi-vii which, as an example of 
colony structure, show Auwi's physical layout and the 
complex genealogical relations obtaining amongst the 
inhabitants. Despite their impressive size, Auwi and 
Numbafuta continue to regard themselves as parts of 
Ililip. Members of these colonies regularly return to 
the mother ward for public occasions, on casual visits to 
kinsmen, and for treatment at the Mission clinic. In 
addition, there is a continual residential shifting 
between the colonies and the main ward. The majority 
of ad,ult men have had experience living in both places, 
and some men maintain houses in each. Between Auwi and 
Numbafuta, however, there is very little residential 
mobility, because the colonies were formed by different 
clan groupings within Ililip. These groupings are ritual 
sub-moieties, and much will be said about them in the next 
chapter.
Hamlets and the Residential Milieu
Within the wards of Ilahita, and arranged end to 
end along the crests of the ridges, are numerous 
residential sites which I shall term 'hamlets'. These 
localities are named, and normally consist of a circular 
clearing (baop) onto which face the dwelling and yam-storage 
houses of the inhabitants. There are 92 hamlets in the 
village, distributed with the frequencies shown in Table 4ix.
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TABLE 4 ix: DISTRIBUTION OF HAMLETS
W a r d M a i n  V i 1 läge C o l o n i e s C a m p s U n o c c u p i e d T o t a l
B a l a n g a 9 0 1 0 10
B w i 'in g i l i 6 0 2 0 8
H e n g w a n i f 12 0 1 0 13
I l i f a l e m b 17 0 3a 2 22
I l i l i p 14 7b 5 0 26
N a n g u p 5 0 1 7 13
T O T A L 63 8 12 9 92
a
One of these, Ambewa, was founded in association with the 
neighbouring village of Balangabandangel. All but one household, 
numbering four persons, consider themselves a Dart of the other 
village. With respect to the population of Ilahita, I am therefore 
treating Ambewa as a 'camp' with one household.
b
Numbafuta and Auwi contain three and four camps, respectively.
The 'unoccupied' category in Table 4ix consists 
of hamlets which have been only recently abandoned, with 
the expectation that they will eventually be reoccupied. 
Hence, the two unoccupied hamlets in Ilifalemb result from 
the depopulation of that ward about 15 years ago (Chapter 
Three). The larger number of unoccupied Nangup hamlets 
is explained by their relocation around 1965, an event 
which has already been described. Omitted from the table 
are an indeterminate number of old abandoned sites which 
can be discerned on ridge spurs around the village. These 
are only vaguely remembered, and there is no plan ever to 
return to them.
25
The histories of these old sites are too remote to be 
recorded systematically. This is unfortunate because, 
judging from the overgrowth, some of them appear to go 
back more than a century; that is, to the period before 
Ilahita underwent its dramatic population growth. My 
subjective impression is that, except for the mass additions 
of Nangup and Ilifalemb, village parts expanded toward one 
another, resulting in a residential consolidation. This 
accords with my suggestion, offered in Chapter Three, of a 
more dispersed settlement pattern prior to the impact of 
Middle Sepik expansion.
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The hamlets vary widely in size, number of 
residents and composition. In the main village, they 
range from about 30 to 200 metres on the longest axis,
and the mean population per hamlet is 18, with a range of
2 61 to 69. The population mean for the main village 
hamlets coincides closely with the overall mean. As 
examples of hamlet structures, Figures 4viii-ix and 4x-xi 
illustrate the layout and genealogical coordinates of a 
typically large hamlet and a typically small hamlet, 
respectively.
Each hamlet is owned and occupied by one or more -
up to three - of the ward's totemic clans. If elements
of more than one clan reside in a particular hamlet, the
precinct is bisected or trisected and fellow clansmen
reside together in the same portion or arc. The great
majority of clans are distributed over more than one
hamlet, and therefore most hamlets contain segments of
one or more clans (Figures 4viii-ix). Within the clan,
the only formal subdivision is that of sahopwasinguf
(elder brothers' line) and owapwasinguf (younger brothers'
line). These subdivisions I shall term 'subclans'; as
their names imply, they occupy super-subordinate statuses
based on genealogical precedence. The genealogical
connection is rarely traceable (although legends of origin
exist for some) and the status difference is mainly token,
in that each subclan is an effective corporate entity
27with respect to ownership of land and sago groves. On
26
No camp contains more than one hamlet, though a couple 
of them are quite large enough to be subdivided if the 
inhabitants so desired.
27
Informants recall that the clan segmentations described 
earlier for Ililip occurred along the line of cleavage 
separating subclans. This indicates that under certain 
conditions (which I cannot specify) subclans may come 
into conflict over property rights. One circumstance 
may arise from the disparate growth rates of subclans, 
and in the reallocation of clan property which would 
be enacted as an adjustment to this.
FIGURE 4 v i i i :  AMA'UTA COORDINATE GENEALOGY
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FIGURE 4ix; AMA'UTA HAMLET, BALANGA WARD
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FIGURE 4xi: SELEMBUNGAMBEL HAMLET, BALANGA
WARD
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the other hand, the two subclans depend on one another for 
mutual initiation into the Tambaran Cult. In addition, 
the subclan is the exogamous unit. Marriage between 
persons of the same subclan, even though their actual 
relationship may not be traceable, is considered incestuous
Subclans, if they are large enough, are themselves
subdivided into informally constituted patrilineal segments
These are arranged in a status hierarchy based on
genealogical precedence traceable to within three or four
generations. These status differences have real effect
only amongst senior males of the segments, and to a lesser
extent amongst junior males of the same generation, with
respect to the disposal or utilization of common subclan
land and sago. Thus a young man of a senior segment would
not, simply by reason of genealogical superiority, regard
himself as senior to a considerably older male of another,
2 8junior segment. It is this unit - the patrilineal 
segment - which is localized in the hamlet. It is unnamed, 
but if the necessity arises (as in discussion with a 
stranger to the village), a man may refer to a segment by
the name of its senior male, or by the name of the hamlet
in which it is based.
Among the Ilahita Arapesh, houses are regarded 
as places to sleep and store goods, while the clearing in 
front of the door is where most of the living, cooking and 
eating occurs. Inclement weather takes the nuclear family 
under the house portico, which is semi-private though 
completely open from the front. For this reason the 
hamlet, more than the nuclear household, should be 
regarded as the residential unit. Patrilineal segments 
sharing the same hamlet tend to relate to each other in
daily life more than they do to other segments of their
28
I have avoided calling these segments 'patrilineages' 
for fear of conveying inordinate formality to them. The 
term 'segment', by virtue of its vagueness, better 
expresses the way the Arapesh appear to perceive them.
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own clan or subclan. Informal sharing of cooked food goes 
on freely and informally in this area. The hamlet is the 
territory of dogs, pigs and small children, and the latter 
do not usually venture outside it unattended.
Informants state without qualification that sons 
reside with their fathers, and therefore with one another, 
in the ancestral hamlet. As with many normative statements 
espousing an ideology, the actual situation is quite 
otherwise and becomes a problem for interpretation.
Brothers often do not live together; and this fact, 
together with various behaviour patterns associated with 
it, is of great theoretical importance in the analysis of 
Ilahita dual organization.
Fraternal Discord and Separation
At the time of my village census (November, 1969), 
there were 77 adult male sibling groups in Ilahita, 
distributed with the frequencies shown in Table 4x.
TABLE 4x: MALE SIBLING GROUPS*
Ward 2-Man 3-Man 4-Man Total
Balanga 11 7 18
Bwi'ingili 9 1 10
Hengwanif 3 2 1 6
11ifalemb 5 4 1 10
Ililip 21 4 25
Nangup 3 5 8
TOTAL 52 22 3 77
*Refers to male offspring of a single genitor who are 
married or who have reached 25 years of age. For the 
present purpose, siblings temporarily absent at the 
plantation are excluded. Thus, a sibling group of three, 
one of whom is absent at the plantation, is counted as a 
two-man group.
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In assessing the extent to which the sibling groups 
are residentially dispersed, and therefore deviate from the 
stated norm, the sibling groups of three and four members 
were reduced to their constituent dyads, producing a 
universe of 136 relationships. These dyads have been 
tabulated according to the social/physical distance 
separating them. The results are shown in Table 4xi, 
with the column values signifying increasing degrees of 
spatial separations.
TABLE 4xi: SIBLING GROUP DISPERSAL
Ward la 2b 3C 4d 5e 6f Total
Balanga 13 2 5 6 5 1 32
Bwi'ingili 5 1 0 2 7 0 15
Hengwanif 3 4 5 2 1 0 15
Ilifalemb 6 2 8 2 3 2 23
Ililip 7 6 3 10 5 2 33
Nangup 11 1 0 3 0 3 18
TOTAL 45 16 21 25 21 8 136
Percent 33.1 11. 8 15.4 18. 4 15.4 5.9 100.0
a
Same hamlet (the stated norm), 
b
Adjacent hamlets, 
c
Different hamlets, same ward on contiguously settled 
ridgetop.
d
Different hamlets, within same ward, but separated by 
forest or streams.
e
Different wards, 
f
Different villages.
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The figures show that only about one-third of 
sibling dyads (column 1) conform exactly to the stated 
norm of common hamlet residence. An additional 11.8% 
adhere to the spirit, if not the letter, of the norm by 
residing in adjacent hamlets. More than half the dyads in 
the village, however, disclose pronounced separation in 
varying degrees of seriousness. The norm of brotherly 
accord and co-residence is a strong one; separatingft
oneself from one's brother(s) is not a step to be taken 
lightly. And yet, dispersal patterns indicate that 
tensions inherent in the fraternal bond are strong enough 
to counteract the normative ideology and positive emotional 
attachment. The often repeated assertion that brothers 
should (and do) reside together turns out, in fact, to be 
a measure of the difficulties intrinsic to the relationship. 
In the next chapter I shall describe how the rivalry and 
competition contained in the fraternal bond provides an 
idiom for ritual alignments and oppositions in the village 
dual organization. For the present, I should illustrate 
with case material the sorts of problems which commonly 
arise amongst brothers in Ilahita, and which have generated 
the dispersals recorded in Table 4xi.
The case presented below is somewhat atypical, in
that the members of the sibling group are exceptionally
2 9important and ambitious men. It has been selected from 
the large volume of case histories dealing with sibling 
rivalry because it collocates well the various themes found 
intermittently throughout the corpus of material. There 
is a theoretical justification as well: conflict between
brothers of high status or renown usually implicates 
numerous other persons acting as supporters or mediators; 
it is an event which is noticed by and influences a wider 
public. Thus, the sibling rivalry described here, in being 
writ large, has an effect on local attitudes far out of 
proportion to the number of men directly involved. In
29
Their names have been fictionalized.
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assessing the rate of deviation from a norm (in this case 
fraternal amity), a quantitative statement is clearly 
essential. However, in relating this finding to the 
matter of how behaviour patterns influence and partly 
determine social structures and cognitive categories (such 
as the dual organization) it is equally important to 
recognize that the actions of some individuals must be 
analytically weighted to allow for their focal position 
in the public eye.
This case involves four brothers: Dongwande
(aged approximately 50); Komon (45); Bila (40); and
Amilen (35). Bila is the only one of this group who is
neither ambitious nor important. Indeed, his laziness is
a chronic annoyance to the others who have, on occasion,
helped Bila feed his large family. Amilen is among the
most dynamic men in his age group. His career began early
when he was adopted by his childless father's elder brother,
the effective head of the subclan. This put Amilen in a
position of authority higher than that of his eldest
brother, Dongwande, who was head merely of the sibling
group - although he was respected well beyond that. Part
of Amilen's inheritance included sorcery magic, and he
was even sent to the Bumbita village of Salata for tuition
30in highly potent 'sangguma' sorcery. On his return, 
Amilen became worried about the magic under his control, 
and he announced to his brothers that he was going to put 
the magic in water, to destroy its potency. They 
(especially Komon) reacted angrily and threatened to kill 
Amilen if he did not hand over to them the family magic.
By this means Komon, who was already diligently learning
30
This is a form of destructive magic which, in its 
concern with psychic phenomena, animal familiars and 
physiological states of involuntary evil, bears oloser 
resemblance to classical notions of witchcraft than to 
'normal' sorcery. Most men are thought to know techniques 
of sorcery which use spells and the victim's personal 
leavings, but these are sharply distinguished from 
'sangguma', which is the province of only a few, highly 
feared men.
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techniques of sorcery, became heir to the main sorcery 
magic of the subclan.
Largely through Amilen's initiative and persuasion, 
money was raised for the first vehicle the village has 
owned, and its arrival greatly bolstered his prestige. 
Amilen is an extremely violent person at times, but he is 
also gifted at charming people into supporting him. Some 
years ago, during a period of intense depression, Amilen 
twice raped women publicly and once axed his wife because 
he suspected her of adultery. It was following his term 
in gaol for the assault on his wife that Amilen began 
cultivating a new image in village affairs by organizing 
the vehicle fund. People supported him without any clear 
notion about how the car, once it arrived, would be 
managed and how the profits would be divided amongst the 
many share-holders. Amilen was in a good position to 
benefit from the lack of corporate guidelines, running 
the car to serve his own interests and refusing to allow 
examinations of the accounts. His sheer force of 
personality time and again enabled him to cow crowds of 
angry villagers. He is intensely shrewd and appears to 
have complete confidence in himself. And, in addition to 
his personal force, he is known to be part of a dangerous 
and aggressive sibling group. Komon freely admits being 
a sorcerer, and Dongwande's authority derives from his 
skill in various activities associated with big-manship.
At times of harmony in the sibling group, they 
have (one gets the impression) a substantial part in nearly 
all village affairs. Their enemies are not unified, and 
are demoralized by defections to the Dongwande group by 
men seeking their patronage.
With personalities like these, it is perhaps not 
surprising that outbreaks of rivalry and violence are 
frequent in the group. Incidents go back as far as anyone 
remembers, but a sampler of the more recent ones, about 
which people still talk, is as follows.
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(a) Around 1957 Dongwande and Komon clashed over 
a woman from Kamanakor. After a fist fight, Komon smashed
31Dongwande's yams and then took the stick to his own tubers. 
With that, Komon ran off to live in Ningalimbi village, 
while Dongwande moved from the home hamlet to reside in 
another ward of Ilahita. They moved to separate themselves 
from each other, but also to escape the disapproving eye 
of their old father, Damendambwi. It was during Komon's 
residence in Ningalimbi that he claims to have learned the 
highly feared witchcraft of the Wosera, which the Arapesh 
call maolihiwa.
(b) Approximately three years later Dongwande 
moved to a camp on the outskirts of one of Ililip's 
colonies. This resulted from conflict with his neighbours 
and kinsmen, especially his father. By then he and Komon 
had patched up their differences, and the latter joined 
Dongwande at the new site. Not long after this Komon
was caught seducing the wife of a man who had recently 
gone to the leprosarium at Aitape, on the north coast.
The wife had moved in with her brother in the nearby 
colony, and it was here that Komon made advances toward 
her. She resisted and reported the matter to her brother, 
who then went after Komon with an axe. They fought and 
Komon managed to escape unharmed. Dongwande was very 
angry and said that if Komon expected to live there he 
must behave himself.
(c) Within weeks of incident (b), Komon accused 
Dongwande of seducing his wife, and challenged him to a 
fight. With this, Dongwande finally lost patience and 
expelled the troublesome brother from the hamlet.
(d) Komon moved his household to a little 
clearing he made on the outskirts of a hamlet in the main
31
For a discussion of the symbolic implications of this 
act, see Tuzin (1972).
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village. He had not even settled in before a delegation 
(including his own close subclan brothers) approached him 
with orders that he must leave; they were very apprehensive 
with Komon's sorcery so near at hand. Without protest, he 
took his household (three wives) to a small bush camp 
some 35 minutes' walk from the village.
(e) Notwithstanding his moral fervour, Dongwande 
was not one to 'behave' himself either. For, about this 
time, his son took a wife, and Dongwande quickly seduced 
her. There was no secret about it, and when the son 
protested he was soundly beaten. When he heard about it, 
Komon defended the boy and forced Dongwande to refrain 
under threat of sorcery. This was effective, however 
Dongwande is still distrusted by his son.
(f) Another incident occurred in early 1971 when 
Dongwande criticized his son for being lazy - the same 
son, that is, whose wife Dongwande had previously seduced.
By this time, Dongwande had moved back to his natal hamlet 
and was living next to Amilen. Bila resided in another 
hamlet only a short distance away, and Komon still lived 
in his forest camp. When Dongwande threatened his son 
with a bush-knife, Bila and Komon (who happened to be 
present) rushed to intervene. Amilen took Dongwande's.
side so that he would not be outnumbered. This was followed 
by much shouting and threat behaviour, however blows were 
not thrown. During the argument, Bila demanded that 
Dongwande remove his yams from his (Bila's) garden where 
they had previously been planted (on Bila's invitation). 
Immediately after the confrontation, Dongwande unearthed 
the newly planted yams and donated them to a Tambaran Cult 
feast, which was then in progress in Ililip.
In general, the main rift in this sibling group is 
between the first and second brothers. The third, Bila, 
is somewhat out of the picture due to his ignominious 
status. The fourth, Amilen, usually takes sides on a
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situational basis, and has not established firm alliances 
with either brother against the other. His own misdeeds 
are let pass by the older brothers because, basically, they 
fear his violent temper. Moreover, Amilen's attention is 
turned toward modern political and economic activities, 
an area of relative indifference to his traditionally 
minded siblings. Between Dongwande and Komon the conflict 
is chronic because they are competing within the same 
sphere of traditional concern. The jealousy between 
them flares up frequently, but, significantly, in most 
cases, the group presents a unified front to outsiders. 
Their main enemies in the village have not yet managed to 
exploit the divisions that periodically rend the relations 
within this sibling group.
The case cited above conveys the flavour of 
fraternal discord in Ilahita and indicates some of the 
issues over which brothers dispute. Status rivalries 
and perceived misconduct toward children or women of the 
group frequently lead to conflict. Although not featured 
in this particular case, potential for conflict resides 
also in the ability of an elder brother to disinherit his 
junior siblings from their share in the father's estate, 
and in the possibility that in-marrying women will quarrel 
and turn their husbands against one another. Moreover, 
the entire sibling group must share in the blame for the 
anti-social conduct of one of its members toward an 
outsider. If the man proves incorrigible, his brothers 
will eventually lose patience with him; a residential 
separation occurs, and in the eyes of the community this 
gives the brother the moral right to dissociate himself 
from the actions of the miscreant. This should be kept in 
mind when I discuss the dynamics of camp formation in the 
next section.
In nearly all recorded cases of fraternal unrest, 
normative channels existed for an orderly resolution; 
simple negotiations or deference to the wishes of an
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elder sibling were always laudable alternatives. And yet
these were not used. Presumably the breakdown in relations
was due to the fact that aggressive tendencies infecting
the relationship could not be handled sufficiently by the
3 2mores of good conduct. But what of the aetiology of 
these conflicts? One informant suggested that brotherly 
discord is inevitable if the father does not have enough 
land or sago groves to provide fully for each son. This 
is not an adequate explanation since scarcity of material 
resources was not the cause of any of the disputes which 
I observed or recorded. Land and sago are important bases 
for inter-village disputes, but within the village there 
is practically no uncertainty over ownership of such 
resources,
A common cause for complaint between brothers 
has arisen with the universal habit of young men visiting 
the town and plantation areas, sometimes for several 
years at a stretch. If they are married, they leave 
their wife under the care of a brother. Trouble occurs 
either if the guardian himself takes over the woman as 
his own wife, or if his vigil is not keen and she takes 
lovers. When her husband returns and learns of her
33infidelity, he blames his brother for what has happened.
Other cases have been recorded where the wife is 
left in the care of the father, and he takes her as a 
wife or mistress. This causes a rift between him and his 
son, which may implicate other siblings as well. Either 
this, or the older man suffers the disapproval of his own 
brothers and/or clansmen.
32
See the Story of Wilitin and Amilawen (Appendix E, No. 1) 
which is often recounted when villagers discuss fraternal 
discord. The strong Oedipal overtones in the story 
suggest that psychodynamic processes may also be involved 
in sibling rivalry amongst the Arapesh.
33
See, for example, the case of affinal discord cited 
earlier in this chapter.
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These 'causes' of brotherly dissension are, to
be more accurate, reinforcing symptoms of a relationship
whose character was established much earlier in the life
histories of those concerned. In extending the analysis
further it is necessary, in my view, to consider the way
in which the father-son relationship^ bears on the
fraternal bond - perhaps even to the extent of providing
a model for it. This certainly parallels the Arapesh
notion that the elder brother becomes the father when the
actual father dies. If this is seen as the substitution
of one authority for another, the rift between brothers
amounts to a reaction (by the younger) against the
34authority of, ultimately, the father. Significantly, 
in the case of sibling seniority, the junior is in a 
physical state to rebel if he wishes; indeed, the time 
eventually comes when he can completely dominate his 
elder brother through physical prowess. Toward the 
father, however, a man is necessarily submissive during 
his formative years. The aura of authority may surround 
his father until his death: Dongwande, for all his
burliness, still quailed before his frail old father. 
Nevertheless, informants recognize that if an old man 
does not use some form of real sanction over his sons, 
his authority will not be enough to save him from beatings, 
or even a hastened death. The security he relies upon is 
primarily secret knowledge and magic, or at least he 
persuades his sons that he is in possession of such 
information. His credibility in this matter depends on 
how successful a magician or lover or yam-grower he was in 
his younger days.
Although the elder brother and the father are 
authority figures vis-a-vis the same range of resources
34Myths 10 and 11 (Appendix E) afford insight into Arapesh 
attitudes toward the father figure. Ideological and 
structural aspects of the question will be discussed 
throughout the remainder of this thesis.
35
This was discussed briefly in connection with Supalo's 
yam magic. See above.
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and decisions, they rely on different forms of sanction.
The father has his age and the many years he has had
complete and despotic control over his sons. If they are
sufficiently cowed by him, his authority will remain in
force until his death. The elder brother, in inheriting
the father's estate and authority, is in a less secure
position. First, in being the father substitute (in legal
terms) he becomes the target for aggressive impulses felt
by the younger brother toward the dead father. Secondly,
given that the brothers have a long history of complex
interaction, at the time the elder takes the authoritative
position their subsequent relations are largely
pre-determined: the elder may seem arbitrary in his
exercise of authority, and the younger brother may not
show proper respect for the elder sibling. In either
event normative behaviour, established on the perhaps
fallacious assumption that a man can truly replace his
father in control over his younger brother, is breached
and both sides on different occasions will feel wronged
3 6by unethical behaviour on the part of the other.
The preceding discussion has been presented to 
support an assertion of prime theoretical importance to 
this thesis, namely, that intrinsic to the fraternal bond 
in this culture is a behavioural tension such that, if 
given the opportunity, brothers often choose to live apart - 
in violation of the stated norm. This implies that 
substantial analytic weight must be given to the factor 
of residence in understanding the structure of social
36
As I mentioned above, the quantitative data and case 
material approach fraternal relations at a rather advanced 
stage in their development. They describe various symptoms 
of a relationship which originated with the birth - indeed 
before the birth - of the second son. For the present 
purposes the aetiology (in infancy and childhood) of 
fraternal ambivalence is less important than its 
manifestation in adult life, and its effects on cultural 
ideology and socio-ritual structures. Without denying the 
component of psychic development and early socialization 
in an analysis of parental and fraternal relationships, they 
will not be a part of this thesis.
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behaviour in Ilahita village. With the cessation of local 
warfare, residential mobility has greatly increased, 
resulting in the establishment of a number of small 
satellite encampments which formerly would have been easy 
prey to marauding enemies.
Camps
at*
At the time of my 1969^ /, over 10% of the villagers 
resided permanently in 13 camps scattered about the 
surrounding countryside (Map 3). The names and residence 
characteristics of these camps are shown in Table 4xii, 
and an example layout of one can be seen in Figures 4xii-xiii.
TABLE 4xii: ILAHITA CAMPS
Ward Camp Population Households
Balanga Sumbu'upa 69 10
Bwi'ingili Munop 16 2
Mafata 6 1
Hengwanif Nambupunambe1 18 4
Ilifalemb Wahimbil 6 2
Aombi1 1 1
Ambewab 4 1
Ililip Ambitemba 8 3
Apilimbil 30 7
Ilili'w 8 2
Palimbi1 6 1
Waloto'o 7 3
Nangup Bolip 7 2
TOTAL 186 39
Percent of Village Population 12.5 11.2
This is a traditional residence site which was abandoned 
before European contact, but reoccupied afterwards. Though 
its size resembles more that of a colony, its process of 
formation classifies it as a 'camp'.
^See Footnote a, Table 4ix.
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FIGURE 4xiii: AMBITEMBA CAMP, ILILIP
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Because these camps have been in existence only
since the early to mid-1950s, it is difficult to assess the
processes of their growth and decline. My data do, however,
point to certain regularities among the camps I know best.
First, a camp is usually established by an ambitious man
37between 30 and 35 years of age. He may be accompanied by 
one or more friends who accept his control over the new 
settlement. His intention is not to found a new major 
section of the village. In fact, it is quite probable he 
will return to the main village later in life, and it is 
almost certain his sons will do so. The emphasis should,
I believe, be placed on the negative aspect of the move: 
he is leaving the main village. The question is not only 
why he sets up a new camp, but also why he leaves the main 
village at all.
For a man in his early prime, status must be 
pursued under the critical eyes of the established big-men. 
Inasmuch as the achievement of dominance over others entails, 
however subtly, a trespass on their rights as individuals, 
dominance striving behaviour risks violating tacit social 
conventions. But if the big-men - those who style themselves 
the interpreters of custom - disapprove of such tactics, they 
are swift to remind the miscreant of the appropriate rules 
of conduct.
The establishment of these camps must in part be
understood as attempts by certain individuals to escape the
authoritative confines of life in the main village, confines
which are expressed most clearly by the proliferation of
3 8hamlet boundaries in the main village, and by the
37
Seven of the village's 19 polygynists live in camps.
38
The lack of internal hamlets in the several camps is only 
partly explainable by their size, for some are quite large 
enough to be subdivided. In addition, the founder wishes 
to maintain exclusive control over the camp, and internal 
boundaries would have the effect of fragmenting his moral 
authority.
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constraints of the dual organization. The individual is 
stepping out of the conventional order to build a power 
base without interference. The distance may be only ten 
minutes' walk away. What matters is that this entire 
settlement is firmly and exclusively identified with the 
person of the dominant male. When these men enter the 
main village, an unmistakable aura surrounds them by 
virtue of their separateness. Other villagers can only 
speculate about why they have given up the comfort, 
convenience and sociability of the main village for a 
relatively austere life in a small bush camp. Shaped by 
a fair measure of fear and suspicion, a certain specialness 
accrues to these individuals, a persona which can 
effectively be used in achieving dominance over others.
If and when the man returns permanently to the
village he does so as a senior-ranking male who has been
above the constraints of the local authority structure.
As I said earlier these settlements could not have existed
prior to about 1950. The need for defense would have
required that all men endure the confines of the main
village, ascending the social hierarchy by means of rigid
conventions embodied in the dual structures and in the
dominance of established big-men. As soon as circumstances
permitted, certain men seized on a way of circumventing the
39traditional channels of social advance. Once these men 
were settled in locations outside the main village, the 
big-men of Ilahita had no option but to relate to them as 
equals.
If by setting up residential units outside the 
village these men had acted in flagrant violation of 
received convention, public opinion (voiced by the big-men) 
would perhaps have prevented their removal. But, as it
39In Chapter Two, I explained how the Japanese occupation, 
by driving villagers into hiding, led to the initial 
formation of camp sites, which were later available to 
persons wishing to leave the main village. Thus, the sites 
were a kind of pre-adaptation.
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happened, the question of leaving the village in this way 
had never before arisen; 'convention' could not have been 
applied to the situation. It might be said that removal 
was not, therefore, a violation of the rules. But it was 
in the sense that the actions of these men subverted what 
proved to be an essential component of the political 
structure of the village - appropriate spatial arrangements. 
It was indeed the consequences of this innovation - the 
rapid assumption of power by these youthful individuals - 
which revealed an unrecognized premise on which social 
convention had rested. From another viewpoint the formation 
of satellite camps, coming when it did in the history of 
Ilahita, evidences the existence of behavioural tensions in 
the village which have been there all along, but which 
were formerly contained by the pressure of endemic warfare. 
With this pressure removed, the residence structure of 
Ilahita is beginning to fragment. After a long interval 
of population concentration and socio-cultural elaboration 
it appears that Ilahita is returning to the demographic 
pattern which prevailed before the Middle Sepik intrusion. 
Metaphorically speaking, it is a case of culture seeking 
its own level; but whether or not it succeeds in finding 
it will depend on how well the villagers adapt to the 
unfamiliar and stressful environment of social, economic 
and political modernization.
Conclusion
This chapter rounds off the background needed 
for an understanding of the adaptive significance of 
Ilahita social and ritual organization. Having described 
in earlier chapters the general environmental and historical 
picture, and elucidated the particular 'environment of 
adaptedness' in terms of military stress, I have here been 
concerned with the internal structure of Ilahita village 
and the interaction patterns which are the everyday 
manifestation of this structure.
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The picture of Ilahita which emerges is that of 
a confederation of residentially contiguous, but otherwise 
independent and autonomous parts. Indeed, in the terms 
of reference thusfar employed, there seems little 
justification for applying the term 'village' to Ilahita.
The constituent wards vary widely in historical experience, 
size, residential pattern, and even in fundamental cultural 
characteristics. Some wards are committed to the traditional 
spheres of activity; others are more receptive to socio­
economic change. They differ also in the extent to which 
they seek marriage alliances with other wards and other 
villages. Though in certain military crises the wards 
depend upon one another, in other contexts there is 
considerable rivalry and even aggression between them, 
which precludes the emergence of a centralized village 
authority. In the analysis, inter-ward relations and 
variations have been used as vehicles for understanding 
processes and parameters of social adaptation.
Divisive tendencies operating at the inter-ward 
level occur in different form within the wards. The 
colonization of Auwi and Numbafuta are the clearest 
illustrations of this. By splitting itself into three 
approximately equal and separate parts, the mother ward 
of Ililip restored itself to more manageable size - 
relative to the kind of political integration found at the 
ward level. In doing so, however, Ililip's numerical 
presence in the main village was much reduced, and its 
status became subordinate to that of the technically 
smaller, but more self-contained, Balanga. Ililip's 
colonies were the result of segmentation pressures which 
could not be contained, even though military threat made 
colonization a dangerous expedient.
At a more individual level, outlying camps have 
formed because of specific personal ambitions and 
inter-personal conflicts. Their establishment in the 
Ilahita hinterland has been a means of disengaging
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internal tensions associated with residential proximity - 
both between kinsmen (brothers, affines) and between 
unrelated persons. In either case - colonies or camps - 
it is clear that the availability of residence sites outside 
the main village has favoured the forces of decentralization 
over the forces of cohesion.
As I noted in the introduction to this chapter, 
relationships of community, kinship and affinity contain 
a large measure of amity. Fortes regards the phenomenon 
of amity as axiomatic to the social order, and he has 
recently (1969) elaborated this theme in a detailed and 
sensitive manner. Applying his view to the concept of 
neighbourhood, he observes that 'the overlap of neighborly 
relations with kinship relations [is] at bottom ... a 
question of the ethic of generosity, the axiom of amity, 
basically derived as it is from the domain of kinship and 
family structure, here spilling over into the area of 
neighborliness' (p.245). The Arapesh describe neighbourhood
integration in very similar terms. But they also recognize 
that the closely bonded relationships of parent-child, 
husband-wife and brother-brother can break down in extremely 
hateful and socially traumatic ways. If this were not so, 
and if amity were the only behavioural axiom of relevance 
to community equilibrium, many of the problems which the 
Arapesh face in practice - and the anthropologists face in 
theory - would not exist.
The behaviour patterns displayed in the foregoing 
are indeed founded in amity - and the breakdown, when and 
if it comes, is all the more complete. Reconciliation 
within the normative framework of 'proper' conduct toward 
kin and affines is not easy since, given the complex and 
emotional nature of the relationship, each party is apt 
to consider that moral rectitude favours his side. To 
forestall such breakdowns, or to manage them when they 
cannot be avoided, a set of conventions is required which 
is itself not directly based on criteria of marriage, kinship
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or descent. In other words, in that these behaviours 
appear to militate as much against as for village 
integration, effective integrative mechanisms must 
therefore be defined in different terms altogether. The 
dual organization has such an independent character, and 
it has traditionally functioned - with reasonable 
efficiency - to manage the internal problems of Ilahita 
and to keep it whole in the face of external enemies. 
Throughout Ilahita's remembered history, solidarity has 
been the ideology of survival; in what follows I will 
demonstrate how, through its dual organization, Ilahita 
is revealed as a unified village, rather than as a 
contingent and loosely structured confederation.
CHAPTER FIVE
THE ILAHITA DUAL ORGANIZATION
Introduction
Forms of dual social organization are found in 
numerous cultures of the Sepik region. Passing references 
to this subject (e.g., Bateson 1936 :245; Forge 1970a:270) 
indicate that the general form is one of village-based 
moieties cross-cut by initiation classes. In Ilahita 
village the dual organization is very much more complex, 
and the problems of exposition and analysis are formidable.
In simplest abbreviation, there are three levels to the 
organization: (1) totemic moieties, which group wards
(and their constituent clans) into opposed halves at the 
village level; (2) sub-moieties, which divide the ward 
internally into opposed clan assemblages, and at the same 
time cross-cut the totemic moieties at the village level; 
and (3) initiation partnerships, which are internal dual 
divisions of the ward-based clans, and which find expression 
in hereditary partnerships contracted between individuals 
or patrilineal segments belonging to opposite subclans.
This dual division cross-cuts the other two structures in 
a third conceptual dimension. Figure 5i illustrates these 
cross-cutting ties in a simplified schematic way.
These terminologies, and others to appear in the 
course of this chapter, have been adopted because of the 
empirical situation and the paucity of this category of 
descriptive terminology available in the literature. Thus, 
terms such as 'sub-moiety' and (later) 'age-set' are 
intended heuristically and lay no claim to applicability 
outside Ilahita village. One expository difficulty is 
that, whereas English technical terms can be applied to 
various structural oppositions, it is frequently necessary 
to distinguish complementary halves of the opposition. Lest 
the phenomena be distorted by English glosses, the discussion 
unavoidably uses a number of vernacular terms. To assist 
the reader I have appended a Glossary of terms at the end 
of this volume.
* * * * *
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FIGURE 5i: SCHEMA OF ILAHITA DUAL ORGANIZATION
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Although the various dual levels are ostensibly 
based on discent criteria, in that membership in each is 
ultimately defined by clan affiliation, this is rather 
incidental to the way they are perceived by the Arapesh 
themselves. A person belongs to a particular moiety or 
sub-moiety as an individual, not as a member of a particular 
clan. Thus, a change in residence may place a man in a 
different moiety or sub-moiety, even though he retains his 
original clan membership. The descent and totemic idioms 
notwithstanding, the various dual structures are oriented 
toward the men's secret Tambaran Cult rather than toward 
the patrilineal clans. The only exception to this is the 
initiation partnerships: dual structures which link clan
ideology with Cult ideology, so that a man's ritual status 
relative to his initiation partner (s) remains the same 
whatever his residence.
Another expository problem is that the levels of 
organization are highly intermeshed by means of various 
ritual activities. For example, moieties regularly interact 
in ritual contexts, however this is effected by individuals 
relating to one another through particular initiation 
partnerships. Thus, the higher level dual alignments are, 
in some contexts and not in others, incidental to finer 
structural affiliations of persons actually engaged in the 
ritual interaction. The dual structures imply one another, 
making a clear lineal presentation impossible.
In addition, the system of dual organization is 
finely articulated with aspects of the Tambaran Cult: the 
spiritual entities and paraphernalia, the initiation cycle, 
and the many artistic and ritual symbols expressive of the 
dual structures. The two systems of organization have 
evolved in relation to one another, and their separation - 
for unavoidable expository reasons - does violence to what 
is an intricately interwoven complex. From time to time, 
therefore, I shall have to introduce elements of the Cult 
prior to having described the ritual system in any detail.
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In brief, advancement through the Cult is achieved in four 
consecutive grades: Falanga, Lefin, Maolimu and Nggwal.
The first three grades are symbolically concerned with 
growth and development, and correspond roughly with the 
novices' entry into (respectively) childhood, adolescence 
and adulthood. Nggwal has a quite different character and 
is divided into two sub-grades: Bunafunei is the junior
sub-grade, entered between the ages of (approximately)
15 and 50; Walipeine is the senior Nggwal, held by village 
elders over the age of (approximately) 50. For the class 
in possession of one of these grades (or, in the case of 
Nggwal, sub-grades), privilege and responsibility rests in 
their custodianship of various paraphernalia and their 
clientage in respect of particular Tambaran spirits.
A final note on the general approach used here to 
Ilahita dualism. In what follows there will be numerous 
references to dual oppositions and the organizational 
elaboration of these. Though these structures are 
institutionalized and to some extent intellectualized 
by the Arapesh, it is not my intention to account for 
various behaviour patterns in terms of some indigenously 
recognized ideal of Dualism. Rather, the reverse: in my
view the dual organization has evolved as a system of 
conventions useful in absorbing or redirecting culturally 
patterned conflict and inter-personal opposition. Several 
of these areas of intra-village conflict were outlined in 
the previous chapter. This functionalist approach, while 
acknowledging socio-cultural constraints on individual 
behaviour, shares much with the 'methodological individualism' 
advocated by Runciman (1970:9): 'Once we recognize that
all our talk about the properties of social systems is still 
talk about individual behaviour, it becomes apparent once 
again that to search for social laws in the sense of 
one-to-one correspondence between specified properties of 
social systems as causes and whatever other kinds of behaviour 
are observed to covary with them as effects is to turn the 
normal procedure of explaining behaviour back to front.'
* * * * *
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The following discussion is divided into two main 
parts. In the first, I describe the levels of dual 
organization in their structural aspects: how they are
expressed in residence; the sub-groups which compose them; 
and the numbers of men involved at each level of dual 
opposition. The second part describes the different forms 
of ritual interaction within and between the various levels. 
In the conclusion, I indicate how these categories of
Istylized behaviour relate to the behavioural tensions 
outlined in the previous chapter.
Dual Structures : the Totemic Moieties
The highest fevel division in the main village^ 
is that separating the two moieties, Laongol and Bandangel, 
whose totems are timbalen (hornbill) and wange (black 
cockatoo), respectively. The meaning of the word, bandangel, 
is unclear to Ilahita informants, but it is often used as 
a complementary contrast to balanga, which, in other 
contexts, means 'head'. When used together, the two words 
convey the sense of 'this and that' (balanga (n) bandangel). 
Indeed, neighbouring Balangabandangel village takes its 
name from a compound of its two totemic moieties, Balanga 
and Bandangel, which are also the names of its two 
constituent wards. Local history recalls that the word 
Laongol is a foreign import, brought to Ilahita by the 
Nangup refugees, who bestowed it on the moiety and also on 
one of the Ilahita clans. Although informants do not 
remember the prior name of this moiety, the linguistic 
evidence and the comparison with Balangabandangel suggest 
that it was 'Balanga'. With the Nangup arrival the name 
was for some reason detached from the moiety and applied to 
the present-day ward. The point is somewhat academic, for 
the two moieties are perceived as complementary opposites, 
without need of linguistic justification.
^Ilifalemb, I remarked earlier, has a cult and social 
organization rather distinct to itself. Rather than add to 
the present complexity, I shall reserve my discussion of 
Ilifalemb's dual structures until later in this chapter.
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In Cult matters, and in quasi-ritual contexts 
such as funerals and yam-competitions, the moieties are 
aggressively rivalrous. In fact, in this culture, threat 
displays are the sine qua non of ritual interdependence, 
whether between villages, moieties, or individuals 
featured in ritual contexts. Between moieties (and villages) 
this aggression is enacted between groups which are also 
discrete residential communities, viz.3 wards. Given that 
ward members are often suspicious of outsiders anyway, 
ritual antagonism tends to be compatible with - and 
possibly reinforcing of - actual behavioural animosity.
In Chapter Three, for example, it was reported that 
Kamanakor split its military allegiance along the moiety 
axis, indicating that moiety relations there had an 
important political aspect.
In Ilahita village, the presence of five wards 
(excluding, for the present, Ilifalemb) complicates the 
situation, and has produced more specific rivalries 
within the gross moiety opposition. Thus, Ililip and 
Balanga wards belong to opposite moieties and relate to 
each other in the aggressive manner prescribed. Similarly, 
but to a lesser extent, relations between Hengwanif and 
Bwi'ingili are antagonistic. Nangup, it may be remembered, 
split internally on its arrival in Ilahita. Full integration 
into the ritual system was effected by opposing each Nangup 
half to both of the wards of the opposite moiety. Between 
the two halves themselves, a form of dualistic opposition 
exists which operates between the groups as sub-moieties -
2a relational field more benign than that between moieties. 
Another twist which has been added to the Ilahita system 
is that wards of opposite moieties which are not directly 
antagonistic (e.g., Ililip and Hengwanif) view each other
2
Within Nangup, moieties and sub-moieties subsume identical 
groupings; that is, they are completely co-extensive.
This situation only occurs in Nangup, though the Ilifalemb 
pattern shows some resemblances. In the other four wards, 
sub-moieties within a ward always belong to the same moiety.
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Somewhat ambivalently as ritual 'friends' and as 
go-betweens with the main 'enemy' ward. Between wards 
of the same moiety (e.g., Ililip and Bwi'ingili) there 
is no ritual competition whatsoever. Table 5i arranges 
the wards according to moiety affiliation, constituent 
clans, and total male members. The arrows connect wards
TABLE 5i: ILAHITA MOIETIES
LAONGOL (177)
Hengwanif (5 3)
Owapwi 
Hengwanif 
Sahopwi 
Afinga
Balanga (92)
Laongol
Sahopwi
Owapwi
Bundahimbil
Nangup (32)
Laongol
Tatemba
Bundahimbil
BANDANGEL (215)
Bwi'ingili (54)
Balangapwi
Indibi
Eleputa
Tata
Ililip (134)
Balangapwi I
Eleputa
Indibi
Tata
Atefin
Balangapwi II 
Mano'urn 
S a o 'urn 
Afenim
Nangup (27)
Balangapwi
Eleputa
Indibi
which are directly opposed at the moiety level of 
organization.
The table discloses two additional features 
requiring comment. First, clan names occurring in more 
than one ward do not cross moiety lines. This tends to
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confirm the hypothesis put forward in the last chapter
that the four 'original' wards were themselves formed out
of two primordial wards, this composition being typical of
more moderately sized Arapesh villages. If this is what
happened, it has been forgotten by the Ilahitans, who
recognize neither common origins for like-named clans, nor
(until I pointed it out to them) that moieties separate
clans as well as wards. The second feature in Table 5i
is that, comparing the moiety oppositions with the ward
locations shown in Map 3, it can be seen that the ritual
relationships are intelligible also in spatial terms. The
four wards are arranged in a square in which opposite
apices are moiety partners, while adjacent apices are
either ambivalent 'friends' or direct 'enemies'. In
Chapter Four I discussed how boundary-sharing communities
(wards or villages) frequently suspect one another of
nefarious activities. The situation is mirrored by ritual
oppositions within the village; and, with partner wards
located at opposite apices, ritual allies share neither
residence nor garden boundaries. Lacking this boundary
tension, partner wards within the moieties are perhaps
3better able to maintain the prescribed amity. In this 
way, appropriate spatial relations may be a significant 
contributing factor to the moiety status quo.
Dual Structures: the Sub-Moieties
The clans of each ward^arranged into two groups, 
Afa'afa'w and Ondondof, which I shall term 'sub-moieties'.
3Nangup has tense relations with both Balanga and Ililip, 
its two neighbours; however, these tend to be specified 
along moiety lines. Thus, in most of the cases I observed, 
Nangup Laongols conflicted with Ililip, and Nangup 
Bandangels conflicted with Balanga.4This is preferred to 'phratry' because member clans are not 
joined by explicit genealogical criteria. In addition, this 
term implies multiple groupings of clans, and also multiple 
clans within each grouping. Ilahita has only two such groups, 
and within each, ideally, there are only two clans. The term 
'sub-moiety' stresses the symmetry of the division, founded 
on the notion of dualistically opposed couplets.
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These names are not translatable literally, however the 
former signifies 'those who go first', and the latter,
'those who come behind'. This refers to superior-inferior 
ritual statuses, in which Afa'afa'w initiates enter the 
spirit house before Ondondof initiates. Status 
complementarity is also expressed symbolically, in 
particular, the 'male' Afa'afa'w as distinct from the 
'female' Ondondof.
The effect of these village-wide generic names 
is that the sub-moieties cross-cut the moiety division; 
all the village males are either Afa'afa'w or Ondondof, 
and each ward contains both sub-moieties. Furthermore, 
the sub-moiety division introduces another modality within 
the moiety opposition. For example, Ililip and Balanga 
are in direct moiety opposition; however, it is the 
Ililip Afa'afa'w who in fact compete with the Balanga 
Afa'afa'w, and the Ililip Ondondof who compete with the 
Balanga Ondondof. Opposite sub-moieties of directly opposed 
wards (e.g., Balanga Afa'afa'w and Ililip Ondondof) recognize 
an ambivalent 'friend' relationship similar to that between 
wards of different moieties which are not directly opposed.
As a result, the sub-moiety 'friend' relationship mitigates 
the gross opposition between 'enemy' wards. I shall 
presently discuss the way this operates in conventional 
competition.
Sub-moieties also divide the wards residentially.
Afa’afa'w clans tend to cluster in hamlets close to the
central hub of the village, while Ondondof clans reside
5further out along the ridges. The two sub-moieties converge 
territorially near the geographical centre of the ward. Here 
is located the major ceremonial hamlet, often on a site 
slightly elevated above adjacent hamlets and containing a 
spirit house of one of the four Tambaran grades. Though 
technically the property of only two or three clans, the
5
Some deviations occur from this ideal pattern, however 
actual residence arrangements do clearly approximate it.
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ceremonial hamlet is regarded as belonging to the entire 
ward. It is the place for formal and informal meetings, 
ceremonial yam displays and exchanges, and various Cult 
functions. During these latter activities, which may last 
for months, non-members are excluded from the precinct 
and are required to use by-passes winding around and below 
it. For this reason men avoid building dwelling houses in 
the ceremonial hamlet, even though they may have the right 
to do so.
The sub-moieties' most important ritual function 
is pig-hunting. Wild pork is essential in virtually all 
Cult ceremonies; and the supremely important task of 
catching pigs depends, it is thought, on powerful magic.
Each sub-moiety possesses pig magic, which is handed down 
patrilineally within one of the ward's initiation 
partnerships (see below). In addition, the pig magician 
is ritual keeper of the heavy nets associated with his 
magic. Finally, each sub-moiety owns a hunting reserve, 
wherein live the pigs associated with the magic. These 
beasts are believed to have a kind of close sentimental 
tie to the men of the sub-moiety, especially the magician 
himself. It is said that the pigs in this reserve are 
only attracted by the magic of its 'own' sub-moiety, which 
means that poaching with nets in another group's reserve 
is a complete waste of time. Reflecting residence 
distribution in the village, the Afa'afa'w reserve lies 
in an area near the village and the Ondondof reserve is 
more distant.
In any given chase the team of huntsmen may be 
composed of individuals from both sub-moieties, irrespective 
of which reserve they are hunting in. What matters is that 
the magic being used is the one appropriate to that reserve
6Unfortunately, the same does not apply to shotguns. The 
pig, it is said, cannot choose the gun that shoots him, and 
conflicts arise over the type of poaching - sometimes 
between wards, but mostly between enemy villages.
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and that sub-moiety. The success of the hunt is a mark
of the magician's personal power and the strength of his
magic. Parts of th$ pig (tail, tusks, genitals, bristles,
nodal cord, and other entrails) are awarded to him for use
in further magic. He and his nuclear family and
patrilineal segment may not eat pork caught with his magic,
believing that the pigs under his 'parentage' will take
offence and never strike his net again. To maintain his
ritual power a magician must observe prolonged and rigorous
taboos on various foods, sex, and other forms of behaviour.
His role is ostensibly one of self-sacrifice for the good
of community religious life. At the same time, the prestige
awarded him is indicative of the fact that his position is
one of the most important hereditary privileges in the
culture. And it is in terms of this prestige that magicians
of opposite sub-moieties continually compete during the
8time they are holding the magic.
The sub-moieties of Ilahita, together with their 
ward-specific names, constituent clans and number of male 
members, are shown in Table 5ii. Specific sub-moiety names 
are derived in various ways in the several wards. In 
Balanga and Hengwanif they take their names from the 
dominant clans in each. The sub-moieties of Nangup, as I 
said earlier, are co-extensive with the moieties internal 
to that ward; their names coincide as well. In Ililip 
the two sub-moieties are named after the main hamlets in 
each division, Mausimbil (Afa'afa'w) and Elaf (Ondondof). 
Finally, in Bwi'ingili, the sub-moieties are named after
7
Pig tusks may be used in certain decorative ornaments 
called saiakw, however these must come from pigs caught by 
non-magical means. Tusks from pigs caught by magic must 
go back to the magician for strengthening the magic bundle 
itself.gThe magic is transmitted in the cycle of Tambaran 
initiations, so that a man holds the magic for about 
15 years during the peak of his masculine strength, after 
which he passes it to his junior initiation partner. The 
operation and control of the magic has been somewhat 
simplified here in anticipation of a fuller discussion later.
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two types of secret flutes, Ambon and Kwalelimel, which 
together comprise the general category of flutes called 
Meingafo. The names also apply to two bird species known 
for their melodic songs: ambon is a red parrot and
kwalelimel is a thrush-like bird. These flutes (or, more 
accurately, trumpets) are featured in the second highest 
grade of the Tambaran Cult, called Maolimu. The structure 
of their music, expressive of the dualistic symbolism of 
the sub-moieties, is discussed in Appendix C.
TABLE 5ii: ILAHITA SUB-MOIETIES
Ward
Sub-Moiety
Clan
AFA'AFA'W (2 05)a ONDONDOF (187)
Balanga
Laongol (50)
Owapwi (42)
Laongol
Sahopwi
Owapwi 
Bundahimbi1
Ililip
Mausimbilinga (71)
Elafunga (63)
Balangapwi I 
Eleputa 
Atefin 
Indibi 
Tata
Balangapwi II 
Mano'urn 
Sao'urn 
Afenim
Hengwanif
Owapi (24)
Sahopwi (29)
Owapwi
Hengwanif
Sahopwi 
Af inga
Bwi'ingili
Ambonipwi (28)
Kwalelimelipwi (26)
Eleputa
Tata
Balangapwi
Indibi
Nangup
Laongol (32)
Bandangel (27)
Laongol
Tatemba
Bundahimbil
Balangapwi
Eleputa
Indibi
a
Figures in parentheses refer to number of male members.
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Dual Structures: the Initiation Classes
I have just described how the sub-moiety division
cross-cuts the moieties, such that in certain ritual and
symbolic ways Afa'afa'w men recognize a common identity
(in contrast to the Ondondof men) which transcends ward
and moiety alignments. At the same time - and with respect
to different activities - the sub-moieties are localized
in the wards. The village is also divided into two
initiation classes: Sahopwas and Owapwas. The names
mean 'elder brothers' and 'younger brothers', respectively.
Ideally, they coincide with the subclans of the given clan,
Sahopwasinguf (elder brothers' line) and Owapwasinguf
9(younger brothers' line). Similarly, the Sahopwas- 
Owapwas dichotomy is idiomatic of the superordinate- 
subordinate relationship existing between brothers which 
gives the elder unquestioned moral authority over the 
younger. Whereas, however, the subclans are in a fixed 
hierarchy based on genealogy, the statuses of Sahopwas 
and Owapwas are not permanently tied to the reference 
groups. The senior group (Sahopwas) is defined as being 
the subclan currently in possession of the highest 
Tambaran grade - Nggwal.'*'0 These men will initiate the 
Owapwas men into the Nggwal grade at the next induction 
ceremony. At this time the names switch between the 
groups, and with them the associated statuses. Thus, at 
one stage in the initiation cycle, the Sahopwasinguf 
subclan may have Sahopwas ritual status; following the 
next Nggwal initiation, the Sahopwasinguf subclan becomes 
the ritually subordinate Owapwas.
9
See the discussion of subclans in Chapter Four. In 
Chapter Six I shall discuss the nature of the deviation from 
this ideal correspondence.
10
By this is meant the junior sub-grade of Nggwal, called 
Bunafunei. This gives the Sahopwas class ritual 
superiority, even though their senior (Owapwas) partners 
control the higher sub-grade of Nggwal Walipeine. This 
contradiction results from the fact that Walipeine was 
historically added to the Cult system of Ilahita, and the 
terms were not altered to fit a new authority category.
More will be said about the Walipeine addition later in this 
thesis.
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The Sahopwas-Owapwas opposition is manifested in 
a multiplicity of hereditary initiation partnerships 
within the clan, and operating between individuals, 
male-sibling groups, or patrilineal segments belonging 
to opposite subclans. Thus, Ego is initiated into Nggwal 
by his father's partner in the opposite initiation class; 
later, Ego initiates this man's son; and, still later, 
this man's son initiates Ego's son. And so forth. The 
resulting pattern of relationships can be seen in Figure 5ii.
FIGURE 5ii: INITIATION CLASSES
Sahopwas Owapwas
The figure shows the Tambaran cycle at an instant when, 
between the two partner subclans (A and B), A  ^ is the 
Sahopwas initiator and is the Owapwas junior, as yet 
uninitiated into the Nggwal grade of the Cult. Also shown 
is the father of A  ^who, if he is alive, is probably quite 
ancient. The man who initiated A^ is most assuredly dead, 
as shown for BQ.
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The broken lines demarcate the two men (or groups)
who are the focus of the Cult at any one time. The son of
A2 is only just entering the lower grades, an entire cycle
away from initiation into Nggwal. The father of B2 is of
the same class (Owapwas) as his son, but with the difference
that he has seen Nggwal Bunafunei and was the one who
showed it to A2. These 'senior' Owapwas are, in practice,
the group in which supreme ritual authority resides, by
virtue of possessing the Nggwal Walipeine sub-grade. Their
prerogative is also based on esoteric knowledge regarding
the sub-grade which A2 formally possesses. Thus, although
A2 has seen Nggwal, he was not involved in the lengthy and
secret preparations for his own initiation. This includes
the magical and technological aspects of erecting the
spirit house, and also the skills of making carvings,
paintings and other paraphernalia. He knows the secret
but he does not yet fully understand it; neither is he
capable of showing it to anyone else. .The Sahopwas group
(A2) therefore continues to depend on their initiators (B-^ )
to show them how to perform the initiation on behalf of B2.
The men of B^ will cease to be essential, vis-a-vis the
junior sub-grade of Nggwal, when A-. is due for initiation,
J 11at which time A2 acts as the senior Owapwas advisor.
The formal structure of the initiation classes, while founded 
on the dualistic opposition, Sahopwas-Owapwas, amounts to a 
tripartite series: B^, A2 and B2. The political implications
of this triadic system, founded as it is on access to 
esoteric knowledge, will be investigated later in this 
chapter.
Initiation Classes and Exchange
The general opposition of Sahopwas-Owapwas is 
complicated by the pattern of ritual food exchanges, as 
well as by the fact that there are three lower Cult grades 
in addition to Nggwal. At the stage of the cycle shown in
11
By this time, most of the B^ will be dead or very old.
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Figure 5ii, & , both collectively and individually, is in
the process of supplying large amounts of yam and meat
(mainly wild pork) to in anticipation of being shown
Nggwal Bunafunei. These prestations may extend over 15
years, and they are intended to recompense the ritually
senior group for their efforts in preparing the initiation
ceremony. The obligation is not, however, one-sided.
Each feast involves a unidirectional flow of food, but this
is followed within the year by an exact return offering.
Arapesh ideology treats the largess as flowing primarily
from Owapwas to Sahopwas, and the return is regarded as an
unimportant postscript. Moreover, the Owapwas novices are
not permitted to be present when the yams and pork are
eaten because, they are told, the food is being given to
the Nggwal spirits which have been summoned to the village
12by the Cult members. These formal exchanges are in 
addition to frequent lesser offerings of food (mainly small 
game) which an Owapwas man gives to his particular ombaf 
('initiation partner'; plural: ombif) over the period.
In addition to the backflow of goods from Sahopwas 
to Owapwas, parallel but reverse exchanges are proceeding 
at lower grades throughout the interim between Nggwal 
initiations. Thus, at the time (Figure 5ii) is paying 
A2 in anticipation of his Nggwal initiation, he himself 
is being paid by A^ who is due to enter a lower grade of 
which is in possession. In these prestations , who 
may be only a child, is assisted by his father, A^. These 
also involve reciprocations from B£. Furthermore, in 
addition to the immediate return, there is an overall 
backflow at the next turn in the cycle, when the statuses 
of Sahopwas and Owapwas reverse between initiation classes. 
Without going into any more detail, it is clear that the 
dual organization is the framework for a great number of
12
Such special, secret feasts may occur any time during 
the 15-year period, under circumstances of public crisis 
which I shall examine in due course.
Kafia of Balanga makes a speech during 
a ceremonial yam exchange at which his 
initiation sub-class, the Owapwas seniors, 
is making a presentation to the Sahopwas 
juniors. See text, page 170.
Soweapo, a Sahopwas junior, receives a 
'male' long yam from his senior ombaf 
and marks it with charcoal before 
quartering and distributing it to 
members of his initiation sub-class.
A large, decorated 'female' yam hangs 
in the upper left of the photo. See 
text, page 170.
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food exchanges occurring at frequent intervals in the
13ritual calendar.
I should mention in passing that there is a second 
type of exchange partnership which is apparently independent 
of the initiation system and operates solely in food 
exchanges. In addition to an ombaf most men have one or 
more secondary partners called ola'w (plural: olawa). Men 
linked in an ola'w relationship should belong to the same 
sub-moiety and be of opposite initiation classes, though 
they need not be fellow clansmen. Food exchanges occur 
primarily between ombif, but a smaller quantity of yams is 
simultaneously presented to one's ola'w. If a man gives a 
larger share of yams (either in size of particular tubers 
or in general quantity) to his ola'w his ombaf has the 
right to rebuke him for not showing his prime partner the 
respect he deserves. Another point is that the olawa 
partnerships are not bound by inheritance: men may form
such a relationship, and their sons are not obliged to 
carry it forward, selecting instead olawa of their choice.^
13
This is even more true when it is realized that different 
villages assist one another in Tambaran ceremonies and, by 
so doing, participate in some of the exchanges. I should 
also note the Myth of Kataomo (Appendix E, No. 2) which 
recounts how, in the days before there were any pigs, 
initiation partners used to exchange and eat each other's 
children (cf. p.38). It is possible that this symbolically 
refers to a time when initiation classes were exogamous 
and systematically exchanged women. This is consistent 
with the current exogamy of the subclan unit. It also 
corresponds with the common symbolic equation, among the 
Arapesh and elsewhere (Levi-Strauss 1966:105), of 
meat-eating and sexual congress. Van Baal (1966:84) has 
described how the Marind-anim and neighbouring groups in 
West Irian, who possess dual structures similar in many 
respects to the Arapesh, impose and relax exogamic moiety 
prescriptions with great facility. It is conceivable that 
the Ilahitans at one time used the Sahopwas-Owapwas 
division to regulate marriage but have for various reasons 
abandoned the practice.
14
One usually reliable informant claimed there is a 
tendency for a man to select an ola'w from amongst his 
wife's agnatic kin, however other opinions and survey 
material on this relationship did not confirm the 
existence of such a pattern.
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It should also be said that the ola'w system 
operates only in the larger wards, Balanga and Ililip.
When asked why they did not also have olawa, one Hengwanif 
man said, 'Look around. How many men do you see in 
Hengwanif? We are very few and have trouble even 
supporting our ombaf partners. Ililip and Balanga have 
olawa partners but we are too small.'
Dualism and Demography
The case of olawa partnerships raises an interesting
question regarding the dual structures as a system in the
village. The various cross-cutting structures may be viewed
as a village-wide grid which is divided into ever finer
levels of social discrimination. The 'cells', the
irreducible units, are the groups of male siblings, or
occasionally single individuals. At any one time a number
of the cells may, for a number of reasons, be empty: a
man may die without sons and his ombif are left without
partners; a man may be temporarily absent at the
plantation; finally, a clan may become extinct, thus
removing an entire sub-set of cells. The continuation
of the system as a whole depends on the number of empty
15cells being kept to a minimum. This is basically what 
the Hengwanif man was saying: if Hengwanif were to
institute olawa partnerships, they would not survive 
because that ward has insufficient personnel to support 
them; too many of the cells would be chronically empty. 
Exchange obligations would have to go unmet, and eventually 
the whole system would fall into desuetude.
Given the many vicissitudes of demographic change 
to which symmetrical dual systems are particularly
For an interesting discussion of the demographic factors 
influencing organizational complexity, see Yengoyan (1968). 
After analyzing section systems among Australian Aborigines, 
this author concludes 'that population size sets definite 
limitations on the operation of section systems' (p.198).
Cf. Meggitt (1968).
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vulnerable (cf. Levi-Strauss 1966:66; Van Baal 1966:111), 
the system of structural oppositions must contain 
adjustive mechanisms which act to replenish empty cells 
in the grid. Demographic strains on the system are first 
felt at the finer structural levels, particularly in the 
ombaf partnerships, where adjustments must follow 
immediately upon the parties perceiving incipient 
imbalances. More than that, a wise and responsible man 
anticipates years ahead that events in his own or the next 
generation will upset the initiation partnership, and he 
takes measures to forestall such difficulties. The 
untimely death of a young man, the lack of male heirs of 
another, the disruptive Christian conversion of a third - 
these are the stresses which beset the system, and in 
response to which structural flexibility is essential.
Before describing how the system regulates itself 
internally, and the way parts of the system are mutually 
integrated, let me define in quantitative terms the ombaf 
initiation classes and sub-classes indicated in Figure 5ii. 
Table 5iii shows the memberships as they stood in November, 
1969.
TABLE 5iii: INITIATION CLASS MEMBERSHIP
SAHOP W A S  (A) O W A P W A S  (B)
J u n i o r  Senior (A^)
175 18
J u n i o r  (B^) S e n i o r  (B^)
95 94
At first glance the system appears to be on the 
verge of a major imbalance, coming at the next turn in the 
cycle. Thus, the Sahopwas juniors will become Owapwas 
seniors and, as such, greatly outnumber the men who will 
have become the new Sahopwas juniors. In practice this 
does not happen: many of the Sahopwas juniors are already
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elderly men and will not live to assume the status of 
Owapwas senior. Indeed, it is likely that their ranks will 
be cut in half by the time the next switch in the cycle 
occurs, thus maintaining the balance,^ The Sahopwas 
senior category is, therefore, occupied by very old men 
who first saw Nggwal at quite a young age.
The difference between the totals for the Sahopwas 
and Owapwas groups being so slight (1.04%), there seems 
good reason to suspect that the groups have been manipulated 
in the interests of numerical symmetry. Indeed, a comparison 
of Tables 5iii, 5ii and 5i shows that the more localized dual 
oppositions disclose the best numerical symmetry. Thus, 
sub-moieties localized in the ward are more symmetrical 
than moieties localized in the village; and the initiation 
classes, localized in the clan, possess nearly perfect 
symmetry. This is because imbalances at the finer levels 
are more noticeable and, as I shall demonstrate in the 
following section, more accessible to manipulation. In 
that the three dual levels are interrelated (in ways yet 
to be described), symmetry at the finest level of initiation 
partnerships has the effect of contributing to symmetry 
at levels of greater social inclusion. Underlying all 
this, however, is the apparent assumption that structural 
and numerical symmetry is a conscious goal in the operation 
of the dual organization. I shall examine this assumption 
in the context of defining the mechanisms of numerical 
adjustment within the initiation partnerships and classes.
The Roots of Symmetry
A basic ideological tenet of the ombaf initiation 
partnership is that a man and his brothers inherit the 
same ombif and cooperate as a structural unit in respect of
■^The elderly line of Sahopwas juniors is in fact 
terminologically and ritually distinguished from the 
younger line. This complication will be dealt with later, 
in the discussion of 'age-sets'.
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them. It is worth asking whether this rule applies without 
exception. Table 5iv presents the relevant quantitative 
data. For clarity's sake I have presented only 2-man 
sibling groups; the distribution of larger sibling groups 
between initiation categories is of a similar order.
TABLE 5iv: RITUAL CORPORATENESS OF SIBLINGS
Sibling Dyads Same Ritual Opposite Same Ritual GroupGroup Ritual Group Opposite Cycle3
52
(Percentage)
34 15 3
(65) (29) (6)
a
Refers to dyads in which brothers belong to the same class, but are 
an entire cycle apart in sub-class. For example, one brother is an 
Owapas senior, while the other is an Owapas junior.
The table shows that, although the majority of 
sibling dyads participate in the same initiation unit, a 
substantial minority (35%) do not. This being the case, 
what justice is there in treating the sibling group as 
the irreducible unit of the ritual system? In a statistical 
sense, none. Nevertheless, the ideological statement that 
this is so is quite unequivocal? when presented with the 
fact that many brothers are variously opposed to one another 
in the system, informants go to great lengths in showing 
that these are aberrant cases. Necessity, it appears, has 
required that cer.tain men change their ritual affiliation.
An examination of the circumstances affecting this helps 
to reveal the adjustment mechanism maintaining proper 
personnel distribution in the dual system.
A man without sons appoints male heirs for several 
reasons. The most obvious is as a way of distributing his 
material assets to men who will care for him in old age 
and propitiate him after death. Whatever his relations 
with collateral agnatic kin, a man does not wish to see his 
property revert to them and their descendants. Moreover, if
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a man has several daughters he benefits himself by 
trading one of them for another man's son, thus giving
17each party a favourable position in marriage exchange.
Finally, if a man dies without male heirs, his ombif
are left without partners. It is in their interest and
18that of the supernatural entities they share that an 
heir be appointed.
Similarly, a man successful in sons - three or 
four who have survived childhood - comes under pressure 
to offer one for adoption. The bargain is usually with 
an agnate who offers him a daughter for the reason cited 
above. If one of his own brothers is without any children, 
the man is under moral pressure to offer him a son without 
reciprocation. Moreover, if the person in need of an heir 
is the eldest brother in the sibling group, then the heir 
given to him should be the eldest in his generation. The 
notion is that the heir to the senior male in the present 
generation should be chronologically the senior male in 
the next generation.
Adoption within the immediate agnatic group 
(most commonly between uterine brothers) results in a 
change of ritual affiliation for the adoptee only if his 
father and his adopted father (FB) are in opposed 
initiation groups. As Table 5iv has shown, it is not 
unusual for this situation to occur. This is what 
happened, for example, in the case of the brothers 
To'ongolal and Kunai.
To'ongolal and Kunai are both ambitious men, 
aged about 45 and 36 respectively. Both are polygynous, 
To'ongolal having two wives, and Kunai six. Kunai's 
eldest son (by his senior wife), Atitapwin, was about 
14 years old at the time of my census. Waipisi is an
17See Chapter Four.
18See Chapter Six.
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Waipisi
To'ongolal Kunai
Atitapwin
aging big-man who, in his lifetime, has come to occupy
a centre position between the two initiation classes.
For prestige reasons, he took over the ombif of another,
deceased clansman and thereafter operated the exchange
system in both directions at once. This requires much
industry and many yams, and it is only the most successful
19men who take on such a responsibility.
A few years ago Waipisi converted to Christianity 
and retired from the ritual system. His hereditary ombaf 
partnership was, in line with convention, bestowed upon 
his eldest son, To'ongolal; his acquired partnership was 
passed to Kunai. This action put the two brothers into 
opposite initiation classes, and in fact To'ongolal was 
in the group which initiated Kunai into Nggwal Bunafunei. 
Kunai and To'ongolal were not, however, direct partners 
with regard to the same set of ritual paraphernalia and
19
Because of women's focal role in gardening, these men 
are nearly always polygynous, as was Waipisi in his 
prime. There were six such men in the village at the 
time of my census.
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patron Nggwal spirit. For, when Waipisi assumed the 
prestigious middle position, he did so by acquiring another 
Nggwal spirit and associated set of paraphernalia. This 
would, of course, have been the only feasible way of taking 
the middle position: if Waipisi haei assumed both 
initiation statuses with respect to the same Nggwal spirit, 
he would have been exchanging with himself. This is not 
practicable on an individual level, but it can be done 
at the initiation class level. Thus, Waipisi's loyalties 
were not directly divided, but operated in different 
directions at different times. Nor were his sons pitted 
directly against one another in initiation ceremonies and 
exchange, though they belonged to opposite classes.
I must interrupt the case at this juncture to 
make some points about Waipisi's action in taking the middle 
position. First, it is through such prestige-motivated 
actions that the ritual alignments in the society become 
out of phase with the clan structures. That is, each 
clan recognizes a particular Nggwal spirit and paraphernalia 
set; ideally, therefore, men of different clans belong to 
different ritual 'corporations'. If, however, Waipisi 
assumes a middle position vis-a-vis his hereditary Nggwal 
and the Nggwal of another clan, his lineal descendants 
will 'segment' ritually whilst remaining members of the 
same (Waipisi's) clan. As I shall demonstrate in the next 
chapter, the disjunction between clans and ritual groupings 
appears to have proceeded further in Ilahita than in other, 
smaller villages in the culture area.
20
20
Later, I shall describe the idea of Nggwal more fully. 
For now, I should explain that Nggwal is both a theistic, 
unified spiritual entity, as well as a multiplicity of 
named spirits individuated with respect to the patricians 
and constituent ombaf partnerships. Initiation into the 
Nggwal grade entails, therefore, the assumption of custody 
of the partnership's particular Nggwal spirit, as manifest 
in the paraphernalia set.
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The second point to be made about Waipisi's 
action is that it placed his sons in opposite initiation 
classes. I described in the last chapter the behavioural 
tensions which appear frequently in the fraternal bond.
By requiring cooperation between brothers in terms of the 
ombaf partnership, the initiation system grounds itself on 
the unreliable foundation of fraternal amity. Success of 
the ritual unit, and honour in the face of its partners, 
depends on the industry and good fortune of all members.
If by laziness or bad luck one of the members is unable to 
contribute his share of yams to the exchange, or if he is 
incompetent in the manufacture of ritual paraphernalia, 
he is despised both by his brothers and by his ombif.
Such a man, it is said, will die of sorcery before he is 
very old. The element of scape-goating in the situation 
is much intensified by pre-existing tensions in the 
fraternal bond.
By placing To'ongolal and Kunai in opposite 
initiation classes, Waipisi was (probably unwittingly) 
reducing the potential for conflict between the brothers. 
As members of opposite groups, To'ongoJ.al and Kunai are 
frequently able to act out their mutual antagonisms - 
assuming such antagonisms to exist - in the ritualized 
aggression, competition and defamation obtaining in the 
Sahopwas-Owapwas relationship. The adaptation was 
particularly appropriate to To'ongolal and Kunai because, 
as sons of a big-man, they are highly ambitious men, 
prone to compete with one another with great fervour.
The Arapesh themselves recognize that big-men are 
frequently the sons of big-men, with ambitions established 
early in life following the example of the father. A man 
who takes the middle position in the initiation classes 
is ipso facto a big-man, and the consequence of placing 
his sons in opposite classes has an ameliorative effect 
on their predictable behaviour. Direct competition and 
hostility is redirected into a ritual field where such 
behaviour is assigned positive value in the culture. With
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29% of sibling dyads being divided in this way (Table 5iv), 
we may conclude that a significant amount of fraternal 
tension - latent or overt - is harmlessly released through 
the ritual system.
To continue with the Waipisi case: To'ongolal
reached early middle-age without any children. A daughter
was given to him by a clansman with daughters to spare.
Kunai offered To'ongolal his first son, Atitapwin, as a
male heir. This entailed a ritual promotion for Atitapwin,
in that he joined the Owapwas junior sub-class one cycle
down from his adopted father. This meant that he would be
initiated into the Nggwal grade a half-cycle before he
would have been, had he remained Kunai's ritual son. It
also meant that Kunai was in the group initiating
21Atitapwin's adopted sub-class.
As a result of these adoptions To'ongolal 
received a son and a daughter who would care for him in 
his old age, and who could use each other to obtain spouses. 
He also provided a line of succession (through Atitapwin) 
for his material assets and for the ombaf partnership 
he had inherited from Waipisi. Thus the partnership is 
preserved, and with it the Nggwal spirit to which the 
ombif are attached. A wider reorganization, such as the 
absorption of the truncated partnership into another ombif 
couplet, was thereby forestalled. A potential empty 'cell' 
resulting from To'ongolal's childlessness was filled by the 
adoption of Atitapwin.
21
When males are initiated into Nggwal the initiators 
magically spit on the entrance of the spirit house to 
make the ordeal more onerous for the novices. I 
observed Kunai spitting on the spittle of his fellow 
initiators. This was, he explained later, to nullify 
the effect of the magic, the reason being that his own 
son (Atitapwin) was in the group to suffer the ordeal.
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This case illustrates how numerical symmetry is
22preserved through liberal adoption practices. However, 
the important thing is that we do not look to ritual 
equilibrium as a prime motive for adoption. The motives 
behind a man adopting an heir are tied to his personal 
self-interest: he is interested in security in old age,
in being remembered and propitiated after death, and in 
providing an even sex ratio amongst his children to 
facilitate their marriages. A consequence of this adoption 
pattern is a reshuffling of children amongst agnates so 
that imbalances from one family to another - both in 
number and in sex ratio - are largely evened out.
Application of the principles, 'every man should have 
a male heir', and 'every man should have a sister', 
modifies the demographic uncertainties and, as a consequence3 
equilibrates the ritual system at the level of initiation 
partnerships. A corollary to the first principle, which 
is recognized but is not a primary motive for action, is 
that 'every man should have an ombaf'.
Initiation Class Symmetry
Thusfar I have discussed personnel movements at 
the lowest level of ritual opposition: the specific
ombaf partnerships which exist within the overall class 
opposition, Sahopwas-Owapwas. I now wish to consider the 
way Sahopwas and Owapwas as groups adjust their numbers to 
maintain symmetry. The opportunity for this comes early 
in the preparations for a Nggwal Bunafunei initiation.
After the decision is made to hold a Nggwal 
initiation, materials are gathered for the new spirit
2~2In regarding the adoption policy as 'liberal', I am 
speaking in terms of sibling groups and not individuals.
The percentage of individuals who have been adopted (22%) 
is only about half that of the percentage of sibling groups 
in which at least one member has been adopted out (41%).
This calculation excludes single-member sibling groups, 
because of complications as to whether the individual is 
an only child or a surviving brother.
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house. Though technically a Sahopwas project, there is 
nothing secret about it and every able-bodied male is 
co-opted to assist. Actual construction is both magical 
and secret, and it begins with the planting of the carved 
house posts. Only members of the Nggwal grade are 
allowed to be present. On observing this event, I was 
puzzled to see three adolescent youths standing 
inconspicuously off to one side. They were not only 
ineligible to see these proceedings, but were due for 
initiation in the forthcoming ceremony; that is, they 
belonged to the Owapwas junior sub-class.
Informants explained that these three had been
selected for promotion by a moot of big-men. They were
informally admitted to the Sahopwas junior sub-class, and
were being shown the secrets of Nggwal in the process
of acting as initiators for their former sub-class. Each
of them had elder brothers to succeed to their fathers'
2 3Nggwals and ombif partnerships. All three of the 
youths belonged to the Afa'afa'w sub-moiety. In being 
promoted they lost their affiliation with their hereditary 
Nggwal and were attached to undermanned partnerships in 
their sub-moiety. The object in promoting them was to 
rectify an imbalance perceived by the big-men in the 
Sahopwas-Owapwas opposition. The fathers of the promotees 
may have been among those instigating the action, however, 
because the change in status entailed the boys being present 
at events from which they were technically barred, the 
matter had to be mooted by the big-men and argued in the 
presence of Nggwal members. Because they were being 
placed in an ombif partnership to which they had no 
hereditary claims, the decision required concurrence by all 
parties to the transaction. The characters of the youths 
were important, for, although the Sahopwas junior sub-class
23
This meant that the promotees were now ritually senior 
to their elder brothers and would be amongst those 
initiating them.
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needed additional manpower, they had to be certain that 
the additions would be assets and not liabilities.
The promotion gave the three youths an advantage 
over their age peers in future prestige acquisition. This 
follows from their receiving relatively senior ritual 
status while still in their teens. When they succeed to 
the authoritative rank of Nggwal senior sub-grade (Walipeine) 
they will still be young and vigorous. Men of their peer 
group, who are their main competitors in non-Cult affairs, 
will always be at least one and possibly two ritual grades 
below them. Their promotion is also advantageous to the 
perpetuation of the initiation system as a whole because, 
although the authority structure is a form of gerontocracy, 
the men realize that it is unwise to place ritual wisdom 
entirely in the hands of the very old. However, in the 
case of these three youths the transmission effect was 
somewhat incidental to the reason for their promotion, 
which was to restore symmetry between the Sahopwas and 
Owapwas classes within the Afa'afa'w sub-moiety of a 
particular ward. Later in this chapter, I shall describe 
a type of ritual promotion enacted for the express purpose 
of ensuring transmission of the system. In the meantime,
I should discuss the way in which various levels of the 
dual organization - moieties, sub-moieties, initiation 
classes - interact in social contexts. Having done so,
I will be in a position to explain why maintenance of 
symmetry at lower levels of the organization has the effect 
of promoting symmetry between more inclusive groups which, 
metaphorically speaking, are unable to monitor demographic 
imbalances and behavioural tensions so as to adjust 
themselves in respect of these factors.
Modes of Integration and Separation
Among the Ilahita Arapesh the institution 
par excellence for resolving interpersonal conflicts without 
recourse to violence is yam competition. Competition is
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based on the quantity of yams produced by the individual 
or group, and by the size of individual tubers planted 
under special magical conditions. Such contests may 
occur between groups in the village - moieties, wards, 
sub-moieties at the inter-ward level - but for now I 
wish to discuss only competition between individuals. 
Because of the symbolic potency of the long yam (Tuzin 
1972) and the seriousness of long-yam competitions, they 
are generally seen as too disruptive an option between 
individuals of the same ward. Their main provenance is 
between wards or, preferably, between enemy villages. 
Nevertheless, intense aggressive feelings can arise 
within the ward, and in this sphere the majority of 
observed conflicts occurred between sub-moieties. It is 
my impression that conflict within the sub-moiety is 
treated as a 'family affair' where resolution is attempted 
within the moralistic frame of reference applicable to 
relations between close neighbours and kin. Conflict 
between individuals or groups in different sub-moieties 
takes on a public character; it affects the ward as a 
whole and causes men to align themselves along sub-moiety 
lines. It must be recalled that the sub-moieties are 
residentially exclusive, a factor that contributes to the 
ritual conventions stressing moderate hostility and 
competition between sub-moieties.
In order to strike symbolically at a foe in the 
opposite sub-moiety of one's own ward, an individual 
initiates the protracted chain of events shown in Figure 
5iii. The figure shows the persons involved in the 
transaction according to their membership in the three dual 
structures described earlier (cf. Figure 5ii). The trans­
action occurs in two phases: the offering and the return.
In each phase the figure shows two wards, directly opposed 
in opposite moieties (Laongol and Bandangel) separated by a 
vertical double line. This could represent, for example, 
the relationship between Balanga and Ililip. The 
horizontal broken line divides both wards into their 
two sub-moieties, Afa'afa'w and Ondondof. Within each
V Maol is in mild shock after having
been struck in the face during a 
fight between Nangup sub-moieties. 
In the background his elder brother 
gesticulates in a speech denouncing 
the opposite sub-moiety.
VI Maol's wife scolds a young man of
the opposite sub-moiety for having 
participated in a fight against her 
husband's sub-moiety.
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FIGURE 5iii: SUB-MOIETY YAM COMPETITION
Phase Is Phase II:
LAONGOL BANDANGEL LAONGOL BANDANGEL
Ondondof
box formed by the coordinates is contained an ombaf 
partnership; that is, the box ideally represents a 
totemic clan. These are represented as individuals in 
partnership, and their initiation class is indicated with 
an internal "S" or "O" for Sahopwas and Owapwas, 
respectively.
Let us suppose that man A has a grievance
against man D who belongs to the opposite sub-moiety
of A's own ward. A waits until he has a good long yam
ready for harvest. He conceals its existence from
everyone except his closest confidants. When it is
harvested A carries it secretly to man B, who is the
24particular ritual enemy (nautamana) of man C. This
24
I described above (p.163) how, within the general 
moiety opposition, there is a particular opposition 
between like sub-moieties of enemy wards. These 
sub-moiety competitions are further specified to 
particular ombaf partnerships vis-a-vis their Nggwal 
spirits, which are regarded as enemies (nautamana) in 
the supernatural sphere. This subject will be dealt 
with in Chapter Six.
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transfer would have been pre-arranged between A and B, 
on the basis of what they recognize as a ritual 
' friendship' . ^
The day after B receives the yam from A, he 
presents it to C - ostensibly because they are ritual 
competitors who intermittently exchange long yams. It 
is presented as though B himself had harvested it, and C 
has no reason to query this claim. Moreover, C in turn 
presents the yam to his ombaf, the man for whom the yam 
was intended in the first place. Neither C nor D realize 
that it is A who is attempting to humiliate them.
It should be explained that A's strategy depends 
on his understanding of the particular relationship between 
C and D. If their relations are currently at an ebb,
D may well refuse to accept the yam from C, for he is not 
obliged to take it. C would then face the difficulty of 
having to find another Owapwas man who is willing to accept 
the yam, for it would be extremely humiliating for him 
(or any other Sahopwas) to eat it himself. Figure 5iii 
presupposes that the relations between ombif are good 
and that D will accept the yam. If the relations were 
known to be strained, A would have arranged for E to be 
the middle-man, by which means D would receive the tuber 
directly. In this case D would face the possibility of 
having to eat the yam himself.
The return is made to the Laongol middle-man at 
such time as either C or D produces a comparably sized yam. 
(It was one of the conditions of D accepting the yam to 
eat that he would not be solely responsible for making 
the return.) This yam is given to B who passes it on to 
E for consumption. Note that the return yam does not 
proceed all the way back to A. This is, in effect, out of 
recognition by B that A provided the means for him scoring
25
Cf. above, page 163.
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a victory over his ritual enemy - at no cost to himself.
A's reward is that of enjoying the discomfiture of his 
personal enemy, savouring the private satisfaction that 
he was the cause of it.
At this point a general observation is needed 
about yam exchanges. It would appear, in theory, that a 
returned yam of comparable or superior size converts the 
earlier disgrace into a victory. In practice this is not 
so, for, until the recipient group produces a yam to be 
returned - and this may take a couple of years - they are 
in a state of disgrace and ritual inferiority. Their 
eventual return of a yam removes this stigma, but it does 
not thereby shift the humiliation to the group which 
initiated the exchange. The net prestige gain is, therefore, 
won by the group which first gives the yam to its opponent.
In that the ritual opposition is on-going and 
institutionalized, groups (or individuals) initiate 
exchanges whenever possible lest the opponent pre-empt 
them. In the exchange figured above, the public victory 
was B's; the private victory was A's; and the defeat fell 
to C and D.
To continue the hypothetical case: following such
an exchange (phases I and II), A continues to conceal his 
part in the affair. Then, years later, if trouble arises 
again between A and C-D, the former may remind them of 
the earlier exchange and declare his role in it. He thus 
resuscitates the former humiliation of the enemy and 
applies it to the current conflict. Moreover, it is hoped 
(by A) that the emotions over the first transaction will 
have cooled down to the point where this disclosure can 
be made without serious upset; that is, without undoing 
the purpose behind the clandestine exchange in the first 
place. Depending on the scale of the second conflict,
C or D, or others in their sub-moiety, make a mental note 
of the fact and wait until one of their number has grown 
a good yam. Then the same complex sequence of exchange,
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via the opposite moiety and opposite sub-moiety, is
2 6begun again - this time in reverse.
Such competitive cycles may be several years in 
duration, so that at any given time the community contains 
numerous exchanges at various stages of completion. They 
are never really 'complete' in the view of the participants 
since, until the final revelation, they are never sure who 
is attacking them. And by then subsequent exchanges in the 
same or different directions may have nullified older 
rivalries, or else transformed them into alliances.
The notion that an enemy in one's own ward can 
be attacked via ritual associates in another ward occurs 
also in the reported behaviour of sorcerers. Following a 
yam exchange around 1948 between the Ondondof sub-moieties 
of Ililip and Balanga, there were a series of deaths in 
each group. In discussion with Ililip informants about 
the episode I was startled to hear them remark casually 
that Ililip men may have supplied Balanga sorcerers with 
the leavings of their Ililip victims. Why, I asked, would 
an Ililip man betray his own group to the enemy? They
2 6A similar inter-weaving of initiation partnerships and 
moiety opponents occurs during non-competitive food 
exchanges, for example, when payments of yam, coconut and 
meat are made to one's Tambaran initiator (ombaf). Having 
received these payments, the ombaf is entitled to keep 
them for his own consumption. However, a 'good' man is one 
who, in turn, presents them to his 'enemy' (nautamana) in 
the opposite moiety. In practice most men do this, so that 
the ombaf is little more than a middle-man between the 
novice and the enemy in the opposite moiety. This accords 
with the notion that moieties initiate one another, albeit 
through the medium of the initiation partnerships localized 
within the ward-based clans. A food offering in this 
non-competitive context is regarded as a warm, affectionate 
gesture, but it does place a moral obligation on the 
recipient to make a comparably sized return. Since enemies 
belong to the same initiation sub-class, both would be 
receiving food payments from their respective ombif at the 
same time. For this reason, it usually happens that the 
exchange between moiety opponents is simultaneous. Space 
does not permit a full treatment of food exchanges among 
the various ritual groupings - a large and interesting 
subject in its own right.
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replied that in cases like this it is right and proper
that certain men in both groups feel aggrieved at the
humiliation of the other. Such feelings lead them to
supply the sorcerers of the other group with the means of
destruction. This is done along sub-moiety lines, so that
an Ililip Afa'afa'w sends the leavings of an Ililip
Ondondof to a Balanga (Ondondof) sorcerer. If the man
receiving the leavings is not himself a sorcerer, he sees
to it that they are passed on to someone knowing the proper
magic. The name of the Ililip traitor remains a secret
between himself and the man to whom he has passed the 
2 7leavings.
Two preliminary conclusions can be drawn from the 
analysis of yam-competition and sorcery patterns. First, 
the existence of extra-ward and extra-village associations 
enables a person to attack or humiliate a fellow wardsman 
by indirect means. This is not to say he must do it this 
way: direct yam contests and sorcery occasionally occur
between individuals in a ward. However, these events 
generalize the conflict along kinship and affinal lines, 
the consequences of which can be permanent disaffection of 
parts of the ward. By channelling the attack through the 
circuitous route described above, personal aggressive 
impulses can be satisfied without severe consequences for 
ward solidarity and harmony.
The second point is that, within the village, 
these extra-ward associations are based on the dual
27
I recorded several cases where this allegedly occurred, 
between wards and between villages. In this regard, the 
reader may recall the massive attack on Ilifalemb by an 
Hengwanif sorcerer on behalf of a grievance suffered by 
an allied village, Ningalimbi (p. 70). See also Tuzin 
(1972) which reports that a Ningalimbi man is believed 
doomed for having violated the rules of ritual competition 
between his village and the enemy village of Lehinga. It 
is presently thought that the man has as much to fear from 
his own village as from the enemy for the outrage he 
committed some years ago.
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organization. There is no a priori reason why this must
be so: other types of relationships, based on kinship,
affinity, or informal friendship, could be used. The
point is, however, that it is not these ties which are
invoked, but rather those which derive from the dual
organization. Were the other category of relationship
utilized, the disruptive potential involved in direct
attack within the ward would merely be expanded to
include inter-ward antagonism at the higher structural
level. The virtue of enlisting the dual organization in
this context is that ritual conventions prescribe (between
paired sub-moieties in opposed moieties) a relationship of
hostility and competition. The yam contests between these
parties do not, therefore, threaten a breakdown in their
ritual tie - they reinforce it. Just as the placing of
uterine brothers in different initiation classes ritualizes
in socially positive ways the tension between them, so the
placing of antagonistic wards into opposed moieties
regulates the conflicts which arise between them. Moreover
a significant proportion (by my estimate) of inter-ward
symbolic aggression originates from inter-personal
antagonisms occurring within one or other of the wards.
Finally, in enlisting the aid of the opposite sub-moiety
of the enemy ward, and in providing them with a public
status victory over one's own opposite sub-moiety, the
ties connecting opposite sub-moieties in enemy wards are
positively strengthened. The effect of this is to offset
ward isolationism - produced in part by patterns of local
endogamy - with countervailing dependence between wards
2 8cast as opponents in ritual and in practice. This is 
quite apart from the operation of the Tambaran Cult, whose 
massive ceremonials demand a high degree of amity and 
cooperation between all groups in the village (Chapter Six)
In sum, therefore, the system of dual structures 
in Ilahita depends in part on input received from
2 gThe character of inter-ward hostility and suspicion has 
been described at length in Chapter Four.
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inter-personal and inter-group antagonism, without which 
the ritually prescribed behaviour would probably cease to 
bear any relation to actual behaviour. At the same time, 
the existence of a well articulated system of conventions 
for ritualized competition manages aggression in ways which 
are not only non-disruptive, but which also contribute to 
the cohesion of the ritual system. This function is served 
from the lowest structural level of fraternal rivalry to 
the sphere1of inter-ward and inter-moiety relations on 
which depend the solidarity and military power of the 
entire village.
It can also be seen that the continuance of the 
system depends on the balanced opposition of structural 
parts. Without a full complement of initiation 
partnerships, initiation classes and sub-moieties in each 
of the enemy wards, the interaction patterns which I have 
described (and will continue to describe) could not exist.
At the finer levels of structure, the symmetry is 
maintained through liberal adoption practices. At the 
level of initiation class (Sahopwas-Owapwas.) a reshuffling 
is prompted by the big-men's perception of ritual imbalances 
both to the transmission potential of ritual knowledge and 
to the work potential (in spirit-house construction etc.) 
of the undermanned group.
At levels higher than this, as between moieties 
and sub-moieties, the maintenance of symmetry is more 
difficult. To my knowledge there is no occasion for 
'counting heads' in order to restore numerical equilibrium. 
It is questionable whether such a mechanism could succeed, 
given the residential character of the dual organization; 
restoring balance between moieties and sub-moieties would 
necessitate the relocation of individuals and/or groups, 
and it is difficult to imagine what sort of traditional 
agency would enforce such measures. Moreover, the discovery 
of such mechanisms would require an entirely different 
conceptualization of Arapesh dualism, in that the system
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and associated behaviour patterns would become 
teleologically related; dualism would become a system 
'for its own sake', rather than an historical consequence 
of actions directed toward quite other, non-ritual goals.
The latter view, which is the one employed in this thesis, 
is confirmed by Tables 5i, 5ii and 5iii which show that 
numerical symmetry declines with increasing structural 
inclusiveness. In a sense, however, numerical symmetry 
at the higher levels is not essential. This is because, 
in the interactive patterns just described, these dual 
structures manifest themselves through initiation 
partnerships and classes. As long as symmetry obtains at 
the lower level, so that every man has an ombaf and every 
ombif partnership has an opponent couplet in the enemy 
ward, the size of the larger groups to which these men 
belong is unimportant. The symmetry of moieties and 
sub-moieties comes to the fore during Tambaran Cult 
ceremonials and mortuary rites (see below), but on these 
occasions structural rather than numerical symmetry is 
embodied in the ritual and symbolism. That there is even 
approximate numerical symmetry between sub-moieties and 
moieties is, in my view, the result of fortuitous 
demographic circumstances rather than active manipulation 
of the system. Structural symmetry is, on the other hand, 
essential between these units. One has only to recall the 
case of Nangup (Chapter Four), the members of which were 
divided between the totemic moieties as a means for 
preserving structural symmetry, to realize that the notion 
of structural balance is consciously recognized and 
manipulated by the big-men.
The question remains: why does the system have
a dual character at all? Could not the integrative functions 
served by it be achieved through other modes of organization? 
To begin with, a functionalist-evolutionary view of social 
organization in no way negates the possibility that other 
modes of integration could have evolved with equal success. 
Later in this chapter I shall recapitulate the functional
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characteristics of the dual system and consider comparative 
evidence which has a bearing on the evolution and elaboration 
of Ilahita dualism. The argument will take the following 
form: given a rudimentary form of dual organization,
whose historical origins can only be speculated upon, the 
evolution of this system has consisted of the multiplication 
of dual structures as permutations of the earlier form. In 
a formal sense, the rudimentary dualism with which Ilahita 
'began' contained in itself the blueprint for its own 
elaboration. Moreover the factors promoting this 
elaboration - population accretion and diffusion influences - 
were extrinsic to the system itself.
* * * * *
Thusfar in the discussion inter-moiety relations 
have been dealt with only indirectly, as they are revealed 
in finer-level dual structures. Before turning to the 
relevance of the dual organization for village politics 
and authority structures, I should consider certain mortuary 
customs in which men interact primarily on the basis of 
moiety affiliation. A comparison with practices found in 
other Arapesh villages will offer clues to the social and 
symbolic significance of moiety opposition, and it will 
also add a further dimension to the unique character of 
Ilahita village in the dialect region. For reasons which 
will become apparent, the following section must anticipate 
certain cosmological and eschatological notions which are 
to be treated more thoroughly in subsequent chapters.
Moieties and Death
The morning of a funeral is spent preparing the 
corpse, building a shelter in which the body is laid for 
display, and canvassing the agnatic group for yams to give 
in compensation to the maternal kin of the deceased.
Around mid-morning the mourners assemble in the hamlet 
of the deceased, carrying yams which are heaped up and
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later distributed to the assemblage for the funeral feast. 
The scale of these preparations, the number of mourners, 
and the volume of yams reflect the status of the deceased.
If the person has died after a prolonged illness little 
time is lost in burying him, the assumption being that 
people will have visited him and bid their farewells over 
the period of decline. A sudden death requires a longer 
delay, during which everyone can be informed in time to 
attend the obsequies. This is especially true if the 
deceased is of high status or, in the case of a woman, 
if her husband is important and still alive.
The maternal kin of the deceased are charged with
burying the corpse, for which they are compensated by the
deceased's agnates with long yams, shell valuables and 
29money. The males of the maternal clan dig the grave and 
procure a piece of bark to be used as a mortuary wrapping. 
Some females of this group also help with the grave, but 
those most closely related to the deceased sit under the 
shelter with the corpse. They arrange themselves sitting 
in two lines facing one another. The body is laid on their 
outstretched legs because it should not be allowed to touch 
the ground: those most grieved by his passing must act
as his platform. Later they are ritually cleansed to 
remove the pollution of death.
A husked coconut and a roasted yam are placed at
the head of the corpse for consumption by the spirit on
its short journey to the afterworld. If the deceased is
an important man, an uncooked yam may be used as his pillow.
Sitting near the head of the corpse are his wife and 
30sisters, who swish flies from his face with a red
29
The payments are also in consideration of the violation 
to the flesh of the deceased, death being the greatest 
violation of all.
30
If the deceased is female, the people attending her 
head are her sisters, co-wives (if any) and husband's 
brother's wives.
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cordyline spray (gauweip) later planted as a memorial in 
his hamlet.
When all the mourners have gathered and are
seated around and in the clearing, they are suddenly
subjected to a vicious attack by a large group of warriors.
Festooned in paint, feathers and flowers, the men rush into
the clearing from all sides, brandishing spears and
hurling (harmless) missiles into the crowd of mourners.
Children scatter in unfeigned terror, and most of the
women also flee from the onslaught. Some of the women,
and all of the men, remain seated in stony silence,
allowing the projectiles to bounce off them without
flinching. The attackers are members of the opposite
moiety of the deceased, led by the owners of the specific
31enemy Nggwal, the nautamana. At the head of the band 
are the custodians of that Nggwal1s sacred paraphernalia. 
When the fury of the attack has abated, the nautamana 
file past and view the corpse. Then they move to one side 
and sit in a group, waiting for their payment of yams from 
the agnates of the deceased.
Informants claim that, although today it is a
mock attack, formerly they were performed in earnest;
injuries, even death, sometimes resulted. The phrase
used in reference to the attack is walemb nawis, 'the
water has risen'. The payments made to the opposite
moiety are intended to make the 'water' go away. Informants
report that the attack is staged because the nautamana of
the deceased are grieved at his death and blame the mourners
32for allowing him to die. A Kwanga informant from Sunuhu
If the deceased is a married woman, the attackers are her 
husband's nautamana. To my knowledge such attacks do not 
occur at a child's funeral.
32This relates to sorcery beliefs which provide that the 
sorcerer - or the person who supplied him with the victim's 
leavings r* is probably a member of the deceased's own 
community. This point will be returned to momentarily.
VII Watasiwi of Nangup ward ceremonially 
opens a coconut in a long-yam garden 
as he appeals to his ancestors' 
spirits to deliver a good harvest.
VIII 'When all the mourners have gathered 
and are seated around and in the 
clearing, they are suddenly subjected 
to a vicious [mock] attack... [by] 
members of the opposite moiety of the 
deceased, led by the owners of the 
specific enemy Nggwal, the nautamana' 
(p. 195).
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village stated that, although the Kwanga do not observe
this custom, he was sure that the Arapesh did it in order
to frighten off the ghost of the deceased and/or other
ghosts who had assembled at the funeral out of curiosity.
The Ilahitans flatly denied this, reasserting that it is
3 3simply an expression of grief. At the same time, they 
could not relate this grief-inspired attack to the phrase 
walemb nawis. Indeed, the significance of this phrase in 
the funeral context could not be explained by Ilahita 
informants.
The connection between death and water is 
somewhat puzzling, until it is realized that in Arapesh 
eschatology walemb is the abode of the dead. In view of 
this - and considering the advice of the Sunuhu informant - 
the following interpretation is proposed. The 'rising of 
the water' symbolically means the 'rising of the dead', 
a horrific and extremely dangerous event in which the host 
of clan dead flood the village in search of the newly 
liberated soul. The danger derives from proximity with the 
supernatural and also the possibility that one of the 
living - especially a clansman of the deceased - may also 
be taken. The rising water is symbolized in the vicious 
and potentially dangerous attack by the opposite totemic 
moiety. Payment to these men dispels the danger.
The question arises, why the opposite moiety?
Here it must be pointed out that walemb is also thought to 
be the abode of the Nggwal spirits associated with the clan; 
and evidence adduced in Chapter Seven will suggest that the
33
This is consistent with the practice of rotating the 
corpse in his hamlet before taking him to the cemetery. The 
explanation for this is that the spirit will become 
disoriented and remain in the hamlet to watch over the 
living, a view which contradicts the general fear of ghosts. 
These discrepancies are, in my opinion, indications of the 
strongly ambivalent attitude felt toward the spirits of the 
recently dead - an attitude continuing, indeed, from life.
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Nggwal spirits are conceptually identified with the 
ancestral ghosts. The invasion of the ghosts entails, 
and is perhaps equivalent to, the advent of the clan's 
Nggwal spirit(s). In terms of ritual danger the arrival 
of these entities is a threat to the entire village, and
/'■ vthe section of the community best able to drive them away 
is the enemy moiety, in particular, the men whose Nggwal is 
the nautamana of the Nggwal of the deceased. Their attack 
thus expresses and then resolves the dangerous convergence 
of the living, the dead as ghosts, and the dead as 
Tambaran spirits.
The particulars of this interpretation may be 
open to debate, however it seems clear that the attack from 
the opposite moiety is somehow bound up with the conceptual 
connection between Nggwal and the clan dead. There is more 
to the analysis than this, however, as can be seen in the 
events following the death of a middle-aged Ilifalemb man.
Several weeks after Galasala died, three nubile 
girls were forcibly abducted by men from Balangabandangel 
village (Map 2). A fourth girl escaped to report the 
matter to Ilifalemb's leaders, and this led to a brawl 
between the two groups. The foreigners claimed their act 
was legitimate under local custom: when a person died
other villages in the area regard it as a duty to punish 
the village of the deceased for letting him die. They are 
entitled to waylay and beat men of the village, and they 
may also abduct women. The women are held for several 
days until they are ransomed back to their village for yams 
and pork. Ilifalemb did not deny the validity of the 
custom, but argued instead that several weeks had passed 
since the death of Galasala, and the period of licensed 
aggression was over.
The girls were captured while carrying yams and 
pork to the people of Balangabandangel, Ilahop and Muluhum 
(Map 2) to compensate them for the death of Galasala. This
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accords with another convention whereby food payments are 
made to villages (friend or enemy) which show grief over 
the death by sounding a lament on their slit-gongs. Most 
often, it is said, this is done by distant kinsmen, 
however anyone may do it and still qualify for compensation.
The two conventions exercised in the Galasala 
case - licensed aggression by, and compensation payment 
to, surrounding villages - raises the matter of regional 
variation in funeral practices. In surveying the other 
villages in the dialect group, it was learned that none of 
them subscribe to the custom whereby mock attackers at a 
funeral come from the opposite moiety. Instead, the 
assailants are persons from other villages who follow the 
same totem species as the deceased, taking their cue from 
the slit-gong lament beat by members of the deceased's 
village.
The custom found in other villages is therefore
based on a pseudo-genealogical relationship posited between
34the attackers and the clan of the deceased. In daily life, 
however, individuals neither know about nor concern 
themselves with persons in other villages who follow the 
same totem and/or are members of a clan with the same name. 
The totem group, as a regional phenomenon, is not corporate, 
neither is it a descent group. The only time it shows 
itself is when a person possessing that totem dies. A 
Durkheimian view of the custom would conceive the gathering 
as a periodic reunification of the dispersed totem-group. 
While technically this is true, it is difficult to see what 
purpose is achieved by doing this. Why does the group need 
to express its unity at all when it is only at funerals 
that they see or take note of one another? The unhappy 
conclusion must be: 'unity for unity's sake'. Moreover,
34
It is pseudo- because the Arapesh do not suppose that, 
because two men follow the same totem, or even belong to 
clans of the same name, they are therefore related.
Cf. page 121, footnote 21.
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if totem-group unity 
on another part is a 
With these questions 
Ilahita practice.
is the object, an attack by one part
35strange way of expressing it. 
in mind, we may now consider the
The first difference is that whereas the other
villages fictionalize a genealogical relationship between
the attackers and the mourners, the Ilahitans do not.
Indeed, by having the attackers come from the opposite
moiety, the act is a negation of genealogical connection.
The clans of like totem and name are found in different
3 6wards, but only within the same moiety. Furthermore, 
the moiety is itself totemic. Applying the logic of 
totemic allegiance used in the mortuary practices of other 
villages, the Ilahita attackers and mourners are 
totemically absolutely unrelated. And, in practice, 
maternal relatives of the deceased who would be members 
of the attacking party exempt themselves from moiety 
obligations and take their place among the mourners.
Another difference is that whereas groups from 
different villages may be relative strangers to each other, 
groups from within opposite moieties of the same village 
are not. Indeed the immediate groups involved - the
35
Unfortunately, informants from other villages were not 
asked whether, in their funeral attacks, they used the 
phrase walemb nawis. If they do - and on general grounds 
I would say this is likely - then the phrase itself becomes 
much more meaningful: the notion of rising waters carries
the connotation that the village is being flooded from 
every direction, as indeed strange men of the same totem 
group invade the village from every direction. In this 
regard they are impersonating the collective dead of that 
totem group; it is the mourners who drive off the ghosts 
by buying them off. In having discarded this custom the 
Ilahitans would indeed be at a loss to explain the phrase 
walemb nawis, since it does not correspond well with the 
opposite moiety as attacker. That they still use the 
phrase suggests a former adherence to the variant of the 
custom found today in other villages.
36
See Table 5i -and Appendix B.
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nautamana - are well known to each other through 
competitions and ritual association. Finally, while in 
the other villages the attackers are defined on the basis 
of contrived genealogical connection, in Ilahita they 
are defined by the stable ritual relationship held between 
them and the deceased's clan.
Summarizing the comparison we may say that in 
Ilahita the relation of the two is that of ritually defined, 
unrelated, hostile acquaintance, and for the other villages
it is genealogically defined, related, hostile strangeness. 
In the latter case the relationship is 'hostile' because 
regular competitions in villages other than Ilahita obtain 
at the inter-village level rather than between moieties of 
the same village. Thus, out of the range of regular 
competitors are selected those with whom a genealogical 
relationship is, for the moment, asserted. In these 
villages the moieties may be residentially separated, but 
they do not compete with yams and pork, and their moiety 
opposition is manifest only in the Tambaran Cult ceremonies.
In my view these facts lead to the conclusion that 
in Ilahita certain ritual roles formerly distributed 
between groupings - within and outside the village - have 
been collapsed into the moiety relationship. Whereas 
formerly the groups competed with and attacked (at funerals) 
other villages, they now interact thusly with the opposite 
moiety. This, in turn, may well be associated with another 
fact revealed by the regional survey, namely, that Ilahita 
is unique in the area in possessing ritual structures of 
the type I have termed 'sub-moieties'. Socio-ritual 
functions performed by Ilahita sub-moieties are elsewhere 
served by totemic moieties. In a sense, therefore, the 
evolution of Ilahita dual organization has involved a 
condensation of function to structurally more restricted 
groups: inter-village functions have been transferred to
the inter-moiety sphere; inter-moiety functions have come 
to operate in the inter-sub-moiety sphere. Ilahita's
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boundary has been conceptually expanded to, as it were, 
embrace pre-existing relations between villages and apply 
them to the emergent problems of a growing population. 
Whether this occurred through the coalescence of formerly 
independent political units, or by the conscious 
appropriation of these inter-village patterns, is beyond 
historical recall. What matters is that the changeover 
represented the elaboration and modification of 
organizational themes pre-existing in the culture, and 
that these processes were a response to the internal 
tensions consequent of unprecedented village growth. As 
far as the moieties are concerned, some remnants of the 
former mortuary custom can be seen in the compensation 
obligations, waylayings and abductions operating between 
Ilahita and neighbouring villages. These occur rarely, 
however, and are quite distinct in character from the 
ritualistic attack on mourners in a foreign village.
At this point, it is worth asking how the 
difference between Ilahita and the other villages helps 
to illuminate basic social advantages deriving from the 
attack itself, by whatever group. The only point in 
common between the two practices is that both types of 
attackers are in regular competition with the mourning 
group and are, at least in theory, hostile. Although 
aggression between the groups is commonly expressed 
symbolically, physical violence over disagreements is by 
no means exceptional. The view propounded by Ilahita 
informants is that a man cannot feasibly enact sorcery 
against someone in another village, or even in the opposite 
moiety, because he does not have access to the proposed 
victim's personal leavings. This is unless he can persuade 
someone in the victim's own group to steal the leavings 
for him. To do this, of course, the traitor would have 
to have reasons of his own for wanting to kill the victim; 
and in the judgment of informants, his action is more 
deplorable than that of the actual sorcerer. Failing 
this, the relative stranger is left only with physical
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violence as a way of expressing deep animosity. In my
view, this is what is expressed in the attack on the
mourning group: the competitors are reminding the deceased's
agnates that this is their standard way of expressing
hostility, and that they should look within their group
for the true villain. This is why they ritually grieve
over the death and blame the victim's own group. At the
same time, their attack is a dramatic gesture of moiety
opposition, which stresses the need of the mourners to
maintain harmony and not let sorcery suspicions divide
them in the face of the enemy moiety - the more so when
the attackers are from other villages and may be war
enemies. The quandary posed to the mourners is this: one
of our number is responsible for this man's death; taking
revenge would create conflict and disunity in our group;
we will bridle our suspicions, contain our accusations,
and do nothing. In other words, the people who could be
accused without prejudice to local group solidarity - the
attackers, the strangers - are not eligible suspects;
those who are eligible cannot be accused publicly without
3 7risking severe community disruption.
In Ilahita the structural cleavage separating
moieties is particularly vulnerable to village fission,
if only because either moiety by itself would be a village
3 8of substantial size (538 and 739). Relations between the 
two moieties must be kept alive; and whereas small villages 
find Tambaran ceremonies sufficient for the purpose, Ilahita 
has supplemented this with other interactions pursued in 
the name of the Tambaran, but not directly connected with 
the Cult. Both negative and positive forms of this
3~7
There is another way of resolving a crisis caused by 
death due to sorcery. This is when the misfortune is 
divined as having been sponsored by the Tambaran spirits, 
and is therefore morally legitimate. This practice will 
be discussed in Chapter Seven.
38
Cf. Chapter Three regarding Kamanakor's alliance split 
and Ingamblis's formation.
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interaction have the positive effect of contributing to 
village unity. It is noteworthy that the Balangabandangel 
encounter would have occurred with Ilifalemb, because the 
funeral custom found there differs from that of the rest 
of Ilahita. Although containing both moieties within 
itself, the ward looks to its northern neighbours 
(Balangabandangel, Ilahop and Muluhum) for reciprocal 
obligations at funerals and in competitions. With the 
demise of Ilifalemb's independent ritual system, and their 
progressive absorption into the dual system of the rest of 
Ilahita, they will no doubt change to fit the Ilahita 
funeral custom.
A final confirmation of the functional view
suggested here is the situation found in Nangup. Here too
the moieties are contained within the ward, however, both
39look to other wards for their Nggwal opponents. Were this 
not so, Nangup could become too self-contained and fail to 
integrate with the remainder of the village. And, indeed, 
informants recall that the express purpose of distributing 
ritual affiliations of the newly-arrived Nangup was to 
ensure complete ritual integration with the larger village.
* * * * *
In what follows I shall describe two additional 
aspects of Ilahita dualism, both of them functionally 
significant. One concerns the transmission of the dual 
system and of its symbolic counterpart, the Tambaran Cult, 
through time. The other has to do with the structure and 
maintenance of the village authority hierarchy. In their 
social manifestations, the aspects are as clearly a function 
of each other as of the system as a whole.
39
See Appendix D for the pattern of Nggwal oppositions.
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Authority and Structural Continuity
The Myth of Kataomo (Appendix E, No. 2) relates
that pigs were first given to man by the Tambaran, prior
to which ombif feasted ceremonially on each other's 
40children. It is maintained that the Tambaran spirits have 
an insatiable appetite for pork and other delicacies, and 
unless they are satisfied with recurring feasts, they will 
withold fertility and war success. Hence, virtually all 
Cult ceremonials conclude with, or are featured around, 
feasts of wild pork.
As I mentioned in Chapter Two, relatively few
pigs are raised in the village. Village boars are castrated
at an early age, so that the village sows are serviced by
wild mates. Though the two strains are genetically identical,
and are called by the generic term, mbol > village and wild
pigs are distinguished terminologically: ambuli and walataf,
respectively. The Tambaran is said to despise the heavily
fatted village pigs, and will accept them only if every
41effort has been made to catch a wild one.
There are two types of pig hunt. First, an 
impromptu hunt may be staged if a man notices a spoor and 
can determine where the pig is browsing. He rushes back 
to the village, assembles whatever men he can find, and
40
The myth says the former prescription was that a son 
and a daughter were exchanged for the ombaf's son and 
daughter - a pattern identical to contemporary sister- 
exchange marriage. This is suggestive of a former 
marriage-regulatory dualistic system. Cf. footnote 13, 
page 171.
41
Needless to say, it is not the 'Tambaran spirits' which 
eat the pork, but the men themselves - in secret from Cult 
non-members. The religious aspects of this will be treated 
in the next chapter. For now, the mention of acts of 
eating 'by the Tambaran' is to be taken as shorthand for, 
'feasts among Tambaran Cult members in secret seclusion, 
during which non-members of the Cult are under the 
impression that the food is being given directly to the 
spirits.'
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the group goes straight out to try to net the pig. This 
hunt does not require magic, and usually the hunters cook 
the pig in the forest and hold a private feast on the 
spot. Their good luck is not revealed to anyone else for 
fear of arousing the envy of the old men. Moreover, if a 
passer-by observes them eating, he is sworn to secrecy
42(and invited to the feast) in the name of the Tambaran.
Bits of pork may be brought back for important men, in 
which case they enjoy the treat and share the secret.
The second type of hunt occurs when meat is 
required for a particular Tambaran ceremony. Magic is 
essential because there may be no signs of a pig's 
whereabouts. The hunters merely select a likely looking 
stretch of forest and place their nets around it. There 
is no reason to suppose a pig is in the vicinity, and there 
is no reason why the pig should strike the net, unless 
there are magical inducements. In the event that a pig 
strikes the net but escapes, the cause is assigned to some 
flaw in the operation of the magic, or to sorcery enacted 
to foul the hunt (see below).
The status of pig magician is inherited 
patrilineally, and is exchanged within select initiation 
partnerships in coordination with the Cult initiation 
cycle.’ Most of the time the magic is operated by the 
Sahopwas member of the partnership. At the time his 
junior ombaf is initiated into the Maolimu grade (the 
third highest), the magic is handed over to him (the 
junior ombaf) so that he and his group may start hunting 
pigs in advance payment for their initiation into Nggwal 
some years later. This seems straightforward enough,
One one occasion a man returned home with some meat, which 
he ate secretly that night. He was careless with the bones, 
and when his wife spotted them the next morning, she publicly 
abused him for his meanness. Later that day, while the man 
was in the gardens, his fellow huntsmen broke into his yam 
house and stole a large number of tubers. The man complained 
bitterly, but the men of the neighbourhood reasoned that he 
only got the punishment he deserved.
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however, as happens frequently in the dual organization, 
there are internal complexities to the magic transmission. 
These were revealed to me during the following episode.
Kwaliapuna is a man in late middle age who lives 
in the small camp of Ambitemba, lying between the main 
ward of Ililip and the colony of Numbafuta (figures 4xii- 
xiii) . He is a member of the Owapwas senior sub-class 
and was, in his day, pig magician for the Ililip Ondondof 
sub-moiety.
During late 1971, Kwaliapuna's adolescent daughter 
was involved in a sex scandal which embarrassed both her 
and her close agnates. Two weeks later, prior to a big 
Tambaran ceremony, the Ondondof men repeatedly went in 
pursuit of a pig. On three consecutive days a pig was 
almost captured, but each time some accident allowed the 
pig to escape. Foul play was suspected, and the theory 
amongst the men was that Kwaliapuna was not cooperating 
by activating his magic. It was in fact true that 
Kwaliapuna had refused to accompany the hunters, and it 
was thought that his obstreperousness stemmed from annoyance 
at the community over the recent scandal. The men went to 
Kwaliapuna, made their accusations, and demanded his 
magical cooperation and participation in the hunt the next 
day. Kwaliapuna made a transparent denial, and clearly 
took their accusations as a compliment on his powers. He 
went with them, and this time they succeeded; indeed, it 
was Kwaliapuna's own net which the pig struck.
According to the scheme of transmission sketched 
above, Kwaliapuna should have long before passed on his 
pig magic. I asked a young Sahopwas man what was going on, 
and he reacted with embarrassed, downcast eyes and shuffling 
feet. He said (unconvincingly) that he did not know and 
that perhaps I should ask a big-man, meaning, in the 
circumstances, a man of the Owapwas senior sub-class.
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I did this, and discovered that the most potent 
part of Kwaliapuna's magic had not yet been turned over to 
his partner. Without this magic to 'clear the way' for 
the lesser magic, the latter could not possibly catch a 
pig. Moreover, the very existence of this part of the 4 3magic was known only to members of Kwaliapuna's sub-class.
In other words, the former transmission of hunting magic, 
and the formal 'retirement' of the Owapwas senior were 
merely token: the old men still held the secret of the pig
magic and consequently controlled the Tambaran Cult.
The techniques and materials of the pig magic vary
in detail between individual practitioners. However, in
general, the power derives from two categories of charmed
substances: bundles of dried parts of pigs killed with
the magic, including heart, liver, lungs, genitals,
bristles, tail and nodal cord; and the tusks. With each
additional pig killed with the magic, these parts are
added to the pre-existing collection, thereby adding to its 
44potency. When a hunt is in process, the magic remains in 
the magician's house, after having been bespelled and 
placed in an arrangement which activates its power.
The magic is acquired by the novice-magician in 
three stages.
(1) At his initiation into Maolimu, Ego (the 
novice-magician) receives half of the bundles 
and a few of the smaller tusks from his 
senior ombaf.
(2) At his Nggwal initiation, the remainder of 
the bundles and -the medium-sized tusks are 
given to Ego.
(3) The year before the initiation of Ego's junior 
ombaf into Nggwal - at the time the ridgepole 
of the new spirit house is raised - the final 
transfer is made to Ego from his senior ombaf. 
This is the supply of the largest, and magically 
most powerful, tusks.
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The Sahopwas man I had previously asked must have known 
or suspected something, or else he would have been baffled 
rather than embarrassed at my question.
44
The bundles disintegrate within a few years, so that the 
enduring part of the magic is the tusks.
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It should be noted that at each stage Ego believes 
that he now possesses the entire magic. Only near the time 
of his entry into the Owapwas senior sub-class, when the 
large tusks are given to him, does he understand the full 
magical system and the secret supremacy he has in it. Thus 
there are three component parts to the pig magic, each held 
by a different person in the initiation triad. If these 
parts are numbered, with '1* as the most senior, the 
situation at any given time is as follows.
BlAa»
\
(3 )
The diagram shows the Owapwas father and son, and , 
along with A^, who is the junior ombaf of the former and 
the senior ombaf of the latter. Each of these men thinks - 
but £i knows - that he controls the pig-hunting of the 
sub-moiety.
If the supremacy of the Owapwas senior sub-class 
in respect of pig hunting has a political significance, 
then it must be asked: what is the purpose of keeping it
a secret from the men over whom the authority is directed? 
The reaction of my Sahopwas informant (see above) is a 
possible clue. This interview, and other general 
observations, suggests that the hierarchy of pig magic is 
a kind of 'open' secret. The younger men are vaguely 
aware that something is being withheld, but are not sure 
exactly what it is. They know that if a pig has very 
large tusks these are handed over to the old men, and 
they assume that this has some magical significance
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associated with pig hunting. It is to the advantage of 
the Owapwas seniors that the existence of the secret be 
known, but that its precise nature is not revealed until 
the proper time. In the logic of the overall initiation 
cycle, the proper time is when the recipient of the large 
tusks is far enough advanced in the Cult to handle the 
secret sensibly, that is, when he assumes the status of 
Owapwas senior.
Dualism and Gerontocracy
It is clear from the foregoing that the system 
of Cult initiations and dual structures operates in 
various ways to the advantage of the older men, especially 
those belonging to the Owapwas senior sub-class. The 
elders are believed to be closest to the Tambaran spirits 
and able to interpret their wishes (Chapter Seven). This 
is based on their possession of the Nggwal Walipeine 
sub-grade, succession to which bestows upon them highest 
authority in the village and the most potent hunting and 
gardening magic. Simultaneously, they relinquish a good 
share of the physical effort which goes into maintaining 
the Cult. For years leading up to their initiation into 
Nggwal (Bunafunei), the Owapwas junior sub-class must 
frequently hunt pigs and produce surplus yams to give to 
the Tambaran in advance payment for their induction. The 
men who will initiate them, along with their own fathers, 
convene in the ceremonial hamlet to feed the Tambaran and 
to listen to its haunting song.
From the viewpoint of the youth about to be 
initiated, his father uses his authority and the residue 
of his physical powers to berate the other initiation class 
into undertaking preparations for the initiation. It is 
thought that the work is so onerous that, if left to their 
own devices, the Sahopwas juniors will never do it. The 
junior Owapwas men are in no position to energize them - 
but their fathers are. Indeed, in the long interval (about
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15 years) between Nggwal initiations, one of the most 
common topics for public debate is criticism by the Owapwas 
seniors of the laxness of their junior initiation partners. 
'We spent years in heavy labour to initiate you and now we 
expect you to return this on behalf of our sons!' It was 
just such an injunction, coupled with the claim that the 
Sahopwas class were no better than women, that moved the 
initiating group to furious activity late in 1970. One 
of the Owapwas orators during a feast ridiculed the other 
side to such an extent that an important Sahopwas man 
leapt up and, turning a scowl on both groups, boldly 
announced that the following day he would take his group 
into the forest to cut logs for the new spirit house.
This, of course, took his fellow Sahopwas by surprise, and 
they would doubtless have been dismayed had they not been 
caught up in the passion of the speaker's voice. With 
intense concentration, they bent themselves to making the 
Owapwas men swallow their insults - by making the largest 
spirit house and the most spectacular initiation ritual the 
village had ever seen. That event started a chain of Cult 
activities which occupied the men for thousands of man-days 
during the following year.
The role, then, of the Owapwas senior sub-class is 
to keep the initiation sequence moving and to energize large 
numbers of younger men to perform feats of communal 
enterprise. Their ability to do this is founded on the 
moral compunction of the Sahopwas juniors to return the 
debt of initiation. It also stems from the fact that the 
older men hold the ultimate secrets of the Cult, embodied 
in the Nggwal Walipeine sub-grade. Moreover, the Sahopwas 
juniors require the advice of their senior partners in 
preparing the Nggwal Bunafunei sub-grade initiation. In 
short, the old men control various secrets to which the 
younger men desire access, and upon which is thought to 
depend the success of the village in gardening, hunting and
45
Cf. above, page 54.
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war. To get these secrets the Sahopwas juniors must
4 6respect the wishes of their senior partners.
One could conclude this discussion with a view of 
the Owapwas seniors as the 'instituted authority' and as 
'custodians of the cultural heritage', and this would be 
accurate as far as it goes. There is, however, another 
side to the old men's role which is less edifying.
Although their sons (the Owapwas juniors) do not know it, 
these men receive a good share of the feasts at which the 
Tambaran is supposedly fed. Although the Owapwas seniors 
refrain from most of the heavy work required to prepare the 
Nggwal Bunafunei initiation, their practical and magical 
wisdom makes them indispensable to the effort. They are 
therefore entitled to share in the feast. They use their 
influence to coerce the Sahopwas class into preparing the 
initiation, while at the same time exhorting their sons to 
provide great quantities of food 'for the Tambaran'. By 
keeping both groups so occupied, the old men ensure 
regular feasts at which they may eat pork and other 
delicacies, make speeches, and otherwise enjoy their 
authority.
Owapwas seniors are quite aware of their duplicity
in the system, and have commented to me in private moments
about occasional guilt felt toward the women and younger 
47males. The Sahopwas juniors are present at the feasts 
and may feel some resentment, but do not express it for the 
following reasons. First, for the most part they accept the
46
It may be recalled that similar constraints operate 
between men and their fathers. Thus, in order to be 
respected and cared for in old age, a man withholds certain 
personal magic and lore from his sons until he is literally 
on his death-bed. See Chapter Four.
47
In fairness to the old men, I should note that they 
genuinely believe the Tambaran is invisibly present and 
feasting on the spiritual essence of the food, while the 
mortals finish off the material remains. The deception is 
that the Tambaran is not present in, as the old men claim, 
physical form.
IX Owap, an elder of Hengwanif ward.
X (Lower left) Nambenenga, an elder of
Ilifalemb ward.
XI (Lower right) Lawank, an elder of
Hengwanif ward. On his left, 
Nandandof of Balanga.
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claims of their elders to authority and privilege, knowing
themselves to be heirs to this felicitous situation.
Second, it is vitally important that all the food amassed
for the feast be consumed on the day. This is because the
Tambaran is known to have an inhuman appetite, and if any
4 8food is left over the women may suspect a trick. Third,
they are constrained by a convention that it is shameful
for a man to eat meat in the presence of an elder. Even
in the case of yam soup, men are expected to share a pot
4 9only with others approximately the same age. Thus, at
Tambaran feasts, the old men are definitely the centre of
attention. They laugh and talk, debate and chew their
betel, all the while noisily consuming the pork. Most of
the Sahopwas men remain in small groups in the background,
stealing off individually into the shadows to eat their 
50pork. A man joins the elders' feast when the old men 
agree that he has the requisite ritual status, age and 
personal attributes.
Full appreciation of the Owapwas seniors' position 
comes to an individual over the several years following his 
induction into Nggwal Bunafunei. Thus, when a feast was 
held the day after a Nggwal Bunafunei initiation in
4 8
On one occasion I attended a Tambaran feast in another 
village. As I was leaving one of the men presented me with 
a large pineapple, requiring however that I conceal it in 
my rucksack lest the women observe me carrying it out of 
the village.
49
This is related to beliefs that in some contexts the 
exposure of age to youth will cause the elder to die more 
quickly.
50
Many food taboos have been relaxed over recent years. 
However, the taboo against eating meat in the presence of 
an elder, especially one's own father, was still quite 
strong when I was in the village. This shame feeling 
constrains the behaviour of even the most modernistic 
young men who are otherwise cynical about traditional 
customs. The taboo does not apply to recently introduced 
tinned meats. I should add that I have never observed a 
female eating pork in any context whatsoever.
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Ningalimbi (1971), the recent initiates were under the 
impression they were giving a final payment to their 
initiators, having been apprised that the food did not 
have a supernatural destination. The Sahopwas initiators 
did indeed eat the food, but so did the Owapwas seniors.
For this reason the recent initiates were excluded from 
the feast, even though they were now members of the Nggwal 
Bunafunei sub-grade. On being asked why their sons could 
not attend this feast, the Owapwas seniors replied that 
they would feel 'shame' at their sons discovering that 
part of the meat they had obtained for their ombif was 
being eaten by their own fathers, the very persons who had 
vehemently enjoined them to make good this obligation. In 
the various incidental Tambaran feasts over the following 
years these younger men come to realize what has been going 
on, but by that time they understand more about the Tambaran, 
and their feelings are assuaged.
In analyzing the momentum of the Tambaran cycle, 
and the motivating forces behind the extraordinary labours 
which are invested in the Cult, the old men's role is a 
crucial factor. On the one hand, there can be no doubt 
that they accept a genuine responsibility for seeing that 
an orderly progression of Tambaran activities is maintained. 
Though they are aware that the incarnate Nggwal does not 
attend their feasts, and that this part of Cult ideology 
is a deception, they are not to be dismissed as cynical 
agnostics. They genuinely adhere to a belief in the mystic 
reality of Nggwal, but consider that the rest of society 
requires something in the way of tangible 'proof'. This 
they provide through elaborate 'stage effects' used when 
Nggwal is said to be visiting the village. On the other 
hand - and this may be equally important over the generations 
they reap immediate benefits from the Tambaran activities. 
These accrue in the satisfaction of exercising power after 
their physical vitality has waned, and also in the receipt 
of small, but fairly regular supplies of meat - a fact
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51which pertains to their very survival.
Thus, there are two facets to the explanation of
why, apart from specific transmission mechanisms, the
Tambaran Cult and associated dual organization remain
viable through the generations. First, the authority of
the village elders is applied to perpetuating the system.
The sanctions enabling them to do this successfully are:
a complex religious ideology which views human survival as
dependent on the Tambaran spirits; the belief that these
spirits must be propitiated if they are to continue their
favours; and, finally, that the techniques of propitiating
and communicating with the spirits are magical secrets
known only to the old men, those belonging to the Nggwal
Walipeine sub-grade. As to why the elders exercise their
authority so energetically in support of the Cult, the
following points are relevant. First, they accept the
mystic (as opposed to materialistic) reality of Nggwal,
believing that the spirits' good-will depends on the
regular observance of Tambaran rituals. Second, the old men
regard themselves as divinely appointed guardians of the
cultural traditions and feel, in a vaguely defined way,
that the well-being of society depends on their stewardship.
Finally, with each Tambaran ceremony they receive food and
52honour which they feel are owed to them.
The foregoing has dealt mainly with the generalized 
authority of the old men which is both cause and consequence 
of the Tambaran Cult and dual organization. I now wish to
51
Given the minute amounts of animal protein in the Arapesh 
diet, pork feasts may perhaps contribute to the prolongation 
of life among males in the culture. It is a fact that men 
tend to live longer than women (see Appendix A), however 
other relevant factors are certainly the hard work and 
multiple child-births of the females.
52
Changes are occurring, but at a slower rate than might 
be expected. The Tambaran Cult was very much alive while 
I was in the field; and, as expatriots long resident in 
the area remark, it has been said of every initiation 
ceremony in the past 20 years that this is the last one.
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examine more specific transmission mechanisms, as well 
as a form of group promotion which has a bearing on the 
nature of the fraternal relationship outlined in Chapter 
Four,
Ritual Promotion and Transmission
An event was described earlier (p.182 ) in which 
three youths were promoted into the Sahopwas junior sub-class 
for the purpose of equilibrating initiation class symmetry, 
and it was shown that this contributed, in an incidental 
way, to the preservation of the system as a whole. There 
is another form of promotion which is explicitly said to be 
a way of preserving secret knowledge. This comes late in 
the Nggwal Bunafunei initiation preparation, and involves 
a shift in ritual status within the Sahopwas junior sub-class 
of certain individuals from the younger age-set to the elder 
age-set. The age-sets are an additional dual structure 
whose presentation has been deferred until now.
The promotion occurs the year after the new spirit 
house is built, at the time when the spirits are said to 
be brought to it from their homes in nearby streams 
(walemb). Their presence in the house is indicated by 
their giant spears (kongwalef) which protrude in a line 
along the facade of the house. The butts of the spears 
are joined on the inside of the house to a horizontal 
plank. A rope is attached to the centre of this plank and, 
during Tambaran ceremonies, men inside the house pull this 
rope up and down like bell-ringers. The effect outside is 
that the spears jerk up and down in perfect unison - a 
threatening display to those in the clearing who believe 
they are wielded by giant Tambaran monsters.
At the time these spears are affixed to the house 
(i.e., the 'spirits' are installed), the Sahopwas junior 
sub-class divides internally into younger (Owangufwisi)
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and elder (Balangaisi) lines. At the stage in the 
initiation cycle described here, the dividing line is 
about 42 years of age. The Balangaisi remain in the 
village with the Owapwas seniors, while the Owangufwisi 
take a modest supply of food and go to the forest for a 
small, private feast. While there they decorate themselves 
in preparation for the ceremony later in the day.
When the Owangufwisi have gone, their 'older 
brothers', the Balangaisi, are shown certain ritual secrets 
by the Owapwas seniors. They are taught how to decorate 
the kongwalef spears with cordyline leaves, which are 
symbols of the number of killings each Tambaran spirit has 
to his credit. After the spears are decorated, the 
Balangaisi construct a scaffolding up the facade of the 
house. They also sharpen sticks which will be used to 
pierce the woven facade to make holes for the spear shafts. 
Then they join the Owapwas seniors in a feast of ceremonial 
long yams. After this both groups decorate themselves in 
battle attire and hide in the spirit house with the 
kongwalef spears.
Slit-gongs are beaten to signal to the Owangufwisi 
to return, and they parade into the empty clearing and 
circle around it singing Tambaran songs.^ When they are 
all in the clearing the older men burst out of the spirit 
house in their fierce regalia and feign an attack on the 
Owangufwisi with the kongwalef. Each goes to his own 
younger brother(s), or other close agnate (s), and thrusts 
the spear at him, narrowly missing his body on this side
53
The term balanga, as mentioned earlier, refers to 'head', 
and also to the leader of a group or the top of a tree. 
Owangufwisi refers to the base of a tree, with the special 
connotation of a sago palm. Informants have suggested, 
speculatively, that the referents in the age-set terminology 
are the 'head' and the 'base' of the sago palm.
54
During all this, women and non-initiates are well away 
from the area.
53
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and then the other. Informants report that the Owangufwisi
55are surprised by the attack and genuinely frightened.
When the excitement dies down the scaffolding and 
sharpened sticks are brought forward and shown to the 
Owangufwisi. They are then sent up the scaffolding with 
the sticks and directed to pierce holes in a line along 
the facade. The kongwalef are then pushed through from 
the outside and the contraption joining them together is 
rigged on the inside. When all is ready the women and 
non-initiates are summoned to the clearing to look at the 
huge spears moving in unison as 'evidence' that the Tambaran 
spirits are now in their house.
The symbolism of this ceremony will be described
in a moment. For the present I should note that, at the
time the initiation sub-class divides internally a few of
the Owangufwisi are singled out from their age-set and are
allowed to attend the secret Balangaisi meeting. These
young men, who are called Umbaisi, are the critical link
between ritual generations, without which the preservation
of the Cult secrets would be in jeopardy. They are selected
for their 'sweet tempers' and exemplary conduct, the
assumption being that they will not die prematurely through
56sorcery or physical assault. The selection transcends 
ward and moiety affiliation and is made by the Owapwas 
seniors and the Sahopwas Balangaisi, in consultation with 
the Umbaisi of the previous generation. These Umbaisi are 
now of the Owapwas senior sub-class, and it is they who show 
the Sahopwas Balangaisi these special secrets. Their fellow 
Owapwas seniors would have been the Owangufwisi of the 
previous generation and were therefore absent in the forest
55I have not personally observed this ceremony.
56
It is ironical, but not surprising, that the privileges 
afforded these young men affect their subsequent political 
careers. Thus, of the four Umbaisi of the last generation, 
two of them are among the most cantankerous and swaggering 
of the village's big-men.
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when the secrets were shown years before. They are now 
admitted to the secrets, under condition that they accept 
the ritual authority of their Umbaisi sub-class mates. 
Figure 5iv shows the groups involved in Umbaisi promotion 
through a complete Nggwal cycle divided into two phases.
FIGURE 5iv: UMBAISI PROMOTION
Sahopwas (x)
ax
bx'
bx
Phase I
Owapwas (y)
by
by'
t 1
Owapwas (x)
Phase II
Sahopwas (y)
bx
bx'
l_-  t -— — >
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The figure denotes initiation classes by /x/ and /y/, 
while the internal age-sets of both are designated /a/ and 
/b/. Note that the statuses of Sahopwas and Owapwas reverse 
between Phases I and II. In Phase I, the Balangaisi of 
Sahopwas are labelled /ax/, and the Owangufwisi /bx/. The 
small group labelled /bx'/ are the few Umbaisi who are 
selected out of the Owangufwisi to be honoured as ritual 
transmitters. The groups /ax/ and /bx'/ are shown the secrets 
by /by'// the only persons figured in Phase I who are privy 
to them. On this occasion /by/ are present, these being 
the counterparts of /bx/ from the previous generation. The 
group /y/ is the Owapwas junior sub-class for which these 
Nggwal initiation preparations are being made. The dotted 
line in this group shows the incipient age-set division.
Years later, in preparation for the next Nggwal 
Bunafunei initiation, the situation has progressed to the 
point shown in Phase II. The initiation class statuses 
have switched, and, in addition, the /ax/ men of Phase I 
are now all dead. The only men left knowing the secrets 
is the Umbaisi group, /bx'/. These men show the secrets 
to their own age-set (/bx/), the Sahopwas Balangaisi 
(/ay/) and the Umbaisi from within the Sahopwas Owangufwisi 
(/by1/). Meanwhile the Owapwas junior sub-class await 
their initiation.
It is worth asking why the Arapesh go to such 
complicated lengths to protect transmission of ritual 
knowledge when they already have a simple way of doing so 
in the normal initiation sequence. Thus, the Sahopwas 
sub-class could remain undivided: all could be shown the
secrets, and by the time the next initiation occurs many 
would still be alive to pass on the knowledge. That 
simpler alternatives exist suggests that transmission is 
not the sole, or even perhaps the primary, reason for doing 
things the complicated way. Referring to Figure 5iv, it 
can be seen that, through the separation of Sahopwas age-sets, 
the Balangaisi are effectively elevated to the status of
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their own initiators, the Owapwas seniors, and both groups 
are simultaneously shown the same set of secrets. This 
partnership redefines the initiation classes. The age-set 
separation places elder brothers and younger brothers, in 
the literal sense, into different groups so that the former 
are among those which conduct the kongwalef ceremony and 
the Nggwal Walipeine initiation.
This promotion transforms a distinction founded 
on ritual criteria into one based on age. The age overlap 
between members of Sahopwas and Owapwas is now made the 
basis of a new opposition: between old and young. The
elder half of the ritually junior group occupies the same 
age range as the younger half of the ritually senior group, 
and it is these two groups which are merged. The result is 
that, just when the Owapwas senior sub-class is dwindling 
steadily through natural attrition, reinforcements are 
added by a mass promotion from the Sahopwas junior sub-class. 
This not only allows the Sahopwas Balangaisi the senior 
authority position to which their age entitles them, it 
creates a larger and more unified opposition to any attempt 
by the young men to dominate, through numerical supremacy, 
the planning of ritual activities. Finally, the reshuffling 
is sensible on the grounds that members of the newly 
constituted group have many common interests, deriving 
from their age and general station in life. The Sahopwas 
Owangufwisi are still young (under 42) and are raising 
families and cultivating personal prestige. Their older 
brothers, like the Owapwas seniors, are largely in 
retirement and desirous of authority without turmoil.
The realignment has the practical advantage, also, 
of boosting the work potential of the Owapwas seniors in 
anticipation of their organizing the Nggwal Walipeine 
initiation, which occurs some time after the Nggwal Bunafunei 
initiation. This requires the building of (another) spirit 
house and the manufacture of numerous paraphernalia. The 
task is large and, by this time, many of the Owapwas seniors
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are either dead or enfeebled. The addition of the Sahopwas 
Balangaisi makes the task feasible; and the Sahopwas 
Owangufwisi are subsequently initiated by their senior 
ombif and by their own older brothers* Furthermore, though 
the Owapwas seniors were long before inducted into Nggwal 
Walipeine, they were not involved in the preliminary 
preparations. The ones who know the necessary secrets are 
the Umbaisi of their own sub-class, Thus, the entire system 
relies again on the Umbaisi to reveal the magic and technical 
skills of Nggwal Walipeine.
In analyzing these various promotion mechanisms, 
it is important not to confuse the consequences of the 
actions with the motives which lay behind them. Informants 
explain that the reason for this structural manipulation 
is that, by promoting a few Sahopwas Owangufwisi, they are 
protecting the orderly transmission of magic skills and 
ritual knowledge, When asked more precisely about the 
separation of Sahopwas age-sets, they submit that this is 
in anticipation of the forthcoming Nggwal Walipeine initiation. 
These are genuine and practical motivations for the structural 
engineering. What the informants do not report - perhaps 
because they do not recognize it - is the main consequence 
of doing this. The prior arrangement, which opposed age 
peers on a ritual basis, is re-sorted to unify the old 
men and ritually to sanctify their separation from the 
younger men. This is symbolized in the kongwalef ceremony 
where the Balangaisi join the opposite initiation class in 
an attack on their own younger brothers. They have 'crossed 
over' to become old men, and the feigned violence of their 
attack dramatizes the new ritual attitude toward their 
younger brothers,
57
In Chapter Seven, I shall discuss the symbolic significance 
of the fact that the Owapwas seniors and Sahopwas Balangaisi 
are impersonating the Tambaran spirits during the kongwalef 
ceremony. They carry the spears of the Tambaran, they rush 
from its house, and they violently express their dominance 
over the younger men.
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In the next chapter it will be described how the 
age-set distinction separating true brothers within the 
initiation sub-class is a feature of the initiation system 
in the lower grades as well. However, it is only at the 
time of the kongwalef ceremony that the ritual oppositions 
are reoriented to apotheosize it. Furthermore, at the 
time this occurs the younger brothers are reaching the 
prime of life, and are beginning to make bids for powerful 
standing in the village. Lest this power be turned against 
their elder brothers, ritual prerogatives are reassigned 
giving authority to the older men. Prior to this the 
elder brothers had enough real power and physical vitality 
to assume that their junior siblings were no threat to them. 
Note that the promotion of the Balangaisi to a status 
effectively equivalent to Owapwas senior does not remove 
them from the sub-class of their younger brothers. Both 
age-sets succeed to Owapwas senior status at the same time, 
when they are inducted into Nggwal Walipeine. The difference 
is that, while the Balangaisi learn the secrets of Nggwal 
Walipeine in the course of performing it, the Owangufwisi 
only 'see' Walipeine, and know little else about it. When 
they do find out - the next time it is performed - most of 
the Balangaisi will be dead. Thus, by virtue of ritual 
secrecy, the organization of the Tambaran Cult has the 
effect of maintaining authority in the hands of the old 
men, and protecting them from serious challenges by the 
younger men. The system depends on the strict observance 
of ritual precedence, and it is now necessary to consider 
how the resultant hierarchy asserts itself in social life.
The Force of Hierarchy
Two types of ritual promotion have thusfar been 
described: promotion across initiation class lines (p.182);
and promotion across age-set lines (p.217). The essentially 
public nature (within the Cult membership) of these was 
dramatized when a man violated the conventions. The context 
was a Nggwal Bunafunei initiation in the neighbouring
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village of Ningalimbi. Fearing there would never be 
another initiation in Ilahita (which proved to be wrong), 
the big-men decided to send some of the older Owapwas 
juniors to Ningalimbi for induction. The ceremony went 
smoothly, and it was not until late that evening that I 
heard complaints against a middle-aged Sahopwas man of 
Nangup. This man was amongst the initiators at Ningalimbi, 
and he took advantage of the confusion during the ceremony 
to thrust his own son into the line of initiates. This 
succeeded because most of the menvere of Ningalimbi and 
did not know the ritual status of the boy. As he belonged 
to a Sahopwas sub-class an entire generation junior to his 
father, and was therefore not eligible for initiation until 
the next half-cycle, the father's act unilaterally promoted 
the boy from Sahopwas to Owapwas - the class of the 
Ningalimbi initiates.
This caused great consternation among the village 
big-men. Not only had the Nangup man violated the rule of 
orderly Tambaran succession, he had shamed Ilahita in the 
eyes of the Ningalimbi. The Ilahita leaders warned him 
that his deed was a sure invitation to sorcery, and that 
death was proper punishment for him. The offender's only 
excuse was that he had been afraid his son would never have 
been initiated. The upshot was that he and his initiation 
class were ordered to compensate the Owapwas seniors with 
yams and pork. The offence of the individual reflected on 
the entire initiation class, and it was among this group 
that annoyance was greatest against the Nangup man.
The punishment levied here was an instance of the 
general pattern of social control in relation to Tambaran 
hierarchy. Violations or insults between the initiation 
classes are made the occasion for a visit of the Tambaran 
to the village. The opposite party, which sees either 
itself or the sanctity of the Tambaran offended, summons 
the Tambaran spirits from their watery homes in nearby 
streams, so that the guilty group can feed them in
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compensation for their misdeed. A good share of Cult
activities in the intervals between initiations consist of
these sorts of punitive invocations, which may occur once
or twice a year. Whether or not any particular infraction
5 8provokes a visit from Nggwal depends on the persons involved, 
the current relations between initiation classes, and the 
stage they are at in the ritual cycle. The possibility 
of summoning the Tambaran is always there as a threat, even 
though it is not always carried out.
Infractions leading to Tambaran visits are commonly 
violations of privilege with respect to grade hierarchy.
For example, an Owapwas junior man built himself a stilted 
verandah house, which is a prerogative of Nggwal members 
only. Had he presented yams and a pig (caught with the 
help of fellow sub-classmen) to his initiation partners 
in advance payment for the privilege, trouble may have been 
averted. He did not do this, however, and during the 
subsequent visit of the Tambaran he and the others of his 
sub-class had to pay heavy compensation to the Sahopwas 
class.
Another instance illustrates how Tambaran controls 
can extend even to other villages, albeit allies. Men 
from Kamanakor arrived one day in Ilahita to visit the 
small spirit house in which the Cult paraphernalia were 
temporarily being kept (until the big house could be 
erected). A man of their place was ill and the diviners 
said the Ilahita Tambaran spirits were attacking him. The 
cure was to rub stinging nettles on some of the 
paraphernalia and then apply them to the skin of the 
patient. When they arrived in Ilahita, the place was 
deserted; and, rather than wait for men to return from 
the gardens, the two foreigners discreetly entered the 
house and treated their stinging nettles. This was observed
58
Nggwal is the only Tambaran spirit category called up 
on such occasions.
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and reported by a couple of children who had stayed in the 
village that day. Great indignation resulted when the 
news broke, and there was talk of bringing the Tambaran to 
call for massive food gifts from the guilty village. For 
strangers to approach the spirits of Ilahita was to risk 
supernatural displeasure - which could only harm Ilahita 
itself. Meanwhile, however, the two men were reprimanded 
by their own elders who had not known what they were going 
to do. Profuse apologies, garnished with a pig, were sent 
to Ilahita; indignation was quickly dispelled, and Nggwal 
remained in his watery abode.
It should not be supposed that the two initiation 
classes stand constantly poised, waiting for an excuse to 
summon the Tambaran to a feast at the expense of the other. 
In a way reminiscent of Marwick's 'social-strain gauge', 
in respect of sorcery and witchcraft accusations (1964), 
the calling of the Tambaran is symptomatic of stress 
mounting in inter-group relations. Further, although 
compensation payment is expected to dispel angry feelings 
between the groups, this is partly counteracted by the 
principle that food offerings, even of a punitive sort, 
should be eventually returned. In the logic of the food 
exchanges, therefore, the erstwhile guilty group is 
particularly interested in summoning the Tambaran whenever 
the opportunity next arises. The chances that the Tambaran 
will be called to punish a particular infraction is thus 
somewhat conditioned by the recent history of exchanges 
between the two initiation classes.
The 'strain-gauge' aspect is also indicated by the 
fact that, although a single man may desire to call the 
Tambaran, he cannot do so without a reasonable consensus of 
the men belonging to his sub-class - at least from within 
his own ward. If the others consider that the grievance is 
too much his personal affair, they will not support him 
by calling up their own Nggwal spirits. In this way the 
general political situation in the community determines the
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outcome of a particular infraction and the success of
attempts by some persons to call for a compensatory feast.
My impression is that the disinterested majority exert a
moderating influence on the momentary crisis, discouraging
59the ones who are eager to force the compensation. The 
calling of the Tambaran is therefore the result of a 
hard-won consensus among initiation class leaders: they
are reacting to a situation extreme enough to affect them 
as a group, and they are willing to risk (at least 
temporarily) the good-will of the opposite initiation 
class. In other words, the calling of the Tambaran is an 
important political event and not one to be instigated 
lightly.
Given the consensual basis of Tambaran punishment, 
another facet of the problem can be examined: a type of
jurisdictional hierarchy in respect of offences against 
the Tambaran. Any insult or violation of privilege coming 
from the uninitiated Owapwas juniors is an immediate concern 
to their senior partners, the Sahopwas junior sub-class.
If an act on the Owapwas juniors' part leads to a Tambaran 
visit, they must raise the food to feed it, possibly with 
assistance from their fathers. The young men believe they 
are feeding the Tambaran in order to avert some great 
calamity resulting from their deed; they do not know that 
it is their senior ombif, along with their own fathers, 
who are eating the food.^ Thus, on occasions when Nggwal 
is offended, both initiation classes unite against the 
offenders. Their fathers instruct them in ways of good 
conduct, knowing that if the boys misbehave, they (the 
fathers) will be amongst the beneficiaries of the resulting 
feast.
5"9The 'disinterested majority' may also moderate potential 
crisis arising out of death by alleged sorcery. The 
mechanism through which this occurs will be discussed in 
Chapter Seven.
^The pattern is identical to that of the secret feasting 
attending Cult initiations. See above*
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Most of the transgressions of the Owapwas junior 
sub-class are violations of the many food, ornamentive and 
behavioural taboos to which they are subject. Infractions 
committed by the Sahopwas junior sub-class revolve around 
conduct allegedly ill-befitting their role as holders of 
the Nggwal Bunafunei grade. A song badly or inappropriately 
sung, laziness in preparing the next initiation, or other 
standard misdemeanours can cause the Owapwas senior 
sub-class to summon the Tambaran against them. In this 
case it is Nggwal Walipeine which is summoned. The Sahopwas 
men realize that no supernatural entity is eating their 
food, and they may indeed share in the feast; the reason 
they submit to the levy is that they respect the authority 
of the old men, which is in part founded on their knowledge 
of higher ritual secrets.
In sum, the calling of Nggwal Bunafunei expresses 
the unity and power of all Nggwal members against male 
non-members. The calling of Walipeine is an assertion 
within the Nggwal grade of the authority of the Owapwas 
seniors over the Sahopwas juniors. In both cases, the 
feast flows to the Owapwas seniors. To complete the 
picture, one might expect a situation where the Owapwas 
seniors are called to task by their junior partners. This 
is logically and practically impossible: as supremely
privileged members of the Cult, the Owapwas seniors can do 
nothing in the eyes of men to offend against it. Furthermore, 
the spirits of Nggwal Bunafunei cannot be activated against 
their former (human) clients. Because the Owapwas seniors 
control secrets beyond those of any other ritual group, 
they can obliquely refer to these to justify acts which 
might otherwise be seen as violations of Tambaran ideology.
By the terms under which the Cult is defined, therefore, the 
Owapwas seniors can do no wrong. This leaves the Sahopwas 
juniors with the sole alternative, in cases of seemingly
61
Misdeeds by women are punished individually through laf 
homicide or sorcery and do not result in a visit by the 
Tambaran.
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arbitrary actions by Cult elders, of rebelling against
their wishes or disregarding their instructions. In
practice, this is virtually impossible, since the elders
are skilled at exploiting factional cleavages always
present in the Sahopwas class - a consequence of their
youth and status aspirations. Without unanimity any
move against the old men cannot succeed. In contrast, the
unity of the Owapwas seniors (with, afterwards, the Sahopwas
Balangaisi) is based on the common interests of old men
6 2concerned with protecting their authority.
Excursus: local variants
Earlier in this chapter I mentioned that the 
ritual organization of Ilifalemb ward would be dealt with 
after that of the main wards had been described. In 
supporting a Tambaran Cult separate from that of the rest 
of the village, Ilifalemb contains within itself both 
totemic moieties: Laongol and Bandangel. These classify
the clans as shown in Table 5v.
TABLE 5v: ILIFALEMB MOIETIES
Laongol (42) Bandangel (43)
Tatemba Balanga
Bundahimbil Mwinilip
Sambenis Eleputa
Sahopwi Ilifa'as
Filifita Mehe'es
Laongol
Af u'uta
6 2Economic and political modernization is a serious threat 
to the authority of the old men, for their juniors are 
finding power and authority in new spheres of relevance. 
The pronouncements of the old men are growing weaker 
because, in the opinion of many youthful men, the Cult 
is dying. The same process is affecting differential 
village prestige in modern activities; cf. Chapter Two.
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Ilifalemb differs from Nangup (whose moieties are also 
internal) in that the 'enemy' relationships linking the 
moieties are also internal to the ward. That is, unlike 
Nangup, nothing connects Ilifalemb with the other wards.
In addition - and this is the major difference between 
this ward and the rest of the village - there is no 
structure comparable to the sub-moiety (cf. p.203).
Various ritual and symbolic features expressive of 
sub-moieties in the main village are in Ilifalemb 
assimilated to the totemic moieties. Thus, the Laongol 
moiety is Afa'afa'w, and Ondondof status is assigned to 
the Bandangel moiety.
Pig hunting is also conducted along different
lines. Each individual clan owns a net and a supply of
pig magic. They hunt together in a single area of forest,
and the clans compete over which net the pig strikes. This
activity is a competition of all against all, in terms of
clans, and there is no larger supra-clan organization
arranging hunters into groups of larger compass. Ilifalemb
informants assert that this is a cultural form they brought
with them from the Bumbita homeland, and independent
enquiries confirm that this is the way Bumbita villages
6 3organize their pig hunts.
Finally, it should be mentioned that Ilifalemb 
does not possess the two sub-grades of Nggwal: Bunafunei
and Walipeine. Their Nggwal is a unitary grade which is 
entered in early to middle adulthood. The various 
institutionalized features setting the old men (i.e., men 
over 50) apart, with special privileges, do not exist in 
Ilifalemb. Informants from the main wards of Ilahita 
claim that the unitary Nggwal grade was characteristic of 
their own system as well - until the arrival of Nangup.
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Cf. the discussion on page 126 in which the multiplicity 
of clans in Ilifalemb is explained in terms of Bumbita 
heritage.
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The Nangup refugees brought with them the Walipeine 
sub-grade and added it to the pre-existing Cult structure. 
In short, it was during Ilahita's rapid growth period that 
this particular complexity was deliberately added to the 
Tambaran Cult, presumably with rather rewarding effects 
on the position of the old men.
The Nangup refugees mostly came from the Kwanga 
region to the south (Chapter Three). An ethnography of 
the Kwanga has yet to be conducted, and, failing the 
availability of specific data on Kwanga Cult organization, 
we can only conjecture about the nature of this diffusion. 
One view might be that the Kwanga themselves possess a 
sub-graded Nggwal phenomenon, and that for some reason 
Ilahita adopted this pattern. The second is that the 
unitary Nggwal grade of the Kwanga was added to the unitary 
Nggwal grade of Ilahita, producing the sub-graded form.
In general, I favour the latter hypothesis, because Forge's 
data clearly show that no senior sub-grade exists among 
the Abelam, who are linguistically related to the Kwanga 
(Forge 1970a:278). As far as Arapesh culture is concerned, 
Ilahita village is unique in having the sub-graded Nggwal.
As mentioned earlier, Ilahita is also singular in 
possessing sub-moiety structures. From surveys conducted 
among other Arapesh villages, I learned that their systems 
more closely resemble Ilifalemb's, in terms of 
ritual-symbolic expressions and pig hunting. This 
observation also applies to the local Kwanga villages 
of Sunuhu and Kamanakor. Neither, it seems do such 
structures appear among the Abelam, Iatmul and Bumbita 
Arapesh. In the absence of a detailed sociology of Abelam 
and Iatmul dualism, it must be concluded that the various 
competitive, exchange, social-control and hierarchical 
mechanisms described for Ilahita are either assimilated 
to the fewer dual structures reported for those groups, 
or they are accommodated in different ways altogether.
And though the lack of detailed analyses of dualism
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elsewhere in the Sepik makes my comparative conclusions 
necessarily tentative, I would suggest that the dual 
organization of Ilahita has evolved to an extreme, 
possibly unique, degree of complexity. I would further 
suggest that this evolution is related to Ilahita's 
unusually large size.
S umma ry
This chapter is a sociological account of the 
complex set of dual structures existing in Ilahita village, 
and of some recurring social activities within and between 
these structures. I have repeatedly referred to the 
structures as components of an integrated 'system', 
regarding them collectively as the 'dual organization'.
The systemic character of Ilahita dualism is not, I must 
explain, recognized by the Arapesh themselves. To them, 
each of the structures has a more or less isolated 
character, and men group themselves into appropriate 
structural categories on a situational basis unrelated 
to other situations involving other dual structures.
Though the villagers enjoyed and generally endorsed the 
various theories and schemata which I presented to them as 
their 'system', they clearly saw this as the anthropologist's 
problem - interesting, but scarcely relevant to their own 
perception of village life.
My conclusion that Ilahita possesses a 'dual 
organization' is confirmed on two separate grounds. First, 
the structures are all named and are recognized by the 
Arapesh as being structurally opposed, often on a principle 
of complementarity. Second, I have demonstrated at some 
length that the several dual structures are closely 
integrated in social life by activities which cross-cut 
the various levels and express them in terms of one 
another.
This integration serves several important functions. 
First, the mechanisms of adoption and ritual promotion 
ensure the transmission of the dual organization, its
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associated Tambaran Cult, and the ritual secrets upon 
which the Cult is founded. Second, the rank hierarchy of 
the village is maintained so as to favour and preserve the 
authority of age over youth and men over women. This 
hierarchy is based on the differential access to essential 
secrets. Third, various tensions between individuals and 
between groups at all levels of village organization may 
be released in a ritualized arena of competition and 
rivalry. This has the effect of making these potentially 
disruptive activities relatively harmless. Moreover, ritual 
categories accord with factors of spatial arrangement and 
boundary-sharing which partly determine the character of 
inter-group relations in the village. In other words, the 
ritual prescriptions of 'friend' and 'enemy' relations 
parallel interaction patterns which are largely governed 
by non-ritual considerations. Fourth, the internal 
integration of the village unifies it militarily and supplies 
the power base for political hegemony in the culture area. 
Without positive ties between the totemic moieties, there 
is a constant risk that the village might break apart 
along this axis, especially when the moieties are large 
enough to survive militarily as independent villages.
This points to another functional aspect of Ilahita 
dualism: the organization is such that the growth of the
village can be accommodated by the formation of additional 
dual structures within those already present. In my view, 
the innovation of sub-moieties is explicable in these 
terms. By removing various ritual and symbolic activities 
from the moieties and distributing them amongst newly-formed 
sub-moieties - which cross-cut the moiety division - the 
autonomy of the moiety was reduced and the chance of 
segmentation correspondingly lessened. In that the 
transformation also emptied the moiety tie of certain 
integrating functions, the resulting void was 'filled' 
by the addition of activities which in other parts of the 
culture region operate between rather than within villages. 
Other examples of dualistic refinement appear to be the
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formation of four wards out of a pre-existent pair, and 
the innovation of olawa partnerships in the larger wards 
of the village. That the Ilahitans are capable of 
manipulating parts of their system is indicated by the 
skilful ways in which Nangup and Ilifalemb were added to 
the village.
Figure 5v is a summary diagram of the entire system 
of dual structures in Ilahita. Within the limits of visual 
intelligibility and the two-dimensional medium, the schema 
shows only the segmental, 'nesting' features of the system.
A full representation - requiring perhaps a mobile sculpture - 
would have to show that age-sets, initiation sub-classes, 
initiation classes and sub-moiety statuses cross-cut on 
different planes the entire system.
Conclusion
The foregoing summary raises a general question 
which can serve as a point of departure for a treatment of 
the theoretical implications of this chapter: namely,
with social structures of such complexity, how do members 
of non-literate societies manage to operate them effectively? 
The answer is, of course, that individual performance 
within the system does not depend on an understanding or 
even awareness of the total system. Thus, while an 
anthropologist may spend a good part of his professional 
life trying to fathom the intricacies of Australian marriage 
systems, the Aborigine himself needs only to know whom to 
marry and whom to avoid. It might even be argued that a 
viable social system is healthier without tamperings from 
intellectually inclined members of the society. The 
'system', as it were, takes care of itself.
From this, it does not follow that social systems 
operate independently from behaviour patterns of groups and 
individuals. As far as conscious, intellectualized 
manipulation is concerned, such systems may be sui generis;
FIGURE 5v: THE DUAL ORGANIZATION OF ILAHITA MAIN WARDS
Sibling
Dyad Age-Set
Initiation
Sub-Class
Initiation
Class Clan
Sahaloman• Balangaisi
Owaloman ------ Owangufwisi'
'Senior'
-Laongol 
• Sahopwi
■Owapwi 
•Bundahimbil■
Sahaloman ----- Balangaisi
Owaloman ------ Owangufwisi'
Sahaloman------Balangaisi
Owaloman------ Owangufwisi'1
Sahaloman----- Balangaisi
1Sahopwas
'Junior'
'Senior'
.Owapwas
■Owapwi 
■Hengwanif•
Owaloman------  Owangufwisi'
1 Junior'
■Bälangapwi 
■ Indibi
Sub-Moiety
Laongol
Ritual
Status
Afa’afa'w
Ward
'Balanga
Owapwi Ondondof•
Owapwi• Afa'afa'w
Ijaongol
■Hengwanif
Sahopwi Ondondof'
Mausimbilinga ------Afa'afa'w
Elafunga• Ondondof'
'ililip
Ambonipwi■ Afa'afa' w
'Bwi’ingili
Kwalelimelipwi -----  Ondondof ■
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but this does not preclude their susceptibility to 
behavioural inputs of a different, less directed order.
The general issue to which this relates, and about which 
anthropologists are by no means agreed, is: what,
precisely, is the explanatory status of socio-structural 
models with respect to the empirical reality to which they 
are addressed? It is a question that has generated 
protracted exchanges in the literature on dualism, in 
particular through the exchanges of Ldvi-Strauss and 
some of his critics.
In his intellectual autobiography, Tristes 
TropiqueSj64 Levi-Strauss recalls that the philosophical 
underpinnings of his structural theory began to form 
during his student days. He writes (1961:61-62):
And so I stood out against the new tendencies 
in metaphysical thinking which were then beginning 
to take shape. Phenomenology I found unacceptable, 
m  so far as it postulated a continuity between 
experience and reality. That the one enveloped 
and explained the other I was quite willing to 
agree, but I had learnt from my three mistresses 
[Marxism, geology and psychoanalysis] that there 
is no continuity in the passage between the two 
and to reach reality we must first repudiate 
experience 3 even though we may later reintegrate 
it in an objective synthesis in which sentimentality 
plays no part, [my emphasis]
The nature of this 'reality' is difficult to 
describe, and in doing so Levi-Strauss has had recourse 
to analogies, such as the deep structural earth forces which 
produce the landscape we see before us (1961:59-60), or 
the formula written to determine the movements of a 
camshaft which guides a knife which cuts the observable 
reality of jigsaw pieces (1960:52). We will never, 
according to Levi-Strauss, discover the formula by 
examining the jigsaw pieces, apart or assembled.
64
I am here using the John Russell translation entitled,
Ä World on the Wane (1961).
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As applied to social phenomena, this 'reality' 
takes the form of various generative principles. In his 
Les structures elementaires de la Parente (1949), written 
in the intellectual shadow of Marcel Mauss, Levi-Strauss 
abstracts the fundamental principle of reciprocity as that 
which ultimately governs social relations. Years later, 
Levi-Strauss reaffirmed that 'the theory of reciprocity... 
continues to stand, as soundly based as the gravity theory 
in astronomy' (1963:162). In his view the 'principle of 
dualism' is merely one modality of the 'principle of 
reciprocity' (1949:107); and, if we are to understand and 
interpret the generality of dualism (social, ritual and 
symbolic) in world cultures, ’it faut s'addresser a 
certaines structures fondamentales de l'esprit humain3 
plutdt qu'a telle ou telle region privilegiee du monde ou 
periode de l’histoire de la civilisation' (1949:96; 
cf. Douglas 1970:165).
It is easy to see that this theoretical position
follows directly from Levi-Strauss's philosophical
orientation, which is in the tradition of Cartesian 
6 5Rationalism. Moreover, given the present inadequacy 
of understanding about the relationship between cerebral 
functions (the human 'mind', 'l'esprit humain') and social 
structures, and the necessity of phrasing hypotheses in a 
falsifiable manner (Popper 1963), Levi-Strauss's recourse 
to generative 'principles' may be said to beg the question. 
Furthermore, in appealing to a kind of philosophical 
Idealism, the view is as metaphysical in its assumptions 
as the characterization Levi-Strauss alleges for 
phenomenological views of 'reality'.
By Levi-Strauss's own admission, his models bear 
no relation to the world of experience - that which we can
65
For a discussion of Levi-Strauss's place in contemporary 
French philosophy, see Hughes (1966:264 et seq.).
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observe - and cannot be faulted by reference to it.6^
When others (e.g., Maybury-Lewis 1960) attempt to test the 
theory and fail because of what they regard as abuses of 
the ethnographic data, Levi-Strauss replies with the complaint 
that Anglo-Saxon anthropologists, steeped as they are in 
Radcliff-Brownian empiricism, invariably misunderstand 
what he is attempting to do (Levi-Strauss 1960:52). And 
yet, Maybury-Lewis is merely trying to perform the 
reintegration of 'reality' and 'experience' which Levi-Strauss, 
in the passage quoted above, concedes is possible. Here 
is expressed the basic contradiction in Levi-Strauss's 
approach: if experience and reality are discontinuous,
and reaching the latter requires a repudiation of the 
former, then any reintegration can only be as valid as the 
abstracted model, the acceptance of which presupposes 
agreement with Levi-Strauss's general epistemology. In 
short, given that reality and experience are discontinuous, 
they must be discontinuous in both directions, and therefore 
the reintegration is logically impossible, unless one is 
prepared to make ethnographic fact totally subservient to 
Levi-Straussian models.
The view which I am developing in this thesis 
begins with the assumption that reality and experience 
are continuous, and that at points in the analysis they 
may indeed coincide. The problem addressed here is: given 
that Ilahita dualism exists as a system derived from, but 
logically detached from, the empirical world, what is the 
nature of the interaction between this system and certain 
behavioural characteristics observed in the population?
The thesis does not seek to explain dualism per se3 or its 
recurrence in diverse cultures. Rather, it attempts to 
explain how one particular system of dual organization may
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Cf. Runciman (1970:21): '...the test of a theory's
capacity for explanation lies in the relation of its 
non-empirical to its empirical content, and it is here 
that "sociological theory" is so often exposed as 
factitious.'
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be viewed as an evolved phenomenon, continually changing 
and adapting to the behaviour of individuals and groups 
and to the external situation. In this way, the system 
is not sui generis; it is a consequence, direct and 
continuing, of behaviour.
Given that the system then feeds back onto 
behaviour and influences it to a great extent, the 
totality of structure and behaviour has an internal dynamic 
and, therefore, evolutionary potential. In this 
functionalist approach to Ilahita social organization, 
two analytical components must be distinguished, as 
Bowlby (1971) has explained with some clarity.
...the immediate causes of a system's activation 
are one thing; the function of that system is 
quite another. Functions are the special 
consequences that arise from the way a system 
is constructed; causes are the factors that 
lead the system to become active or inactive 
on any one occasion [p. 162]
Furthermore:
...the function of a system is that consequence 
of the system's activity which led to its having 
been evolved, and which leads to its continuing 
to remain in the equipment of the species [p.163].
Although Bowlby is talking about biological systems, 
these remarks would seem relevant to the analysis of any 
type of integrated system capable of evolutionary change. 
Moreover, attention to the difference between 'cause' and 
•consequence' is the only way of escaping the teleological 
overtones of much functionalist explanation.
In this chapter, I have described the various 
functions that are served by the dual organization of 
Ilahita. These generally involve the management of 
behavioural tensions within the village so as to promote 
village solidarity, a goal consciously recognized by village
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6 7leaders. In the course of the village's history 
conventions have been borrowed or locally innovated which 
have dealt effectively with internal social problems, and 
which have been assimilated into the pre-existing 
'equipment' of the village social structure. This 
evolution progressed as long as new problems continued 
to appear. In the two preceding chapters I described how 
these new problems came in the form of a changing external 
social environment and in a changing and enlarging internal 
environment. With the Pax Australiana, the nature of the 
behavioural patterns within the village has altered, as have 
the relations with external groups. With its 'environment 
of adaptedness' drastically modified, the dual system appears 
unable to adapt to modern goals and is in the process of 
disintegration.
Regarding the behavioural inputs of the organization, 
I have demonstrated that actions contributing to dual 
symmetry at the finer levels of structure are not motivated 
by an ideal vision of Dualism, but rather by the individual 
and immediately self-interested desire to have children.
As a consequence of adoption practices, symmetry is 
produced in ritual structures and the relationships between 
uterine brothers is eased. Similarly, I have shown that 
the reasons the village elders operate the system so 
conscientiously are only partly their commitment to the 
cultural and religious heritage. They have an interest in 
seeing the system perpetuated, and it is largely in terms 
of this that they perform specific actions which give the
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Similarly, Murdock hypothesizes, 'A dual organization 
of a community, or a larger social group, may provide a 
sort of safety valve whereby aggression generated by 
in-group disciplines may be drained off internally in 
socially regulated and harmless ways instead of being 
translated into out-group hostility and warfare (1949:90; 
cf. Murdock 1956). The difference in the Ilahita case 
is that the dual organization, by draining off internal 
tensions, makes the village an even more unified and 
powerful war machine.
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system character over time. Finally, the periodic arousal 
of aggressive tendencies within the local community would 
likely produce group disaffection, were it not for the 
existence of a ritual enemy in the opposite moiety against 
whom these feelings can be redirected. By adequately 
managing these disruptive pressures, the moiety system has 
traditionally proven its adaptive utility and justified 
its continued existence.
Throughout the description of dual structures,
I have repeatedly noted that the binary opposition is of a
complementary kind. It appears that this feature is based
in some way on the distinction between elder brother and
6 8younger brother, a highly ambivalent relationship in
Arapesh ideology and behaviour* At the lower levels of
sibling terminology, subclan appellations and initiation
classes, the association with eB/yB is explicit. Between
sub-moieties, the complementarity is expressed as 'senior'
and 'junior' in ritual contexts. Even between totemic
moieties, which are ostensibly equal, there is a somewhat
6 9veiled notion that Laongol is superior to Bandangel. It 
is possible that these higher level structures derive 
ultimately from the eB/yB distinction, but that they are 
too remote from the actual fraternal behaviour to make this
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It may be recalled that the dualism contained in the 
initiation class opposition appears to have, in fact, a 
ternary character: Owapwas senior / Sahopwas junior /
Owapwas junior. Without doing violence to the data, I 
believe this can be broken down meaningfully into its three 
constituent dyads. Thus, the binary relationships are 
expressed in each side of the conceptual triangle. Though 
a transformation operation can be performed on binary and 
ternary elements in systems found elsewhere, the technique 
must be applied with great caution. Cf. Levi-Strauss (1963). 
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This is indicated by the Nangup case in which the Laongol 
internal moiety was assigned Afa'afa'w sub-moiety status, 
and the Bandangel moiety was assigned Ondondof sub-moiety 
status. The comparison with Balangabandangel village, 
discussed earlier in this chapter, also suggests a kind 
of complementarity.
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an appropriate basis for their opposition. The problem 
is relatively unimportant, however, given the fact that 
these structures reveal themselves socially through lower 
level structures which are explicitly related to the 
sibling bond. In terms of my argument it matters little 
whether we are to view the relation of moieties and 
sub-moieties to the fraternal bond as direct and implicit, 
or indirect and explicit.
In interpreting this conceptual linkage, my 
hypothesis is that the dual organization is an adaptive 
response to tensions in the fraternal bond and that, 
metaphorically speaking, it continues to monitor this 
particular sphere of social action. It does this at the 
lowest levels, where the relationship between brothers 
continually produces minor realignments in the initiation 
sub-classes and classes. Either this, or actions taken by 
the father effect similar realignments. These adjustments 
channel sibling rivalry into areas which are not only 
non-disruptive to the relationships involved, but are also 
positively beneficial to the existent ritual and competitive 
structures. In that the higher levels of the dual system 
are integrated with and dependent upon these localized 
oppositions, the behavioural input received from the 
brother relationship enters, as it were, at the lowest level 
but has a sustaining effect on the system as a whole.
In light of the inter-generational character of 
the system's authority structure, it is apparent that the 
relative age distinction between brothers is a special case 
of a more general and fundamental opposition between, in 
absolute terms, the old and the young. As the latter 
opposition is a dominant theme of the Tambaran Cult, it is 
in the relationship of the special to the general case that 
we may seek to understand the intimate connection between 
social and religious life in Ilahita village.
CHAPTER SIX
THE TAMBARAN CULT
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Introduction
Mihalic, in his recent dictionary and grammar of 
Neo-Melanesian, defines the word 'tambaran' as coming from 
the Gazelle Peninsula of New Britain, and meaning, 'the 
spirits of ancestors; since these must be placated, this 
is often synonymous with malign spirits; the very secret 
system of ancestor worship in which only males participate' 
(1971:190). Just as Neo-Melanesian - 'Pidgin English' - 
has spread widely over Australian New Guinea, so 'tambaran' 
are found practically everywhere: as ancestral spirits,
remote deities, or as inconsequential bush demons.
Similarly, cult forms surrounding the concept are highly 
varied, and the available evidence does not permit firm 
interpretations regarding the recurrence of like symbolic 
and organizational elements in widely separated regions.'*'
At the present time what is needed are further eth^nographic 
studies, in depth, of the Tambaran Cults in their many 
socio-cultural settings, as a prelude to higher order
2analyses seeking to understand the fundamental commonalities.
1
Because of the appearance of motifs such as the Tolai 
dukduk and tubuan across major linguistic boundaries, the 
strongest hypothesis is that of serial diffusion. The lewa 
figures described for Wogeo Island by Hogbin (1970:59ff.) 
are clearly related to forms found both in New Britain and 
in the Sepik basin. See Tiesler (1969/70) for a study of 
the various links between tribal groups of the northeastern 
New Guinea coast and offshore islands.
2
Some interesting attempts have been made to synthesize and 
typologize the material on New Guinea magico-religious 
systems, most notably Allen (1967) and Lawrence and Meggitt 
(1965). While space does not permit a treatment of the 
comparative dimensions of the Arapesh Tambaran Cult, the 
local ethnography relevant to this task is to be found in 
Hogbin (1970), Kaberry (1941), Mead (1933/34; 1940), Newton 
(1971), Thurnwald (1916) and Whiting (1941). See also 
Webster's Primitive Secret Societies (1968), now largely 
forgotten, but containing valuable information on Melanesian 
cult forms. Although first published in 1907, and presented 
in the compendious style of Frazer, Webster's book contains 
several analytical insights which are strikingly modern in 
character.
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Chapter Five described how the complex system of 
dual organization manifests itself through forms of 
conventionalized competition and social control. Frequent 
references to the Tambaran Cult foreshadowed, however, the 
fact that the dual organization's primary symbolic and 
instrumental expressions occur in the religious life of the 
Arapesh. In this chapter I discuss the Tambaran Cult in 
Ilahita in terms both of its ideological content and its 
relationship to the dual structures. In symbolizing the 
social order, the Cult should not be regarded as a colourful, 
but superfluous, appurtenance of more 'fundamental' social 
realities. Rather, the two phenomena are intricately 
interwoven and, in their present forms at least, are 
entirely dependent on one another. The Cult in Ilahita 
has evolved in close connection with the social organization 
and has been affected by the same vicissitudes of demography, 
diffusion and war. Even as this village possesses unique 
dual structures, it also has unique Cult elements giving 
them expression.
Though the ritual and social systems parallel one 
another and overlap in large measure, their predominant 
themes diverge somewhat. I mentioned in Chapter Five that 
the hierarchical character of the eB/yB bond in Arapesh 
culture may be a special case of the supremacy of age over 
youth. In Tambaran ideology the emphasis shifts thematically 
from the former to the latter. From earliest childhood the 
Arapesh boy is taught subordination to the will of elders, 
and the successive initiations subject the novice to 
extremes of humiliation, terror and submissiveness. And 
though the deeds performed against them are objectively
3
The Arapesh word closest in meaning to 'tambaran' is 
holof - a term seldom heard because in conversational 
contexts men usually allude to specific, personally named 
Cult entities. Because holof is such a central concept 
in Arapesh culture, a way of life in terms of which most 
socio-religious action occurs, there is rarely a need to 
refer to the general phenomenon.
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very cruel, the initiators are not sadistic. Most Arapesh 
men would, I suspect, wince at the sound of a child screaming. 
The reasons given for perpetrating these excesses is that 
they ensure the growth, development and potency of the 
growing child; they dislike what they have to do but 
there is, they believe, no alternative.
To some extent this view is a rationalization. I 
have observed usually mild-mannered men lose themselves in 
the moment and take great glee in clouting or terrorizing 
novices. The contradiction is that, whereas the initiators 
genuinely believe their acts are beneficial to the growing 
child, they fail to note (explicitly) that their aggression 
is very real and that the dominance they are exerting is 
of a raw kind. Moments after the event, they of course 
deny that they had been acting to excess.
There are, it appears, three analytical dimensions 
to these ordeals. First, there is the claim by the 
protagonists that the rites ensure proper growth for the 
subjects and, by extension, promote the welfare of the 
population. Although fanciful, this view does constitute 
for the Arapesh a motive for action, which we may accept at 
that level. Second, because the men are capable of 
'losing themselves' and of deriving emotional satisfaction 
from inflicting pain and anxiety on others, their behaviour 
may well be a form of 'acting out', a release of aggressive 
impulses not consciously recognized or understood. The 
long-range psychic 'cost' to the initiators is contained in 
the guilt feelings they experience (and occasionally express) 
and the fear of eventual retaliation. The third dimension, 
and the one which will be focussed upon here, is that the 
extreme dominance exercised over the subjects, who are 
young and impressionable, has a lasting effect on their 
attitudes toward authority. This is, therefore, the 
consequence of actions generated by unacknowledged impulses 
and motivated for quite other reasons; in Bowlby's terms 
(1971:162), this would be the 'function' of the ordeals, in
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terms of which their particular form and content have 
evolved. Chapter Five dealt with the ways in which 
obedience to the authority of the elders contributes not 
only to the persistence of the socio-ritual system, but 
also to the integration of the village. This social function 
will be considered further in Chapter Seven.
The other major theme of the Tambaran Cult is the 
separation of the sexes, revealed behaviourally as an 
attitude of fear and contempt towards women. Adding this 
to the male dominance theme just discussed, it appears that 
elements of the Cult focus on certain qualities of the 
individual's relationship to his parents. These are of a 
highly emotional, ambivalent kind, requiring symbolic 
recognition rather than, say, the explicit treatment given 
the fraternal bond in dualistic terminology. Although the 
attitude toward the father symbolically and behaviourally 
transfers to the elder brother, the symbolization of the 
mother does not appear to extend outside the shadowy realm 
of religious ideology and myth. A full understanding of the 
Tambaran Cult requires, in my view, an appreciation of the 
repressed aspects of mother-son attachment, but an exposition 
of this would divert the thesis from its main object of 
analyzing the connection between social and ritual 
organization. Moreover, it would entail forms of argument 
and theory markedly different from those employed in the 
rest of the thesis. To this extent, therefore, my treatment 
of the Tambaran Cult is somewhat selective. At various 
junctures, however, I shall indicate the directions in 
which the analysis could be extended.
The first part of this chapter deals with the cycle 
of the Cult initiations. The following parts discuss, in 
turn, the four grades of the Cult, sketching in condensed 
form the substance of the several initiation rituals. From 
this it is concluded that the three lower grades form a 
self-contained ritual system, onto which the Nggwal grade 
was superimposed at the time of the Middle Sepik intrusion.
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This is immediately suggested by the very different 
character of Nggwal, as compared with the three lower 
grades. The following is the substantive background to a 
proposition presented in the next chapter, namely, that 
conceptual identifications serve to link elder brother, 
father, ghost, ancestor and Cult spirit. It is in the 
context of this chain of identifications that the social 
and ritual systems are intimately expressive and reinforcing 
of one another.
The Initiation Cycle
In Ilahita, the Tambaran Cult consists of four grades 
whose names are, in order of increasing seniority: Falanga,
Lefin, Maolimu and Nggwal. For each of the first three 
grades, induction occurs in multiple sets of rituals held 
in successive years. The case of Nggwal is more complicated 
As mentioned in an earlier context, this grade is divided 
into two sub-grades, Bunafunei and Walipeine. These 
correspond conceptually and terminologically to the internal 
stages of the other grades. However, for Nggwal the two 
stages are separated by a generation and are for most of 
the time held by opposite initiation classes (Sahopwas- 
Owapwas). For these reasons, the stages of Nggwal 
(Bunafunei and Walipeine) assume the character of 
separate grades, even though they are extremely similar 
in ritual and symbolic content. As mentioned earlier, 
Walipeine is controlled by men over 50, and Bunafunei is 
held by men between (approximately) 15 and 50 years of age.
Figure 6i shows the entire cycle of the Tambaran Cult 
Each Roman numeral 'phase' is to be regarded as the new 
distribution of Tambaran grades between the two initiation 
classes following each successive initiation. For example, 
the move from Phase I to Phase II consists of the 
left-column group (Owapwas) initiating the right-column 
group (Sahopwas) into the Falanga grade. Upon completion 
of this ceremony, the right column is said to 'hold' or be
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FIGURE 6i: THE TAMBARAN CYCLE
Phase I. Walipeine (1) 
Lefin (3) 
Falanga (3)
Maolimu (2) 
Bunafunei (2)
II. Walipeine (1) 
Lefin (3)
Maolimu (2) 
Bunafunei (2) 
Falanga (4)
III. Walipeine (1) Maolimu (2) 
Bunafunei (2) 
Falanga (4) 
Lefin (4)
IV. Walipeine (1) 
Maolimu (3)
Bunafunei (2) 
Falanga (4) 
Lefin (4)
V. Maolimu (3) Bunafunei (2) 
Walipeine (2) 
Falanga (4) 
Lefin (4)
VI. Maolimu (3) 
Bunafunei (3)
Walipeine (2) 
Falanga (4) 
Lefin (4)
VII. Maolimu (3) 
Bunafunei (3) 
Falanga (5)
Walipeine (2) 
Lefin (4)
VIII. Maolimu (3) 
Bunafunei (3) 
Falanga (5) 
Lefin (5)
Walipeine (2)
IX. Bunafunei (3) 
Falanga (5) 
Lefin (5)
Walipeine (2) 
Maolimu (4)
X. Bunafunei (3) 
Walipeine (3) 
Falanga (5) 
Lefin (5)
Maolimu (4)
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in possession of the Falanga Tambaran. The Arabic numerals 
in parentheses following the grade names refer to ritual 
and/or genealogical generations, and thus indicate sub-class 
status. Alternating numbers are men related as father and 
son, with the lower number being the senior of the pair. 
Adjacent numbers are ombaf partners of opposite class, with 
the lower number being the senior. It should also be recalled 
that with the initiation into Nggwal Bunafunei of the 
appropriate Owapwas sub-class (Phase V to Phase VI) the 
statuses switch and that entire class now becomes Sahopwas.
It can be seen that, in terms of the number of Tambarans 
held by the initiation classes, the system is in chronic 
disequilibrium; in only two phases (I and VI, which are 
mirror images of each other) out of ten is the imbalance 
in favour of the Owapwas class. Thus, in addition to 
holding the Nggwal Bunafunei Tambaran, by virtue of which 
it is formally defined, the Sahopwas class retains seniority 
in the general balance of grades within the system as a whole.
Figure 6i represents a ritual cycle which, with the 
vicissitudes of poor harvests, war and internal unrest, may 
span 50-60 years, about a lifetime. Looked at from the 
egocentric perspective, 19 initiations normally occur in the 
village during the time any particular male (Ego) is a 
member of the Cult. The initiation sequence, deducible from 
Figure 6i , is as follows,
(1) Ego e.'.ters Falanga
(2) Ego e'ters Lefin
(3) Ego's senior ombaf enters Maolimu
(4) Ego's father enters Walipeine
(Egc's father's senior ombaf retires)
(5) Ego's senior ombaf enters Bunafunei
(6) Ego's junior ombaf enters Falanga
(7) Ego's junior ombaf enters Lefin
(8) Ego Winters Maolimu
(9) Ego's senior ombaf enters Walipeine
(Ego's father retires)
(10) Ego enters Bunafunei
(11) Ego's son enters Falanga
(12) Ego's son enters Lefin
(13) Egc's junior ombaf enters Maolimu
(14) Egc enters Walipeine
(Ego's senior ombaf retires)
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(15) Ego's junior ombaf enters Bunafunei
(16) Ego's junior ombaf's son enters Falanga
(17) Ego's junior ombaf's son enters Lefin
(18) Ego's son enters Maolimu
(19) Ego's junior ombaf enters Walipeine 
(Ego retires)
Allowing two years for each initiation, and three 
or more years in the case of Bunafunei (see below), the4ceremonies occupy a minimum of 41 years. Add to this the 
fact that different villages cooperate in performing each 
other's Maolimu, Bunafunei and Walipeine ceremonies, and it 
can be seen that Tambaran Cult functions are a central 
concern of the Arapesh male virtually every year of his life 
after about age five.
Another point to be noted from Figure 6i is the 
extraordinary intermeshing of relations between generations, 
initiation classes and Cult grades as the cycle progresses.
A conceivable - and much simpler - alternative could be one 
in which Ego passes through all the grades consecutively; 
whereupon the class statuses reverse themselves, and Ego 
initiates his junior ombaf into all the grades consecutively. 
In this way the duality of the system would be preserved, 
all males would be initiated, and there would be alternating 
states of super-subordination between the opposed initiation 
classes. The disadvantages of this hypothetical scheme 
are: first, the seniority of the Sahopwas class would be
monolithic and unmitigated by subordinate standing vis-a-vis 
the Owapwas class at lower grade levels. The situation 
could become rancorous in the long interval between class 
status reversals. Second, the system presupposes stable, 
evenly staggered generational groups. Clearly, populations 
do not behave this way, and it is likely that some members 
of the junior group would be much too old to be appropriate 
candidates for the Falanga initiation. Third, the sub-class
4
This is necessarily an estimate, since initiations involving 
different grades may occur within the same year. Such a 
practice is, however, frowned upon by Cult leaders, who only 
resort to it under special circumstances.
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preceding Ego's through the cycle, and which initiated him, 
would be dying off rapidly by the time their own sons begin 
advancing through the grades. The loss of these ritual 
experts would jeopardize the accuracy of transmission of 
the complicated initiation ceremonies; structural 
discontinuity could yield an impoverished ceremonial complex 
or perhaps excessive capriciousness in the way the ascendant 
class conducts the initiations.
The system of initiation, as it has evolved in 
Ilahita, suffers none of these disadvantages. Sahopwas 
seniority is offset at regular intervals by lower-grade 
initiations in which their sons are inducted by Owapwas 
men. The system is not tied inflexibly to the illusion of 
generation, but accommodates wide variation in the age 
composition of novice groups - a feature which subverts any 
tendency toward overly strong, dysfunctional solidarity 
within the initiation subclass. Finally, the intricate 
interdependency of generations assures that a fairly large 
group of older ritual experts is on hand at every initiation 
ceremony.
Falanga
The Falanga grade is a ward-based Tambaran. Although 
assisting each other in the ceremonies, wards do not 
necessarily coordinate their ritual calendars to convene 
initiations at the same time. Ideally, the novices are 
young children, from about five to ten years of age. The 
general purpose of the initiation, the older men say, is 
to rid the male child's body of the polluting effects of 
his mother's breast milk. In the process, he becomes a 
junior member of male society.
The first stage, Wafitangai, occurs late in the 
year after the gardens have been cleared and prepared for 
planting. The initiating group is the Owapwas junior 
sub-class, and the novices are the sons of the Sahopwas
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junior sub-class. During the night before the appointed 
day the initiators, unbeknown to the novices, catch as 
many bandicoots as possible. In the early morning they 
blow a conch signal to the ward, asking 'Where are you?'
The novices' fathers feign puzzlement, but gather with 
their sons in the main ceremonial hamlet. The initiators 
enter wearing Falanga body decorations and carrying the 
bandicoots. As the novices watch, they move out of the 
clearing and disappear into the small Falanga spirit house 
in a nearby hamlet.
The novices are taken by their fathers to the
Falanga hamlet in groups based on sub-moiety membership.
Finding it empty, they (the fathers) remark that they are
being tricked by the initiators, who, they say, have run to
hide in the forest. Just then a low rumble comes from a
slit-gong hidden inside the spirit house. At this signal
all the initiators begin blowing small flutes (embin and
efi’w) in such a way that the sound flows back and forth
inside the spirit house. Then they emerge from the house,
blowing the flutes and carrying the bandicoots. Both flutes
and bandicoots are presented to the novices, who reciprocate
by giving their initiators sprouted coconuts. The initiators
bring long yams to the hamlet which they roast whole and
give to the novices. These, along with copra and drinking
water, are consumed throughout the night. At dawn the
initiators assemble large decorated pots of yam soup, to5which have been added pieces of bandicoot meat. For this 
feast, the novices divide themselves'into Balangaisi and 
Owangufwisi age-sets. The latter, younger, group is taken 
to another hamlet to eat their soup. The Balangaisi remain 
in the Falanga hamlet and eat soup which has been magically 
treated. After eating, the older novices are told that the
5
The bandicoot meat is referred to metaphorically as 
angwalef, which is the bark from a species of tree. The 
women, who have prepared the soup, are told that the 
initiates are fed pieces of angwalef.
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magic will strike them with illness if they do not properly 
observe taboos on cold water, bathing and yam soup during 
the following fortnight. No such taboos apply to the 
Owangufwisi age-set.
After a fortnight the Balangaisi novices are 
ritually fed yam soup, which lifts the taboo on this 
particular item. They are also allowed to bathe, but are 
restricted to drinking only warm water throughout the 
subsequent 5-6 months while the yams are growing. During 
this time also, the novices may eat only the basic staples 
(yam, taro, sago) and must avoid anything regarded as a 
delicacy, especially meat.
* * * * *
The Ambalingai stage begins after the yam harvest 
is underway the following year. During the preceding month, 
'singsing' are held by both initiation classes to the 
exclusion of women and male children who have not yet 
attained Falanga. The series begins with a pig feast 
referred to as 'lizard', signifying, metaphorically, the 
fastening of the lizard—skin drum heads. After the month 
of singsing , the first of the new yams are given to the 
novices. Having done this the initiators hunt for a pig,6 7 8
which they carry to a stream bank designated for the Falanga 
initiation. They eat the pig, clear the undergrowth for
6
I shall use the Pidgin English term here in preference to 
only approximately equivalent English terms, such as 
festival; or 'dance'. Among the Ilahitans the event may be 
either ritual or mundane, and involves singing, dancing and
morning9 fr°m dUSk untl1 the first cock's crow the following
7
This pig is called mefilen, which is the word for the 
stick placed behind the yam vine, as a brace, when it is 
severed prior to harvest.
8
Each ward has a traditional site 
initiations, which is the area of 
with the ancestral dead of one of
for their Falanga 
stream (walemb) associated 
the ward clans.
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the forthcoming ceremony, and hold an all-night 'singsing'
by the water's edge. Following this, 'singsing' are held9every night in the village for two weeks. At the end of 
this period another pig is eaten, which is referred to as 
hangato'w ('broom'), the significance being that the 
initiation site is now cleared: simbifel amangkw.
A couple of weeks later the initiators let blood 
from their penises^ and apply black paint to their entire 
bodies. 'Singsing' continue every night, during which the 
fathers of the novices prepare yam soup laced with beauty 
magic for the initiators. After several more weeks, the 
initiators set about refurbishing and painting the masks 
called hangamu’w (plural: hangahiwa). These are full-body 
costumes consisting of a woven vegetable-fibre helmet mask 
resting on a platform which simulates the figure's 
'shoulders'. Covering this platform is a coiled rope of 
large, orange fruits called su’witip (plural: su’witix).
The body of the man wearing the costume is concealed behind 
a curtain of yellow sago frondlets (maolihiwa) fastened around 
the shoulder platform. Women are told that hangahiwa are
9
The calendar of events is not kept strictly and must be 
regarded here as a rough approximation.
10
This is a form of ritual and pseudo-physiological 
cleansing which informants liken to menstruation. The 
operation consists of multiple (up to 30) insertions of a 
barbed stem into the urethra, followed by jabbing the 
glans penis with a bamboo (today steel) razor. The local 
theory of menstruation is that noxious, sexually tainted 
blood wells up in the women's body and must be periodically 
discharged. The Arapesh Creation myth tells how the Primal 
Mother, Nambweapa'w, a metamorphosed cassowary, was without 
a vagina until her mortal husband tricked her into inflicting 
a wound on her groin. Thus began female menstruation and 
fertility. A latter-day expression of this myth is a belief 
held by the men (and regarded with amused indulgence by the 
women) that a woman starts menstruating after the post-partum 
lactation interval because of resumed sexual intercourse 
with her husband; re-creating the Primal Wound, the male 
again bestows fertility on the female. With regard to the 
male imitation of menstruation, informants assert that the 
operation restores physical vigour, improves the skin and 
acts generally to pull the subject out of periodic states of 
ennui.
XII A hangamu’w ('male') costumed figure 
representing a spirit of the Falanga 
Tambaran. See text, page 252.
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embodied spirits rather than men merely disguised as such. 11
The painting of the hangahiwa is executed in the
small Falanga spirit house in the ward. Each sub-moiety
works on its own collection of masks, with Afa'afa'w sitting
on the right side of the house, and Orldondof on the left.
The hangahiwa which have a history of violence (wandafunei)
are painted on the first day, and the harmless and/or
'female' masks (hangahiwa tangel) are painted on the second 
12day. This completed, the masks are taken to the stream 
site where the fruits and frondlets are affixed. Men of 
other wards and villages assist in this, and foreigners 
are asked to wear the masks during the ceremony that 
afternoon so that female onlookers will not notice their
13husbands' absence and suspect they are under the costumes.
In the afternoon each initiator leads his hangamu 'w up into 
the Falanga hamlet, passing between a double line of the 
novices' fathers. The hangahiwa appear before all the 
spectators, after which the women are ordered out of the 
area. When they are gone the masks are transferred (by 
the men wearing them) to the terrified novices in the 
tumult of a mock attack. While the novices are enjoying 
their new possessions (the masks) their initiators go down 
to the stream to wash off the black paint which they have 
worn for many weeks.
11
Informants say that formerly the wearer strapped coconut 
husks to the soles of his feet, so that he would not leave 
a human footprint and ruin the deception. These figures 
are called 'tumbuan' in Pidgin English (derived from the 
Tolai) and are found in many parts of lowland New Guinea 
and Papua. Cf. footnote 1 on page 241.
12
The putative temperaments of different hangahiwa relate 
to a form of ritual laf murder with which they are 
concerned. This will be described presently.
13
Those who assist are rewarded by the initiators with 
long yams and sprouted coconuts. Later, each will receive 
another long yam from a father of one of the novices.
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Early next morning the initiators return to the 
stream site and decorate themselves in preparation for the 
final ceremony. They arrange themselves in a line reaching 
from the stream to the village, singing and drumming as the 
anxious novices are passed down the hill. At the water's 
edge the youths are divided into the two age-sets. As the 
Owangufwisi look on, three or four men attired hideously 
as pigs (and called mbongof, 'pigs') advance on the 
Balangaisi youths and lacerate their penises with bamboo 
razors. These razors are called falanga, which is also a 
thorny wild sago palm from which the grade takes its name.
The women are told that the boys are forced (by the Tambaran) 
to climb one of these palms and slide down its trunk, 
ripping their bellies open on the spikes.
The blood from the Balangaisi penises is caught on
leaves (unspecified) which their fathers place under the
bark of large trees (bangwan) growing near the stream. With
this mystical connection, the novice will grow as strong
and large as the tree. When the penile attack on the
Balangaisi is finished, the mbongof turn on the Owangufwisi
and rub their penises and scrota vigorously with stinging 
14nettles. Then both age-sets are thrown into the stream 
which is heavily choked with stinging nettles.
After the ordeal, the mbongof lead the novices back 
to the village and hide them in the Falanga spirit house so 
that the women will not see their genital wounds. The rest
14
Although this is a terrifying ordeal for the novices, 
informants say the genital attack is designed to start 
their masculine growth. As the blood flows, it carries 
with it the contaminants of the mother's breast milk.
They are taught to perform these operations voluntarily 
during their growing years - and indeed for the rest of 
their adult lives. Only old men, past sexual activity, do 
not regularly let blood from their penises. Symbolically, 
therefore, the pollution received from ingesting mother's 
milk is of the same order as that received from sexual 
intercourse; the former has to do with growth, the latter 
with renewal and virility.
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of the initiators remove their regalia and disperse. They
instruct their wives to prepare steamed yams which are
given to the novices. When the sores have completely
healed (after one or two weeks), the boys return to normal
life. Approximately one month later the novices return
to the spirit house, where they live for an additional 
15month. During this time their soup is prepared by 
pre-pubescent daughters of the older initiators. The soup 
is heavily charmed with beauty magic in preparation for 
their final 'coming out' for which they are decorated 
lavishly and publicly displayed as the new possessors of 
the Falanga grade. This is an important, happy event and 
attracts people from miles around.
* * * * *
Before leaving the subject of the Falanga Tambaran,
I should enlarge on two points which will be alluded to 
again in this chapter. The first involves a curious 
'singsing' held on the two consecutive nights prior to the 
'coming out' of the Falanga initiates. This is called 
'the breaking of the plank', and to my knowledge it is not
16found anywhere outside the seven Ilahita Arapesh villages.
A large log, about five metres in length and nearly a metre 
in diameter, is cut and partially hollowed out. The dancers 
form themselves into two groups, one of which lines itself 
along the log. Singing, they rush back and forth across 
the clearing with the heavy object. When the song is ended 
they drop the log and belabour it for about 30 seconds with
15
Living 'in the spirit house' means that they live in 
the Falanga hamlet which is, for that period, taboo to 
women. Among the Ilahita Arapesh, spirit houses are not 
used as residential men's club houses as they are in many 
other parts of New Guinea.
15
Newton (1971:15) mentions that the Yeragei - a group 
living south of the Sepik river - possess ritual objects 
which he calls 'percussion planks'. However, from his 
account, it is not clear what these objects are or how 
they are used.
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sticks. Then the song leader starts his cadenza; the
others join in, lift the log, and repeat the sequence.
Meanwhile the other group stands with interlinked arms
off to one side. As the log-carriers rush back and forth,
the second line moves with them a few paces away, singing
the high harmony of the song. On secular occasions, the
second line is the female part. When the same dance occurs
in secret Tambaran contexts, this part is performed by
transvestite men who greatly amuse themselves and everyone
17else by their impersonation. As with all other 'singsing' 
the 'breaking of the plank' continues until dawn.
The other point requiring further comment concerns 
the hangahiwa. In a ritual survey of the village, 214 of 
these masks were recorded - some of them physically extant, 
others temporarily defunct but scheduled for restoration.
They are individually named and belong to specific 
partnerships within the larger opposition of Sahopwas-Owapwas. 
Indeed, each partnership may share several hangahiwa  ^ so that 
an individual may possess (with his ombaf) one or more masks 
of his own.
The hangahiwa also have individual histories and 
characters. Of the 214 total, 176 were 'male' and 38 were 
'female'. The female hangamu’w carries a digging stick, 
and in general people are not frightened of her. Similarly 
with a large number of male hangahiwa, who carry spears but 
have a reputation for gentleness: these benign creatures,
when they are at large in the village, move about begging
17
Since the Arapesh traditionally went nude, transvestism 
is necessarily rather token and does nothing to conceal 
the true sex of the impersonator. Thus, a male 
transvestite hangs a netbag down his back (female style) 
and decorates himself with symbolically feminine yellow 
leaves and feathers. It should be added that ritual 
transvestism does not carry a homosexual connotation.
Indeed, homosexuality is very rare among the Ilahitans, 
and there does not exist any institution sanctioning 
homosexual liaisons at any stage in life.
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food, salt, tobacco or betelnut. They cannot speak, but 
indicate their wishes with various conventional gestures.
The man who is approached (or the husband of a woman who 
is approached) cheerfully carries the desired object to the 
Falanga spirit house where it is deposited along with 
other booty, to be enjoyed later by the men who had been 
wearing the costumes around the village that day (cf. Webster 
1968:113),18
Mead refers to the Mountain Arapesh 'tumbuan' as 
'gay and laughter-giving' (1934:245). In Ilahita, there is 
also a more sinister side to the institution. About 10% of 
the 'male' hangahiwa have a history of laf (ritually licensed) 
murders. Their decorative regalia includes cordyline homicide 
badges, a dagger through the mask's septum hole, and around 
its neck are hung the skulls of its victims. They are 
greatly feared by men and women alike, for it is thought 
that the spirits of its victims have impregnated the mask 
itself; when an ordinary man dons the costume he is 
transformed into a compulsive killer. Traditionally these 
hangahiwa (wandafunei) seek out victims who are alone in 
their gardens or on the forest paths at dusk. The victim 
is speared, and the hangamu'w flees to its spirit house.
The man places it with the other costumes and emerges without 
fear of discovery.
Murders committed by the hangahiwa are regarded as
legitimate acts performed for the continuing glory and
19satisfaction of the village Tambaran spirits. Indeed, 
the family of the victim must exhume the skull after
18
The hangahiwa roam about only during specific ritual 
periods, so it should not be thought that this is a chronic 
drain on community resources.
19
Though hangahiwa are revealed in connection with Falanga, 
they associate as independent ritual entities with all Cult 
grades. Laf murders committed by them are, however, 
credited exclusively to Nggwal.
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decomposition and present it to the owner of the appropriate 
hangamu 'w for inclusion in its regalia. The aggrieved are 
denied redress, and in any case the identity of the man who 
actually wore the mask - for it need not have been the actual 
owner - remains concealed.
Informants have described cases where, in their desire 
for revenge, the family of the deceased have attempted to 
ensorcel the owner of the hangamu 'w identified with the 
killing. Though they know he is probably innocent - no one 
is foolish enough to use his own mask in a murder plot - 
he is the only one they can single out for blame. The 
informants noted that this enables a man to dispose of two 
enemies with one act: he uses the hangamu'w belonging to
one enemy to kill another enemy in the presence of a witness, 
knowing that the family of the victim may retaliate with 
sorcery against the owner of the mask.
In principle, hangamu 'w murder is supposed to be a
form of execution for persons who have offended in word or
2 0deed against the Tambaran. In practice, it is known that 
some men use the masks to carry out their infamies in the 
name of the Tambaran. Nevertheless, given the genuine belief 
in the Tambaran spirits and their sanguinary appetites, 
informants view the death of innocents with sad resignation, 
noting that in the old days life with the Tambaran was 
sometimes very harsh.
20
This type of offence will be described further in Chapter 
Seven.
21
The last laf murder, which did not involve an hangamu 'w3 
occurred in Ilahita around 1958. An elderly woman was 
garrotted at her doorstep by persons unknown because it 
was thought she was seated too near to where men were 
performing secret Tambaran rites. The necessity for the 
action was a matter of consensus amongst the men, but the 
actual executioners remained anonymous. I should add that 
the woman's husband was absent from the village that day 
and was not a party to her murder.
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When the ritual season of the hangahiwa is over, 
they are ceremoniously despatched to their homes in the 
sacred streams (walemb) of their owners. The costumes are 
dismantled and the masks are stored in the yam houses of 
the proprietors, which are taboo to women. The orange 
fruits and yellow frondlets are hung high in the treetops 
near the streams, so that when the women see them the next 
morning they will know that the hangahiwa have become
22disembodied and have returned to the world of spirits.
Lef in
The Lefin initiation follows Falanga within a few 
years, and is similarly divided into two stages: Wafitanei,
before the yam planting; and Ambalinei, when the harvest 
has begun the following year. Lefin is also the general 
term for edible sago, one of the staples in the Arapesh diet. 
Indeed, at one point in the initiation sago is ritually 
tabooed and then reinstated, which means that the 
consumption of this food by the initiates is thereafter 
officially sanctioned by the Cult spirits. The various 
elements in the Lefin initiation - exchange feasting, food 
taboos, magical food, decorations and the like - are quite 
similar to those of Falanga, and there seems little advantage 
in repeating them again in detail. Rather, I shall describe 
briefly the features specific to Lefin.
Like Falanga, Lefin is a ward-based initiation 
which draws for assistance on other wards and, occasionally, 
other villages. Lefin does not possess a spirit house in 
the village, although one hamlet in each ward is associated 
with it. The main ceremony of the Wafitanei stage occurs 
in this hamlet and involves revealing the sacred bullroarers 
to the initiates, during which the boys observe their fathers
22 The secret Cult myth pertaining to hangahiwa attributes 
their original creation to a woman, who wove the first mask 
in her menstrual house. See 'The Women and the Falanga 
Tambaran' in Appendix E (No. 5).
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'capture' the objects from the initiating group (Owapwas)
23who twirl them aggressively in the centre of the clearing.
The sound emitted by the bullroarers is said to be the voice 
of the Lefin Tambaran, a spirit personified as a little man 
with a large red beard and enormous teeth. It is said that 
Lefin carves drums and slit-gongs with his teeth. At the 
same time they are shown the true source of his 'voice', 
the initiates are also shown a specially hafted, long-handled 
adze which is used to fashion these objects. The ceremony 
is accompanied by exchange feasting and by the initiates 
presenting their ombif with sprouted coconuts.
The Ambalinei stage features, among other things, 
another assault on the genitals of the initiates. This 
time the younger age-set, Owangufwisi, are not spared the 
razor. The ritual occurs at the same stream site as the 
Falanga initiation, but in a shelter erected over the 
water. Beams are laid between the banks as support for 
a palmwood platform. The walls are made from fronds of a 
wild palm, and the structure is without a roof. Inside, 
the enclosure is profusely decorated with colourful 
cordylines and crotons, painted designs on palmwood 
shields and small carved figurines, also painted and 
decorated. Each of these paintings and figurines is 
associated with a different clan, and the seating of the 
initiates in the shelter corresponds with the placement 
of the appropriate paraphernalia.
After some preliminary feasts and ceremonies, the 
novices are taken down to the shelter at the stream, 
remaining there for an entire month. In effect, they are 
living out-of-doors: it is cold in the shadowy valley floor,
and the shelter provides no protection against rain. 
Informants stress that living in such a place for so long 
is a miserable experience.
23As with the Falanga hangahiwa, a secret Cult myth recalls 
that it was a woman who made the first bullroarer. See 
'Mimi'unemb' in Appendix E (No. 4).
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The ordeal comes at the opening of the seclusion
period. The boys are gathered in the shelter where they
are shown the flutes and drums associated with Lefin.
Then they are made to sit on a bench along the side of the
wall, and are told to masturbate until they have produced
erections. One of the initiators steps forward with what
looks like a bamboo razor and goes down the line of
initiates pretending to assault their penises. When he
is finished, another of the initiators begins the
grunting call conventionally used to summon pigs home in
the evening. As the man disguised as a pig appears from
under the platform, all the initiators begin a cacophony
of singing, drumming, flute-playing and stomping in the
shelter. As they jump up and down the platform heaves,
and a carved board dangling out from it on a pole makes
a loud report as it slaps the water. Amidst all the chaos
the pig-man moves down the line of initiates, lacerating
each of their penises with his razor. The blood is allowed
2 4to fall through the floorboards into the water below.
Some nights later one of the initiators drops a
stone in the water below the shelter, crying out that his
clam shell pendant has fallen into the water. He moans that
it was lent to him by his nautamana and that the boys must
all jump into the water to find it. As the boys feel around
in the stones and gravel, they are unwittingly contaminated
by the 'oily' essence of their own penile blood, which has
2 5adhered to the stream bottom. They are told that if they 
do not observe the food taboos prescribed for a long period 
after their initiation, the blood pollution (which stems 
ultimately from the mother's breast milk) will cause them
24
The reason for the blood-letting is identical to that 
given for the Falanga initiation; see footnote 14 , page 254.
25
The women are told that that night the boys are in the 
water searching for eels, animals which are penis symbols 
in numerous mythical and magical contexts.
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to sicken and perhaps die. 
Maoiimu
The third highest Tambaran grade, Maoiimu, takes 
its name from the growing sprout of the sago palm. In 
referring to the grade in Pidgin English, the Ilahitans 
use the term 'blakbokis' (flying fox) Tambaran, and, 
under this name, the grade is found among all adjacent
27cultures. Initiation occurs about or just after puberty. 
Because Maoiimu requires several months seclusion in the 
forest, during which the novices are given extensive 
tuition on skills and conduct befitting adult males, it is 
tempting to regard entry into this grade as a puberty rite.
It displays in ritual and symbolism the well-defined 
stages of separation and re-integration described for rites 
of transition by Van Gennep (1960); and in other important 
respects it resembles rites which Hiatt (1971) has termed 
'pseudo-procreative'. As with most Tambaran ceremonies, 
however, Maoiimu is very much a production by and for the 
older men, while the initiates are often mere spectators. 
Maoiimu may be a 'puberty rite', but it goes far beyond 
this to express cultural values of much broader 
significance, as the following description will demonstrate.
28Maoiimu occurs in three stages: Wafita'wi, Ambeli'wi
and Tangawalei'. The first two are ward-based, focussed on
26
In each of the initiations the imposition of these long­
term food taboos occurs through this kind of trickery. The 
boys are made to touch or eat something which they consider 
harmless, only to be told afterwards that what they have 
eaten will have a lasting effect on their future activities.
27
It should be remembered from an earlier section that the 
initiation grades are not inflexibly tied to chronological 
age. Men may enter Maoiimu up to about age 25, but 
informants maintained that early adolescence was the 'proper' 
time for induction into this grade.
28
Note that these are lexical variants of the Falanga and 
Lefin stage terms.
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the Maolimu spirit houses in each of the several wards.
The last, which is a forest seclusion, involves all the 
wards (except Ilifalemb) and its village base is the 
Bwi'ingili hamlet called, also, Bwi'ingili.
Wafita'wi commences when the yam vines are dry in the
garden, about one month prior to harvest, The exact time
is calculated in the following manner. Two ripe coconuts
are hung in the spirit house, one with a sprout emerging,
one without. When the latter produces a sprout of about
finger length, with one frondlet unfolding, the men gather
to hunt a pig. Both initiation classes eat it that night
amongst much singing and gaiety. The reason for the
celebration is, they tell the women, that 'the girl has
had her first period', this being an esoteric reference
29to the sprouting of the coconut. In the morning the men
blow Maolimu whistles in the spirit house, indicating that
the Tambaran (in this case a young menstruating woman) is 
30in residence. For one month afterwards, the initiating 
sub-class sleeps in the ceremonial hamlet and is fed by 
members of their own group (Sahopwas junior) and the fathers 
of the future initiates. They are said to be caring for 
the 'woman', feeding her by placing food in her mouth with 
a leaf holder. These men are called awiawa'wi ('young 
adolescent girls') after the group of female age-mates who 
commonly sleep with a girl when she is menstruating.
At the end of this period, the Sahopwas who have been 
living in the Maolimu hamlet decorate themselves. The
29
Coconuts (i.e., the fruits themselves) are consistently 
feminine in symbolism. Thus, a little girl is teased by 
having her immature vulva likened to an unripe coconut. 
There is no explicit equation with the female breast.
See 'Wilitin and Amilawen', Appendix E (No. 1).
30
The whistles are hollowed spheres varying in size from 
nuts four centimetres in diameter to large coconuts. Two 
holes are bored through their skins, one to blow across, 
the other a finger valve. It is sounded in imitation of 
a bird call, and the technique is reminiscent of a 
boatswain's whistle.
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majority regale themselves in female decorations and hold
digging sticks. The others use male decorations and carry
their lime gourds with very long, serrated limesticks.
They arrange themselves along the two inside walls of the
spirit house in pseudo-family groups: a man flanked by his
two 'wives'. The initiates are made to enter the house in
a line and walk down the centre aisle between the decorated
figures who make threatening gestures as they pass him.
The men rasp their limesticks aggressively, while the
'women' strike at the initiates' penises with their digging
sticks. Some men with sinister expressions appear to be
gloating over small bundles they are holding. The initiates
have been told by their fathers that these men (who are from
other villages) are sorcerers, and unless they can avoid
gazing at them their (the initiates') gardens will be
ensorcelled in later years. They also come upon a 'corpse'
stretched out on the floor with men sitting around swishing
flies off him. 'Pitpit' moss has been smeared on his eyes,
nose and ears to simulate maggots. As each initiate steps
31over it he is knocked down on top of the corpse.
When all the initiates are in the spirit house, the 
corpse is lifted up and carried outside. When the initiates 
re-emerge, the corpse has disappeared, and they are told 
that if they reveal the secrets their future will be that 
of a corpse's.
* * * * *
Just as the Wafita'wi stage is concerned with young, 
pubescent females, the main Ambeli'wi ceremony is called 
hanga'wi, 'old woman'. A couple of months following the 
above ritual, soon after the long yams are harvested, the 
initiators announce that the 'old woman' is menstruating.
31
The man selected to play the corpse is also from another 
village, to make the deception more believable. The actor 
is rewarded with pork.
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The village women are told to stay away from the central 
hamlet of Bwi'ingili where, it is said, the Sahopwas will 
bring leaves for the old woman to sit upon and cosmetic 
materials with which to blacken her teeth. This is a 
veiled allusion to the fact that long yams are to be 
brought to the main Maolimu spirit house.
Two yams are placed on either side of the facade 
of the house which are called baiup, the shell ornaments 
the old woman wears in her ears. Inside the house, a 
scaffolding intersecting one wall along its entire length 
is completely covered with long yams. The tubers are 
painted with turtle, snake and (human) genital motifs, 
however no applique materials are used. The initiates are 
formed into a line to be brought into the house, the order 
being a reflection of ritual categories: divided by
sub-moieties, the hosts enter last and their moiety enemy 
(nautamana) enter first. Each sub-moiety is led by the 
heir to their pig magic. Thus, if this ceremony were held 
in Ililip, the order would be:
(1) Balanga Afa'afa'w(2) Balanga Ondondof
(3) Hengwanif Afa'afa'w
(4) Hengwanif Ondondof
(5) Nangup Afa'afa'w
(6) Nangup Ondondof
(7) Bwi'ingili Afa'afa'w
(8) Bwi'ingili Ondondof
(9) Ililip Afa'afa'w
(10) Ililip Ondondof
Note that groups 1-5 are members of the Laongol moiety, 
and groups 6-10 are of the Bandangel moiety. Also, each 
ward is led in by its senior sub-moiety, Afa'afa'w.
The initiates are sent into the spirit house to look 
at the yam display. Behind the wall of yams, out of sight 
of the initiates, a man paces back and forth blowing a 
Maolimu whistle. It is said this is the 'old woman'
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carrying all the yams. At length, the man removes the 
large yam covering the door to the inner sanctum and shows 
the whistle to the initiates.
* * * * *
With the conclusion of this ceremony, the Sahopwas 
initiates and their senior ombif (the initiates' fathers) 
begin work on the forest village of Wamwinipux in 
preparation for the Tangawalei' stage of the initiation.
The sacred precinct is built in the forest of Wamwinip, 
about midway between Bwi'ingili and the colony of Auwi 
(Map 3). Once started, the construction work must proceed 
with great haste until it is finished. During the work 
period the women are told that the work involves clearing 
the foliage off the tree branches and hanging lawyer vines 
between them. This is in preparation for the time when 
the initiates are transformed into 'flying foxes', in
32which state they spend the entire period of their seclusion.
The forest village, which is shown in Figure 6ii,
3 3is a microcosm of the entire village and its dual structures.
It can be seen that the vertical diameter divides the circle 
into opposed totemic moieties: Laongol on the right and
Bandangel on the left. The symmetry is marred only by 
Nangup's intrusiveness on the Laongol side. Informants 
agreed that, for the sake of dual symmetry, this was 
unfortunate. But they added that it was more important 
that Nangup be represented as a unitary ward, even though 
it is divided ritually. The clearing is dominated by two
towering spirit houses, side by side, which belong to the
senior sub-moieties (Afa'afa'w) of the two most important
32
Their seclusion re-creates symbolically the myth of
'Ambupwiel'. See Appendix E (No. 3); cf. Myth No. 6.
33
The last Maolimu Tangawalei' was held in Ilahita about 
1960. The Wamwinipux map and the following description 
are reconstructed from accounts given by ritually expert 
informants.
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FIGURE 6ii: WAMWINIPUX
llahita
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wards (Balanga and Ililip). A person entering the 
clearing from Ilahita would pass between these two wangon.
Opposite and facing the two wangon are more
moderately sized spirit houses (alambwin) belonging to
the Afa'afa'w sub-moieties of Bwi'ingili and Hengwanif.
The rest of the clearing is occupied by other alambwin
and gasala'akw belonging to the various sub-moieties, as 
34shown. The presence of small menstrual houses in the
outer periphery of the circle completes the illusion of
35a typical village. Each ward possesses one of these 
kamba, which is used as a 'green room' by the ward's 
Sahopwas when they decorate themselves.
When Wamwinipux is ready, the Sahopwas set a date 
for the ceremony which will bring the initiates into 
seclusion. By this time an entire year will have passed
34
Ilifalemb ward, with a separate ritual system, holds 
its Maolimu seclusion in a forest village of its own, 
called Fafatuax. The large moiety wangon are located as 
in Wamwinipux, but all the other houses are gasala'akw 
and each belongs to a particular patrician. These are 
grouped in the semi-circle of the appropriate moiety.
There is no suggestion of anything comparable to the 
Ilahita sub-moieties. Furthermore, this is identical to 
the pattern of Maolimu villages belonging to all other 
Ilahita Arapesh villages - which similarly lack 
sub-moieties.
35This raises the possibility of what Levi-Strauss calls 
'concentric dualism' (1963), in which the 'centre' is 
male and sacred, and the 'periphery' is female and profane. 
In the actual residence situation, where the pattern is not 
so perfectly circular, this form of dualism is not so 
explicit. Indeed, the reasons given for the peripheral 
location of menstrual houses is that the all-night courting 
parties held there will not disturb the rest of the 
community. I should note here that 'menstrual houses' 
are more in the nature of nubile girls' clubhouses, which 
are lived in constantly. Young married women go there 
during menstruation, less for reason of pollution than 
as an excuse to join their unmarried friends. Older 
married women may remain in their regular houses, with 
precautions taken to prevent polluting her husband or his 
activities. Alternatively, the husband may move into his 
yam house for the duration of her period.
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since the Wafita'wi stage, and a new harvest is at hand.
The initiates are told, quite without warning, that the
next day they will be transformed into flying foxes to
begin their life in the forest. In the early evening of
that day the boys are brought individually to Bwi'ingili
by their fathers. Women are not present. As they assemble
they can hear the sound of bird calls (actually Maolimu
whistles) coming from the direction of Wamwinipux. The
sound rushes back and forth, coaxing the boys to join the
forest creatures. This is an illusion cleverly created by
a long line of men (from Ilahita and assisting villages)
stretching all the way from Wamwinipux to the outskirts
of the village. Each man has a whistle and the sound is
relayed in rapid succession. The effect, I am assured, is
3 6quite remarkable.
As the boys sit in the clearing wondering what will
happen a group of Sahopwas enter carrying bamboos of
water, a type of grass {maliwap), and ashes. The ashes
are rubbed on the foreheads of the novices, and the grass
is stuck in their hair. The latter is said to cause
their characters to turn into that of 'flying foxes' when
they are later struck by stinging nettles. The bamboo
tubes are held over their heads and broken, it being said
37they are bathed by the 'flying foxes'.
As soon as the Sahopwas have departed, the 
initiates are savagely accosted by a group of men made 
up to look like pigs. Covered with grey pond silt,
36
The whistles are pitched according to the age and 
standing of the men blowing them. Big-men blow large, 
deep-throated coconut shells in imitation of the goura 
pigeon, while younger men blow small, shrill whistles 
copying the call of a sparrow-like bird. These 'birds' 
are sent by the flying foxes to bring the boys to them.
37
There is a vague suggestion that the water in the 
tubes symbolizes the flying foxes' urine. This is a 
further aid in the symbolic metamorphosis.
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their hair is bristling with cassowary feathers, and their 
noses are grotesquely drawn up and back by a string
3 8passing through the septum and tied behind the head.
At the height of their attack a large force of Sahopwas 
arrives and, in a realistic looking battle, drives off 
the hideous intruders.
When the excitement dies down, the initiates observe
five men enter the clearing from the direction of
Wamwinipux. They are decorated as females, one from each
ward, and each carries a 'baby' wrapped in banana leaves.
The 'baby' is a small anthropomorphic figurine modelled
in clay, and it is said that these 'women' have just
given birth to these 'babies'. With great solemnity,
the Sahopwas 'mothers' approach their individual junior
ombif and hand them the 'babies'. After a time the
figurines are placed to one side and nothing more is
39done about them.
Next the Sahopwas form a long double line leading
up to and disappearing into the spirit house. Each man
holds a long rod of sago bark amply tipped with stinging
nettles. The novices run this gauntlet and are whipped
by their initiators while their fathers stand by watching.
The younger boys are carried on the shoulders of their
mothers' brothers, who, in fact, take the brunt of the 
4 0attack. The last initiator in the line, who waits in
38
These are men from other villages who will later be 
compensated with gifts of pork. On the following day, 
they stage another mock attack in connection with the 
initiation. See below, page 272.
39
These Maolimu transvestite parts are hereditary in one 
of the initiation partnerships in each ward. The sex of 
the 'babies' is arbitrary.
40
I have not discussed the MB/ZS relationship in this 
thesis because the subject does not pertain directly to 
my argument. It should be noted that during the Falanga 
initiation, the MB may enter the water with his ZS in 
order to share - if not to mitigate - the ordeal of the 
stinging nettles. As in many patrilineal societies, the.../
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the dimness of the spirit house, strikes the initiate on 
the head with a club-like base of a type of shrub, 
huininga. This is wrapped in very potent red stinging 
nettles called lefix. The blow is powerful and some of 
the youths may be knocked unconscious.
Called back into the clearing, the novices notice 
that many of the Sahopwas have gone, leaving only the 
Owapwas seniors. Soon, however, the Sahopwas return from 
the nearby undercover, parading in single file and blowing 
the whistles and shells they had used earlier. These are 
given to the novices, but they are told not to practice 
with them until duly instructed. Then the youths are 
sent away, and a feast begins. The food - yams and pork - 
is supplied mostly by the Sahopwas, who compensate the 
outsiders who had assisted that day. It is also to secure 
their good-will and cooperation during the months to come.
That night the initiates begin singing in their 
separate wards. Starting at the foot of the ward, the 
initiates pass through each hamlet, singing a farewell 
to their sisters and mothers. Mocking them, they sing, 
'Look well at our faces, for tomorrow you will not see 
them. We are going away now and there will no longer be 
men here to copulate with you. You must copulate with the 
village dogs.' Each boy is escorted by his ombaf, who is 
arrayed in a helmet mask and body costume of either the 
kwambefowa or osaputa type. Though the outfit is an 
abbreviated hangamu’w in appearance, the women are aware 
that it is simply costumed men who are taking their sons 
or brothers away to join the flying foxes. In this 
'singsing' the women reply with a standardized lament, 
following in a group after the initiates. From every 
direction the bands converge on the central hub of 
Bwi'ingili to begin a big all-night 'singsing'.
/...MB/ZS relationship is idealized as close and 
affectionate; and in most cases I observed actual 
behaviour coincides well with the ideal.
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In the pre-dawn darkness, the Sahopwas drift 
unnoticed out of the village and proceed to Wamwinipux.
The foreigners go there also and station themselves in 
the surrounding forest. When the first cock crows and 
the dance ends, the novices are taken to Wamwinipux by 
their fathers. Fathers and sons enter the precinct in 
full song, only to encounter a macabre tableau vivant.
They circle the clearing singing, but the occupants of 
the place seem not to notice them. A funeral is underway, 
with a corpse laid out and men and 'women' (transvestite 
males) gathered around mourning. In the clearing one man 
is pretending to be a pig, another a chicken, another a 
pet cockatoo. Another is weaving a netbag. The fathers 
of the initiates feign puzzlement and ask where the 
'trees' are, for the novices still believe they will be 
turned into flying foxes. No response. The intruders feel 
as if they are invisible and noiseless spectators in a 
village complete in its masculinity.
The fathers seat themselves and their sons under
the porticoes of the several houses and watch the activity
in the clearing. One initiator, who has been miming the
motions of clearing grass, goes to throw away a 'handful
of cuttings'. Having just disappeared from sight, he
staggers back into the clearing, impaled with a spear
through his chest. (The spear is actually only tucked
under his arm.) Instantly there is a massive attack on the
camp. Armed and decorated warriors (the foreigners) pour
into the clearing from all sides, terrifying the initiates
who, in light of the abortive attack the previous day,
believe it to be genuine. After much confusion, the
41foreigners sit down amiably with the Ilahitans. The 
pantomine ceases, though the men still refrain from 
speaking. There is no tobacco, no betelnut, and no fire.
It is wondered by the novices how and what they will eat.
41
This is an enactment of a mock attack staged on mourners 
at nearly all funerals. See Chapter Five.
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Two men of the Nangup Ondondof sub-moiety, the 
group charged with keeping the fire, arise. One of them 
takes a faggot from its hiding place in the Nangup kamba 
and climbs up the Nangup gasala'akw by mounting the 
ridgepole from the rear. When he reaches the peak of the 
house, the other man blows a Maolimu whistle from below.
The fire is thrown down to him; strips of coconut husk 
are lit and distributed to each of the houses. Meanwhile 
the pig magicians (Sahopwas) have been decorating themselves 
in the kamba houses, and after the fire is distributed 
they enter the clearing in a line, singing and displaying 
themselves.
Later that day a pig is cooked and pieces of pork 
are distributed to everyone there. This is the formal 
opening of the forest seclusion, one of the main objects 
of which is to teach the initiates a craving for pig flesh. 
For four to five months thereafter pigs and yams are 
brought to the initiates by the Sahopwas of their own 
and cooperating villages. By various complicated means 
equivalents of all the yams are eventually returned to 
these men by the fathers of the initiates. The pigs are 
not recompensed until the next Maolimu initiation, when 
the erstwhile initiates become the initiators. All the 
pigs brought to Wamwinipux are referred to as 'women' 
provided for the sexual pleasure of the initiates. A 
large pig is an 'old woman', and if a yam is brought 
with it, this is her 'walking stick'. Small pigs are 
'young women', and a small yam is referred to as the 
'bark string' she carries for netbag weaving. Both are 
allusive of the two earlier stages of the initiation 
(see above). It is said that so much meat is brought to 
the initiates that some rots for lack of attention.
Never again in their lives will these initiates be feasted 
so prodigiously.
The seclusion is an occasion for the boys to learn 
various adult skills. They are taught the technique for
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formal speech-making, which involves gestures for 
emphasis and vocal signals for attracting attention and 
silencing audiences. A man who has not been through 
Maolimu is prohibited from using these methods, and 
without them no one will feel any compunction to listen. 
In addition they are taught many songs and dances, 
including the female parts for them. Boys who show 
precocity at playing the female role are further groomed, 
and they eventually join the established gang of 'old 
girls'.
To secure the instruction received here, and ensure
that the good conduct of the boys will attend them for
the rest of their lives, a magical procedure is used.
A number of sprouted coconuts, one for each initiate, is
placed in the main spirit house of each sub-moiety. Each
is stabbed with a dagger made from the femur of a pig or 
42cassowary. As long as the daggers remain buried in the 
coconuts {viz.j the entire seclusion), whatever behaviour 
the boys manifest will become their life-long character.
A boy who steals in this period will become an inveterate 
thief. One who carelessly puts his finger in the hole of 
his Maolimu whistle will always be a womanizer, the hole 
being likened to a vagina. There is a strict prohibition 
against entering any house in Wamwinipux other than one's 
own. Trespass is a serious offence in a densely settled 
society; and in a microcosm of the entire village, 
territories are the houses themselves.
The socialization function of the seclusion, though 
taken quite seriously, does not prevent the many ribald 
and clownish stunts performed by the Sahopwas to entertain 
the initiates. Mock marriages are established between
42
The heirs to the pig magic of both sub-moieties must 
sleep in these houses, close to the coconuts. The magic 
emanating from these strengthens their magical 
responsibilities later in life. No prescriptions govern 
where the other initiates may sleep, but they tend to do 
so in the houses of their own sub-moieties.
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men and 'women'. Naturally this leads to infidelity and 
accusations of adultery, and to everyone's delight the 
cuckold and his rival pull the strumpet back and forth 
between them.
Mirthful tomfoolery of this sort should not
obscure the essential - and serious - significance of this
curious village in the forest. In a society of men,
women are not missed. Men may with ease perform both
sides of the division of labour, and surrogate women
(i.e.j pigs) are available in abundance. If women are
absolutely needed to partner a marriage or sing the high
harmony of a song, -a man simply plays the part. Life is
good away from women and in the company of men; conduct
is exemplary, discord non-existent, food so plentiful as
to be beyond appetite. Moreover, it is this male existence
which, in the logic of the pierced coconuts, stamps itself
43indelibly on the imaginations of the initiates.
Women are the bane of a peaceful society, and as 
long as men never compromise their masculine unity, they 
will hold the secret to a paradisiacal world devoid of 
women and full of life's pleasures. Indeed, in this 
Elysium women will not be required to produce babies, 
for men will have taken over that role as well - as 
symbolized in the baby presentation. A man's supreme 
loyalty must therefore be given to his sex group and to 
the important secrets they guard; no devotion to family 
can override this, and a man must be prepared to sacrifice 
(possibly by his own hand) his mother, wife or child at the 
behest of the Tambaran. The discipline is harsh and 
exacting, but in the ideology of the Cult humankind 
depends on it.
43
One missionary, although not fully informed about the 
Maolimu seclusion, remarked to me that the most striking 
thing about the Maolimu initiates when they returned was 
the utter and cruel contempt they showed toward women - 
especially their mothers.
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Ceremonial events and revelations occur more or 
less continuously during the long seclusion. With each 
pig caught the songs and whistles of the hunters can be 
heard in the village, where the women are told that 
another female is being brought to the flying-fox 
initiates. At one stage in the seclusion, the Meingafo 
flutes (Appendix C) are revealed to the initiates. On 
this occasion elaborate decorations are devised by the 
Sahopwas initiators, including a box-like wickerwork 
costume fashioned to look like a cassowary. Some of 
the initiators impersonate ghosts, with shells strapped 
to their fingertips to simulate claws. A few days before 
the end of the seclusion two pigs are killed: one is
decorated by the Afa'afa'w as a (human) male, the other 
is decorated by the Ondondof as a (human) female. The 
two pigs are seated facing each other, legs spread, with 
hibiscus blossoms decorating their genitals. In this 
grotesque posture the pigs are silent observers of a 
special 'breaking of the plank' dance. This is the first 
time the initiates have seen it performed by males alone, 
with some of them impersonating women. The presence of 
the opposite sexed pigs, in their respective decorations, 
fulfils magically the future renewal of the pig population 
in the interval before the next Maolimu initiation. It 
is explicitly a fertility rite. It is also a sign that 
the initiates are thereafter entitled to wear certain 
body ornaments belonging to Maolimu.
The final pig caught during the seclusion is 
called kwambanga nomamb3 'breast milk'. This is to 
signify the last time the transformed initiates suckle 
their flying fox mothers. Their return to the village 
and to normal life requires elaborate deceptions. For 
several nights previously trees are pulled down in the 
vicinity of the village, and feathers from many different 
kinds of birds are scattered about. This is to show the 
women that the re-transformation is underway, and that 
the initiates are coming down from the trees. When they
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return to the village they pretend to be unable to speak 
and to eat human food. Leger de main, they 'vomit' forth 
seeds and berries on which they have been subsisting 
during the preceding months. They reject food offered 
to them by the women, and hide in the spirit house to be 
fed secretly by their ombif. After about one week they 
are fully restored to human society, much changed for 
their experience and firmly committed to the prevailing 
values of the male-dominated society.
* * * * *
To recapitulate briefly on the first three Cult 
grades: the Falanga and Lefin rites emphasize a severing
of the maternal bond, both attitudinally and in the 
expulsion of the mother's bodily essence. It is a 
transition from the world of women to the world of men, 
and in a startlingly traumatic way the boys are introduced 
to their new masters. By giving the boys secrets which 
are their responsibility to protect, the older men succeed 
in obliterating the intimate confidential relationship 
the child has had with his mother and/or other females 
in his life.
The imagery surrounding these initiations is that 
of the sago palm, after which they take their names. The 
prolific reproductive pattern of this plant makes it 
well-suited to its use as a growth symbol in these rites, 
and the establishment of masculine growth patterns is 
the explicit 'object' of these ceremonies.
The Maolimu initiation, coming at about puberty, 
shifts attention from plants and growth to animals and 
fertility. The name is taken from the growing point of 
the sago palm, rather than from the plant as a whole, and 
in local ideology this part of the sago is suggestive of 
both growth and fertility. In general terms as well as 
specific sequences, Maolimu is concerned with natural
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increase and sexual potency. At the age when he is
magically and behaviourally most impressionable, the
initiate is transformed symbolically into a flying fox -
an animal whose prominent genitalia give it a reputation
44for great lasciviousness. As 'flying foxes', the boys
assuage their sexual appetites by eating ('copulating
with') pigs ('women'). Thus, in a curious intermingling
of symbols we have the notion of meat-eating equated with
sexual intercourse, the result being, symbolically, more 
4 5babies. This is consistent with the male fantasy of an
all-male world, and the presenting of the clay figurines
by the transvestite males in the opening ceremony
4 6(cf. Hiatt 1971). Thus, beyond providing the adolescent
initiates with masculine potency, Maolimu is a ritual 
'acting out' of the fantasy that a world without women is 
a viable proposition - a fantasy which denies the equally 
fanciful notion that females possess a mystical power 
greater than that of males. In that the Tambaran is an 
exclusively masculine phenomenon, which the women 
originally discovered but soon lost to the men, the denial 
appears to be saying, symbolically, that women are 
'failed males'. Not only must they be impregnated by a 
male to conceive and give birth, their fertility must be 
restored to them after parturition by the sexual act.
44
The magical securing of the boys' conduct is itself an 
apparent sexual symbol, in which the dagger (male) is 
implanted in the coconut (female), generating a supernatural 
charge around these otherwise mundane objects.
45
See footnote 13, page 171. Cf. Myth of Ambupwiel,
Appendix E (No. 3).
46
I should also note that, following this period of 
orgiastic meat-eating austere taboos against pork are 
levied on the boys which persist well into adulthood.
This parallels the strict rule enjoining pre-marital 
chastity on the males in the culture. During fieldwork,
I did not record a single instance of this taboo being 
breached, and the few babies born out of wedlock had been 
sired by married men. The boys are warned that pre-marital 
sexual intercourse will ruin their prospects for marriage, 
successful yam planting and effective magic of all kinds.
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Maolimu proclaims that masculinity is completely
/ Oreproductive in itself, whereas feminity is a pitiable
state of natural inadequacy. And yet the strength of the
denial, and the ritual elaborated to serve it, is a
measure of the importance of the alternative fantasy: that
women really do have more power, as exemplified in secret
4 7Cult myths and in other symbolic ways.
The first three grades of the Cult bring the boy 
from his mother's breast to full sexual maturity, in the 
course of which he is taught the ritual secrets and profane 
skills needed for social adulthood. Though coordinated 
with yam-growing seasons the symbolic foci of the grades 
are sago and pigs. It was suggested in an early chapter 
that these items were formerly of much greater subsistence 
importance than they are today. It is not surprising, 
therefore, that they were (and are) part of Arapesh 
initiation imagery. Finally, each of the grades is called 
by a distinctly Arapesh name. In general the series has 
a self-contained ritual quality, making the subsequent 
Nggwal grade appear superimposed. The following will show 
that this impression is well-founded, both historically 
and thematically.
Nggwal
Rather than attempt to define Nggwal, my purpose 
here is to discuss three aspects in which the idea 
manifests itself: a theistic, immanent Ideal by which
morality is reckoned and human conduct judged; a 
Cyclopean incarnation with a voracious appetite, who 
acts as the tutelary spirit and champion in all village
47
The Arapesh male's attitude toward women is extremely 
complex and, in my view, has its prototype in the mother- 
son relationship. Space does not permit an examination of 
this topic here, however, I suggest that a deeper 
understanding of the Tambaran Cult is to be found (at 
least partly) in the Arapesh male's early childhood 
experience.
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endeavours; and, finally, the assembly of spirits 
individuated with respect to the village's patricians, 
each having a specific name and set of paraphernalia.
All of these are Nggwal, and in discussion informants 
slip easily from one meaning to another. Similarly, 
in elucidating the aspects here, I shall often rely on 
context to convey the sense intended.
The word, Nggwal, is not of Arapesh origin but is
4 8a direct borrowing from a Middle Sepik language.
Abelam and Kwanga use the word in that form; and it may
in turn be related to the Iatmul nggwail, meaning
'father's father, father's father's sister, son's son,
son's daughter. This term is also applied [in Iatmul]
to the totemic ancestors of a clan' (Bateson 1936:310).
Ilahita informants report that Nggwal is a relatively
'new' Tambaran, whereas the first three grades are very
ancient. Though they quote myths recounting Nggwal's 
4 9local origin, the cultural, historical and linguistic 
evidence compels us to conclude that the Arapesh acquired 
Nggwal from the Middle Sepik cultures at the time of the 
latter's intrusion (Chapter Three). And, consistent with 
the circumstances surrounding this diffusion, it will be 
shown that Nggwal is symbolically and organizationally 
predicated on a dense, stable settlement pattern. The 
first three grades do not, on the other hand, preclude the 
possibility of a more dispersed population, coalescing at 
intervals to cooperate in various ceremonies.
48
Both Kwanga and Abelam apply the term to their 
highest Cult grade, and either could have lent it to 
the Arapesh. In Ilahita, it does not possess a plural 
form, suggesting that the language has not yet 
completely assimilated it. Similarly, the word sounds 
typically Abelam/Kwanga, but anomalous in the Arapesh 
lexicon.
49
See 'Kataomo' and 'Kamba'wa' in Appendix E (Nos. 2 
and 7).
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Nggwal and Population Flux
One aspect of Nggwal consists of a multiplicity
of personally named spirits, each associated with a
particular clan. This suggests a simple distribution of
these spirits in the population. Each clan contains two
50subclans - Sahopwasinguf and Owapwasinguf - which 
relate to each other as initiation partners (Sahopwas- 
Owapwas). The system provides for one Nggwal spirit 
per clan, which at any given time is in the possession 
of one of the subclans. Moreover, each spirit is paired 
with another Nggwal spirit in the enemy ward of the opposite 
moiety, with whom it competes in song contests, feasts 
and other ritual activities concerned with the Cult.
These two Nggwals (i.e., the two groups associated with 
these spirits) refer to each other as nautamana, 'enemy', 
and certain dimensions of this relationship have already 
been discussed.
In formal terms the connection between social 
structure and Tambaran classification is obvious enough. 
However, the situation which has developed in Ilahita 
through the demographic turbulence of the last century 
recalls Levi-Strauss's rather resigned remark that,
'Whenever social groups are named, the conceptual system 
formed by these names is, as it were, a prey to the 
whims of demographic change which follows its own laws 
but is related to it only contingently' (1966:66). As 
it is a proposition of this thesis that social and ritual 
structures arise as adaptive responses to behaviour 
patterns having a demographic dimension, it is necessary 
to consider what effect the 'whims of demographic change' 
have had on the Ilahita structures. To do this, it may 
help to examine comparable structures in a village whose 
oral demographic history has been relatively quiescent.
50
See Chapter Four.
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Utamup is a small village (population: 180) near
the Kwanga border (Map 2). The population is bilingual,
and residents are hard-pressed to decide which language
(Arapesh or Kwanga) is original and which acquired. The
inhabitants currently live in a single contiguous
settlement, and, unlike most other villages, it is not
divided into semi-autonomous wards. Utamup informants
explain that the population is too small to warrant any
such arrangement. There are only six clans in Utamup,
51grouped into opposed moieties as shown in Table 6i.
TABLE 6i: UTAMUP CLANS AND MOIETIES
Moiety A Moiety B
Afanim Nangup
Utamup Bawakem
Tatemba
Balanga
Utamup's Nggwal spirits, their related clans and 
nautamana, are shown in Table 6ii. The upper-case letter 
in parentheses following the Nggwal name refers to its 
moiety affiliation. A comparison of these data with those 
of Table 6i discloses the nature of the relationship 
between ritual structures and demographic change - the 
short answer being that the former has modified in 
response to the latter.
Notice (in Table 6i) that Moiety B contains twice 
as many clans as Moiety A. It is likely that this 
asymmetry arose historically from the expansion and 
segmentation of Moiety-B clans. Whatever the reason,
51
Each of these moieties possesses its own pig-hunting 
net, pig magic and hunting reserve, differing in these 
respects from Ilahita and most other villages as well.
Cf. page 164.
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TABLE 6ii: UTAMUP'S NGGWAL TAMBARANS
Nggwal ProprietorClan nautamana
Saonei (A) Utamup Gandi (B)
Bila'wamwi (A) Utamup Windu (B)
Mangieli (A) Afanim nGwas (B)
Gwawi (A) Afanim Konowau (B)
Konowau (B) Nangup Gwawi (A)
Elimif (B) Nangup
Gandi (B) Bawakem Saonei (A)
nGwas (B) Balanga Mangieli (A)
Windu (B) Tatemba Bila'wamwi (A)
it is clear from Table 6ii that asymmetry at the clan level 
has been rectified in the ritual field by the creation 
of new Nggwal spirits. Hence, Afanim and Utamup clans 
possess two Nggwals apiece and are therefore able to 
interact ritually with all four opposite clans. Nangup's 
second Nggwal, Elimif, by not having a nautamana, reveals 
two things about itself: first, it exists in name only
and does not have a set of ritual paraphernalia; and, 
second, it is probably of recent origin or introduction.
Men of Nangup clan are not sub-divided vis-a-vis their 
two Nggwals (as are the men of Utamup and Afanim clans), 
but rather they simply maintain the name of Elimif and 
attend to it only cursorily. And, significantly, a 
Nggwal spirit such as Elimif would not (with its present 
status) be credited with a killing or any supernatural 
power whatsoever. Its future depends almost entirely on 
demographic trends: should the membership of either Utamup
or Afanim increase relative to the other clans, another 
Nggwal could perhaps be established in the expanding clan 
to act as Elimif's nautamana. Or, if Nangup clan declines
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in membership, interest in Elimif may dwindle or 
extinguish altogether.
Given the requirement of structural symmetry in 
the ritual system, and the instability of natural 
populations, the production or addition of Nggwal spirits 
disguises the fact that numbers are out of phase with 
structurally balanced categories. There is probably a 
limit (of uneven growth) beyond which a major redefining 
of moiety lines is required if there is to remain any 
semblance of numerical symmetry. In the meantime, 
however, the generating of new Nggwals deals with the 
problem less traumatically than, say, relocating clans 
(residentially) to accord with new moiety alignments, 
or forcing a segmentation of small clans. The Nggwal 
system is a painless fiction for redressing demographically 
related imbalances at structural levels of more fundamental 
importance, such as residential and/or descent groups.
Turning to Ilahita village - but keeping in mind 
the Utamup case - the situation is found to be more 
complex. The example of Balanga ward shows the structural 
effects of demographic change in a large village based 
on a multi-ward confederacy (Table 6iii).
If Galawei is subtracted from the list because of
its nominality, it can be seen that each of the three
major clans of Balanga possesses two Nggwal spirits.
Bundahimbil clan, with only seven adult male members is
presently too small to support even one Nggwal. They have
consequently paired with the other clan in their sub-moiety,
Owapwi, jointly to control Nanganenga. Indeed, the
junction occurred with only one subclan of Owapwi, thereby
accentuating the ritual cleavage within the (Owapwi) clan
as a whole. Sahopwi clan is in partnership with two clans
of Hengwanif ward (Owapwi and Hengwanif), both belonging
52to the Afa'afa'w sub-moiety. This anomaly is explained 
52See Table 5ii for a listing of sub-moieties and their 
constituent clans.
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TABLE 6iii: NGGWALS OF BALANGA
Nggwal ProprietorClan nautamana
Ililip Nangup
Elimif Laongol Nimbea
Galaweia Laongol
nGwas Laongol (Windu(Nimbea
Gwawi Owapwi Sao Kamba'wA
Nanganenga (Owapwi(Bundahimbil
(Ko'ombale 
(Daondamba
Sowambon (Sahopwi(Owapwi*3 Wanimbea
Tatangafum (Sahopwi(Hengwanif^ Wanimbea
aRefers to a nominal Nggwal without power or full 
Cult paraphernalia.
Clans of Hengwanif ward.
by a Sahopwi clan legend which traces one line of their 
ancestry to that ward.
Nggwal alignments generally parallel descent 
groupings - though they do this much more clearly in 
Utamup than in Ilahita - and they also reflect moiety and 
sub-moiety oppositions. Thus, Balanga is of the Laongol 
moiety, while Ililip and the particular clan of Nangup 
controlling the Kamba'wa Nggwal are of the Bandangel 
moiety. Moreover, within this larger opposition, the 
division occurs within the cross-cutting sub-moieties.
The clans controlling Elimif and Nimbea, respectively,
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are both Afa'afa'w, just as Gwawi and Sao are both 
Ondondof. Consequently, for all levels of village 
integration - moieties, wards, sub-moieties, clans, 
initiation classes - the concept of Nggwal provides 
a ritual expression.
When the composition of the Nggwal groupings is 
analyzed further, it is found that Table 6iii glosses 
over an internal complexity. What emerges is not an 
exact fit of clan with Nggwal spirit, but rather a strong 
statistical tendency in that direction. Table 6iv takes 
a closer look at Balanga and reveals crossings-over of 
Nggwal memberships between clans.
53Two points should be noted in Table 6iv. First,
where more than one clan operates a particular Nggwal,
one of them tends to predominate numerically. For
instance, in the first three listed, Laongol clan
outnumbers Owapwi and Sahopwi. This tendency allows us
to accept (in a statistical sense) the claims by informants
that, for example, nGwas 'belongs' to Laongol, even though
54it is shared with Owapwi and Sahopwi.
The second point is that, with the exception of 
Gwawi, the number of clans (and sometimes persons as well) 
is greater for the Sahopwas class than for the Owapwas.
The reason is bound up with the political behaviour 
surrounding these ritual affiliations - a subject that
53
This treatment of Balanga is to illustrate a pattern 
found in all wards of Ilahita in respect of all 32 Nggwal 
spirits. In Appendix D I have listed Ilahita's Nggwal 
spirits, along with their wards, moieties and sub-moieties.
54
The anomaly of men from opposite sub-moieties sharing 
the same Nggwal - a theoretical impossibility - results 
from informal ritual 'friendships' contracted between 
men for a short time, often only a single ceremony. I 
shall not deal here with this complication, except to say 
that a man tied informally to a Nggwal not his own does 
not pass the status on to his heir(s).
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TABLE 6iv: INTERNAL COMPOSITIONS OF BALANGA NGGWALS*
Nggwal SahopwasInitiation Class
Owapwas
Initiation Class
Elimif Laongol (7) Owapwi (3) Laongol (10)
Galawei
Laongol (5) 
Owapwi (2) 
Sahopwi (1)
Laongol (5)
nGwas
Laongol (4) 
Owapwi (1) 
Sahopwi (1)
Laongol (4)
Gwawi Owapwi (10)
Owapwi (11) 
Laongol (2) 
Balangapwi (1)
Nanganenga Owapwi (6) Bundahimbil (4)
Sowambon
Owapwi (3)k 
Hengwanif (1) 
Laongol (1) 
Balangapwi (1)
Sahopwi (5) 
Laongol (1)
Tatangafurn Hengwanif (2)^ Tata (l)c Sahopwi (5)
The clan totals shown here do not correspond with 
those listed in Table 4vii, which uses age rather than 
ritual status as the criterion for inclusion. The same 
applies to Nggwal listings in Appendix D.
SiBelongs to Bwi'ingili ward.
^Belongs to Hengwanif ward.
QBelongs to Ililip ward.
was touched on earlier, in the context of ritual adoption. 
In preparing the large Nggwal initiation, the Sahopwas 
class is interested in attracting Owapwas seniors to 
bolster their work strength. This leads to a number of 
men taking the prestigious 'middle position' vis-a-vis 
the two initiation classes. The younger and more ambitious
See Chapter Five, page 177.55
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Owapwas accept such invitations, gaining the prestige of 
possessing - if only for a time - another Nggwal spirit. 
Indeed the invitation is itself a mark of honour, 
signifying that the other group regards his industry and 
yam excellence as an asset. In the great majority of 
cases, however, the arrangement is only temporary; very 
few men can perennially produce enough yams to operate 
the exchanges in both directions at once. Nevertheless, 
the situation I have just described does give men with 
promise an opportunity to sample, as it were, a position 
of potentially great renown.
* * * * *
Having characterized quantitatively the individuated 
aspect of Nggwal, it is now necessary to discuss the 
initiation ceremonies themselves. The two sub-grades, 
Bunafunei and Walipeine, are separated by an entire 
generation. Walipeine is practically identical in procedure 
to its predecessor, and the paraphernalia differ only 
slightly. Indeed, informants use a play on words when 
they refer to Walipeine as the 'old' Tambaran, which 
possesses three connotations: first, the spirit itself
is conceived as aged; second, this Tambaran belongs to 
the old men of the village; and, finally, the Walipeine 
Nggwal is, as it were, 'old hat', meaning that little 
will be new to the initiates (who have seen Bunafunei) 
when they view it. The last meaning is, of course, a 
private joke amongst the old men (Owapwas senior); the 
initiates (Sahopwas junior) believe they will see the 
'ultimate' secret which differs radically from anything 
they have previously experienced. Both sets of initiation 
ceremonies are extremely complex, and the discussion here 
is restricted to the highlights. In describing Walipeine, 
attention will be paid to points of difference with 
Bunafunei.
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Nggwal Bunafunei; the spirit house
The Bunafunei initiation spans three or more 
years: the first year is spent building the large spirit
house; in the second, the Nggwal spirits are brought 
from their watery homes in the ancestral streams, later 
to be shown to the initiates; in the final year, Nggwal 
is despatched from the village back to its eternal abode.
During 1971, a new spirit house was erected in
Elaf hamlet of Ililip ward for an initiation scheduled
56the following year. By my estimate, the task absorbed
over 10,000 man-days. This includes the preliminary
feasting, the collection of building materials by large
gangs of men and boys, the actual construction, decorating
and painting the facade and interior, and a variety of
ancillary ritual activities. The final structure resembles
in proportions the regular dwelling and yam-storage
houses, except that it is very much larger. The
triangular facade measures 17 metres in height, with an
approximately equivalent base. The edifice is 28 metres
in length, and its ridgepole slopes toward the rear at
57an angle of about 15 degrees.
Whereas the collection of materials is a mundane 
task involving any and all able-bodied persons, the actual
56
Traditionally, the Nggwal Bunafunei spirit house stood 
in either Balanga or Hengwanif ward. That is, Nggwal 
Bunafunei is the province of the Laongol moiety, while 
Maolimu belongs to the Bandangel moiety. For reasons of 
internal village politics, the erection of the house in 
Ililip was a challenge to Balanga, which grudgingly 
acquiesced to it. It is possible that Balanga's (and 
its moiety's) prerogative with regard to Nggwal Bunafunei 
is in the process of being lost. Nggwal Walipeine, having 
been brought to Ilahita by Nangup refugees, continues in 
the possession of that ward.
57
Abelam spirit houses are much taller, however their 
ridgepoles slope very steeply and extend to the ground. In 
comparison with these, the Ilahita house's exterior is less 
impressive, but the interior is considerably larger.
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construction is highly secret to the men who have seen 
Nggwal. Digging the post-holes is a magical affair, said 
to be assisted by the cassowary form of the Primal Mother, 
Nambweapa'w (see above). The four-metre posts are carved 
in advance of being placed: the house’s right-front post,
carved as a male figure, belongs to Afa'afa'w sub-moiety 
but is fashioned by Ondondof sub-moiety; the left-front 
post is female, belongs to Ondondof, and is carved by 
Afa'afa'w. The rear posts are smaller and are of opposite 
sex from the forward figures. In general the right-left 
sub-moiety symbolism permeates the entire design of the 
house. For example, a lintel crossing the facade of the 
house above the door is carved with a female figure on 
the left, a male figure on the right, and between is a 
row of alternately sexed children. This is reminiscent 
of the Maolimu symbolism (the decorated pigs) where the 
sub-moieties were symbolized as opposite sexes, the 
conjunction of which was a symbolic statement about 
fertility: in the Maolimu case, porcine; in the Nggwal
case, human.
The other important stage in the construction is
5 8the raising of the immense ridgepole. Considering the 
lack of sophisticated hoisting devices, this is a 
considerable engineering feat. Vertical breadfruit 
trunks are planted in a line down the centre of the 
projected house. These are joined at the top by 
horizontal connections of very strong, supple betelnut 
trunks. Lawyer vines are cast over the betel trunks, 
which act as a pivot for raising the ridgepole. The 
uninitiated are told that Nggwal himself comes to help 
the men raise the pole. The men of the higher grades 
consider that three conditions are required for this 
mammoth task: first, a large number of men to pull on
58
For a discussion of the activities involved in raising 
the ridgepole of Abelam spirit houses, see Forge (1966)
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the lines; second, complete harmony amongst the workers,
lest ill-will of any kind thwart the underlying magic; and,
finally, the supernatural assistance of the ancestral 
59spirits. This assistance is rendered with the help of
big-men amongst the Owapwas senior sub-class. While
most of the younger men are heaving on the ropes, or
pushing with forked poles wedged under the ridgepole,
the Owapwas rush onto the scene with long poles of their
own. These are tipped with feathers, cordyline and other
magical leaves; attached to each is a humerous bone from
6 0an exhumed ancestor. The power residing in the bones 
lends necessary strength to the arms of the (human) 
workers. Whether of ancestral origin, or emanating from 
Nggwal itself, the uninitiated are told that all work 
involved in erecting the house is performed by 
supernatural agents. In the view of the men, the work is 
done by themselves, however the unseen presence of ancestral 
and Nggwal spirits allows it to succeed.
The finished spirit house is an extremely impressive 
monument to aesthetic taste, technical skill and large-scale 
organization. The painted facade is a composite of 
sago-spathe panels. At the peak is the figure of Bila, 
the paramount Nggwal spirit.^ Flanking Bila are two 
smaller, unidentified figures, possibly his 'children'.
59
In the one instance I observed, the lawyer vines began 
snapping when the pole was about half-way elevated. For 
reasons which I will not go into, the men decided that 
one of the groups was harbouring a secret ill-will. Work 
was interrupted while money was raised to buy a pig for 
the aggrieved group. Later that day the ridgepole was 
hoisted the rest of the way without mishap, perhaps 
because the workers now possessed a confidence they had 
previously lacked.
60
If there are not enough human bones a cassowary femur 
can be substituted. Informants were unclear as to whether, 
in this case, the spiritual assistance is of a human or 
cassowary kind.
61
Informants could not explain why Bila is paramount, a 
fact which does not confer any special status on the group 
owning this Tambaran.
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Below this is a row of upright faces inter-articulated 
with a lower row of inverted faces. Informants explained 
that these were living and dead humans, respectively.
Lower panels show the images of various unnamed or 
forgotten spirits; and the lowest row is a gallery of
6 2all the Nggwal spirits said to be residing in the house. 
Below this is a row of ceremonial kongwalef spears and 
the carved lintel showing the mother, father and children 
figures. The lower half of the facade is covered with a 
woven rattan mat, on which are mounted carvings of snakes 
and turtles. The door is centred and admits persons in 
a stooped or crawling position.
The house's crown is also made of woven materials 
and is surmounted by a stack of pots supporting a finial 
effigy of the hornbill, the Laongol moiety totem. The 
crown is gaily decorated with hibiscus blossoms and 
yellow croton leaves, and protruding from each side is 
a yellow sago frond [maolimu). An intricate decorative 
pattern of yellow and black crotons, red cordyline and 
bamboo reaches from the base of the crown, down the forward 
edge of the thatch siding, and continues for about two 
metres on the ground. Beneath the cantilevered crown 
hangs a woven rattan chain which ends in a solid, woven 
pendant, pierced at right angles by barbs tipped with 
su'witix (orange fruits). This pendant is draped with 
the knotted rope symbolizing the number of victims the 
village Tambaran has to its credit.
Inside the spirit house is a large inner sanctum 
panelled with hundreds of paintings - similar to those on 
the facade - which face into the main room of the house 
and depict the individual Nggwal spirits. Each column of 
panels represents a particular Nggwal spirit, and each 
painting belongs to an individual man in the proprietor
62
The house must be large because of the gigantic 
proportions of the spirits.
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group. Their vertical arrangement accords with 
genealogical seniority of the men, those at the top 
belonging to the clan elders of the Sahopwas junior 
sub-class.  ^^
Behind the gallery wall are concealed the giant,
end-blown bowan flutes associated with each Nggwal spirit.
They are over three metres in length, and their bases
are placed in large drums - without heads - which add
to the amplification. When sounded in unison they become
the 'voice' of the unitary Nggwal. The rhapsodic air
of these songs expresses Nggwal as the collective
representation of the village's clans, Alternatively,
these flutes are said to be the voices of all Creation's
children, crying to be born. They are contained,
according to the fable, in the netbag (inner sanctum)
64which Nggwal has slung over his shoulder. The burden 
is very great, but Nggwal cannot set it down until he 
has been fed. By feeding Nggwal, and then ritually 
opening the inner sanctum (to the initiates), the 
'children' of all species are released and the creative 
process is renewed. In this way, the Nggwal initiation
63
The placing of these paintings is a considerable 
technical feat. All the blank panels are put in place 
on a scaffolding reaching from floor to ridgepole for the 
entire length of the house. The blanks are arranged 
until there are no chinks in the gallery wall. Then 
they are taken down, painted, and replaced in their 
proper position. All but the most artistically inept men 
paint their own panels, with assistance from their senior 
ombif. These paintings, as part of the paraphernalia, are 
handed over to the novices after the initiation.
64
Forge (1966:26) reports that among the Abelam the 
spirit house is symbolically feminine, with the dark 
interior likened to 'her' belly. No such imagery applies 
in the Arapesh case. However, Kaberry's note (1941:246) 
that the Abelam word mbia means both 'belly' and 'womb', 
together with the common New Guinea association of 'womb' 
and 'netbag' - an association that has carried over into 
Pidgin English - suggests a possible link between Abelam 
and Arapesh symbols.
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The Ilahita Nggwal Bunafunei spirit house 
under construction in the Elaf hamlet of 
Ililip. As the heavy ridgepole is hoisted 
into place other men (e.g., lower right) 
assist, using poles tipped with magical 
materials. See text, page 291.
After the ridgepole is in place, Kwamwi, an 
Owapwas senior, shows the Sahopwas junior 
sub-class the magic (cassowary) bone which 
added strength to their efforts. See text, 
page 291.
The Ningalimbi Nggwal spirit house is 
decorated on the day after it is thatched. 
Some months will pass before the house is 
enclosed with an ornate facade (Plate 
XVI) .
View of the facade of the completed 
Ningalimbi Nggwal spirit house. The 
painted panels represent individual 
clan Nggwal spirits. Below these is 
placed the carved lintel with parent 
figures and alternately sexed children. 
The row of ceremonial kongwalef spears 
can be seen protruding below the lintel.
An interior gallery wall in the Nggwal 
Bunafunei spirit house conceals the 
sacred bowas flutes. Each painting 
represents an individual Nggwal clan 
spirit. It can be seen that the 
entrance to the inner sanctum is 
temporarily uncovered. See text, 
page 292.
Nggwal. A sculpted representation 
shows the clan spirit with a sow 
over his head and a piglet taking 
nourishment from his penis.
Flanking his head are totemic parrots, 
and two hornbill moiety totems are 
carved at the top of the figure. See 
text, page 294.
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(and other ancillary ceremonies) magically ensures
65general fertility.
Along the opposite inside wall of the spirit house,
facing the gallery of paintings, are lined the statues
of the individual Nggwal spirits. Two to three metres
in height, they are all anthropomorphic and are a composite
of motifs chosen by the carver from the traditional
repertoire. The figure may be male or female,^ and it
is usually surmounted by a relief carving of a totemic
6 7bird, turtle, or phalanger. The statues are magical 
because it is thought that the spirits actually reside 
in them, especially the older carvings.
In sum, the paraphernalia associated with each 
Nggwal and given to the junior ombif upon their 
induction are: sago-spathe paintings, statues,
kongwalef spears, bowan flutes (and their specific 
songs) and sacred drums. Of these the drums are the
65
This is also clearly displayed in the Myth of Olafen 
(Appendix E, No. 8), in which a Tambaran spirit residing 
in the carved post of the spirit house is credited with 
first showing women how to have their babies per vaginam. 
The year preceding the building of the Elaf spirit house 
yielded a poor yam harvest, and the elders blamed this on 
the increasing rate of Christian conversions to the 
detriment of the Tambaran Cult. Worry over a mystically 
endangered subsistence base was among the factors leading 
to the reflorescence of the Cult the following year, as 
a reassurance to the spirits that they were not being 
neglected.
6 6
Newton (1971), in his survey of Cult phenomena in the 
Middle to Upper Sepik region, frequently notes a belief 
in female Cult spirits. Among the Arapesh, all Nggwal 
spirits are male, despite their occasional feminine 
representations.
67
A common motif places a small pig between the legs 
of the figure. One example shows the pig nursing from 
the penis of the figure, reiterating the often expressed 
view that semen is a nutritive substance. In some myths, 
urine possesses procreative powers (Appendix E, No. 14).
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The women are admitted to the clearing and the
decorated figures are dramatically revealed to them. The
wives of the decorated men also wear paint and feathers,
70and each carries a large shell ring. As the Sahopwas
parade solemnly and trance-like around the clearing, their
wives dance in front of them, lifting the shell rings to
draw a comparison with the beauty and purity of their
husbands. This is followed by an all-night 'singsing',
during which the Sahopwas sub-class are required to kill
at least one person in honour of Nggwal. Preferably
the victim is an enemy, but if one cannot be located
71someone in the village might have to be sacrificed.
The murder is ritually licensed (laf); the murderer 
himself remains anonymous; and another knot is added to 
Nggwal's rope.
Next morning people gather from all over the area 
to witness the initiation. Nggwal members, with the 
trappings and mood of a war-party, bring shell valuables 
to add to the house's interior decorations. As they 
approach and enter the village they are subjected to a 
mock attack by the Sahopwas of the host village. It is 
a tense episode, because the foreigners are licensed to 
kill any living thing as they move to the other village. 
While the Owapwas seniors, their sons (the initiates) 
and the latters' mothers' brothers wait in an adjacent 
hamlet, the women and children are ushered into the 
ceremonial hamlet by the Sahopwas initiators. It is 
explained to them that Nggwal waits in the spirit house 
to devour the Owapwas as they crawl through the door.
In fact a number of foreign Sahopwas are concealed in 
the house to initiate the Owapwas juniors, and to pull 
the rope which animates the kongwalef spears. Foreigners
70If a Sahopwas man is not married, his true or 
classificatory younger brother will don women's decoration 
and act the part of his wife.
71In the river areas of the Sepik this was frequently the 
occasion for a head-hunting foray (Newton 1971).
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A Sahopwas junior is being decorated on 
the day before his sub-class initiates 
their junior ombif into Nggwal Bunafunei. 
The success of his beauty magic requires 
a subdued, concentrated mood. See text, 
page 295.
'As the Sahopwas parade solemnly and 
trance-like around the clearing, their 
wives dance in front of them, lifting 
the shell rings to draw a comparison 
with the beauty and purity of their 
husbands' (p. 296).
'As [the foreign Nggwal members] approach 
and enter the village they are subjected 
to a mock attack by Sahopwas of the host 
village' (p. 296).
At the Lefin initiation the fathers of 
the initiates leap on an initiator 
(Owapwas junior) as he tries to fend 
them off with a twirling bullroarer. 
See text, pages 259-260.
'Afterwards the bowas [flutes] and their 
drums are brought out into the clearing, 
and the initiates are given the chance 
to participate with the older men in 
singing the Nggwal songs' (p. 299). On 
the left, a Sahopwas junior bends over, 
shouting the song into the ear of his 
inexperienced junior ombaf.
XIX
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must do this or else the women may notice the absence 
of some of their men and suspect a trick.
When the audience is in place the initiates 
run into the clearing, led by their mothers' brothers 
and attended by their fathers. The Sahopwas are arrayed 
in front of the house, and, with much stamping, singing 
and threat gestures, they attempt to defend Nggwal 
against the younger men who want to take it from them.
In a few moments the excitement eases, and the audience 
perceives a line of curious figures (Sahopwas) enter the 
clearing. They pretend to be afflicted with crippledness, 
blindness, and various kinds of genital problems to show 
the wretchedness which will befall the initiates if they 
do not observe the behavioural and food taboos prescribed 
after the initiation. This is done in a mood of playful 
buffoonery, but the atmosphere sobers again when one of 
the novices (as instructed by his father) comes forward 
carrying a long pole. Tied to the end of the pole is a 
smoked, wild-pig liver (hu'up). As the Sahopwas resist, 
the Owapwas juniors struggle to insert the pole into a 
small hole in the facade of the spirit house. Only by 
feeding Nggwal can they survive their encounter with it 
in a few moments' time. Finally, reaching over the heads 
of the Sahopwas, the insertion is made. An initiator 
on the inside of the house cuts loose the meat, and the 
pole is withdrawn.
Suddenly the Sahopwas drop their pretence of
resistance and form themselves into a double line leading
72up to the door of the house. The initiates are forced 
down the line in a stooping position and are pushed 
through the portal. A Sahopwas near the door whispers 
to the first of the initiates to lay very still across 
the threshold, so that the following Owapwas will be
72
Alternatively, informants explained, the initiators may 
form a single line, facing the door, and require the 
novices to crawl between their legs.
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terrorized by having to step over a 'dead' comrade. As 
the initiate puts his head through the opening, he is 
cuffed and punched by men waiting just inside the door.
Simultaneously, ashes are spilled over the back of his
73 74neck, and his mouth is stuffed with bananas. As this
is happening another Sahopwas pounds a ripe coconut on the
ground with a resounding thud. This is heard by the
tearful women outside as the sickening sound of Nggwal
stomping his heavy right foot on the initiates' heads.
Then the line of initiates is shunted toward the rear of
the house, where they marvel at the wealth of artistic
finery filling the inside of the structure. When they
have had a few minutes to view the paintings and statues,
they are ushered out the rear door and sent straight down
to the stream to bathe.
These initiates, it should be reported, are the 
elder age-set of the Owapwas juniors - the Balangaisi.
When they have vacated the spirit house, the Owangufwisi 
are led in the rear door of the spirit house and are 
shown the paraphernalia by their ombif without any ordeal. 
They walk through the house and emerge through the front 
door.
Immediately thereafter the women, children and 
recent inductees are ordered out of the clearing, and a 
feast is held by the Owapwas seniors and the Sahopwas 
juniors. This is one of the final pork payments to the 
Sahopwas initiators, although the fathers of the initiates
72
This is to symbolize the advent of old age (white hair) 
on entry to this grade. The ashes are believed to have 
the magical ability to hasten old age.
74
Prior to this, the initiates have tabooed bananas 
since early childhood. This formally lifts the taboo, 
because 'Nggwal' has fed them the bananas; however 
restrictions still prevent him from eating bananas in 
the presence of ritual or chronological seniors.
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take their share. This is followed by an all-night 
'singsing', in which the women participate.
The final ritual in the initiation proper is held 
on the following day - this time without a female 
audience. The initiates are brought to the clearing and 
made to sweep up with their hands all the leaves and 
other debris cluttering the clearing from the previous 
festivities. The sweepings are gathered near the door 
of the spirit house, and the initiates are ordered to 
remain squatting there in a cluster. Suddenly two men 
burst from the spirit house. The first (a Sahopwas 
junior) rushes around the crowd of initiates playing a 
secret end-blown flute which is said to imitate a hornbill. 
As he does so, all the other Sahopwas standing around 
sound their Nggwal whistles. The second man (the Owapwas 
senior ombaf of the first) pretends to accost the 
initiates with his ceremonial adze, which is the insignia 
of the Nggwal Walipeine sub-grade. This is to signify 
to the initiates that hereafter it is the Walipeine 
Tambaran which they will look to as their senior.
As the furore abates, the initiates become aware
of a new sound: the haunting voice of the Tambaran coming
from within the spirit house. They are quickly assembled
into a line and sent into the house. There they beat on
the painted gallery wall until one of the initiators
inside the inner sanctum removes a panel and allows the
75initiates to view the men playing the bowan flutes. 
Afterwards the bowas and their drums are brought out into 
the clearing, and the initiates are given the chance to 
participate with the older men in singing the Nggwal songs. 
After this the initiates are shown a small display 
consisting of an ancient, stained dagger (made from a
75
The flutes are not technically 'played', but rather they 
are long hollow pipes into which the men sing. The effect 
is to amplify and distort the voices of the men, giving them 
an unearthly quality.
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7 6cassowary leg-bone), flanked by two bamboo spear blades. 
The more courageous of the young men seize these weapons 
and assume the task of finding a laf victim before the 
next morning. This is their tribute to Nggwal, reciprocal 
and equal to the deed performed earlier by their senior 
ombif. By this they express their mettle and worthiness 
in the eyes of Nggwal.
Every night for about a month thereafter Nggwal
sings in front of his house, calling for wild pork and
trumpeting his greatness. For miles around people hear
his proud, unearthly voice, and they know that Nggwal is
visiting his village. Pigs are avidly sought, and the
men devote themselves to feasting and competitive singing
77between nautamana Nggwals.
Nggwal remains in the village for an indeterminate
period, usually between one and three years. At intervals,
particularly if some offence is committed between initiation 
7 8classes, Nggwal may begin singing again, demanding more 
pork. Eventually, the new Sahopwas men (the names having 
switched with the initiation) decide to consign Nggwal 
back to his home in the stream (walemb). The kongwalef 
are removed, signifying that the spirits have banked 
their spears and are ready to run. This occurs just before
76
Some villagers argued that the dagger was fashioned 
from a human femur, while others claimed that it was a 
cassowary-bone substitution for what should have been a 
human bone. As with the house-erecting magic, it appears 
that local ideology can tolerate such substitutions in 
the details of the ritual.
77
Though each song belongs to a particular Nggwal, all of 
the bowas combine in singing them. Host older men are 
familiar with the songs of all the village Nggwal spirits. 
The order in which they are sung is ritually prescribed so 
that nautamana are paired in the sequence. Thus it is 
not the men themselves who are conceived as competing, 
but their Nggwals, through the medium of the songs.
78
This was described in the previous chapter. See page 
223.
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the season of yam-planting. The following year, if the
first fruits promise a good harvest, Nggwal is chased
79out of the village. Before dawn on the appointed day, 
both initiation classes take the kongwalef and leave for 
the forest. The Owapwas seniors (the initiators of the 
previous ceremony) proceed to the site of Wamwinipux in 
the forest of Wamwinip (see above). There they begin 
cooking yams for a feast. The Sahopwas juniors hunt for 
a pig, hoping to catch one about dawn. When the beast 
is netted the men give a mighty whoop, and the women 
in the village believe that at this moment the men are 
yanking the kongwalef out of the spirits' hands. The 
pig, symbolically referred to as kwongwof, is carried to 
Wamwinipux and eaten at noon by all the assembled men.
The Sahopwas Owangufwisi, who were not ritually fed 
bananas at their initiation, garnish their meat only with 
roasted yams; the Balangaisi and Owapwas seniors enjoy 
bananas and breadfruit in addition to the yams and meat.
That afternoon the Sahopwas decorate themselves 
for re-entry into the village. In the context of having 
their bodies painted they are shown (by the Owapwas seniors) 
the secret of applying paint, using as a brush the 
crushed tip of a 'pitpit' sprout. Parallel white lines 
are drawn on their chests with the serrated edge of a 
coconut shell. Later, the women are told that Nggwal 
himself painted these lines with his teeth. The 
Balangaisi are decorated rather more lavishly than the 
younger age-set. In the late afternoon they arrive 
triumphantly in the village, carrying the kongwalef.
A 'singsing' is held that night (men and women), and the 
next day the paraphernalia are distributed to the new 
owners.
79
If the harvest is poor, Nggwal's departure is 
deferred until another year.
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* * * * *
As a full member of the Nggwal grade the recent 
initiate may exercise certain privileges previously 
denied him. Among these are:
(1) The right to build verandah houses and to use
plaited walls, both of which involve thatching 
or weaving techniques similar to those used on 
the spirit house. This also applies to the use 
of recently introduced woven baskets from the 
Sepik river area.
(2) He may now carry a netbag with Nggwal design
patterns. Pure white netbags are, however, 
the property of his ritual seniors - the men 
of Walipeine.
(3) He need no longer observe the prescription of
sweeping his gardens thoroughly when preparing 
them for yam planting. Previously all loose 
debris, such as charred wood and dead grass, 
had to be removed.80
(4) If a tree is left standing in a non-member's
garden after firing, and this tree has a 
number of branches left on it, or an ant's 
nest, or a vine which cannot be pulled down, 
it must be felled and dragged from the garden.
(5) Non-members must plant their entire yam garden
in a very short period (one or two days) once 
they have started. Nggwal members are 
privileged to plant part of their garden and 
leave the remainder until it suits them.
(6) Non-members must plant yams close to the trellis
or tree up which the vines will subsequently 
climb. Nggwal members may space the yam mounds 
widely around the trellis.
(7) Non-members are strongly rebuked for
presumptuousness if the long yams they plant 
are too long or, more importantly, too fat. 
Members may plant as they wish.
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A case is recalled where one non-member was lax in 
observing this taboo. His senior ombif publicly shamed 
and denounced him, whereupon the miscreant went to his 
garden, slashed the recently planted yams, and then 
returned to burn down his house in the village. For the 
association of yams with intense emotional states, see 
Tuzin (1972).
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These taboos either distinguish members from 
non-members visually (houses, netbags) or place the latter 
at a disadvantage in the quality and quantity of yams he 
can produce. By requiring immaculate garden sweeping, the 
code denies the non-member the benefits of incidental 
composting. Trees with appendages of various kinds are 
ideal as vine trellises, but these the uninitiated must 
remove. The necessity to plant the garden in a short 
period precludes the possibility of distributing the risk 
amongst several micro-ecologies, and also of planting all 
the seed yams at the optimal moment in their sprouting 
phase. The injunction against locating yam mounds away 
from the trellis means, first, that fewer mounds may be 
serviced by a single trellis; and, second, the shorter 
guide-rope from mound to trellis results in shorter and 
less luxurious vines. The final restriction, regarding a 
ban on long yams which are too fat, virtually excludes 
the non-member from the prestige system. In planting a 
long yam a hole must first be dug corresponding to the 
shape and size of the desired tuber. The hole is 
refilled and subsequently the growing yam follows the soft 
earth down and occupies the refilled hole. Under 
traditional technology a very deep hole would not be 
excavated without expanding its diameter proportionately.
A great diameter would result in a fat yam, in violation 
of the taboo. Facing this requirement, most non-members 
did not even attempt the project.
Nggwal Walipeine
Nggwal Walipeine is the highest Tambaran of the Cult, 
and entry into it is achieved at around age 50. In 
procedure it is practically identical to Nggwal Bunafunei, 
and in this final section I shall note only the important 
points of difference.
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First, the Walipeine sub-grade is closely associated 
with Nangup, having been brought to Ilahita originally 
by the refugees who formed this ward.* Whereas all the 
Nggwal spirits (except Ilifalemb's) congregate in the 
Bunafunei house, Walipeine is associated with only 12 
Nggwals: five from Nangup, four from Ililip, two from
Balanga and one from Bwi'ingili. Most men in Ilahita 
are not directly involved with Walipeine; they act as 
spectators and assistants and are shown the secrets 
informally.
Another point of difference is that, whereas the 
Bunafunei initiation involves Sahopwas juniors initiating 
Owapwas juniors, Walipeine has Owapwas seniors initiating 
Sahopwas juniors. As described in Chapter Five, the 
initiators are joined by the Balangaisi age-set of the 
novice group. These older men assist the sub-grade 
proprietors in doing the heavy work before the initiation, 
but they are not shown the inside of the spirit house 
until the day of the initiation. After the Owangufwisi 
have been subjected to the ordeal of entry into the 
house, the Balangaisi are taken in to view the interior 
without trauma. Following this initiation, the Owapwas 
seniors pass out of the Cult entirely and into formal 
retirement.
The design of the interior of the Walipeine house 
is also a departure from Bunafunei. Rather than a gallery 
wall partitioning the interior into inner and outer 
sancta, the Walipeine house contains an inner structure, 
free-standing in the centre of the floor. About ten 
metres in length and four metres in width, the lower 
part of the structure resembles an inverted tub; front 
and rear are decorated with wooden masks surmounted by 
hornbill effigies. Above this, a plaited frame peaks 
upward, nearly reaching the ridgepole with a black 
cockatoo (Bandangel moiety totem) finial. The plaiting 
is richly ornamented with shell rings, leaves and feathers,
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while the lower half is completely covered with paintings. 
Contrary to the Bunafunei paintings, these are of more 
abstract, lotus-like designs with a large amount of 
intricate white ribbing. This structure is called 
bundafip, which is a large-leaved wild taro {Alocasia 
spp. ?). It is said that Nggwal cuts the leaves, 
bleaches them in the sun, and then uses them to decorate 
and cover himself. Aside from a small figurine standing 
on the ground in front of the inner structure, the only 
statuary is a figure of Kamba'wa laid on the floor to one 
side.
Although the exterior initiation ceremony, with 
the mock defence and attack, the parade of buffoons, and 
the ritual feeding of Nggwal, is identical to Bunafunei, 
the inside scenario is slightly different. As the 
initiates come through the door, they are doused with 
white ashes, as nearby a man bangs a coconut on the ground. 
They are then pushed forward where men splash liquid on 
their backs with leaf sponges. This is a putrid 
concoction of aromatic leaves placed for a month in a 
tub of pond-water; the ritual washing by Nggwal is 
supposed to produce aging effects on the skin of the 
initiate. The initiates spend some minutes examining the 
bundafip structure, and then depart through the rear of 
the house.
The next day, in a ceremony similar to that of 
Bunafunei, the initiates are shown the bowas flutes, 
which are this time played by initiators concealed in 
the bundafip. This begins a month-long period of nightly 
Nggwal singing. Unlike Bunafunei, however, there are no 
laf killings associated with the initiation; neither are 
the initiators decorated for display on the day before 
the main ceremony. In general, therefore, although 
Walipeine is of higher status than Bunafunei, and places 
the initiates into positions of supreme moral authority, 
entry into it is a considerably less splendid affair.
XXIV 'As the initiates come through the door 
they are doused with white ashes, as 
nearby a man bangs a coconut on the ground' 
(p. 305) . The man in the centre is first in 
the line of Sahopwas junior initiates being 
shown Nggwal Walipeine. His initiators 
belong to the Owapwas senior sub-class.
XXV The in,ner sanctum of the Nggwal Walipeine
spirit house. The large areas of white 
paint, compared with the Nggwal Bunafunei 
panels (Plate XX), symbolize the white 
hair and dusty skin of old age. See 
text, page 304.
X
X
IV
XXV
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Conclusion
In this chapter I have dealt with a topic which 
could easily have consumed an entire thesis. The rich 
variety of artistic elements and ritual activities of the 
Cult is surpassed only by the wealth of symbolic allusions 
attached to them. Space has dictated a bare sketching of 
these aspects, and the details of ritual feasting and 
inter-village cooperation have been only lightly touched 
upon. Instead, the discussion has focussed on the general 
character of the ritual system and its points of 
articulation with the dual organization.
It is difficult to conceive of the Tambaran Cult 
without the dual structures, which provide the organizational 
framework and much of the raw material of social relations 
for the ritual-symbolic system. Conversely, the performance 
of initiation and other Cult ceremonies gives dramatic 
expression to the various dual structures, particularly 
in their village-wide cross-cutting aspects. And yet if* 
the dual organization and Tambaran Cult functioned solely 
to reinforce one another, there would be no apparent 
reason why Ilahita village requires either of them. The 
functional importance of each of these systems is to be 
found, rather, in those characteristics largely outside 
the region of their conceptual overlap. Thus the ritual 
reaffirmation of dualism at frequent intervals lends 
credibility to these structures - and the authority 
hierarchy subsumed by them - when they are applied to 
fields of social control, conventional competition, and 
other functions important for village integration but 
only contingently related to the Tambaran. Similarly, 
the Cult depends on the dual organization for its ritual 
manifestations, but at the same time it is an integrated 
system of religious ideology, functioning with regard 
to psycho-social features of the culture which are 
somewhat removed from the dualism described in the 
previous chapter. Without analyzing them in detail,
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these features emerge in some of the themes recurring in 
Tambaran ritual and ideology.
Pervasive in Cult ideology is the opposition of 
the sexes, expressed by the rigid maintenance of male 
exclusiveness through ritual secrecy. Women's role in 
the Tambaran Cult is almost entirely that of an 
appreciative audience. The nature of the rites and 
symbols from which they are excluded suggests the conflict 
of fantasies mentioned earlier: on the one hand is the
notion that females are 'failed males*; on the other is 
the male worry that women may have superior mystical 
powers. The exclusion of women from the Cult is the 
men's way of coping with this conflict. Their explicit 
justification for the deceptive feasts is that Nggwal and 
the other Tambarans despise women; for their own safety 
they must be excluded. Nggwal is indeed present, in the 
men's view, but not in the embodied form described to 
the women. Similarly, Nggwal feasts on the spiritual 
essence of the food, while the men finish off the material 
remains. The women must not learn of the trick lest 
they demand a share of the feast, and thereby arouse 
Nggwal's wrath. The deception, the men reason, is the 
only way to resolve the dilemma of keeping Nggwal well-fed 
and content - and their women unrebellious.
Despite this rationalization men do experience 
guilt over their behaviour; and where there is guilt, and 
the anxiety that one's supremacy is based on a sham, 
there is a corresponding fear that the oppressed might 
someday retaliate. Thus, the circle of ideology and 
practice is closed: the Tambaran persists because the
men have inherited a belief system which controls them 
as surely as they control it. One informant's opinion 
in this regard was quite illuminating. Asked why they 
did not open the Cult to women and allow them to share 
the feasts, he observed, 'It is true that sometimes men 
feel ashamed and guilty over eating good food while their
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wives go hungry. But if we told them now that for all 
these generations they have been deceived, they would 
make life unbearable for us.'
However, during most of the activities described 
in this chapter women are completely absent. The antics, 
deceptions and flamboyant pride and vanity are often 
intended solely for male consumption, and one gets the 
impression that the performers derive an emotional 
satisfaction which renders the initiates - those for 
whom the rites are intended - practically irrelevant.
The 'male bond' (Tiger 1969) is strengthened by shared 
secrets, the conviviality of feasting, and by the glorious 
works which large numbers of organized men can achieve.
The towering Nggwal Bunafunei spirit house is the epitome 
of Arapesh male pride (cf. Bateson 1936:116); it is a 
monument to their strength and skill, a temple in honour 
of their highest ideals. In this and other technological 
aspects Nggwal, more than the other Tambarans, demands 
large numbers of men in co-residence. Nggwal both depends 
upon and promotes the harmony of large settlements, and 
it is therefore understandable that the Ilahita Arapesh 
would have adopted this middle Sepik ritual complex at 
a time when their own villages were undergoing 
unprecedented growth. And, as discussed in Chapter 
Three, the altered settlement pattern had a profound 
effect on the conduct of war and the potential for conquest 
in the region.
The other dimension of village power and unity is 
that of internal organization and the preservation of 
authority structures. The ordeals of the Cult play on 
the emotion of fear; submission to authority is induced 
by cruel and humiliating attacks on the initiates, and by 
the belief that the older men have access to supernatural 
powers which can be used to punish recalcitrant young 
men. On the positive side, it is through obedience and 
respect for the elders that the young men rise in the
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system and succeed to the ritual secrets, on which depend 
their security in old age, as well as the viability of 
society in its present form. Moreover, the position of 
the old men is institutionalized in Ilahita to a greater 
extent than elsewhere, due to the sub-division of this 
village's Nggwal grade into junior and senior parts.
For historical reasons Ilahita is apparently unique in 
this respect; other villages in the culture area do 
not possess a formalized Cult category specifically for 
the old men. Thus the operation of the authority structure 
depends on Tambaran ideology, especially that concerned 
with Nggwal. To my knowledge atheism is non-existent in 
the village, and even old men and Christian converts 
accept the mystic reality of the Tambaran spirits.
* * * * *
Another theme recurring in the Tambaran is the 
abiding opposition between village and water. The 
ancestral streams (walemb) are the abode of the Tambaran 
spirits (Nggwal and hangahiwa) , various lesser demons, 
and the spirits of the dead. They are also the site of 
the ordeals of Falanga and Lefin, at which boys are 
wrenched from their mothers and introduced to the world 
of men and spirits. This opposition has the character 
of a cosmological inversion, and in my view an examination 
of it is basic to an understanding of the way behaviour 
patterns feeding into, and giving shape to, the dual 
organization eventually relate to abstract religious 
notions and symbolic projections.
In the next chapter I shall argue that the close 
interrelation of Ilahita social and ritual systems rests, 
at least in part, on a chain of identifications linking 
elder brother, father, ghost, ancestral spirit and 
Tambaran spirit. From the immediacy of the fraternal 
bond to the personified theism of Nggwal, the list covers 
the spectrum of meaningful male relationships, both real
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and fantastic. By focussing on the symbolic resemblances 
between social and ritual relationships, the identifications 
expand the region of conceptual overlap until the two 
systems coincide completely. The result is a social 
system permeated with religious meaning and necessity, 
in which the success of the village is by and for the 
glory of its Tambaran.
CHAPTER SEVEN
ELEMENTS OF AUTHORITY
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Introduction
In the two preceding chapters, Arapesh dual 
organization was analyzed in terms of its relation to the 
Tambaran Cult and its function in managing internal 
conflict and promoting village solidarity. Though 
Chapter Six outlined the structure of Cult activities, 
and the way they draw on dualism as an organizing 
framework, relatively little was said about how magico- 
religious beliefs affect the workings of the dual 
organization. In what follows I shall rectify this 
imbalance, drawing on material presented earlier, and 
supplying additional data where required. The analysis 
is directed at a social-control mechanism operated by the 
old men, both in order to secure their position at the 
top of the ritual hierarchy and to protect village unity 
against divisive tendencies arising out of death attributed 
to sorcery. The effectiveness of this mechanism rests 
on a series of cognitive identifications linking men, 
ghosts, ancestral spirits and the Tambaran. In this 
context it is shown that the elder brother, conceived of 
as the father replacement, has a place in the cognitive 
system connecting him, ultimately, with the Tambaran 
spirits. The system is thus conceptualized from the 
'outside', from the point of view of the younger brother - 
the archetype of the 'younger male', against whom the 
force of ritual hierarchy is directed.
Death as a Social Crisis
In Ilahita the socially disturbing nature of death 
derives from a cultural ambience rife with sorcery 
beliefs. Nearly all deaths are ascribed to sorcery, 
with the exception of persons so old and unimportant as 
to be social non-entities, and young children whose 
parents are divined as having neither personal enemies nor 
a history of socio-religious misconduct. The variety of 
divination techniques, two of which will be described
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presently, are merely different ways of consulting the 
ancestral spirits as to the identity of the sorcerer.
In over half the recorded cases the spirits revealed that 
the sorcery had been enacted on behalf of Nggwal, and 
thus belonged to the laf category of (ritually licensed) 
homicide. Either this, or it was divined that Nggwal 
destroyed - in local idiom 'consumed' - the victim 
directly. The automatic interpretation - as in all laf 
cases - was that the death was a divinely sponsored 
execution and therefore morally justified. Any reprisals 
sought against a suspected human agent would, it was 
believed, be punished by Nggwal. The victim's history was 
searched until some reason was found for the supernatural 
attack, and there the matter ended.^
The alternative diagnosis, which lays blame on a 
sorcerer acting on personal hatreds, throws the community 
into an unmanageable crisis situation in which, whether 
or not an actual accusation is made, tension between the 
group of the deceased and their current enemies is 
intensified in an oppressive climate of suspicion and fear 
of violent or mystical retaliation. The problem is 
worsened by the fact that, although there are professional 
sorcerers in the community, most men are thought to have 
techniques of lethal magic, and therefore the field of 
suspects is virtually unlimited. Furthermore, even if 
the sorcery originates in an enemy village, someone close 
to the deceased must have betrayed him by sending his 
personal leavings to the foreign sorcerer (cf. Forge 
1970b:262). This brings women into the field of suspects, 
even though they are unable to perform sorcery themselves. 
The 'enemy within' (Winter 1963) is a source of great 
anxiety; and, according to informants, sorcery attacks
I
Types of ritual offence, and the immediate social action 
arising out of them were discussed earlier in a different 
context (Chapter Five, pp.-J£22 et seq.). The present 
discussion approaches the phenomenon from a cognitive and 
ideological perspective.
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and accusations have been traditionally the most frequent 
cause of village fission in the region.
As against the socially deleterious effects of 
sorcery ideology, the notion of Nggwal-sanctioned attack 
is highly adaptive for village solidarity. Similarly, 
Turner (1957:289) suggests that in Ndembu society the 
proliferation of politically integrative rituals amounts 
to, in a sense, 'confessions of failure in the power of 
secular mechanisms to redress and absorb conflicts that 
arise in and between local and kinship groups'. And, 
further, he proposes that 'the society exhibiting this 
[secular] turmoil and unrest could not maintain any sort 
of coherence for long were it not for its plastic and 
adaptable system of ritual' (p. 302; cf. Middleton 
1960:84 et seq.). The finality applied to crisis 
resolution through religious ideology transforms a 
putatively man-made calamity into one governed by 
superhuman responsibility. In the process feelings 
of hate, frustration and revenge on the part of the 
aggrieved are redirected onto a supernatural entity 
which is beyond human reach. Over the generations these 
projections have contributed to the image of Nggwal as a 
potentially dangerous and punishing, as well as munificent, 
being.
Contrary to the Ndembu case, in Ilahita conventional 
competition related to the dual organization does much 
to regulate and absorb behavioural tension between 
individuals and groups in the village. Death emphatically 
punctuates these tensions and, given the prevalence of 
sorcery beliefs, exacerbates them to the point where 
village unity is jeopardized. By managing these crises 
effectively, the restorative mechanism about to be 
described has great utility. And in terms of the argument 
pursued in this thesis, it demonstrates how cultural and 
religious ideology may combine with hierarchical structures 
to promote village cohesion. The following case material 
illustrates how the mechanism operates.
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Death and Divination: Some Examples
1. Songwanda'a was an Ililip youth of 16 when he 
died of what local medical missionaries diagnosed as 
cerebral malaria. He left his middle-aged parents, a 
younger brother and two older married sisters. The 
divination involved viewing Songwanda'a's body some hours 
after it had been placed in an open grave. When this was 
done it was noticed that pale grey markings on the 
corpse's skin resembled the body designs used during 
Nggwal ceremonies. This interpretation yielded the 
following inference.
Some years earlier preparations had been underway 
for a Nggwal ceremony in the hamlet of Songwanda'a's 
father, Gaiapo. Just before the festivities were to 
begin Gaiapo got into a terrible row with his wife,
Kowala. In the heated exchange Kowala was heard to say, 
'You are an old man, weak and with white hair. How can 
you hope to satisfy me [sexually]?' The insult against 
her husband's virility was made much worse - sacrilegious 
even - by the imminence of Nggwal. Kowala's final 
punishment was the loss of her son.
A sorcery bundle, said to have been found concealed 
in the nearby forest, was produced at Songwanda'a's 
deathbed. This was evidence enough for people to believe 
sorcery was killing the boy, and Gaiapo had the option 
of performing n-gwamgwam retaliatory sorcery (see below) 
through the medium of the dead boy's ghost. Having heard, 
however, that Nggwal was implicated in the affair, he 
abandoned whatever plans he may have had for revenge.
Vague rumours circulated that the husband of one of 
Songwanda'a's sisters had performed the sorcery, but 
these soon evaporated without, apparently, affecting 
Gaiapo or his relations with his son-in-law.
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2. Nahiana was a childless man of about 38 years, 
long afflicted with non-virulent leprosy. When he died 
after a three-day illness, all the signs were that he 
had been ensorcelled. His wife, Seingin, on being 
questioned at his funeral by village leaders, had the 
following tale to relate. The day before Nahiana had 
fallen sick, he and Seingin had been at work in their 
garden. Nahiana retired to the garden house for a 
brief nap, and while he was dozing he heard something 
strike the side of the house near his head, as if someone 
had thrown a handful of dirt against the thatch. Thinking 
it was only Seingin working outside, he continued dozing. 
Later, when he mentioned the incident to Seingin, Nahiana 
was alarmed to hear that she had not been in the garden 
at the time. That night he saw his dead father in a 
dream, and the apparition informed him that he, Nahiana, 
was dead, that his soul had already been taken. In the 
morning he found a thin sago spine stuck in the ground 
beneath the house where he had slept. Tied to the spine 
were the burnt remains of a type of vine known to be a 
common ingredient in sorcery magic. As he slept he would 
certainly have inhaled some of the smoke rising from the 
burning vine. Hours later Nahiana began to feel ill; 
in two days he was dead.
A case as obvious as this could have led to an 
immediate oracular consultation to learn the name of the 
villain. Even at the funeral, names were whispered - 
suspicions which could easily have been tested. Instead, 
the elders of the community insisted that, before this 
was done, there should be a viewing of Nahiana's body.
Late that night the people gathered in the cemetery and 
saw indistinct markings on the body, faintly reminiscent 
of the Falanga Tambaran.
The following morning the elders met to interpret 
the markings,and they soon decided that the culprit was 
Doapapa, who was present at the meeting. Although Doapapa
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was from a different ward, he was the senior ombaf 
of Nahiana with respect to the Falanga Tambaran; 
together they were clients of the Falanga hangamu'w,
Bwisahim. Doapapa vehemently rejected this, reminding 
the men that he was a Christian who had long since lost 
interest in sorcery and in Bwisahim. Why, he demanded, 
would he bother to ensorcel a man for the sake of a 
spirit he no longer cared about? The elders did not 
seem impressed with this reasoning, and before long 
Doapapa stormed out of the meeting in angry defiance.
Certain aspects of this case were puzzling, and 
when Doapapa had gone I questioned the man who had 
presided over the meeting. First, why was such a firm 
accusation produced from evidence which everyone agreed 
was extremely ambiguous? The man dissembled, but after 
some persistence on my part, he blurted: 'It had to be
Doapapa. No one else could have done it.' And then he 
added somewhat parenthetically, 'Besides, it is in the 
nature of initiation partners that they ensorcel one 
another.' That is, Nahiana must have said or done 
something which Doapapa took to be disparaging to 
Bwisahim. It fell to him to punish Nahiana, and the 
markings on the corpse showed that Bwisahim approved.
I then asked whether any action would be taken 
against Doapapa. The man replied that the matter was now 
closed. If Doapapa realized there would be no recrimination, 
then why was he so intent on arguing his innocence? The 
elder considered this for a moment, and then answered 
with a shrug, 'Perhaps he does not want the other Christians 
to think he is still following the old ways.'
The following year Seingin remarried a man who 
was a close classificatory 'son' of Doapapa's son-in-law.
This aroused some talk, and thoughts returned briefly to 
the accusation of the previous year. The talk, however, 
led nowhere.
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3. Galasala was an old widower of Ilifalemb who had
taken to living alone in the nearby forest to spare himself
the shame of being seen doing womanly chores for himself.
Though considered somewhat of a crank, he did keep a hand in
village affairs, and his elder and younger brothers were both
important men. When he died and his body was inspected in
2the grave, the pale designs were clearly those of Nggwal.
And, later, when the local diviner went into a spirit- 
possession trance, he confirmed the earlier diagnosis by 
singing the song of Sowambon, Galasala's Nggwal spirit.
The interpretation was not difficult, for Galasala's 
fatal blunder had occurred only a few months previously. At 
that time Ililip was preparing a Tambaran feast, in preparation 
for the construction of the Nggwal spirit house. For 
historical and structural reasons already discussed,
Ilifalemb is not part of the main village Cult. Some years 
ago, however, a road was built through Ilifalemb, bisecting 
all the hamlets including the ceremonial precinct of Elimelip. 
Their privacy ruined, the men of Ilifalemb could no longer 
operate an independent ritual system. Under encouragement 
from the other wards they were increasingly drawn into the 
main Cult, knowing that it was somehow improper and fearing 
that their own Nggwal might well disapprove.
A meeting was held to decide whether Ilifalemb 
should participate in the Ililip festival. Most men 
favoured the idea, arguing that their membership in the 
main Cult was a de facto situation anyway. Galasala 
protested passionately that if they wanted a Nggwal feast 
they should organize one in its rightful place, in Elimelip - 
even if it meant sealing off the road. For too long, he 
raged, Ilifalemb had contributed without glory to the Cult 
of the other wards, while their own Nggwal went hungry. In 
this he was supported by only one other: a young man named
Binas.
2
Galasala's death has already been mentioned in a different 
context. See Chapter Five, page 197.
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Galasala was decisively overruled. As the meeting 
closed Galasala and Binas swore that if the others 
insisted on participating in the ceremony, they could 
feed their own Nggwal excrement. This was a picturesque 
way of saying that excrement is what the men would be 
eating by humiliating themselves in this manner. For 
this Galasala was killed, with the connivance of Sowambon. 
At the conclusion of fieldwork Binas was still worried 
that he might be similarly punished.
4. Ku'umbwili and Imul were junior and senior 
ombif3 respectively, with regard to the Nggwal spirit,
Nimbea. They died within one week of each other, and 
this alone suggested a link between their deaths. The 
grave inspection and trance divination left no doubt of 
it. Indeed, a hideous sore in Imul's throat which caused 
him to die of starvation lent itself to the community 
interpretation of their deaths.
The complex initiation cycle of the Tambaran Cult, 
with its strict rules of precedence and succession, were 
discussed in detail in the last chapter. In Chapter Five, 
various forms of legitimate and illegitimate ritual 
promotion were described. Imul's offence occurred over 
a decade ago when, without general approval or prior 
announcement, he brought Ku'umbwili to a forbidden 
ceremony. At the time Imul was an Owapwas senior and 
Ku'umbwili was a Sahopwas junior. The deed could not 
undone, so Ku'umbwili became ipso facto identical in status 
to his senior ombaf. There was much public consternation 
over this, for their action confounded the orderly succession 
of their descendants. At the time, Imul had no explanation 
for his mischief, and the deed must remain an enigma. Years 
later, Imul's death symbolized the fact that it was his
3A similar case, involving a Nangup man who promoted his 
son out of turn, was discussed in Chapter Five, see page 
222.
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voice, in telling Ku'umbwili to come to the forbidden 
ceremony, which cost them their lives.
* * * * *
Several cases of similar pattern could be cited, 
however, these should illustrate adequately the present 
discussion. Their common features are fairly obvious.
In each, the complicity of the Tambaran, revealed by 
oracular means, indicates that the deceased (or someone 
close to him) committed some act offensive to the Cult 
and punishable by death. The death itself falls into the 
category of laf homicide, and close kinsmen are denied 
redress under sanctions of public opprobrium and divine 
vengeance. Thus an event which, in a climate heavy with 
sorcery beliefs, might have led to prolonged social 
unrest is forestalled in its effects by the action of a 
countervailing set of beliefs.
The implementation of these beliefs rests on three 
categories of justification. First, the sorcery killing 
is deemed justified through association with the Tambaran. 
Second, it is presumed that the ancestral spirits are 
omniscient with respect to divine will and human action, 
and that they do not confound the living with false signs. 
Finally, oracular signs are thought to be authentic 
messages subject to interpretation by qualified mortals.
In terms of the social-control field subsumed in the 
foregoing cases, these categories are entirely contingent 
upon one another, a point whose theoretical implications 
must await further information on the content of each 
category and the cognitive identifications implied by them.
Men and the Dead
Two forms of divination were mentioned in the above 
cases. Though there are several other varieties, these 
are the only ones capable of detecting involvement by the
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Tambaran. Therefore, the mere fact that one or both of 
these is selected in preference to any other (e.g,, the 
case of Nahiana) points to a pre-judging of the case by 
those conducting the proceedings« The following 
descriptions show how the operators can closely determine 
the outcome of the mystical inquest.
In Ilahita village there are only a small handful
of accomplished spirit mediums. It is believed that
ancestral spirits abhor women, for which reason they are
completely disqualified from mediumship. Moreover,
spirits choose only to communicate with men who have
achieved the Nggwal grade. In preparation for a trance,
the medium avoids contact with women for at least one
day. On the morning of the funeral, he goes to his
ancestral water shrine (walemb) and catches a few water
insects. These are fastened, together with a variety of
edible greens, in the leaf of a wild banana plant,4
wambeta. The medium returns to the village, puts the 
wambeta packet to one side, and then tucks several tobacco 
leaves under the armpit of the corpse. These are removed 
just before burial and they too are put to one side.
In the evening the medium chews up the wambeta 
packet and, lying on his back, blows a fine spray of 
spittle over his face. It is thought that if he swallows 
any of this spittle, the strength in it will drive him 
permanently mad. Then he takes the tainted tobacco 
leaves and passes them around another bunch of tobacco 
leaves, which he rolls in a wambeta leaf and smokes.
The leaves that had been in contact with the corpse are 
thrown away, their essence having been transferred to the 
second bunch. The medium falls into a deep sleep in
4
Wambetangw (plural) are associated 'with the dead partly 
because their stalks have a high moisture content. It is 
believed that spirits live in and require a watery medium. 
And, along with another banana called ha'awin3 the wambeta 
is the 'door' of the dead when they pass between this world 
and the next.
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which he feels a tickling sensation start in his toe and 
move up his body, finally plunging into his heart. He 
springs awake, fully possessed by a long-dead clan 
ancestor.^
The trance itself consists of much garbled shouting 
and screaming, rapid thumping of feet, heavy breathing. 
Though a kind of ecstasy is achieved, there does not appear 
to be genuine dissociation. The medium remains aware 
of things going on around him, and is able to converse 
with men listening close at hand. The climax comes last.
If Nggwal is involved, his song is bellowed with mad 
passion, accompanied by the male spectators. If 
illegitimate sorcery is the cause of death, the medium 
whispers the villain's name in barely audible tones.
After the message is conveyed the medium slips back into 
sleep and is later revived with stinging nettles, 
reputedly unmindful of what he said while in trance. In 
all of this, there seems nothing to prevent the medium 
from passing any message he likes, especially through 
auto-suggestion aided by a knowledge of community 
expectations.
The grave-inspection divination employs rather more 
subtle manipulation. After the corpse is placed in the 
open grave, four or five small bamboo tubes of water are 
emptied over its face and trunk. The man pouring the 
water should be of high status and should not belong to 
the deceased's clan. Palm fronds and banana leaves are 
laid over the mouth of the grave and the crowd withdraws, 
leaving a few men to guard against anyone tampering with 
the body. When the men observe fireflies hover near and 
descend into the grave they know that these are spirits 
visiting the body.
5Mediums are Nggwal members who have tried and succeeded 
in going into trance. On any given occasion several local 
mediums may volunteer their services, but during the 
session spectator attention focusses on the one first 
showing signs of a possession state. To my knowledge spirit 
mediums do not serve outside their own villages.
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The shades are attracted by the water on the 
corpse, which is believed to be spiritually charged. It 
is collected from crab-holes located in the ancestral 
hamlet of the deceased. These crab-holes, ubiquitous in 
the village, are thought to be alternative ancestral abodes. 
The reason for this is consistent with general eschatological 
notions. That is, the crab (wala'anga) digs a deep hole 
and locates its nest on a shelf it burrows into the wall 
of the shaft. Rainwater flows into the lower chamber, 
leaving the nest dry. Even during severe droughts one can 
always expect to find water in the bottom of these holes, 
which is why the spirits depend on them when away from 
their watery homes in the sacred streams.
Getting at the water requires enlarging the
crab-holes, which cannot be done without muddying the
water. After the water is poured on the corpse, the
liquid evaporates, leaving the suspended particles on the
skin in dessicated rivulets: the supernatural markings.
The manipulative opportunities arise, therefore, when7the water is actually administered, and also when the 
interpretation is made. And on both occasions the matter 
is in the hands of Cult members who are not clansmen of 
the deceased.
From this there emerges a curiously totalitarian 
picture - not unfamiliar in this thesis - of senior Cult 
members bestowing upon themselves the privilege of 
investigating and resolving crises of public concern.
In terms of local ideology it might be claimed that death
6
Myths relevant to this belief can be found in Appendix E 
(Nos. 15 and 15).
7
I shall not enter into the problem of whether the man 
consciously reproduces Tambaran designs when he pours the 
water. Even if he does, this need not undermine his 
confidence in the authenticity of the divination. As 
with many magical ideologies, contradictory notions of 
natural and supernatural causation are quite easily embraced 
simultaneously.
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by sorcery is not a 'public concern', but an affair 
between the deceased's group and the individual judged 
guilty. Two points can be made in reply to this. First, 
the knowledge that a sorcerer is active alarms most 
people, particularly those who suspect they have enemies. 
By identifying the sorcery as Tambaran-inspired, 
considerable tension is eased by revealing that the 
victim got only what he deserved, and that the innocent 
will be left unmolested.
The second aspect of public concern is much more 
serious. This is the general worry that the close kin 
of the deceased, rather than taking physical action 
against the suspect, will enact ngwamgwam retaliatory 
sorcery. The magic stimulates the ghost of the recent 
victim to become its own avenger. This is a very 
dangerous expedient because the ghost of someone recently 
deceased does not behave like the mature long-dead 
ancestors who assist men in various ways. Though the 
two entities are conceptually linked, in that over timeg
a ghost eventually becomes an ancestral spirit, 
attitudes toward them are radically different. Ghosts 
are horrific, repulsive creatures whose breath smells 
of death; encountering one of them is the most dreadful 
possibility imagined by informants. Ancestral spirits - 
the souls of persons who lived before living memory - 
are more vaguely personified and are thought to have a 
relatively benign attitude toward the living.
8
Between death and the final decomposition of the body, 
the soul is believed to reside in the walemb of the 
mother's clan to be nurtured and protected. When all 
the flesh is rotted from the bones the ghost goes to 
take up eternal residence with its own clan ancestors. 
Spiritual maturation continues until, after a couple of 
generations, the ghost is transformed into an 'ancestral 
spirit'. This identifies the behaviour of the 'new' 
ghost with the capriciousness of a child and the 
vindictiveness of a woman - specifically, the mother.
For a myth which conceptually links 'ghost' and 'father', 
see Appendix E (No. 10).
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Fear of ghosts is related to the belief that a 
newly liberated soul is in a state of high agitation 
and distress. It is likely to be vindictive and has 
now the supranormal insight to ferret out the deeply 
concealed sentiments of the living. The ghost may strike 
the person who performed the lethal sorcery, but it may 
also attack anyone who had ever nursed a private enmity 
toward him in life - and in. this very few are innocent.
A regime of terror randomly directed is immensely 
threatening to everyone, and the divination does the 
community a great service by convincing the revenge 
group that ngwamgwam is neither appropriate nor in their 
best interests.
Implicit in the discussion thus far is the 
assumption that people accept the judgment of the diviner 
and the elders unquestioningly. This must be qualified 
in light of evidence that senior men occasionally look 
askance at the way their colleagues manage a case. To 
a close informant I once casually mentioned the death 
of a woman from another ward, remarking that everyone 
was saying the Tambaran had killed her. The man's 
reaction was more forceful than expected, for I was not 
aware that he and the woman had for years been conducting 
a secret affair. After explaining his relationship with 
the woman, he said bitterly, 'They are all lying. Her 
own [affinal] kinsmen killed her, and they blame Nggwal 
to cover their guilt.' I asked if he intended to 
denounce their fraud. His response: 'No, everyone
wants to see the trouble ended. If I said anything 
they [the community at large] would not believe me and 
would be angry. Also, I would show my interest in her. 
People would suspect that I have been sleeping with 
her, and they might even claim I killed her.' In other 
words, for these divinations and their supportive ideology 
to have political effect, it is not necessary that 
everyone believe in them all the time. The important 
thing is that, on any single occasion, the majority of
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persons do accept the authenticity of the divination, 
which they use as a justification for imposing a 
settlement on those more closely involved with the case. 
It is also possible that members of the victim's group 
may sometimes secretly welcome the decision, as an excuse 
for not initiating dangerous revenge actions.
The Tambaran and the Dead
The notion that the ancestral spirits can reliably
report on the will of the Tambaran is one which the Arapesh
find difficult to explain. For them, it is enough to
assert that the two are in league. At the same time,
certain evidence suggests a cognitive identification 9between them. Not only is Nggwal involved with descent
ideology (in his individuated aspect), in the afterlife
Nggwal resides with the ancestral spirits - as do most
lesser Tambaran spirits - in the water shrines. This
places Nggwal, ancestor spirits, ghosts, 'masalai' and
all other fantastic beings in a category conceptually
opposed to the real world. This oppostion is reflected
in the metathetic relationship between the terms wambel ('habitation site') and walemb ('valley floor', 'stream',
'water shrine'). ^  The former
9
It is recalled that 'Nggwal' is a Middle Sepik borrowing, from the Abelam and/or Kwanga cultures. Among the former, 
the term also applies to 'father's father', a usage which 
relates it to the Iatmul, nggwail (Bateson 1936:310). 
Despite this, the Abelam do not regard the Tambaran 
spirits as ancestral (Kaberry 1941:358-359).
10
The semantic significance of this metathetic relationship 
is confirmed on independent linguistic grounds, in that 
this particular transformation is the pluralizing rule 
defining the noun class to which both of these words, 
by morphological criteria, belong. For example, endambel 
('fence'), which is of the same class as wambel, is 
pluralized as endalelemb. The noun wambel is irregular 
in not having a plural form; the plural of walemb is 
walembex 3 which technically places it in another noun 
class. Even though the expected plural of walemb is 
walelemb3 the form is close enough to walemb to suggest 
an association between the words, quite apart from the 
many cosmological aspects to the inversion.
The metathesis supplies additional meaning to.../
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is characterized as open, dry, light and warm; the latter 
is dense, damp, dark and cold - a fitting abode for things 
of mystery and fantasy."^1
The significance of walemb, the water shrine, has 
already been discussed in various contexts. During the 
Falanga and Lefin initiations, the youths are taken to 
these sites to be introduced, by their senior ombif, to 
the Cult spirits in association with the ancestors. In 
the Lefin ceremony the penile blood of the initiates 
is allowed to mingle with supernaturally charged materials 
(silt and water), with the effect that the youths are 
permanently transformed through contact with the other 
world. In the Falanga ritual penile blood from the 
initiates is gathered on leaves which are tucked under 
the bark of the bangwan trees growing near the water's 
edge. In these trees are also hung the hangahiwa costumes 
when their spirits have been despatched back to the water 
shrine. Finally, it should be mentioned that the corpses 
of aged persons are bundled and hung in these same trees, 
whereas those of persons who died in their prime are 
interred under their dwelling house. These beliefs and 
practices reveal a cognitive identification between 
ancestral spirits and Tambaran spirits in which men 
themselves - especially old men - share.
The connection between the dead and the Tambaran 
is also evidenced by the belief that magical formulae
/...the walemb nawis idiom described in Chapter Five 
with reference to mortuary customs. This should be seen 
in relation to certain myths (e.g., Myth No. 9, Appendix E) 
in which the calamity befalling the human community is 
that of a flood - a puzzling notion when found in an 
inland, non-riverain culture, but one whose significance 
lies in the cosmological and eschatological implications 
of the world of fantasy rising up and flooding mankind in 
a scene of primal destruction.
11
The association of supernatural entities with water is 
found in other parts of New Guinea as well. See, for 
example, Hogbin (1970:61), Lawrence (1965:207) and 
Webster (1968:112).
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which depend immediately on the patronage of the ancestors 
ultimately rest on the favour of the Tambaran.
Supplementary appeals may be made to Nggwal directly, 
through the medium of the sacred paraphernalia. Conversely, 
it is the ancestral spirits who lend strength to men 
hoisting the massive ridgepole when Nggwal's spirit 
house is under construction; the women are told that 
it is Nggwal himself who erects the house.
There is a mythological connection as well,
contained in the epic tale of Nambweapa'w, the cassowary
Mother of all mankind. One segment describes how the
separation of the sexes came about, thereby supplying
one of the dominant themes öf the Tambaran Cult.
Nambweapa'w led her children on a long walk through the
forest. When it started to rain she told her daughters
to sleep in a nearby wambeta (see above), and her sons
she instructed to sleep in a bufwin palm. In the
morning the girls awoke to find the bufwin was now a
large Cult house. I described earlier the association
between wambetangw and the dead. Similarly, bufwis
commonly grow along stream banks and are said to be
12inhabited by ancestral spirits. Without analyzing the 
myth any further, there is a clear association between 
ancestral spirits and the sexual separateness intrinsic 
to Tambaran ideology, in terms of which the Falanga and 
Lefin initiations may be interpreted.
Men and the Tambaran
The dogma that an act of sorcery is justified by 
the complicity of the Tambaran is sanctioned by the weight 
of tradition combined with the continuing authority of the
12
See Appendix E (No. 1), 'Wilitin and Amilawen', where 
the protagonist creates an entire village after sleeping 
the night under a palm. This palm is of the bufwin type, 
thus relating the creative process to ancestral and 
Tambaran spirits, their agent being a mortal resurrected 
by his mother.
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Cult leaders, the Owapwas seniors who are the self-styled
protectors of custom. Various aspects of their supremacy
have been dealt with in earlier chapters. In the present
context, one source of authority is the belief that
ancestral spirits communicate with them and no one 
13else. Another is the notion that the Cult seniors 
have, over the generations and by techniques unknown, 
established a modus vivendi with Nggwal; they are able 
to enter unharmed into his presence and, on certain 
occasions, may exercise a tenuous control over him.
The previous chapter described the extraordinary lengths 
to which men go in designing illusions to promote this 
fiction, and the implications of this for male pride and 
exclusiveness. With regard to the sanctity of men and 
their Cult, the death described in Case I (p. 314) was 
indisputable 'proof' that female miscreance will be 
punished - even if indirectly - by Nggwal in furtherance 
of male sovereignty. Although in this instance a man 
(Songwanda'a's father) also suffered loss, the crucial 
lesson to others in the community was that blame attached 
to a woman who had challenged ritual authority.
* * * * *
In considering the politics of ritual secrecy 
among the Arapesh, it is necessary to distinguish between 
the content of a secret and the fact of there being a 
secret 'something', whatever the content. The 'voices' 
of the Tambaran - flutes, trumpets, bullroarers, whistles 
represent the Ultimate Mystery. In the range of normal 
New Guinea forest sounds, these 'voices' are so remarkable,
13
Others may encounter apparitions in dreams, but these 
are invariably the souls of persons the dreamer has known 
in life. In local ideology, such relatively new ghosts 
have not yet acquired the power and omniscience of the 
long-dead ancestors, with whom the old men claim to be 
in communication. Their dreams do not, therefore, 
disconfirm the exclusive mystical prerogatives of the 
old men. Cf. footnote 8 above.
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so eerie and unearthly, as to arouse in most listeners 
profound feelings about the preternatural. By inducing 
an emotional state which is identifiably 'religious', 
the auditory effect of these devices is of a rather 
singular kind. Human and yet not human, they possess an 
unnatural, ambiguous quality which is both strange and 
disturbing to the uninitiated, and inclines him to believe 
that this could indeed be the utterance of a god. In 
being shown the 'ultimate secret' the novice learns that 
the 'voice' of Nggwal is man-made, but at the same time 
the haunting quality of the sound preserves for him the 
feeling that there is something supernatural about it - 
something which cannot be known or explained, but can 
be experienced at the emotional level. At this juncture 
the Arapesh seeker has gone as far toward Nggwal as 
religious knowledge can take him. The nearest approach 
to Nggwal is through playing the sacred flutes, becoming 
his 'voice'; to the extent that the knowable quality of 
Nggwal resides in his 'voice', the operators identify - 
for a time and within the limits of their knowledge - 
with Nggwal himself.
The other aspect of ritual secrecy is that, 
irrespective of content, the fact of there being a secret 
'something' gives those who share it a power over those 
who do not. One consequence is that Cult beliefs and 
paraphernalia do not lend themselves to secularization.
For example, a few years ago, when members of 
the British Royal Family visited Maprik, villagers from 
all around assembled to entertain them with traditional 
dances. Among the performers were men wearing hangahiwa 
costumes, which are found in Abelam culture as well as 
Arapesh. When the performance ended the Ilahitans were 
shocked to see men from other villages remove the costumes 
in full view of the women in the crowd. Nothing more was 
said or done about the hangahiwa until, during my stay 
in Ilahita, some youths recently initiated into Falanga
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wanted to refurbish them to wear around the village.
Most of the older men said this was out of the question: 
the secret was now known to the women; wearing the 
hangahiwa would only bring shame and ridicule down on 
the men. In the end the youths prevailed because of 
their ritual ownership of these items. Though the women 
were probably undeceived about the true nature of the
14hangahiwa, they did not express their cynicism openly.
Thus, rather than bring the women into the circle to 
enjoy the hangahiwa for what they really are, the deception 
is maintained, and everyone act?., as though the disclosure 
had never occurred.
The social-control aspects of Tambaran beliefs 
are by no means limited to male-female relations. In 
the last chapter it was shown that Cult rituals are very 
much concerned with the older men's dominance over their 
juniors. The victims in Cases 2-4 cited earlier were 
themselves members of the Cult, and indeed Galasala,
Imul and Ku'umbwili belonged to the Walipeine sub-grade. 
Their mistakes were to commit some act which inhibited 
the smooth and orderly sequence of Tambaran activities.
The case of Imul and Ku'umbwili expresses this well by 
emphasizing the rules of succession to Cult grades. The 
complex initiation cycle depends on strict advancement 
rules; these rules also ensure that the old men maintain 
their authority until they die.„.The politics of secrecy 
apply here as well: junior males believe that the old men
14This raises the possibility that in Tambaran matters 
generally the men are actually deceiving themselves by 
believing the women accept their outlandish stories. Data 
on this are extremely difficult to collect, even by a 
female investigator, because of the mystical dangers in 
even thinking improperly. Apart from the hangahiwa 
'open secret', my evidence is that, either the women are 
totally credulous, or they are sp good at concealing 
their scepticism that the men do not suspect its existence. 
Also important is the fact that, as a spiritual entity, 
the reality of the Tambaran is accepted by the men as 
much as by the women. The point is a minor one in the 
present context, given the ultimate threat of sorcery or, 
until recently, laf homicide.
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know the ultimate secret, and until they learn it, they 
cannot afford to challenge the established authority.
Forge has described this feature of the Abelam initiation 
cycle. 'At each ceremony the initiates are told that 
they are being shown the nggwalndu; then at the next 
ceremony they are told that they were tricked last time 
but this time they really will see it; and so on until 
the final ceremony when they are in fact shown the huge 
carved figures that are considered to the real nggwalndu' 
(1970a:272-273).
The Cult in Ilahita village uniquely contains a 
sub-grade even higher than this (Walipeine), occupied 
by old men but possessing little that is new in the way 
of paraphernalia. When Ilahitans boast that their former 
greatness was due to their superior Tambaran spirits, 
they are, in a metaphorical sense, correct. For, when the 
Walipeine initiates are brought into the presence of the 
highest Nggwal, the spirit which gives Ilahita its 
special strength, what they find are the old men of 
their culture: old men who, with their exclusive status,
represent the acme of a socio-ritual system which is 
uniquely evolved and unusually capable of maintaining 
a large population in relative harmony. In a symbolic 
sense, the old men are Nggwal.
Veiled references to this important identification 
15are found in myth, and in the ritual impersonation of 
the Nggwal spirits that occurs when the kongwalef spears 
are put in place on the spirit-house facade (p.216) .
Taking up these ceremonial spears, the Owapwas seniors 
rush out of the spirit house and assault their junior 
ombif. Significantly, they are joined in this by the 
Balangaisi age-set of the junior group. At this juncture 
the ritual expresses the shared identity of the 'elder 
brother' and the senior ombaf with Nggwal, and the
See Appendix E (No. 8).
15
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corresponding subordination of the men against whom the 
attack is directed. The event is the ritual culmination 
of the process wherein the elder brother replaces the 
father. The relationship which began with physical 
dominance, and continued in adult years with jural 
precedence, has, in the end, become an absolute moral 
and ritual authority identified with the ancestral 
spirits and the Tambaran itself. By the time the younger 
brother realizes this, he is no longer young and the men 
who dominated him all his life - his father and elder 
brother - are probably dead. His consolation - and an 
important factor contributing to the system's momentum - 
is that he is now in senior position himself and able to 
use the same forms of domination against those following 
him in the sequence.
Turning again to the cases cited earlier, it can 
be seen that, although Nahiana's violation (p.316 ) was 
not actually divined, the accusation against Doapapa 
was significant for several reasons. First, he was 
an ombaf (of a minor grade) of the deceased, and was 
therefore entitled to punish Nahiana for deeds perhaps 
known only to the two of them. Second, Doapapa was from 
a different ward. His nomination diverted blame from 
Ilifalemb where the logical suspects - Naniana's Nggwal 
ombif - lived. This may well explain the unusual fact 
that the accused was related to the deceased through a 
minor grade (Falanga) rather than through Nggwal. Finally, 
Doapapa was a Christian, by reason of which many persons 
would remain in doubt over his genuine guilt. The 
resolution of the case thus contained a minimum of 
disruptive potential.
Galasala's angry outburst (p. 318) amounted to a 
curse on the Nggwal feast in Ililip. In Tambaran ideology, 
should ill-will prevail among the men of the village on 
such an occasion, Nggwal will detect it and deliver 
hardships rather than blessings. More fundamentally,
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Galasala would not yield to consensus opinion; to Nggwal 
this is the greatest crime of all, even if committed with 
noble intent. In a strict Durkheimian sense, Nggwal is 
the symbolic epitome of social cohesion; ’...l*idee 
de la soeiete est l'dme de la religion' (Dürkheim 
1937:599). And, rather than standing above the ethical 
system he 'created1, Nggwal is a part of it, subject to 
manipulation by the very men who proclaim his 
sacrosanctity. Galasala was defending Tambaran ethics, 
but he was condemned by a society acting in the name of 
Nggwal.
Conclusion
Taking the cases as a whole, the mode of resolution 
serves and interrelates various social, political and 
religious ends. The divined intervention of the Tambaran 
reminds the community of Nggwal's eternal immanence: 
alive, vigilant, jealous of the Cult he fosters. Given 
the wide range of acts construable as offences against 
the Cult, Nggwal's presence is definitely a mixed blessing. 
Few persons are without blemish, and there is an abiding 
worry that Nggwal's punishing countenance might turn 
suddenly on oneself.
For guidance in times of public distress the 
community turns to the Cult leaders, the men of Walipeine 
who hold converse with the ancestors and have secret 
access to the Tambaran. To protect their privileges 
and authority, the old men demonstrate these mystical 
prerogatives as often as possible. This entails a 
restatement and reinforcement of Tambaran ideology and 
the dual organization, through which are validated the 
subordinate positions of women and junior males in the 
society. Thus:
...the claim of the protagonists of religion to 
a special kind of knowledge of reality, to a 
revelation, a mystical experience, a traditional 
authority, take their place among the justificatory
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acts which seek to preserve the peculiar quality 
of that in which they have an interest... the 
assumption of a unique source of authority is 
precisely the kind of sanction which religion 
needs in order to carry on [Firth 1951:247-248].
At the same time, discord arising out of death by 
sorcery is averted; not because everyone accepts the 
judgment without qualification, but because on any 
single occasion the great majority wish to see the 
matter carried no further - and in this, above all, 
they express the will of the Tambaran. Hence, this 
control mechanism, like many other features of the social 
and ritual organization, may be viewed as a convention 
whose importance lies in promoting the high level of 
social cohesion implied by an enduring village as large 
as Ilahita. Furthermore, it may be recalled that 
Ilahita owes its large size in significant part to the 
predatory expansion of Middle Sepik peoples north from 
the Sepik river in relatively recent times (Chapter 
Three). Given various ethnographic evidence that sorcery 
beliefs existed locally prior to contact with Middle 
Sepik groups, the conclusion is that the extension of 
religious (Nggwal) ideology into the management of 
sorcery conflict occurred historically in conjunction 
with the dramatic growth of Ilahita village. With its 
positive effects of village solidarity, the extension 
presumably contributed to the success of this growth 
and was adaptive in these terms.
* * * * *
A final question remains. What of the cases in 
which Nggwal intervention was not invoked as an explanation 
for death? Material presented earlier indicates that the 
selection of the particular divination to be used pre-judges 
the case for or against a Nggwal diagnosis. This happens 
in the moot of elders convened immediately after the death. 
The views expressed and the decision reached are the outcome
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of each participant's understanding of, and interest in, 
the current political climate in the village. Granted, 
if two important elders are in raw contention over some 
matter, and if a death occurs in the group of one of 
them, it would be difficult to avoid a political crisis. 
Significantly, however, to men in this senior position 
the strategy of splitting their group off from the 
main village is not advisable. They lack the physical 
vitality for this, and they also have the wisdom to see 
that their long-term advantage lies in remaining where 
their position is well established. In former times, 
segmentation also meant reduction of military security 
and possible annihilation for the small group separating 
itself from Ilahita. These factors combine to make the 
Nggwal diagnosis an extremely attractive way of managing 
any particular crisis and ensuring harmony into the future 
In rare instances where this does not happen, the 
conflict ensuing from the death takes the form of a 
dominance struggle between elders and their immediate 
groups, without particular prejudice to village solidarity
For the most part, however, benign relations 
prevail within the group of village elders. After a 
lifetime of political intrigue, status distribution 
amongst them is relatively firmly established, and this 
imparts a relaxed character to their mutual relationships. 
Their interest lies not in advancing their position in 
the peer-group, but rather in defending their authority 
against the more vigorous and hotly competitive younger 
men. The danger of public disturbance centres on these 
younger men, who are impetuous and optimistic enough to 
think that splitting off from the main village can 
advance their careers - either as an independent 
settlement, or as the worthy addition to another, 
possibly enemy, village. The merit of the social- 
control mechanism described in the foregoing is that the 
authority behind it lies not in the hands of those whose 
political shenanigans constantly threaten village harmony
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and unity, but rather is exercised by prudent old men 
who recognize that their personal and group interest 
coincides completely with the welfare of the village. 
Their agent is Nggwal - a human invention applied to 
human problems.
CHAPTER EIGHT
PERSPECTIVE
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The issue of New Guinea settlement size has been 
the subject of some discussion in the anthropological 
literature (e.g., Hogbin and Wedgewood 1953/54;
De Lepervanche 1967/68; Forge 1972), and most authors 
seem agreed that the upper limit for the average, 
autonomous, nucleated settlement is 300 to 400 inhabitants. 
Among the factors plausibly suggested as determining this 
limit are broken topography, the lack of centralized 
political authority, and the practical impossibility of 
more than a few hundred persons interacting intimately 
enough to support a 'moral community'. In view of this 
body of informed and persuasive opinion, the existence 
of an 'acephalous' traditional village of about 1500 
residents constitutes something of an enigma. Thus, an 
understanding of how Ilahita came to be large, and how 
it has remained so over the years, has relevance for New 
Guinea scholarship outside the Sepik region: given the
broad similarity of New Guinea cultural systems, what are 
the various modes of societal integration and what are 
their relative potentialities for the support of large 
population clusters?
Clearly, the chiefdoms and incipient chiefdoms 
found along the south Papuan coast from the Gulf of Papua 
to the southern Massim are an organizational elaboration 
which has particular appeal to theorists who adopt an 
orthogenetic view of societal evolution (e.g., Service 
1962). The Ilahita case suggests that there are alternative 
modes of organization, which preserve the 'acephalous' 
quality of community integration and yet attain considerable 
degrees of sophistication in regulating social life.
Ilahita*s history has not involved the wholesale, 
cataclysmic supplanting of one form of social organization 
with another; rather, change has occurred through minor 
increments of elaboration and modification on pre-existent 
structures and behaviour patterns, adding to the socio­
cultural material upon which further change operates. The 
result is a uniquely elaborate social system, but one which
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is recognizably related to other modalities in the 
culture region.
To apply the adjective 'unique' to any 
anthropological phenomenon might seem banal or 
pretentious, and I should therefore explain the sense 
in which the tern is intended. When, near the close of 
fieldwork, I undertook a survey of local villages my 
object was to determine whether Ilahita's large size 
was associated with a 'unique' form of social organization. 
The result confirmed that Ilahita was indeed unique - 
but so was every other village I visited. Each was a 
'unique' end-product of a developmental sequence 
proceeding in relation to subtly varied circumstances 
of history, geography, topography and demography. Each 
was a permutation on a cultural theme, and this theme 
was dualism. Ilahita's singularity lay in possessing 
a substantially more complicated dual organization than 
any other village in the dialect region. This discovery 
came too late in the research period for me to pursue it 
with detailed comparisons. However, the experience 
persuaded me that, although a structural-functional 
treatment may provide the study with general theoretical 
relevance, the fact that Ilahita is a unique, historically 
derived phenomenon must be respected throughout the 
analysis.
It is an anthropological truism that social 
systems change and evolve, but the mechanisms through 
which this occurs are often difficult to uncover. In 
the argument presented here, the mechanisms consist of 
various specified forms of behaviour strongly influenced 
by cultural patterning. Over the years structural 
categories have been modified or innovated as a means 
for accommodating potentially disruptive behavioural 
conflict, such as the ambivalence intrinsic to the 
sibling and parent-child bonds, the conflict of interests 
inevitable between affinally related groups in close
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proximity, and the general problem of amity amongst 
groups which share boundaries. Moreover, the specific 
behaviour patterns feeding into and promoting systemic 
elaboration lend particular shape to the structures thus 
generated. Several dual structures are predicated on the 
idiom of the eB/yB relationship; higher levels of dual 
opposition are based on residence groups in particular 
spatial configurations; religious ideology and practice 
which is closely interwoven with the dual organization 
sanctifies the domination of age over youth and men over 
women. The effectiveness and credibility of religious 
sanctions, and the force they impart to the dual 
organization, derives from the identification of mortal 
authorities (father and elder brother) with beings of a 
theistic or supernatural kind.
The conventions which regulate and absorb 
conflict within the village - the ritualized competition, 
the reduction of group exclusiveness through associations 
cross-cutting descent and residence categories - are 
based on structures of dual opposition. Their operation 
thus depends on a modicum of numerical symmetry between 
groups contraposed in the system, a condition which is 
highly susceptible to the vicissitudes of demography.
The maintenance of symmetry at lower levels results from 
behaviour directed toward goals which are not immediately 
related to the dual organization; for example, liberal 
adoption practices and customs concerning sister-exchange 
marriage do much to equilibrate the system at the 
familial level. In that higher levels are structurally 
additive, symmetry at the roots of the system contributes 
to numerical balance between more socially encompassing 
groups. While not denying that established social 
ideologies and conventions constrain individual action, 
the view taken in this thesis is that the momentum of 
social change in Ilahita springs from, and is sustained 
by, recurring individual acts and decisions selected from 
a range of culturally determined options. Social structure
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in Ilahita is therefore as much - or more - a consequence 
as a cause of observable behaviour.
A combined synchronic-diachronic approach to 
systems organization has obvious theoretical merit, but 
it also presents an analytical obstacle because of the 
ahistorical character of most anthropological subject 
matter. The synchronic dimension of Ilahita dualism has 
been analyzed in this thesis as the functional value, 
for village solidarity, of the several structures and the 
activities subsumed by them. While the historical 
background of the organization cannot be reconstructed 
in exact detail, sufficient evidence from oral traditions, 
linguistics and comparative ethnography can be adduced 
to bring the general picture into reasonable focus. Thus 
the inferences drawn are both scientifically plausible 
and consistent with what is definitely known about the 
history of the Sepik region.
In brief: prior to the local intrusion of
Middle Sepik people, the Arapesh were dispersed in small 
settlements, relatively mobile and engaged in intermittent, 
small-scale military actions. It also appears that these 
Arepesh possessed some form of rudimentary dual 
organization, probably concerned with the regular 
exchange of women between exogamous local groups. The 
movement of well-organized and densely settled Abelam 
and Kwanga peoples into the region displaced numbers of 
these groups which, concentrated in a smaller territory, 
eventually became formidable enough to halt the Middle 
Sepik advance.
In association with the rise of village structures 
among the Arapesh, various organization elements - ritual 
dualism and the Tambaran Cult of Nggwal - were adopted 
from the Middle Sepik peoples themselves. Ilahita village, 
by virtue of an accidental but felicitous situation, 
emerged from this transition period more secure and
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powerful than any of its neighbours. This in turn 
attracted more refugees to the village who further 
bolstered fighting strength. The stimulus for change 
was the military necessity of maintaining a large, 
well-organized village, by which criterion structures 
were borrowed, locally innovated, modified or discarded. 
Village solidarity became the ideology of survival, and 
the days of casual, fluid mobility were gone. In short, 
the intrusion of Middle Sepik groups changed the external 
environment to such an extent that an entirely new course 
of future development was opened to, and indeed imposed 
upon, Arapesh society - one, however, which retained many 
of the features of traditional Arapesh culture. As a 
regional phenomenon, this development has yielded the 
various organizational permutations which are found today 
amongst the Arapesh villages.
The link between the synchronic and diachronic 
components of the Ilahita analysis is crucial to the 
structure of my argument. The behavioural tensions 
regulated and absorbed by the dual organization were 
neither introduced to the Arapesh, nor were they 
spontaneously formed at the time of the Middle Sepik 
intrusion. Ambivalence in sibling and parent-child bonds 
and suspicions between neighbours were not historical 
artefacts of Middle Sepik contact, village structures, or 
the dual organization, but were aspects of Arapesh culture 
and behaviour long before these historical events and 
processes occurred. The difference is that, in their 
contemporary manifestations, these tensions previously 
existed as potentials in traditional Arapesh culture; 
with the fluid and mobile settlement pattern, individuals 
and groups which came into conflict - however slightly - 
had the ready option of separating themselves physically. 
The necessity for conflict management did not arise until 
after the Middle Sepik intrusion and the formation of 
large sedentary villages. In the new environment military 
exigencies precluded any such easy resolution of community
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crisis. The altered settlement and warfare situation 
amplified and illuminated tension and divisiveness in 
the community, while at the same time prescribing that 
these problems be resolved without compromising village 
cohesion. It was this double-edged circumstance, together 
with the consequences of increasing population, which 
stimulated the elaboration of Ilahita dual structures.
Today, the Pax Australiana and its train of 
effects are introducing changes far more drastic and 
fateful than anything brought by the Middle Sepik cultures. 
Ilahita's complex and functionally specialized dual 
organization, however well it served the population in 
former times, is no longer relevant under modern 
conditions. Military pressures which held the community 
together have ceased to exist, and the village is beginning 
to fragment. Time and energy needed for economic and 
political development is diverting attention from ritual 
matters, and the Tambaran ceremonies are increasingly 
abbreviated and infrequent. The young men are pragmatic 
types who, like their ancestors before them, must 
organize their lives, take decisions and initiate actions 
which are most appropriate and strategic in.the prevailing 
environment. But to their fathers, the old men who knew 
Ilahita when it was great and proud, the clangour of new 
noises is harsh and grating; with sad resignation, they 
anticipate the day when the beautifully haunting voice of 
the Tambaran will be silenced forever.
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APPENDIX A: ILAHITA AGE-SEX PYRAMID
AGE MALES FEMALES
55-64
25-34
5-14
PERCENT
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APPENDIX B: ILAHITA CLANS AND TOTEMS
Clan Name Primary Totem Secondary Totem
Balanga
Laongol kwaleliwank (swift) walal (cane grass)
Sahopwi utapuna’w (long, yellow grass) utapuna’w (long, yellow grass)
Owapwi ila'w (small parrot) i l a ’w (reddish grass)
Bundahimbil timbalemb (multiple hornbills) (?)
Bwi'ingili
Eleputa nat (bamboo) nat (bamboo)
Tata nela'w (?) nela'w (?)
Balangapwi sangalif (white cockatoo) sangalif (white-flowered shrub)
Indibi nela'w (?) nela'w (?)
Hengwanif
Owapwi onalo'w (preying mantis) awinita (aromatic green leaf)
Hengwanif komon (hawk) ambe 'w (large tree)
Sahopwi fambimuna (? bird) fambim (shrub)
Af inga komon (hawk) ambe 'w (large tree)
Ilifalemb
Tatemba timbalen (hornbill) amaf (leaf used in steam cooking)
Bundahimbil timbalen (hornbill) amaf (leaf used in steam cooking)
Sambenis onalo'w (insect) (?)
Sahopwi timbalen (hornbill) amaf (leaf used in steam cooking)
Filifita gwangwa'um (black hawk) walo'w (black croton)
Laongol timbalen (hornbill amaf (leaf used in steam cooking)
Afu'uta (?) (?)
Balanga sela'w (black nocturnal bird) sawaten (long grass)
Mwinilip nombat (dog) nombat (long cane grass)
Eleputa nombat (dog) nombat (long cane grass)
Ilifa'as onalo 'w (cassowary) walamo 'w (short grass)
Mehe'es sangalif (white cockatoo) bandufum (large tree)
Ililip
Eleputa golo 'a ('pitpit1) golo 'a ('pitpit')
Balangapwi I sangalif (white cockatoo) sangalif (white-flowered shrub)
Balangapwi II sangalif (white cockatoo) sangalif (white-flowered shrub)
Indibi golo ’a ('pitpit') golo 'a ('pitpit')
Tata mei 'una (dove) di'nap ga'ipwi (base of 'tulip' 
sapling: Gnetum gnemon)
Atefin golo 'a ('pitpit') golo 'a ('pitpit')
Mano'urn ama'w (lesser bird-of-paradise) sasembif (grass)
Sao'urn mei 'una (dove) di'nap ape'ang ('tulip' branch: 
Gnetum gnemon)
Afenim mei 'una (dove) di'nap ape'ang ('tulip' branch: 
Gnetum gnemon)
Nangup
Laongol onalo'w (preying mantis) aombel (?)
Tatemba gandi (hawk) umbawank (large tree)
Bundahimbil timbalen (hornbill) amaf (leaf used in steam cooking)
Balangapwi sela'w (black nocturnal bird) si8embif (grass)
Eleputa sangalif (white cockatoo) (?)
Indibi sangalif (white cockatoo) bandufum (large tree)
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APPENDIX C: MEINGAFO FLUTES
Flutes are a most important category of paraphernalia 
in the Tambaran Cult. They figure in all the grades and 
vary in size from small panpipes to giant, 4-metre tubes 
whose bases are placed in drums for amplification. They 
vary also in the manner in which the sound is produced: in 
addition to panpipes, there are trumpets, side-blown 
flutes with or without stops, and large tubes which are 
simply sung into to resonate and amplify the voice. Each 
of the flutes is said to represent the 'voice' of a 
different Tambaran spirit, and, along with bullroarers 
(and with the exception of panpipes) they are strictly 
secret from the women. In contrast with those of the 
Iatmul and other Sepik peoples, Arapesh flutes are not 
decorated, and are discarded after each ceremony.
The Meingafo flutes, featured in the Maolimu grade 
of the Cult, are the ritual property of Bwi'ingili ward.
They are simple, unadorned bamboo tubes about one metre 
in length, and about five centimetres in diameter. The 
nodal partitions of the tube are cut away, leaving only 
one at the playing end, through which an elipsoid hole 
is cut. The sound is produced by pressing the pursed 
lips firmly over the hole and expelling air in the manner 
of playing a (European) trumpet. In referring to these 
instruments I shall, however, retain the general term 
'flute'.
The sub-types of Meingafo are Ambon and Kwalelimel, 
corresponding to the sub-moiety names in Bwi'ingili.-^ The 
ensemble of Ambon flutes, in order of increasing length, are:
balanga 
mbol uwali 
mbol ahtli 
mamana
Balanga has the meaning 'head' or, in this context, 'leader' 
or 'starter'. The mbol ('pig') flutes are paired and are 
slightly different lengths.2 The etymology of mamana is 
not known by the Ilahitans, and it occurs exclusively with 
the flute complex.
1
See text, Table 5ii.
2
The two slit-gongs in the ceremonial hamlet of each ward 
are similarly paired: uwatei wata’ and ahata wata'. The
former is low-pitched and ritually associated with the 
Ondondof sub-moiety; the latter is higher-pitched and 
belongs to the Afa'afa'w sub-moiety.
It is interesting that informants claim mbol ahili is 
'louder' than the mbol uwali, an unlikely statement in.../
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Kwalelimel flutes differ from these in that, rather 
than a pair of opposed 'pigs', there is a pair of opposed 
unison triplets called, respectively, elufunguf ahongufwi 
and elufunguf uwangufwi^. These, along with balanga and 
mamana members of the ensemble, are graded in length 
similarly to the Ambon flutes.
Persons uninitiated in Maolimu may be present at 
the playing of these flutes, and women may even participate 
in the dances - but only with their backs turned to the 
instruments. The notion is that the women are in dangerous 
proximity to the Tambaran spirits, and it is their voices 
they hear behind them. The manner in which the songs are 
played is designed to protect this deception. It is said 
that once the playing begins the sound must not be 
interrupted lest a distinctly audible transition from one 
flute to the next reveals the origin of the sound. Women 
are familiar with the minor panpipes; the different 
technology of the Meingafo flutes and the uninterrupted 
song style are intended to prevent the women from 
connecting the sound they hear with these other types 
of instruments. The sound, then, is passed from one flute 
to another in the sequences shown in Figure C-i.
A low rumbling trill from the mamana flute signals 
that the song is about to begin. Then, enter the paired 
mbol (or elufunguf) who exchange the song rapidly back and 
forth between them, establishing the refrain. The song 
actually begins when the balanga flute breaks into the 
refrain and carries the tune alone. The balanga player 
holds the flute in his left hand, wfcile with his right 
hand he beats a cadence on a small drum tucked under his 
left armpit. As he plays and drums he dances a slinky 
tango-like step, lifting the flute up and down in time with 
the rhythm. As his song weakens the refrain re-enters 
until the balanga player has caught his breath. This 
continues through several sequences until the mamana 
reappears to signal the approaching conclusion.
/...view of its being shorter, shriller and more projective 
than the mellower mbol uwali. The paradox is resolved 
when it is known that 'loudness' is a sign of superiority, 
and that superiority in flutes is a function of length 
rather than sound pitch. It would be inconsistent, in 
the Arapesh view, for a shorter flute to be 'louder' than, 
and therefore superior to, a lqnger flute. It should be 
noted that Arapesh flutes, like those of the Iatmul 
(Bateson 1935), are symbolic of the penis, a notion that 
cannot be explored here for lack of space.
3
Ahongufwi and uwangufwi are adjectives and variants of 
ahili and uwali3 transformed to modify elufunguf3 a 
plural form differing in noun-class from mbol. The 
singular forms of these are elufungel ahomwi and 
elufungel uwamwi. I should add that elufungel could not 
be translated by my informants.
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XXVIII The lead flautist drums and dances 
as he plays the balanga Meingafo flute. 
Other parts are played by men in and 
around the house.
XXIX The playing end of a Meingafo flute.
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The structure of the music consists of alternating 
pairs of opposed pitch and intensity« The soft background 
quality of the mamana contrasts with the stridently 
assertive balanga, and between them is the high-low, back 
and forth exchange of the refrain flutes. The effect on 
hearing it is of complementary opposition continuing until 
it is resolved by the transcendence of the balanga lead.4 
In light of the general fertility symbolism of sub-moiety 
symbolism (see pp. 163, 276, 290), and the terminology of 
these Meingafo flutes, I would suggest that the song is a 
symbolic enactment of the creative process. Balanga is 
frequently used to denote the head of the nuclear household - 
the father, or of the patrilineal segment - the eldest 
brother. Mamana is conceivably related to the term for 
mother, mama'wen. The sounds of the flutes are a reflection 
of idealized human voices. The fruit of their interaction 
is the paired flutes of the refrain, suggesting, with their 
different pitches, children of alternate sex. This is 
consistent with the symbolic carving on the Nggwal spirit 
house lintel, showing the human increase of the 'male' and 
'female' sub-moieties (p. 290), and also of the pig-increase 
rite near the end of the Maolimu seclusion (p. 276), which 
gives the sub-moieties power over this sphere of creation 
as well.
In conclusion, for Bwi'ingili itself, and by 
implication the sub-moieties of other wards, the pattern 
of the music is that of a dualism turned in on itself.
Thus, the two sets of flutes (Ambon and Kwalelimel) are 
a reflection of the sub-moieties of that ward. But within 
each of these is also expressed the same dual symbol: 
within both Ambon and Kwalelimel is contained the opposition 
which inheres between them. Structural involutions of this 
sort - alternating states of unity and opposition one 
within another - exemplify the entire system of dual 
organization in the village; and it is informative to 
discover a clear symbolic statement, in the Meingafo 
flutes, of a principle which is usually submerged in a 
tangle of group relations in historical perspective. It 
is a theme which recurs often in this thesis.
4
For an interesting discussion of the alternation 
phenomenon in Iatmul flute music, see Bateson (1935).
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APPENDIX D-l: ILAHITA NGGWALS, MANAGING
SUB-MOIETIES AND MANPOWER
Ward Nggwal Afa'afa'w Ondondof
Balanga Elimif 20
Galawei 14
nGwas 11
Gwawi 24
Nanganenga 10
Tatangafum 9
(54) (34)
Bwi'ingili Bila'wamwi 19
Natim 22
(19) (22)
Hengwanif Bila 18
La' i 2
Mangieli 16
Onalo'w 2
Sowambon 12
Walangai 10
(32) (28)
Ililip Baiwam 9
Daondamba 5
Komba1 2
Kondo 15
Nimbea 25
Sao 33
Somben 11
Wanimbea 26
Windu 16
(78) (79)
Nangup Baingap 5
Bila 8
Gandi 8
Kamba'wa 25
Kataomo 13
Saonei 2
Somben 7
Wambam 15
(41) (42)
TOTAL 224 205
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APPENDIX D-2: ILIFALEMB NGGWALS, MANAGING
SUB-MOIETIES AND MANPOWER
Nggwal Afa'afa'w Ondondof
Bilaa 5
Bilaa 4
Bo'warn 7
Dombel 6
Gwalo'wa 3
Gwausen 8
Kondo 9
Saon 2
Somban 4
Sowambon 9
Sawaten 16
Wanimbea 17
TOTAL 44 46
a
Two Nggwal spirits of the same name
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APPENDIX E: SELECTED ARAPESH MYTHS
The Ilahita Arapesh possess a large number of 
myths, which they greatly enjoy telling whenever the 
opportunity arises. In this they contrast rather sharply 
with the Abelam, who appear relatively indifferent to this 
form of expression (Phyllis Kaberry, personal communication; 
vide Kaberry 1941:360). Though the full corpus of myths 
contains a wealth of material for intensive analysis, I 
have selected only a few for the specific purpose of 
illustrating points raised in the text of this thesis.
They are presented as unanalyzed examples of how Arapesh 
individuals conventionally symbolize relationships in this 
world, and visualize beings in the world of fantasy.
Several of the motifs occurring in them appear also in 
Mountain Arapesh myths collected by Mead (1940) and 
Fortune (1942).
The narratives were tape-recorded in the 
Arapesh language, followed by a Pidgin English version 
from the same informant. With the aid of a linguistic 
informant, the two versions were compared for consistency, 
and the Pidgin was then freely translated into English.
An asterisk following the title of a myth indicates that 
it is a Cult secret.
1. WILITIN AND AMILAWEN
There were once two brothers who often hunted 
birds together. They prepared sap from a breadfruit tree 
until it was sticky3 and then smeared it on a branch near 
the water3 where birds came in the evening. Every time 
they did this the younger brother3 Amilawen3 killed parrots 
and birds-of-paradise and other beautiful birds3 but 
Wilitin only killed crows and other drab birds. After some 
time Wilitin became angry at always being outdone by his 
brother. He made a plan. Once when they were in the 
forest he told the younger to stop and wait while he did 
something. He searched until he found a clump of wild 
cane. He uprooted the cane and dug a deep hole3 afterwards 
filling it with water. Then he returned to his brother.
The next day they hunted birds and3 of course3 
Amilawen excelled again. In the afternoon3 when they had 
finished3 Wilitin suggested they drink some water. He led 
his brother to the hole he had dug the day before. When 
Amilawen leaned down to drink3 Wilitin pushed him into the 
water and held him until he was drowned. Then he replaced 
the cane over the hole3 hiding any traces of what had 
happened.
When Wilitin returned to the village his mother 
asked him where Amilawen was. Wilitin lied and said that 
he did not know3 that Amilawen had gone hunting in a 
different place. But the mother saw the beautiful birds
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Wilitin was holding3 and she suspected that he had done 
something to Amilawen. The mother waited3 hut her youngest 
son did not come. She asked everyone if they had seen 
Amilawen3 hut without success.
The two brothers had a dog which they always 
took hunting with them. The dog cried and cried to the 
woman until she finally followed him. The dog led her 
straight to the hase of the wild cane and began scratching 
at it. When the mother pulled aside the foliage she saw 
the drifting body of her dead son. She wailed and wailed 
because she had loved Amilawen very much.
When she finished crying3 she fetched a bunch of 
stinging nettles and rubbed them on him3 trying to revive 
him. When this had no effect3 she put the body in her 
netbag and carried it to a place where there were many 
stinging insects. She put the body down and waited while 
the insects attacked it. Finally3 after a long time3 the 
boy started to awaken. When Amilawen was fully revived3 
his mother cleaned the insects off him3 washed him3 fed 
him3 and eventually he was fully restored.
Then Amilawen went to the forest and stripped 
the bark off a 'tulip' tree. Giving it to his mother3 
he told her to make a very long rope out of it. She 
worked the bark into a rope until it filled a large pot. 
When this was finished Amilawen collected bits of 
everything belonging to the village: faeces and feathers
of chickens; a piece of thatch from a menstrual house3 
some of the earth from inside it 3 and a strip of wood from 
the door-famb; thatch and earth from the spirit house and 
a piece of door-famb from that; pieces of flowers and 
crotons and coconuts that grow in the village. When he had 
collected all this3 Amilawen fetched a large bunch of 
bananas and some firewood and prepared to leave. He tied 
the end of the long rope to the rear of his mother’s house3 
and trailed the rope behind him as he walked away from the 
village. He told his mother to follow behind him after one 
year had passed.
For many days the young man walked. At night 
he slept and in the morning he planted one of the bananas 
he carried with him. When he had gone so far that the 
rope was finished3 he encircled a large area with the rope 
and within this he scattered all the bits of village 
material which he had brought with him. Then he slept at 
the base of a wild palm tree. The next morning3 fust 
before dawn3 Amilawen was awakened by a cock crowing.
’Good3 ' be thoughts 'everything is coming up. ’ By the 
third crow it was light and Amilawen found himself in the 
middle of an entire village. There were many houses and 
inside each was a woman. Amilawen was happy3 and there 
he stayed.
One year later3 obeying Amilawen’s instructions 
his mother followed the rope through the forest. At the
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end of eaoh day she came to a riipe banana plant from 
which she ate. After many days, she came to the base of 
a mountain; and at the top of the mountain appeared a 
man (Amilawen). The woman did not recognize him because 
he was adorned in the decorations of the Falanga Tambaran.
'I am looking for my son, ' she said3 'and you are not he.
Go and tell him that his mother has arrived. '
Amilawen left and returned soon in the garb of 
the Lefin Tambaran. Again his mother did not recognize 
him, and again she demanded that he fetch her son. The 
next time Amilawen appeared in Maolimu Tambaran decorations. 
Again the mother angrily sent him back. Finally, Amilawen 
showed himself in the plumes and paint of the Nggwal 
Tambaran, and this time the woman said: 'Ah, yes, you
are my son. '
Amilawen took his mother up to the village and 
all the women brought food for her. Later the mother 
asked him when all of these women's husbands would be 
returning, and Amilawen explained that there were no other 
husbands; they were all her daughters-in-law. She stayed 
with her son and they were happy together.
Meanwhile, back in their home village, Wilitin 
had found the end of the rope attached to the rear of his 
mother's house. Suspecting that his mother had trailed 
it, he set out to follow her. Each night he slept at her 
old campsite and ate from the banana plant. Finally he 
came to Amilawen's village and explained to them that he 
had come because he missed them. Later that afternoon 
Wilitin asked his brother where all the men of the village 
were. Amilawen lied, saying he did not know where they 
had gone. They slept.
Next morning, Amilawen told his brother that 
all these women were his wives. He said: 'This is a good
place and all that is here belongs to me. You are my 
brother but you wanted to kill me. 1 ran away and now I 
have all this. ’
Wilitin was envious of his brother and said he 
would return home if Amilawen gave him one of his wives.
He wanted one of the women because, in those days, men 
were not married to women; instead they had to take tree 
kangaroos as wives. But tree kangaroos do not make good 
wives, and this is another reason why Wilitin envied his 
brother.
Amilawen agreed to do this, and he gave his 
brother two coconuts, one with a long sprout and one with 
a shorter sprout. He told Wilitin that he must carry these 
coconuts straight to the village, but he must not bathe 
or urinate along the way. When he arrived home he was 
to put the coconuts in his house along with some uncooked 
food, and then he could go wash.
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Wilitin took the coconuts 3 hut by the end of the 
first day's walk he ignored what Amilawen had said and3 
\putting the oooonuts by the side of the path3 he went 
down to a stream to bathe, When he returned3 there stood 
two nice women3 one with fully developed breasts and the 
other with immature breasts. 'Where did you come from?' 
he asked. 'What do you mean?’ they replied3 'You brought 
us with you. ’ Then they turned and ran back to Amilawen’s 
village. Realizing that he had made a mistake in ignoring 
his brother's ins truetions3 Wilitin followed them3 hoping 
to appeal again to his brother.
Amilawen listened to Wilitin and decided that he 
would give him another chance. Handing him two more 
coconuts3 and repeating to him the same dir ections 3 Amilawen 
sent him on his way. This time Wilitin obeyed the 
instructions 3 and3 arriving home3 he put the coconuts in his 
house with some food3 fastened the door3 and went to bathe.
As he returned he saw the smoke from a cook-fire rising out 
of his house. When he opened the door he found the two 
women he had seen on the path. They were now his wives.
Later3 Wilitin's other tree-kangaroo wives rose 
up and tried to drive away the two women. But the women 
were too strong and made powerful broom magic so that when 
they swept the house3 they also swept away the despised 
tree-kangaroos. Ever since then3 men have had human wives.
2. KATAOMO*
Long ago there were no pigs and our ancestors ate 
human flesh instead. If a man had four children3 he kept 
the eldest and the youngest. But the two middle children - 
a son and a daughter - he killed and gave to his initiation 
partner to eat. Later3 his initiation partner returned 
two of his own children to be eaten.
One time there was a man with four children3 and 
he was ready to offer the two middle ones to his partner.
His wife was very upset and cried to the daughter that she 
and her brother were about to be killed and eaten. The 
girl told this to her brother. They were frightened and 
wondered where they could hide. Then the boy took the 
spine of a sago leaf and went to a mountain called Tata 
Maninda3 near Utamup village. With the sharpened spine 
he dug a hole in the mountain. He cleared the inside of 
the hole well; part he made into a place for sleeping3 
another a place for cooking3 another a place for defaecating.
When he returned to the village3 his mother cut 
his and his sister's hair3 in preparation for their being 
killed. The mother cried to her daughter that the men 
were readying everything for cooking and eating the 
children. That night3 the two children pretended to sleep 
in their house3 and when everything was quiet they broke 
through the rear of the house and ran away to hide in the 
cave in the mountain Tata Maninda.
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One day, the brother and sister saw a baby pig 
emerge out of a wild ginger plant. At the same time a big 
python oame into the cave. The children looked after both 
of the animals. When the pig was grown it copulated with 
the snake and produced many piglets. Then the children 
killed the mother pig and ate it, finding the flesh very 
delicious. • For many years they stayed in the cave, killing 
and eating pigs from time to time.
Meanwhile, their parents had searched everywhere, 
and had finally decided that the children must have run 
away and that something had killed them. But they were 
still hiding in the cave, and when they were grown the 
son married his sister. They had many children. One day 
they killed and cooked a pig. The husband decided he would 
sneak back to their village to see if their mother was 
still alive. He found his mother alone in front of her 
house, and when he approached her she was very happy to 
see him and amazed at how much he had grown. The son asked 
her what part of the house she slept in, adding that he 
would return that night to give her something. When she 
had shown him he returned to Tata Maninda and fetched a 
leg of pork. He returned to the village that night and 
aroused his mother by pushing a stick through the thatch 
of her house. She let him in through the front door, 
and the son gave her the meat, saying that it was bad to 
eat human flesh and that she must cook this meat and try 
i t.
The mother cooked the pig next morning and found 
it very delicious. The next time her son brought her 
some pork he told her to cook it and give part of the meat 
to her husband, his father, to taste. As she gave her 
husband the cooked meat, he was suspicious, and he asked 
who it was he was eating. She replied that this was not 
human flesh, but it was something else which their eldest 
son had given her. The husband tasted it and liked it 
very much. He went to his eldest son and asked where he 
had gotten the meat, but the son denied having given his 
mother anything. The man went back to his wife and asked 
her again. This time she said her sister’s husband had 
given it to her, but on being asked about this the man too 
denied having given anything to the woman. After that, 
his wife admitted that it was their second son who had 
given her the meat. The husband was angry, because the 
woman had not told him of his son rs visit so that he might 
see and talk with him. The wife told him not to sleep 
that night, but to lay awake and wait until the son 
visited her. He could hear him as they talked.
And so it was as she said. The son returned that 
night with a leg of pork, and when the father heard his 
adult voice he realized how long his children had been gone, 
and he wondered where they lived. He listened to what his 
son said to his wife. ’Tomorrow you and my father must 
gather all the villagers together. They must bring yams 
and sprouted coconuts. The yams they must leave in the
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village. Then they should carry their coconuts and 
gather at the waterfall at the foot of the mountain 
Tata Maninda, When they are all gathered they must 
(ceremonially) break the coconuts and call out. If they 
hear any thing respond to this, they must not be frightened 
If they want to run away, my father must stop them and 
order them to remain so that they can see what will happen
Early the next morning, the old couple did what 
they had been told. When the villagers broke the coconuts 
at Tata Maninda, they were alarmed to hear an enormous 
voice, the voice of the Tambaran, answer them: 'Who are
you?' Everyone was frightened but the old man told them 
to stay. Then they saw the Tambaran emerge on top of the 
mountain. Behind the figure came two pigs. The figure 
was the decorated son, who was now the Tambaran named 
Kataomo. They all went to the village where a feast was 
held and the two pigs were given to Kataomo to eat. Then 
the son returned to Tata Maninda, where he and his 
wife/sis ter gathered up all their pigs and put them into 
netbags. They carried them back to the village and gave 
one pig to each man. That is how we came to have pigs. 
Some of the pigs ran away and they are the wild pigs of 
the forest. Before, when we did not have pigs, we had to 
eat human flesh.
3. AMBUPWIEL
This is the story of a 'masalai' woman who lived 
in a large tree in the forest. Her name was Ambupwiel and 
she had the power to grow plants overnight. One day a man 
took his wife and his tools and went into the forest to 
clear a garden. That afternoon, as soon as they had gone, 
Ambupwiel emerged from her tree and restored the forest to 
its original growth. The next day the man and his wife 
were amazed, and they laboured to cut down the forest and 
undergrowth again. And again Ambupwiel restored it. This 
happened several times until the man decided he must stay 
behind in the garden to_ watch. He sent his wife and 
children down the path toward the village, telling her to 
rattle his limes tick so that the mischievous person would 
think they were all leaving.
After the man had seen Ambupwiel put back the 
forest, he sprang on her and threatened to kill her. She 
pleaded for her life, and promised the man that if he 
spared her and took her^back to the village with him, she 
would make him a very nice netbag. The man agreed, and 
let Ambupwiel go back into the tree. Then he cut off the 
head and base of the tree and carried the middle section 
(containing Ambupwiel) back to the village. He hid it in 
the spirit house so that no one would discover her.
Ambupwiel made him the netbag and everyone 
admired it. Asked where he had gotten it, he claimed that 
he had made it himself. But his wife knew he was lying.
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Finally the men pressured him so much that he said3 ’If you 
want a nethag like this one 3 bring a supply of food to the 
spirit house and I will show you how to get one. ’ That was 
how all the men found out about Ambupwiel3 and they shared 
in the secret of her existence.
One day all the men went to hunt pigs3 while the 
women remained in the village to gather fruit from the 
trees adjacent to the ceremonial clearing. When they threw 
down the fruit some of them rolled into the spirit house3 
where they were eaten by Ambupwiel. When the women could 
not find them3 they were angry and decided to burn down the 
spirit house0 The house burned completely and all the 
women ran down to the stream with their water containers3 
so that they could later deny any knowledge of the fire. 
Unknown to them3 however3 they had been seen burning the 
spirit house by an old 'masalai' man who lived in a 
cockatoo hole in a nearby coconut palm.
While the spirit house was burning3 a flame flew 
high into the air3 over the forest3 and came down straight 
into the netbag of the man who had originally brought 
Ambupwiel to the village. Fearing something might be 
wrong3 the men dashed back to the village only to find 
their spirit house in ashes. Try as they might3 they 
could not find out why it burned. All the women were too 
frightened to confess.
Then the ’masalai ’ man came down out of the 
coconut palm and spoke to the men. 'If you find some meat 
and give it to me3 I will tell you how you can get away 
from all these women; for it was they who destroyed the 
spirit house. ’ So the men did this3 and the ’masalai ’ 
man told them to assemble all the males in the village - 
infants and toddlers included - and all of them must smear 
ashes from the spirit house on their bodies. Then they 
should go stand at the edge of the forest. The ’masalai’ 
man told them to cut the leaves of a wild black taro and 
rub them on their groins and genitals. This turned all 
the males into flying foxes and they soared away over 
the forest. As the women watched3 the great swarm of 
flying foxes circled and disappeared beyond the trees.
They went south to the great grass fields.
After that 3 there wer e no long er any men in the 
village3 and the women became very worried. Who would 
take care of them? When the 'masalai ’ man heard this .
(from inside his hole) 3 he came down and said3 ’If each 
of you will let me have intercourse with you3 I will show 
you how you can follow your husbands and sons. ’ So all 
the women had intercourse with the ’masalai ’ 3 and when 
they had finished he told them what they must do with the 
ashes and the wild taro leaves. But the men had earlier 
used up most of the ashes3 and the women were able to put 
only a small amount on their bodies. That is why men have 
beards and more body hair than women: they were able to 
cover their bodies more thoroughly with the magic ashes.
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When the women all turned into flying foxes3 they 
headed south and soon found their menfolk. The men were 
very angry to see them3 saying3 'Who do you think we were 
running away from? You alone. It was your own faults for 
burning down our spirit house3 so we ran away from you. ' 
They sent the women back to the village. That is why 
today you oan see the small flying foxes soaring around the 
village in the night. They are the women. The men are the 
enormous flying foxes which live in the gras sfields and in 
the heart of the forest. They never come near the village. 
This is the story of how this came to be.
4. MIMI'UNEMB*
It was a woman who3 long ago3 made the first 
bullroarer (mimi'unemb). One day she was chopping up an 
ambop tree for firewood«, One of the chips flew into the 
air 3 making the sound ' Brrrrrrrrr '. She liked the loud 
sound3 so she threw the piece of wood into the air several 
times to hear it cry out again. Then she got the idea of 
attaching a line to the object and twirling it continuously 
in the air. This produced a very big noise3 bigger even 
than the voice of a man.
All the other villagers heard the sound and 
wondered what could be making it. Sometimes they heard the 
sound rush toward them3 and they ran away in great fright. 
One day3 some of the men stayed for a moment to see what 
was making the sound, When they saw that it was only a 
woman3 they were angry and said that it was not right for 
a woman to be able to frighten the men. They demanded that 
she teach them how to twirl the object3 and when she had 
done so they quickly killed her. That way none of the 
other women would ever know the secret now held by the men.
5. THE WOMEN AND THE FALANGA TAMBARAN*
Long ago there was no such thing as the Falanga 
Tambaran3 and it was a woman who discovered how to make 
the plaited helmut mask that goes with this Tambaran. She 
made it in her menstrual house3 out of finely woven rattan 
fibre. After decorating it with painted designs3 leaves 
and orange fruits3 she hid it in the forest near where 
the women of the village fetched their water each day.
When all the women went to draw water3 this woman 
quickly sneaked into the forest3 put on the mask and 
decorations3 and then appeared before them. The women had 
never seen anything like this3 and when the Tambaran chased 
them they were very frightened and fled into the forest. 
Then the woman took off the mask3 concealed it again3 and 
then came to the women to ask what they were crying about. 
They described the monster that had chased them3 but she 
replied that they were lying. After many recurrences of
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this the men decided3 having been told about it by their 
wives3 to watch for the thing.
One man was chosen to hide in the undercover and 
see what happened. He saw how the Falanga woman tricked 
the others. Later he approached the woman and told her 
that he had seen all that had happened 3 and that she must 
teach all the men how to make the decoration. Frightened 
she would be killed3 she agreed. But when all the men had 
learned how to do it 3 they realized they knew something 
the women did not. To protect their secret they killed 
the woman.
So now the men hold the secret of the Falanga 
Tambaran. They kept all the masks in one house3 but not 
long ago one moiety became angry with the other moiety3 
and they burned down the house. All the masks were 
destroyed3 but if you stay long enough you will see us 
make new ones. The water-hole where all this happened no 
longer contains water3 but if you look carefully at 
Wafitaningen you will see that it was once a spring.
6. THE DOGS AND THE MAOLIMU TAMBARAN*
There was a time when men did not know about the 
Maolimu Tambaran or how to work it. The dogs of the village 
were the ones who did it. They dug a deep hole in the base 
of a hill in the forest of Angawi [near Utamup village], 
and all the dogs went into the hole to perform the Tambaran 
ceremonies. While the other dogs were in the hole3 the 
dog-leaders wandered about the forest in search of meat to 
feed those in the hole. When they caught a pig and brought 
it to the hole3 they said they were bringing a 'female' 
with which all the young male dogs could copulate.
Meanwhile3 all the villagers searched for their dogs3 
but were unable to find them.
One large dog was particularly good at catching 
pigs and cassowaries 3 and when his hunt succeeded he 
decorated himself with paint and sago-palm sprouts 
[maolihiwa; maolimu]. His owner noticed this and decided 
to follow the dog and see what happened. He watched while 
all the decorated dogs danced and sang in the forest in 
celebration of the Maolimu Tambaran. The man heard them 
refer to the last pig as 'breast milk' 3 and all the other 
pigs as 'females'. He also saw the way they ritually beat 
on a log each time a pig was captured and brought to them.
But afterward3 when the food taboos were in 
force3 all the dogs were very hungry and desperate for 
something to eat. They had a meeting and decided that they 
should eat the (human) faeces that the villagers regularly 
threw into the bush near the village. 'The people do not 
realize it3 ' they said3 'but this is good food they are 
throwing away. ' With that3 the dogs presented the humans
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with a large alam shell to purchase the right to eat their 
faeces. They had tabooed everything else; all that 
remained were faeoes. So today they eat faeoes and the 
men perform the Maolimu Tambaran. Sometimes men are angry 
at the dogs' filthy habits, and beat them for it. But they 
should remember that the dogs bought this right long ago 
for a olam shell. They may eat the faeoes.
7. KAMBA'WA*
This is the story of how Nggwal first oame about.
It happened one day when a woman was working in her garden 
near a stream. Her young son was playing with his friends 
around the water. He put a bamboo tube into the water and 
blew into it, He had not realized it, butrthe tube had 
entered a hollow buttress root submerged under the water,
To the fright and amazement of the boys, an enormous sound 
issued from the water. They tried it again and again and 
grew to like it. Later in the day, when the mother called 
the boys to return with her to the village, they told her 
to go on ahead and they would follow. When she had gone 
they pulled the buttress root out of the water and dragged 
it back to a little clearing near the village where they 
had built a play-house,
They put the tube and hollowed piece of wood in 
the house and took turns making the sound„ Nggwal cried 
out for food, so the boys trapped a lizard and gave it to 
'him'. This did not satisfy Nggwal, so they set a net to 
trap a rat. But a bandicoot came along and dumped over 
the net. So they placed a larger net to catch the bandicoot, 
and a phalanger came and jumped over it. The next larger 
net was vaulted by a wallaby. When they set a net to catch 
the wallaby, a pig came and jumped over it„ So they made 
a large heavy-mesh net to catch the pig, but instead a 
cassowary came and jumped over it. Finally, they made a 
enormous net and managed to trap and kill the cassowary„ 
Having done this, though, it suddenly occurred to them 
that this was not a cassowary at all, but a ’masalai 
They were very frightened and ran away.
That night the cassowary appeared to each of the 
boys in his dream, saying she was not a cassowary but a 
'woman', Nambweapa'w [the mythical Creation Mother]. If 
they returned and ate her, the strength in her flesh would 
make them famous yam growers and love magicians.
They did this the next day, while Nggwal continued 
to sing. The father of the boy who first discovered Nggwal 
heard the sound and went to the clearing to investigate. 
Nggwal sang out as he approached, and he shrank back in 
fear. But then his son came and told him not to be afraid, 
and invited him to come and see their discovery. Eventually 
all the men found about Kamba’wa - which was the name of 
this Nggwal - and decided that the voices of the boys were
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too weak and puny to do justice to Nggwal. So they killed 
all the hoys through sorcery. Then the men took over 
Nggwal^ built a fine house for 'him'3 and organized 
themselves into initiation classes. After that3 many more 
Nggwals arose3 hut the first was Kamba'wa. The stream 
from which he arose is near the village of Ingamblis 3 to 
the south.
8. OLAFEN
Long ago we did not know that hahies could he horn 
through their mothers' vaginas. Instead3 as the mother 
approached term3 her husband would cut open her belly and 
remove the infant„ The corpse of his wife was given to his 
iniation partner [ombaf] to eat.
One day3 a man whose wife was pregnant left to spend 
the day in the gardens with the other villagers0 Only his 
wife remained in the village3 in her house near the Nggwal 
spirit house. Soon after the others had gone3 the woman 
began feeling labour pains. Her moans were heard by a 
Tambaran living in the house-post [olaf] of the nearby 
spirit house. He came out of the carved post with a sound 
like thunder3 went to the house and knocked on the door.
At first the woman was frightened3 but her pain was so great 
that she told the spirit to enter. He came and told her he 
would show her how to deliver her baby a new way. He 
arranged a delivery mat and told her how to move her muscles 
while he massaged her, When the baby was born3 the Tambaran 
told her to instruct her husband to gather pork and yams 
and leave them at the foot of the house-post3 in payment 
for what, the spirit had done„
That afternoon3 the husband heard a baby cry from 
within his house as he approached; angrily he thought that 
someone else must have cut open his wife in his absence.
But when he entered he found the child in the arms of his 
wife. He was very pleased3 and asked how she learned to 
do this3 and she replied that she thought of it herself. 
Later3 worrying about what the Tambaran would do if it did 
not receive the payment3 she told her husband the truth.
The man did as the Tambaran had demanded3 and eventually 
news of the new safe delivery spread to all the women in 
the village. Now that is the way our women have babies3 
and some of us have the name 'Olafen' in remembrance of 
what the Tambaran had done. But it was also the woman’s 
husband himself who had done it3 because he had carved the 
house-post originally3 and so his spirit was in the post 
also.
9. AKITAPU
This is the story of one of our most powerful 'masalai'- 
Akitapu. It begins when a woman sends her young adolescent 
daughter down to a pond to fetch water. As she leaned over 
the water a small fish leapt up and gripped her breast in
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its teeth. It bit deeply and the girl could not make it 
let go. Finally she struck it very hard and the fish's 
body fell off, leaving the head and mouth still embedded 
in her breast. On seeing it, the girl's mother said 
'That's alright, let it be. ’ That night while the girl 
slept an enormous python - the kind that can swallow a 
whole pig - entered the house and copulated with the girl, 
It was not really a snake: it was Akitapu.
By copulating with her the snake completely ruined 
the girl. Her skin turned white, like the ashes from 
certain fires, and her urine was the colour of lime. The 
girl went to her father and told him what had happened.
She said: 'Tonight, if you hear me cry out, "Oh, there are
so many rats here’.", you will know that the big snake is 
trying to copulate with me. You must hurry and save me. ' 
The father agreed to this.
That night, when he.heard his daughter's cries about 
rats, he lit a bamboo torch and went to the girl's house. 
When he opened the door he saw in the torchlight that the 
house was completely filled with the immensity of the 
python. From floor to ceiling and wall to wall the coils 
of the snake were there. When the snake saw the man in 
the doorway he thumped his tail on the floor, as when a dog 
is happy to see its master„ The reason was that the 
'masalai' snake regarded the man as his father-in-law0 
When the man saw this he turned around, extinguished the 
torch, and walked back to his house. He realized that the 
snake was really a ’masalai' and that there was nothing 
he could do about it,
As time passed and the snake ’s nightly visits 
continued, the girl grew thinner and weaker, and the 
father became increasingly worried about her. Finally he 
made himself a long ladder out of bamboo lengths. He took 
two berries - a red one and a green one - and carried 
his daughter to the pond where Akitapu lived, Sliding the 
ladder into the pool, the man told everyone that he was 
going to carry his daughter down into the 'masalai ' place 
under the water. 'Watch the water and if you see both 
berries float to the surface you will know that both of us 
have been lost. ’ Then he put the girl over his shoulder 
and went down the ladder to where the great snake lived, * 
When they arrived there the snake encircled the girl in its 
coils and held her0 Her father knew that nothing could 
save her, so he went back to the ladder and climbed back up 
to the surface of the pond. The people waiting had seen 
the red berry float to the top, and they knew that the
•kMonths after telling this story, the Arapesh narrator 
identified Plate I on the Rorschach Psychodiagnostic Test 
as being a cutaway view of Akitapu's submarine and 
subterranean lair. See Rorschach (1942).
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father was alright and that he would he coming up soon„
After the father got out of the water the body of the dead 
girl floated to the top - the 'masalai' had finally taken 
her spirit to live with him beneath the water„ Sadly, the 
father and the other villagers carried the girl's body back 
to the village for burial. The father grieved greatly for 
his daughter and thought about how he might get revenge on 
the 'masalai ' for having done this to her. He decided that 
the best way was to make magic to hold the sun in the sky, 
so that eventually Akitapu's water home would dry up.
When the magic had been prepared the man smoked it 
over a fire, causing the sun to beat down fiercely„ After 
a while all the small ponds and streams were dried away; 
only the water home of Akitapu remained. Grass and 
creepers overgrew all the other water places, but the 
place of Akitapu remained. The water level had only 
subsided slightly.
Finally the man became impatient and he gathered 
together all the men to bail water out of the 'masalai' 
pond. When the water was gone they searched for Akitapu, 
while some of the men prepared a big fire. All the water 
creatures - fish, eels, frogs - were thrown onto the fire 
to be destroyed, because the men did not know how Akitapu 
might be disguising himself. All this was directed by the 
father of the dead girl0 He suspected that two large 
eels he found were his daughter and her 'masalai ' husband,
He put them into bamboo tubes and threw them on the fire.
In the fire the bamboos broke and so did the bodies of the 
eels. Unseen by anyone, however, a small drop of blood 
flew up and landed on a leaf some distance away from the 
fire. When the fire died down all the men returned to the 
village0
When they had gone and night had fallen the small 
drop of blood turned into a small fish - like the kind 
that had bitten the girl's breast earlier in the storya 
Then the fish (Akitapu) called out to all the 'masalai' 
round about, telling them that these men had destroyed 
all the 'masalai' except himself who had lived in this 
placeo He bade them come near to see him and to help him 
get revenge, which they did. When their plan was made the 
fish expelled his breath (which contained his spirit) and 
went up into a large tree where it turned into a big lizard. 
Later a hunter killed it and took it off to eat and to use 
the skin as a drum-head.
The lizard was so big that three drums could be 
covered, with its head, tail and middle, respectively.
The hunter gave the meat to an old man, After the drums 
were ready they sounded so fine that the man decided to 
organize a 'singsing'. He took all the men to hunt for a 
pig for the festival„ While they were gone the 'masalai' 
of the forest and waters gathered near the village. 
Meanwhile, the old man tried to cook the lizard meat, but, 
no matter how long he left it on the fire, it would not
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cook; the blood, remained fresh and flowing. Finally he 
gave up and put the meat to one side.
As the pitch of the singing and dancing increased 3 
great dark clouds gathered in the sky. Then the drums made 
from the skin of the lizard's head and tail called out to 
all the nearby 'masalai' to come and destroy the place and 
the people. But the drum made from the middle part of the 
skin called to them that they should stay where they were.
But the head and tail were too strong for the middle and 
all the 'masalai' came and began accumulating water around 
the edge of the clearing3 ready to flood the place away.
During the 'singsing' a child defaecated3 and when 
his mother went to throw the faeces into the bush she heard 
them land in water. She went to her husband and asked if 
there was any water in that direction» 'I fust threw away
the baby's faeces and I heard them splash in water. ' The 
husband said thdt there was no water there and that she 
must be mistaken. But he took a coconut husk and threw it 
there to see. Then he too heard the splash. Then he 
tried all the other directions and found that there was 
water everywhere but on the path by which he and his wife 
(they were from another ■village) had come to the 'singsing ’a 
Greatly alarmed3 the man told his wife that they must hurry 
away from this place because it was about to be destroyed. 
They told another man and wife from their village and the 
four of them started running down the path toward, their 
village. But as soon as they entered the forest they were 
turned to stone•
Just then the dancers saw two great shoo ting-stars 
cross in the sky above the village. Suddenly the water 
rose up from every direction and swallowed up the village 
and everyone in it. Only one old man was quick enough to
save himself and his wife and children. He put all his
belongings into his netbag3 took a rope and his dog and 
climbed into a coconut palm. His wife and children were 
sent up a clump of bamboo„■ When all else had been destroyed3 
only they remained„ There was little to eat3 so the man 
began picking the coconuts. Part he ate and the rest he 
threw down to the others. Soon one of his children died 
and then another and then the last0 After that his wife
would not answer his call3 so he knew that she was dead
also. After a long time the waters began to recede3 and the 
man tested the dryness by throwing down coconut husks 
and listening to the sound they made when they hit the 
ground, When eventually he heard the husk bounce many 
times he thought the ground was strong enough to support 
him. He lowered his dog down on a rope and watched while 
he ran around the entire place. The man climbed down and 
set off with his dog in search of food3 for the water had 
destroyed all their gardens. They eventually found a 
banana, garden3 but they did not steal any of the fruit.
They sat down and waited until the bananas were so ripe
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that they fell off the plant on their own accord. Then 
he and the dog ate them hungrily....
[The story goes on to relate how the man was discovered 
by the women of the village owning the banana garden.
They hid him and, at the next Tambaran ceremony, decorated 
him for display. He was the most handsome man, causing 
all the males of the village to be jealous. When they 
tried to kill the stranger, he flew into the air and went 
off to the northern (Torricelli) mountains, which is why 
the mountain people have prettier decorations than the 
Ilahitans. Cf. Myth 13.J
10. THE CANNIBAL GHOST
There was once a man who went to a ' sing sing ' in 
another villag e 3 leaving ■his wife and son sleeping in their 
house. After he left3 the skull of his father (which was 
kept in the rear of the house) got up and assumed the 
appearance of the man himself. The ghost woke the wife 
and told her that along the way to the other village he 
had passed a pond where there were many frogs. He told 
her to assemble some coconut shells and bring the child 
with her to help them catch frogs.
When they arrived at the pond3 the ghost told the 
woman to wait on the shore while he waded in to catch 
frogs. As soon as he was out of her sight he began picking- 
up the frogs and eating them greedily. After a while he 
returned to the woman with the empty shells3 saying he had 
had no luck and that she should try. He held the child 
while she waded into the pond. When she was out of sight 
the ghost plucked out one of the child's eyes and ate it. 
When the mother called3 asking what was making the child 
cry 3 the ghost replied that it had only been bitten by a 
mosquito. Then the ghost snatched out the other eye and 
swallowed it. Again the mother asked about the baby's 
cries3 and again the ghost reassured her. Finally the 
baby died and the ghost hastily devoured the rest of the 
body3 leaving in his hands only the bloody skull and bones 
of the infant.
When the mother returned and asked where the child 
was3 the ghost laughed and threw the pile of bones at her. 
The woman screamed 3 threw down the frogs3 and started to 
run. But the ghost seized one of her ears3 tore it off3 
and ate it„ Then the woman broke away3 while the ghost 
remained behind to devour the remaining frogs.
When the woman arrived back at her house she 
climbed into the loft under the gable and hid herself 
under some mats that were stored there. She held a 
coconut shell over the wound on her head so that the 
blood would not drip down and reveal her hiding place.
Soon afterwards the ghost arrived- and looked all over the 
house for the woman. As he searched he cursed and
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condemned, his son and his son's wife3 saying3 'These are 
not good people. My son is constantly copulating with his 
wife. I can see all this from where I sit in the hack of 
the house. ' All night the ghost searched while the woman 
watched and listened. At dawn the ghost disembodied and 
returned to his place in the rear of the house. But the 
woman remained in hiding and waited for her husband's 
return.
When the husband arrived he called for his wife.
She came down from hiding and told him all that had 
happened - that it was the ghost of his father who had 
eaten their son and had torn off her own ear. The husband 
heard all this and then called together the men of the 
village. He told them he thought it better if they 
gathered all the skulls from their houses and put them 
in the Cult spirit house. When the skulls were all 
assembled3 the men fastened the house and set it on fire< 
The screaming heads tried to escape, but were beaten back 
by men standing around the house with sticks. Soon all the 
heads were destroyed.
11. BILA
One day a man went to his garden to harvest yams 
and3 without permission3 his young son followed him there. 
As the father sat harvesting the tubers3 he heard steps 
approach and turned to see his son standing there. He 
said3 'It is alright. You come here. ' In the afternoon
when the man had finished digging the yams the two of them
cooked some of them and ate. Afterwards the boy said he 
was thirsty3 and the father replied that there was clean 
drinking water nearby. They found the water3 and when the 
child leaned down to drink the father held his neck and
broke it3 killing him. Then he dug a hole and3 weeping
all the while3 buried his son.
The man returned to the village and went straight 
to his house to wail and sound his slit-gong. The message 
he sent was that the Bila Nggwal had killed his son. His 
wife heard the slit-gong and came to him saying3 'This 
has got nothing to do with me. Our son was not living in 
my place„ He is your child; he would have inherited 
your gardens3 your land3 your houses. He would have cut 
your sago. He is not an heir of my clan. I gave birth 
to him3 but he belonged to you. '
12. GWANGWA'UM
There was once a tambaran who lived in the top of 
a tall tree in the village. This tambaran had the power 
to distort men's thinking3 and drive them mad; and he 
also killed many children. When children were left behind 
in the village during the day3 the tambaran would hear 
them cry and carry them up to his tree-house to eat them.
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When he was finished, the tambaran would throw the bones 
down to the ground,
This went on for many years until one day a man 
deoided that he would try to kill the tambaran. He 
hollowed out a log and prepared a stone blade and a 
sharpened sago spike. Then he laid in the log and 
covered himself with a slab of wood which he held tightly 
in place from the inside. This way, from the outside, 
one could not see that the log was hollow or that it was 
in two pieces.
When all was ready and everyone had gone to their 
gardens, the man carried his log to the base of the big 
tree and climbed inside it. Then he cried like an infant 
who had been left behind by its mother. The tambaran 
climbed down and searched about for the crying child.
When the tambaran re-ascended his tree in angry bewilderment, 
the man again imitated the cry of a child. The tambaran 
came down and, not finding any child, he picked up the log 
and took it back up the tree with him. The man in the 
log waited quietly until the middle of the night before 
peeking out. There he saw the tambaran lying sound asleep 
nearby. With the stone and the spike the man quickly cut 
off the tambaran's head. Then he shouted to all the 
villagers below that he had killed the tambaran. He threw 
down the head and body for the people to chop up and burn.
But the instant the body of the tambaran landed on 
the ground, all the tall trees standing near the tambaran's 
home tree moved far away from it. At the same time, the 
tree in which the man was standing grew very tall and 
very fat. The men below tried but could not reach him 
with ropes or ladders. He was trapped at the top of the 
tree. Finally he told them that they should give up: 
there was no escape for him. For months he lived at the 
top of the tree, until feathers began to grow on his body.
He told all the people below that he was turning into a 
bird. 'Soon I will be entirely a bird and I will no 
longer be able to talk with you. ’ So, knowing that soon 
he would be unable to talk, the man issued those below 
with instructions» 'When you hear me cry "Ngwa, ngwa, 
ngwa, ngwa...," you will know that it is time to harvest 
your yams. But when you hear me sing "Owa, owa, owa, owa...," 
you must not dig your yams because the time is not right. '
With that the man turned into a bird. This bird 
we call gwangwa'um^ and you can hear it call out in the 
night. Sometimes it calls 'Ngwa, ngwa, ngwa, ngwa...,'
[verb root, 'to eat'] and other times it calls 'Owa, owa, 
owa, owa...,' ['No'] and we know what he is telling us.
This bird lives inside the big holes in the tops of great 
trees.
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13. KWANAOMIF
There was onee an old man who stayed in the village 
everyday with his grandsons and the other ohildren while 
all the adults were in the gardens. Each day he took them 
swimming in a local stream. One day the hoys coined 
together and decided to kill the old man. With a sharpened 
coconut-frond spine they speared the old man and buried 
him in the mud under the water.
Later in the day the adults asked the hoys where 
the old man had gone. Though they denied any knowledge 
of him3 his daughters-in-law suspected that the hoys had 
done something to him down hy the water3 so they decided 
to find out. They cooked some aromatic types of yams and3 
taking them down to the stream3 dipped them in different 
parts and tasted them. At one place the yam came up 
tasting sweet3 and they knew that this must he where the 
old man's body was concealed. They also saw the heap of 
backfill the hoys had left on the embankment. The women 
dammed the stream and dug about in the mud until they found 
the body. However3 the old man's body had completely 
rotted3 and in its place they found a large eel. The 
women took the eel3 cooked it3 and ate it. One woman 
secretly took the head and tail home and fastened them in 
a bundle3 which she smoked over a fire.
After some time a male child grew out of the eel 
parts. As the child grew to manhood the woman concealed 
him and did not tell anyone that he existed. Then the 
woman decided that at the next festival she would present 
the boy3 decorated3 to the village. When everyone went 
to gather materials for the decoration3 she went along and 
worked harder than anyone else. 'What is the matter with 
this woman?' everyone asked. 'She has no son or husband 
to decor ate 3 and yet she works harder than any of us. '
At the festival3 the woman waited until all the 
other young men had come into the clearing with their 
ceremonial attire3 and then she sent out the man whom she 
had been hiding. All the women of the village - young and 
old3 married and single - were amazed at how handsome he 
was and marvelled at his ornaments. They forgot about 
their own husbands and sons3 and wanted only to crowd 
around admiring the stranger.
The men of the village watched this and became 
very angry. They decided to kill the man. But Kwanaomif - 
that was his name - was not really human; he was a spirit3 
and he knew what the men were planning. Just as dawn was 
about to break3 Kwanaomif leapt up and stayed suspended 
high in the air. The men below could not reach him with 
their sticks and spears. Then Kwanaomif flew to the north3 
to the mountain named Wanefin. That is why in those 
mountains the people have such beautiful decorations3 and 
why we have none of these [cf. Myth 9]. It is because 
Kwanaomif went there so long ago.
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14. KUMBAMUNA
Once there was a man who urinated into the hole of 
a ground-crab (wala'anga). The urine stayed in the hole and 
out of it grew a male infant„ The infant stayed in the hole 
and grew into a hoy. What food he needed he took from the 
garden of the man who had urinated in the crab hole.
Eventually the man and his wife noticed that food 
was disappearing from their garden, so one day the husband 
remained to watch the garden from hiding. The boy appeared 
and began collecting food„ When the man leapt on him and 
threatened to beat him, the boy cried, 'You cannot beat me,
I am your son and I have a right to take food from the
garden, ' The man laughed, 'You are not my son. I have no
children. ' But the boy reminded him of the time he had 
urinated in the crab hole, and he explained how he had 
been born from the urine. The man believed him and 
admitted that the boy had a right to the food. The man 
took the boy home with him and told him to stand near the
rear of the house by the woodpile. Then he told his wife
to get some firewood, and she returned with the news that 
there was a strange boy standing there. 'That's right, 
bring him here, ' said the husband0 So the man and his 
wife took the boy in and treated him as a son„
One day another village was displaying some large 
taros and invited all the neighbouring villages to come 
and admire them. The man and the boy went, and during the 
proceedings, the boy asked his father if he could go 
urinate. As the boy walked past the taros he accidentally 
bumped one of them and broke it. The men were very angry 
and harangued the father until he said, 'Alright, my son 
broke the taro, so now we will take it home and eat it. '
At home, after eating the taro, the boy asked if his father 
had a free garden that he could cut and clear. There was a 
piece of unused bush which the boy could work.
The next day the boy went to clear the bush. He 
cut down only one tree and pulled up only one shrub. Then 
he went home. The next time he went to the garden it was 
(magically) entirely c l e a r e d T h e n  he made two sections 
of the fence, and the next time he went the entire garden 
was fenced» He divided the garden into blocks and told 
his mother to sweep only one of them. When he went back 
the entire garden was swept. Then he planted only one 
yam; the next time he went back the garden was entirely 
planted in yams. Then he made another garden in the same 
way, planting it in taro„ When he saw the vines lengthening, 
he erected one pole for them to climb. Then when he 
returned later all the plants had poles. When his mother 
weeded the garden she had only to pull one weed, and the 
rest would disappear of their own accord. Finally, the boy 
harvested one yam, and then when he returned all the yams 
were harvested and lying in neat piles in the gardenc The 
boy and his father put all the yams into their storehouse,
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Then they gathered all the village men and went to 
capture a pig3 instructing the women■ to prepare a feast 
in their absence. They sent word to all the other villages 
to come and share in the food. After they had f easted 3 
the man and his son took their largest3 finest yam and 
presented it to one group of men3 saying3 'This yam is to 
repay you for the taro we broke when we attended your 
feast. It is more than enough to return for it is a yam3 
not a taro3 and it is very large, ' The men of the other 
village took the yam home with them and ate it.
If we were able to garden like this boy gardened3 
we would not have to work hard; with only a token effort3 
everything would be done for us. But we cannot do this3 
for the following reason.
One day the boy told his father that he was going 
down to the stream to bathe and to collect water in a 
bamboo vessel. Be warned his father that3 though he could 
sleep with his wife (the boy's 'mother')3 he must not 
copulate with her. But when the boy returned from the 
stream and approached his house3 he detected the smell of 
sexual intercourse. Be knew that his father had disobeyed 
him.
The boy stood up a long way from the house3 and 
when his father came out and saw him3 he shouted for him 
to draw near. But the boy would not. With the bamboo in 
his hand3 the boy flew up into the air and perched on the 
frond of a coconut palm. The father tried to coax him
down3 but the boy said: 'It is your fault for not obeying 
me. Bow I am ruined3 and I shall turn into a bird, ' _ With 
that3 the boy turned into a kumbamuna bird - the kind that 
can talk.
That is the end of the story. If the father had 
listened to the boy and had not copulated with his wife3 
we would still have the knowledge of how to garden in this 
way. But instead we are plagued by hard work. Now3 you 
know about the kumbamuna bird: it sees and knows ev erything
that happens. If a-man stealsy or commits adultery3 or 
secretly kills a pig in the forest3 the kumbamuna will tell 
everyone. Before3 you know3 we men of Mausimbilinga 
[sub-moiety] hunted pigs on our own and ate them secretly 
in the forest„ But kumbamuna always informed the other 
line3 the men of Elafunga [sub-moiety].
15o WALA'ANGA
There was once a pregnant woman who was climbing a 
'tulip' tree to pick its fruit and leaves3 and as she 
ascended she called out3 'Otangax kolai'i kolai'i; dinap 
latango latango'^ meaning that the clouds should come down 
and the 'tulip' should rise. With that3 the 'tulip' thrust 
upwards to the sky and the clouds came down. The woman 
put her finger through the cloud3 and as she did so the
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'tulip1 shrank hack to its normal size3 leaving her 
hanging from the cloud by her fingere
Later that day her husband was looking for her 
andj glancing sky wards 3 noticed her hanging from the 
cloud. He could not help her 3 so he dug a hole for the 
fluids and bones of her body to drop into as she rotted. 
Soon her belly split open and the foetus fell down into 
the hole. After that her body fluids dripped into the 
hole3 and the foetus used these for- sustenance, Finally 
her bones also fell into the hole.
The baby grew into a strong young man3 having 
flourished on the liquids of his mother's decomposed body. 
Because of this3 he also had the benefits of her constant 
ghostly powers„ He continued living in the hole.
In the village the women left yams for their 
children3 and the adults went off to the gardens. The 
children cooked the food3 but3 just as it was finishing3 
the man from the hole appeared3 fiercely decorated with 
ground paint from a wala'anga (ground-crab) hole near to 
the hole he lived i-no He was also arrayed in the bones 
of his mother3 which rattled with each step he took. The 
man chased the children away and carried the food back to 
his hole to eat. The adults returned and were angry at 
the children for being hungry0 The children explained 
what had happened3 but they were not believeda
This occurred several times until one man - the 
father of the hole-man - decided to stay in the village 
to watch. As the hole-man started to chase the children 
the villager sprang out with his spear and threatened him. 
The other said3 'You cannot kill me„ I am your son. You 
should take me into your house and treat me as such. ' He 
told his father about how he had grown up in the hole3 and 
the father believed him and took him to reside in the 
village.
One day3 in the early morning3 the father was on 
top of the house repairing a leak in the thatch. The son 
was sitting below on the groundo Just then they heard a 
slit-gong call3 together with shouts from a nearby hamlet3 
signalling an enemy attack. The father climbed down and 
rushed into the house to get his spear. The young man 
positioned himself near the door and3 as his father ran 
out3 he spat upon him. The father ran to meet the enemy 
and as soon as- he started his battle prance the earth 
shook violently. The enemy were consumed with fear of 
this man 3 and they all fledo For the rest of his life the 
special powers of this hole-man3 provided by his mother's 
ghost3 gave benefits to the village,
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GLOSSARY OF TECHNICAL AND VERNACULAR TERMS
AGE-SET
AFA’AFA1W
BALANGA
BALANGAISI
BANDANGEL
BUNAFUNEI 
BWI'INGILI 
FALANGA
HANGAMU’W
HENGWANIF
ILIFALEMB
ILILIP
INITIATION
CLASS
INITIATION
SUB-CLASS
KWONGWOF
LAF
LAONGOL
LEFIN
MAOLIMU
age-based subdivision of the 
initiation sub-class consisting 
of the senior brothers (Balangaisi) 
and the junior brothers 
(Owangufwisi)
senior sub-moiety status, meaning 
'those who go before'; contra. 
Ondondof
residential ward of Ilahita village,
MOIETY totemic, non-exogamous dual structure 
obtaining at the village level and 
dividing the wards Balanga,
Hengwanif and half of Nangup 
(Laongol moiety) from the wards 
Ililip, Bwi'ingili and the other 
half of Nangup (Bandangel moiety); 
the division has significance in 
ritual and in conventional 
competition
population 309
senior age-set, signifying 'senior
NANGUP residential ward of Ilahita village, 
population 161
brothers'; contra. Owangufwisi
totemic moiety of Ilahita village, 
subsuming the wards of Ililip, 
Bwi'ingili and half of Nangup; 
totemic moiety of Ilifalemb ward;
NAUTAMANA ritual competitive partner belonging 
to the opposite moiety; a 
partnership also said to obtain 
between individual Nggwal spirits 
belonging to opposite moieties
contra. Laongol
junior sub-grade of Nggwal,
entered between the ages of 15 and 50
NGGWAL highest grade in the Tambaran Cult, 
divided into junior (Bunafunei) and 
senior (Walipeine) sub-grades, and 
entered between the ages of 15 and 50
residential ward of Ilahita village, 
population 172
lowest grade in the Tambaran Cult,
OLA 'W secondary food-exchange partner 
belonging to the opposite initiation 
class; plural: olawa
entry into which marks separation 
from the mother and the advent of 
childhood; sago variety 
(plural: falangax)
full-body costume and wickerwork
0MB AF primary and hereditary food-exchange 
and initiation partner belonging to 
the opposite initiation class and 
(ideally) the opposite sub-clan of 
Ego's clan; plural\ombif
helmet mask representing a spirit 
of the Falanga Tambaran grade; 
plural: hangahiwa
ONDONDOF junior sub-moiety status, meaning 
'those who come behind'; contra. 
Afa'afa'w
residential ward of Ilahita village, 
population 148
OWALOMAN kinship term of reference: 'younger 
brother'; contra, aahaloman
residential ward of Ilahita village, 
population 213
OWANGUFWISI junior age-set, signifying 'junior 
brothers'; contra. Balangaisi
residential ward of Ilahita village, 
population 487
village-based dual structure, 
localized in the patrician, and 
subsuming cyclically alternating
OWAPWAS kinship term of reference: 'younger
brothers; name applied to the 
junior initiation class, those 
currently not in possession of 
Nggwal Bunafunei; contra. Sahopwas
statuses of Sahopwas (elder 
brothers) and Owapwas (younger 
brothers)
dual generation division within 
the initiation class, subsuming
OWAPWASINGUF
SAHALOMAN
junior sub-clan, 'younger brothers' 
line'; contra. Sahopwasinguf
kinship term of reference, 'elder 
brother'; contra, owaloman
senior (father) and junior (son) 
statuses
large ceremonial spear which is 
part of the Nggwal paraphernalia; 
plural: kongwalef
pig- or cassowary-bone dagger; 
licensed ritual homicide or sorcery
SAHOPWAS 
SAHOPWASINGUF
kinship term of reference: 'elder 
brothers'; name applied to the 
senior initiation class, those 
currently in possession of Nggwal 
Bunafunei; contra. Owapwas
senior sub-clan, 'elder brothers' 
line'; contra. Owapwasinguf
executed in the name of the Tambaran 
spirits
name of an Ilahita patrician; totemic 
moiety of Ilahita village, subsuming 
the wards of Balanga, Hengwanif and 
half of Nangup; totemic moiety of
SUB-MOIETY dual structure localized at the 
ward level, like elements of which 
combine to cross-cut the moiety 
structure at the village level; 
subsumes Afa'afa'w (senior) and 
Ondondof (junior) ritual categories
Ilifalemb ward; contra. Bandangel
second grade in the Tambaran Cult, 
entered in middle childhood; general 
term for edible sago (plural: lefis)
third grade in the Tambaran Cult, 
signifying the advent of social 
adolescence and sexual maturity; 
the growing point of a sago palm 
(plural: maolihiwa)
TAMBARAN
WALIPEINE
Pidgin English term applied, in the 
Arapesh case, to religious ideology, 
practice and technology centring on 
the men's secret cult
senior sub-grade of Nggwal, entered 
after the age of 50 (approximately)
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Social and Ritual Organization of the Ilahita Arapesh
Abstract
This study analyzes the growth and organizational 
elaboration of Ilahita, an unusually large village 
(population: 1490) in the Maprik area of the East Sepik 
District, New Guinea. Two general questions are posed, 
the one historical, the other structural-functional: how
did Ilahita come to be so large? and, more important 
theoretically, by what organizational means has it retained 
its size over the years? The village's social organization 
is based on a complex system of dual structures defined 
by residence, ritual categories and, somewhat contingently, 
descent. These structures are analyzed as an integrated 
system of cognitive categories and social activities, 
interrelated at a higher systemic level with the secret 
men's Tambaran Cult, and with culturally patterned 
behaviour of a more mundane kind. The former gives 
dramatic expression to the dual organization; the latter 
yields disruptive tensions which are regulated and absorbed 
by the dual organization. Thus, the ritual system sacralizes 
the dual organization, while the behavioural vicissitudes 
stimulate the innovation and elaboration of dual structures. 
That the social system of Ilahita is largely in tact and 
accessible to study is the result of recent pacification 
(compared to much of lowland Australian New Guinea) and a 
strongly conservative attitude toward social, economic and 
political change.
The historical background of Ilahita is inferred 
from oral tradition, comparative ethnography and linguistic 
evidence. The antecedents of the present-day Ilahita 
Arapesh were among those peoples displaced by Middle 
Sepik groups whose predatory expansion continued until 
relatively recent times. These groups concentrated 
themselves into large villages (structurally imitative of 
Middle Sepik settlements) which became formidable enough to 
prevent further territorial encroachment. Because of its 
advantageous geographical position, Ilahita emerged larger 
and more secure than other villages in the culture, thereby 
attracting to itself more refugees. This, along with 
effective military and diplomatic strategies, established 
Ilahita's local hegemony.
With village growth and consolidation, behavioural 
tensions mounted which had previously been relieved by the 
physical separation of contending groups or individuals. 
Military stress no longer allowed this mode of resolution. 
Tension arose from the ambiguity inhering in the relations 
of boundary-sharing groups joined in a state of military 
interdependence, the inevitable conflict of interests between 
affinally related groups living in close proximity, and by 
the ambivalence of fraternal and parental relationships. As 
well as alleviating much of this tension through conventional 
competition and rivalry, the dual organization is 
equilibrated at the lower structural levels by adoption
s I
practices, the custom of sister-exchange marriage, and 
by various forms of ritual promotion. The dual organization 
also contains an authority hierarchy based on age and 
access to ritual secrets. With the Pax Australiana 
and the removal of military stress, behavioural tensions 
are again finding resolution through physical separation; 
the village is beginning to fragment, thus removing the socio- 
spatial supports of the authority structure.
The Tambaran Cult is analyzed in its relationship 
to the dual organization, and also as an integrated system 
of religious belief and practice. Cult activities and 
symbols imbue the dual organization with religious meaning, 
while at the same time apotheosizing certain fundamental 
cultural values, most prominently, the supremacy of age 
over youth and men over women. In analyzing the four grades 
of the Cult, it is shown that the first three comprise a 
self-contained ritual system indigenous to Arapesh culture.
Its symbols refer to masculine growth and sexuality, while 
the initiation ceremonies feature a traumatic exertion of 
dominance by the older males over the novices. Nggwal, 
the fourth and highest grade, is a ritual form borrowed 
from the Middle Sepik peoples, and is organizationally 
predicated on a village, as opposed to a dispersed, settlement 
pattern. In ideology, the grade focusses on a personified 
deity figure, and its symbols refer to the glories of 
collective masculine endeavour: war, technology and ritual
extravagance.
The close integration of dual organization and 
ritual is facilitated through a series of cognitive 
identifications linking worldly authorities with 
supernatural entities. The series spans the full range of 
meaningful male relationships, both real and fantastic: 
elder brother, father, ghost, ancestral spirit, Tambaran 
spirit. The context of this analysis is a mechanism of 
social control in which village elders draw on religious 
ideology to resolve crises resulting from alleged sorcery 
attacks; in the process, the elders reaffirm their mystical ■ 
and authoritative privileges in a way that contributes to 
community solidarity.
D.F. Tuzin 
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